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BioNLP 2010: Year in review
Dina Demner-Fushman, K. Bretonnel Cohen,

Sophia Ananiadou, John Pestian, Jun’ichi Tsujii, and Bonnie Webber

Interest continues to increase in Biomedical Natural Language Processing, evidenced by the number of
venues dedicated to BioNLP, the publication of a special issue of the Journal of Biomedical Informatics
on Biomedical Natural Language Processing (Chapman and Cohen 2009), and the new and ongoing
initiatives on BioNLP standards, centralized repositories, and community-wide evaluations. The latter
include the third BioCreAtIvE evaluation (since 2003) to determine the state of the art in biomedical text
mining and information extraction; the fourth i2b2 challenge on identifying concepts and relations in
clinical notes; the CALBC project that plans to annotate several hundred thousand MEDLINE abstracts
on immunology; the BioNLP 2009 shared tasks1 that attracted 42 teams (of which 24 submitted their final
results); workshops at ISMB, LREC, NAACL, and ACL; sessions at the AMIA summits and symposia;
and the fourth international symposium on Semantic Mining in Biomedicine (SMBM).

The developments in BioNLP parallel key developing areas in medical informatics, including
computerized clinical decision support, telemedicine, biosurveillance, personalized medicine,
comparative effectiveness studies, and global health, as well as the emergence of clinical informatics
as a branch of informatics. Personalized medicine has also been identified as key in translational and
bioinformatics research. Other key areas in bioinformatics were high-throughput studies, literature
mining, genetic privacy, environmental genetics, small molecules, pathways, and stem cell biology.

As in years past, authors have chosen the BioNLP workshop as a venue for presenting work that is
innovative, novel, and challenging from an NLP perspective. The workshop received 34 submissions,
of which nine were accepted as full papers and an additional twelve were accepted as posters. With
very few exceptions, the submissions were of exceptional quality and we sincerely regret having to reject
some of the good-quality work.

The themes in this years papers and posters cover complex NLP problems ranging from the foundations,
such as a new approach to dealing with arguments of nominalizations (Kilicoglu et al. 2010), to high-
level tasks, such as an approach to predicting breast cancer stage using social networking analysis (Jha
and Elhadad 2010). Those who were waiting for the word sense disambiguation efforts to bear fruit will
be glad to see the results of a graph-based WSD applied to concept-based summarization (Plaza et al.
2010). The growing maturity of the field continues to show in careful comparisons of available tools, for
example, comparing widely-used syntactic parsers (Miwa et al. 2010). We also see re-use and expansion
of the available collections, for example, the BioNLP 2009 event extraction collection (Vlachos 2010).
In addition to event extraction (Björne et al. 2010, Ohta et al. 2010) and advanced methods for entity
extraction (Liu et al. 2010), the program presents a method and tool for extraction of information about
the expression of genes and their anatomical locations (Gerner et al. 2010).

Completing the program is work on expanding the set of methods for identifying negation and
speculation, methods for detection of adverse reactions to drugs, corpus-based derivation of ontology
for consequences of gene mutations, annotation methods and other timely topics presented in the poster
session.

1http://www-tsujii.is.s.u-tokyo.ac.jp/GENIA/SharedTask/
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Keynote: Text Mining and Intelligence

W. John Wilbur, MD, PhD

John Wilbur obtained a PhD in pure mathematics from the University of California at Davis and an MD
from Loma Linda University. He is a Senior Investigator in the Computational Biology Branch of the
National Center for Biotechnology Information which is located in the US National Library of Medicine.
He is a principal investigator leading a research group in the study and development of statistical text
processing algorithms. While at NCBI he has developed a number of algorithms that are used in the
PubMed search engine including those for finding related documents, performing fuzzy phrase matching,
and spell checking users queries.

Abstract

Humans are much more accurate at text mining than machines. Presumably this is because humans are
more intelligent than machines. We argue that the way to narrow this gap is by more effective machine
learning. One obvious difference between humans and machines is the large amounts of training data
machines require for successful learning. We will discuss some novel ways of obtaining training data
for machine learning. We will also discuss why humans appear to be different in their requirements for
training data and what this may imply for the future of machine learning.
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Two strong baselines for the BioNLP 2009 event extraction task

Andreas Vlachos
Computer Laboratory

University of Cambridge
av308@cl.cam.ac.uk

Abstract
This paper presents two strong baselines
for the BioNLP 2009 shared task on event
extraction. First we re-implement a rule-
based approach which allows us to ex-
plore the task and the effect of domain-
adapted parsing on it. We then replace the
rule-based component with support vec-
tor machine classifiers and achieve perfor-
mance near the state-of-the-art without us-
ing any external resources. The good per-
formances achieved and the relative sim-
plicity of both approaches make them re-
producible baselines. We conclude with
suggestions for future work with respect to
the task representation.

1 Introduction

The term biomedical event extraction is used to re-
fer to tasks whose aim is the extraction of informa-
tion beyond the entity level. It commonly involves
recognizing actions and relations between one or
more entities. The recent BioNLP 2009 shared
task on event extraction (Kim et al., 2009) focused
on a number of relations of varying complexity in
which an event consisted of a trigger and one or
more arguments. It attracted 24 submissions and
provided a basis for system development. The per-
formances ranged from 16% to 52% in F-score.

In this paper we describe two strong baseline
approaches for the main task (described in Sec. 2)
with a focus on annotation costs and reproducibil-
ity. Both approaches rely on a dictionary of lem-
mas associated with event types (Sec. 3). First we
re-implement the rule-based approach of Vlachos
et al. (2009) using resources provided in the shared
task. While it is unlikely to reach the perfor-
mance of approaches combining supervised ma-
chine learning, exploring its potential can high-
light what annotated data is useful and its poten-
tial contribution to performance. Also, given its

reliance on syntax, it allows us to assess the impor-
tance of syntactic parsing. Nevertheless, the per-
formance achieved (35.39% F-score) is competi-
tive with systems that used more annotated data
and/or other resources (Sec. 5).

Building on the error analysis of the rule-based
approach, we replace the rule-based component
with support vector machine (SVM) classifiers
trained on partial event annotation in the form of
trigger-argument associations (Sec. 6). The use
of a trainable classifier highlights issues concern-
ing the suitability of the annotated data as train-
ing material. Using a simple feature representa-
tion and no external resources, the performance
rises to 47.89% in F-score, which would have been
second best in the shared task (Sec. 7). The er-
ror analysis suggests that future work on event ex-
traction should look into different task representa-
tions which will allow more advanced models to
demonstrate their potential (Sec. 8). Both systems
shall become publically available.

2 Definition, datasets and resources

The BioNLP 2009 shared task focused on extrac-
tion of events involving proteins. Protein recogni-
tion was considered a given in order to focus the
research efforts on the novel aspects of the task.
Nine event types were defined in the main task,
which can be broadly classified in two classes.
Simple events, namely Gene expression, Tran-
scription, Protein catabolism, Phosphorylation,
Localization and Binding, which have proteins
as their Theme argument and Regulation events,
namely Positive regulation, Negative regulation
and (unspecified) Regulation which have an oblig-
atory Theme argument and an optional Cause ar-
gument which can be either a protein or another
event. Every event has a trigger which is a con-
tiguous textual string that can span over one or
more tokens, as well as a part of a token. Triggers
and arguments can be shared across events and
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ID type trigger Theme Cause
E1 Neg reg suppressed E2
E2 Pos reg induced E3 gp41
E3 Gene exp production IL-10

Table 1: Shared task example annotation.

the same textual string can be a trigger for events
of different types. In an example demonstrating
the complexity of the task: “. . . SQ 22536 sup-
pressed gp41-induced IL-10 production in mono-
cytes.” Participating systems, given the two pro-
teins (in bold), need to generate the three appro-
priately nested events of Table 1.

While event components can reside in different
sentences, we focus on events that are contained
in a single sentence. Participants were not pro-
vided with resources to develop anaphora resolu-
tion components and the anaphoric phenomena in-
volved were rather complex, as we observed in
Vlachos et al. (2009). Extraction of events involv-
ing anaphoric relations inside a single sentence is
still possible but it is likely to require rather com-
plex patterns to be extracted.

The shared task involved three datasets, train-
ing, development and test, which consisted of 800,
150 and 260 abstracts respectively taken from the
GENIA event corpus. Their annotation was tai-
lored to the shared task definition. A resource
made available and used by the majority of the sys-
tems was the output of four syntactic parsers:

• Bikel’s (2004) re-implementation of Collins’
parsing model. This parser was trained on
newswire data exclusively.

• The re-ranking parser of Charniak & Johnson
adapted to the biomedical domain (McClosky
and Charniak, 2008). The in-domain, part-of-
speech (PoS) tagger was trained on the GENIA
corpus (Kim et al., 2003) and the self-training
of the re-ranking module used a part of the GE-
NIA treebank as development data.

• The C&C Combinatory Categorial Grammar
(CCG) parser adapted to the biomedical do-
main (Rimell and Clark, 2009). The PoS tag-
ger was trained on the GENIA corpus, while
1,000 sentences were annotated with lexical
categories and added to the training data of
the CCG supertagger and 600 sentences of the
BioInfer corpus (Pyysalo et al., 2007) were
used for parameter tuning.

• The GDep dependency parser trained for the
biomedical domain in the experiments of
Miyao et al. (2008). This parser was trained
for the biomedical domain using the GENIA
treebank.

The native Penn TreeBank output of Bikel’s and
McClosky’s parser was converted to the Stanford
Dependency (SD) collapsed dependency format
(de Marneffe and Manning, 2008). The output of
the CCG parser was also converted to the same de-
pendency format, while the output of GDep was
provided in a different dependency format used
for the dependency parsing CoNLL 2007 shared
task. From the description above, it is clear that
the various parsers have different levels of adap-
tation to the biomedical domain. While it is diffi-
cult to assess quantitatively the actual annotation
effort involved, it is possible to make some com-
parisons. Bikel’s parser was not adapted to the
domain, therefore it would be the cheapest one to
deploy. McClosky and CCG used in-domain cor-
pora annotated with PoS tags for training, while
the latter using some additional annotation for lex-
ical categories. Furthermore, they were tuned us-
ing in-domain syntactic treebanks. Therefore, they
represent a more expensive option in terms of an-
notation cost. Finally, GDep was trained using
an in-domain treebanked corpus, thus representing
the alternative with the highest annotation cost.

3 Trigger extraction

We perform trigger identification using a dictio-
nary of lemmas associated with the event type they
indicate. The underlying assumption is that a par-
ticular lemma has the same semantic content in ev-
ery occurrence, which results in extracting all of
its occurrences as triggers of the same event type.
This is clearly an over-simplification, but the re-
stricted domain and the task definition alleviates
most of the problems caused. For each lemma in
the dictionary, we extract all its occurrences in the
text as triggers, therefore over-generating, since
not all occurrences denote a biomedical event.
This can be either because they are not connected
with appropriate arguments or because they are
used with a sense irrelevant to the task. Both is-
sues are being resolved at the argument identifi-
cation stage since superfluous triggers should not
receive arguments and not form events.

The one-sense-per-term assumption is further
challenged by the fact that occurrences of the same
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term can denote events of different types. For ex-
ample, “expression” is used as a trigger of four
different event types in the training data, namely
Gene expression, Transcription, Localization and
Positive regulation. While it can be argued that in
some cases this is due to annotation inconsisten-
cies, it is generally accepted that context can alter
the semantics of a token. In order to ameliorate
this problem, we define the concept of light trig-
gers in analogy analogy to light verbs. The latter
are verbs whose semantics are lost when occur-
ring in particular constructions, e.g. “make” as in
“make mistakes”. In the shared task, some lem-
mas commonly associated with a particular event
type, when modified by a term associated with
a different event type, denote events of the type
of their modifier instead of their own. For ex-
ample, “regulation” generally denotes Regulation
events, unless it has a modifier of a different event
type, e.g. “positive”. In these cases, “regulation”
becomes part of a multi-token Positive regulation
trigger (e.g. “positive regulation”). However, if
the actual tokens are not adjacent, only “regula-
tion” is annotated as a Positive regulation trigger,
which is due to the requirement that triggers are
contiguous textual strings. We refer to lemmas
exhibiting this behaviour as light triggers. Addi-
tionally, we observe that some lemmas triggered
events only when modified by another lemma as-
sociated with an event type. For example, “ac-
tivity” when occurring without a modifier is not
considered a trigger of any event, however, when
modified by “binding” then it becomes a Binding
event trigger. We refer to lemmas exhibiting this
behaviour as ultra-light triggers.1

In order to construct the dictionary of terms
with their associated event types we use the trig-
ger annotation from the training data, but we ar-
gue that such information could be obtained from
domain experts. First, we remove the triggers en-
countered only once in the data in order to avoid
processing non-indicative triggers. Then, we lem-
matize them with morpha (Minnen et al., 2001).
We remove prepositions and other stopwords from
multi-token triggers such as “in response to” and
“have a prominent increase” in order to keep only
the terms denoting the event type. Then, using
the single-token triggers only, we associate each
lemma with its most common event type. In cases

1Kilicoglu and Bergler (2009) made similar observations
on the lemma “activity” without formalizing them.

where a lemma consistently generates more that
one event trigger of different types (typically one
of the Simple event class and one of the Reg-
ulation class, we associate the lemma with all
the relevant event types. For example, “overex-
press” consistently denotes Gene expression and
Positive regulation events. The last token of each
multi-token trigger becomes a light trigger. Fi-
nally, if a lemma is encountered as part of a multi-
token trigger of a different event type more of-
ten than with the event type associated with it as
a single-token trigger, then it becomes an ultra-
light trigger. We avoid stemming because suffixes
distinguish lemmas in an important way with re-
spect to the task. For example, “activation” de-
notes Positive regulation events, while “activity”
is an ultra-light trigger. We only keep lemmas as-
sociated at least four times with a particular event
type, since below that threshold the annotation was
rather inconsistent.

During testing, we attempt to match each token
with one of the lemmas associated with an event
type. We perform this by relaxing the matching
successively, using the token lemma first and if no
match is found allowing a partial match in order
to deal with particles (e.g. so that “co-express”
matches “express”). This process returns single-
token triggers, some of which are processed fur-
ther in case they are light or ultra-light using syn-
tactic dependencies in the following stage.

4 Rule-based argument identification

In this stage, we connect the triggers extracted
with appropriate arguments using rules defined
with the Stanford dependency (SD) scheme (de
Marneffe and Manning, 2008). We re-implement
the set of rules of Vlachos et al. (2009) using the
syntactic parsing resources provided by the orga-
nizers for the development data. Rule-based sys-
tems need annotated data for tuning, but unlike
their supervised machine learning-based counter-
parts they do not learn parameters from it, thus re-
quiring less annotated data. We consider this to
be the main advantage of rule-based systems and
to demonstrate this point we explicitly avoid using
the training data provided. The rules define syn-
tactic dependency paths that connect tokens con-
taining triggers (trigger-tokens) with tokens con-
taining their arguments (arg-tokens). For multi-
token protein names, it is sufficient that a path
reaches any of its tokens. For Regulation event
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class triggers we consider as arg-tokens not only
tokens containing (parts of) protein names but also
the trigger-tokens found in the same sentence. The
rules defined are the following:

• If a trigger-token is the governor of an arg-
token in subject relation (subj), then the latter
is identified as the Theme argument of the for-
mer, e.g. “Stat1 expresses”. The only excep-
tion to this rule is that when the trigger denotes
Regulation class events and the nominal sub-
ject relation (nsubj) is observed, the arg-token
is identified as a Cause argument, e.g. “gp41
induces”.

• If a trigger-token is the governor of an arg-
token in a prepositional relation, then the lat-
ter is identified as the Theme argument of the
former, e.g. “expression of Stat1”.

• If a trigger-token is the governor of an arg-
token in modifier relation then the latter is
identified as the Theme argument of the for-
mer, e.g. “Stat1 expression”. We restrict
the definition of the modifier relation to sub-
sume only the following relations: adjectival
modifier (amod), infinitival modifier (infmod),
participial modifier (partmod), adverbial mod-
ifier (advmod), relative clause modifier (rc-
mod), quantifier modifier (quantmod), tempo-
ral modifier (tmod) and noun compound mod-
ifier (nn) relations. This restriction is placed in
order to avoid matches irrelevant to the task.

• If a trigger-token is the governor of an arg-
token in object relation (obj) then the latter is
identified as the Theme argument, e.g. “SQ
22536 suppressed gp41”.

• If a Regulation event class trigger and a pro-
tein name are found in the same token, then
the protein name is identified as the Cause ar-
gument, e.g. “gp41-induced”.

A pre-processing step taken was to propagate
modifier and prepositional relations over tokens
that were co-ordinated or in an appositive relation.
This was necessary since the SD output provided
by the organizers is in the collapsed format, which
treats co-ordinated tokens asymmetrically without
propagating their dependencies.2

For each Simple or Binding trigger-argument
pair, we generate a single event with the argu-

2The organizers re-generated the dependencies in the
propagation format but we avoid using them in order to be
able to compare against the shared task participants.

ment marked as Theme. This approach is expected
to deal adequately with all event types except for
Binding, which can have multiple themes. We
generate Regulation events for trigger-argument
pairs whose argument is a protein name or a trig-
ger that has an already formed event. Since Reg-
ulation events can have other Regulation events as
Themes or Causes, we repeat this process until no
more events can be formed. Finally, at this stage
we generate the required Regulation class event
for triggers that consistently denote two events.

5 Rule-based system results

We report our results using the approximate span
matching/approximate recursive matching variant
of the evaluation. This variant allows for an event
to be considered extracted correctly if its trigger
is extracted with span within an one-token exten-
sion of the correct trigger span. Also in the case of
nested events, events below the top-level need only
their Theme argument to be correctly identified so
that the top-level event is considered correct. This
evaluation variant was used as the primary perfor-
mance criterion in the shared task.

We first compared the performances obtained
using the output of the different parsers pro-
vided by the organizers on the development data.
The best F-score was achieved using McClosky
(39.66%), followed by CCG (38.73%) and Bikel
(36.97%). As expected, the overall performance
correlates roughly with the adaptation cost in-
volved in the development of these parsers as de-
scribed in Section 2. Bikel, which is essentially
unadapted, has the worst performance overall, but
it would have been the cheapest to deploy. While
this can be viewed as a task-based parser compar-
ison, similar to the experiments of Miyao et al.
(2008), one should be careful with the interpreta-
tion of the results. As pointed out by the authors,
this type of evaluation cannot substitute a parsing
evaluation against an appropriately annotated cor-
pus since in the context of a given task only some
aspects of parsing are likely to be relevant. Fur-
thermore, in our experiments we are are not us-
ing the native output of the parsers but its conver-
sion to the SD format. Therefore unavoidably we
evaluate the conversion as well as the parsing. For
this reason we avoided using the output of GDep
which was not provided in this format.

Examining the lists of false positives and false
negatives on the system using the McClosky
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parser, we observe that the most common triggers
of events not extracted correctly had lemmas that
were included in the dictionary, such as “binding”,
“expression”, “induction” and “activation”. This
suggests that most event extraction errors are due
to argument identification and that using a dictio-
nary for trigger extraction is sufficient, despite the
rather strong assumptions it is based upon. Dis-
abling the processing of light and ultra-light trig-
gers, the performance on the development data
drops to 39.28%, the main reason being the de-
creased recall in Binding events.

Based on the comparison performed on the de-
velopment data, we run our system using the Mc-
Closky parser on the test data (Table 2). The over-
all performance achieved (35.39%) is relatively
close to the one obtained on the development set
(4% lower). This is important since rule-based
systems are prone to overfitting their development
data due to the way they are built. Compared to the
performances achieved by the shared task partici-
pants, the system presented would be ranked sev-
enth in overall performance. We believe this is a
strong result, since it surpasses systems that used
supervised machine learning methods taking ad-
vantage of the development and the training data.
Restricting the comparison to rule-based systems,
it would have the second best performance out
of nine such systems, most of which used exter-
nal knowledge sources in order to improve their
performance. The best rule-based system (Kil-
icoglu and Bergler, 2009) had overall performance
of 44.62% in F-score, ranking third overall. The
main difference is that it used a much larger set
of lexicalized rules (27) which were extracted us-
ing the training data. Also, heuristics were em-
ployed in order to correct syntactic parsing errors
(Schuman and Bergler, 2006). While the benefits
from these additional processing steps are indis-
putable, they involved a lot of manual work, both
for rule construction as well as for the annotation
of the data used to extract the rules. We argue
that these performance benefits could be obtained
using machine learning methods aimed at ame-
liorating the argument identification stage. Com-
pared to the rule-based approach of Vlachos et
al. (2009), the performance is improved substan-
tially. The main difference between that system
and the one presented here is that the former uses
the domain-independent RASP parser (Briscoe et
al., 2006). While its performance was reasonable

(it was ranked 10th overall, 30.80% F-score), these
results lag behind those reported here. Note that
a direct comparison using the output of RASP is
not possible since the latter uses its own syntactic
dependency scheme and there is no lossless con-
version to the SD scheme.

Overall, the results of this section demonstrate
that the use of domain-adapted parsing is bene-
ficial to event extraction. This is not surprising
since the system presented depends heavily on the
parsing output. We argue that the annotation cost
of this adaptation is a good investment because,
unlike the task-specific training data, improved
syntactic parsing is likely to be useful for other
event extraction tasks, or even other IE tasks, e.g.
anaphora resolution. Therefore, we suggest that
domain-adaptation of syntactic parsing should be
considered first, especially in tasks that are heavily
dependent on it.

6 Improving argument identification
with partial annotation and support
vector machines

In this section, we present an approach to argu-
ment identification which attempts to overcome
the drawbacks of the rule-based approach. Fol-
lowing the trigger extraction stage, for each trigger
combined with each of its candidate arguments we
create a classification instance. The classification
task is to assign the correct argument type to the
instance. Therefore, we construct a binary clas-
sifier which determines whether a protein name
is the Theme argument of a Simple or a Binding
trigger (ThemePositive or ThemeNegative) and a
ternary classifier which determines whether a pro-
tein name or another trigger (and as consequence
its associated events) is the Theme or the Cause
argument of a Regulation trigger (RegThemePosi-
tive, RegCausePositive, RegNegative).

In order to acquire labeled instances for train-
ing, we decompose the gold standard (GS) events
into multiple events with single arguments. In
cases of events being arguments to Regulation
events, the former are replaced by their triggers.
We match the triggers extracted with those in-
cluded in the gold standard, ignoring the event
type annotation. Since we identify single-token
triggers, we replicate the approximate span match-
ing used in evaluation in order to achieve better
coverage. If the instance being considered has a
Simple or a Binding trigger, and if the pair is in-
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Rules (MC) SVM (MC+CCG)
Event Type/Class recall precision F-score recall precision F-score
Gene expression 46.54 78.50 58.43 61.63 82.26 70.47

Transcription 26.28 28.57 27.38 29.93 62.12 40.39
Protein catabolism 28.57 100.00 44.44 42.86 85.71 57.14

Phosphorylation 65.19 82.24 72.73 78.52 91.38 84.46
Localization 32.18 88.89 47.26 40.80 95.95 57.26

Simple (total) 43.99 71.43 54.45 56.60 83.21 67.37
Binding 20.46 38.17 26.64 29.11 45.29 35.44

Regulation 15.81 23.47 18.89 23.71 39.20 29.55
Positive 21.16 33.02 25.79 37.03 43.65 40.07
Negative 17.15 29.41 21.67 30.34 40.35 34.64

Regulation (total) 19.30 30.47 23.63 33.15 42.32 37.18
Total 28.60 46.40 35.39 41.42 56.76 47.89

Table 2: Performance of the rule-based and the SVM-based systems on the test data. Each horizontal
corresponds to an event type or class. Binding events are not included in the Simple class aggregate
performance because they can have multiple Themes.

cluded in the GS then it is labeled as ThemePos-
itive, else it labeled as ThemeNegative. If the in-
stance being considered has a Regulation trigger
that has been matched with a GS trigger, and if
its argument is a protein name and their pair is in-
cluded in the GS then it is labeled according to
the latter (Reg{Theme/Cause}Positive), else, if not
found in the GS it is labeled as RegThemeNega-
tive. The same process is followed if the argument
is an event trigger which has been matched with
a GS trigger. We consider only Regulation trig-
gers that are matched in the GS in order to avoid
valid RegCausePositive instances being labeled as
RegNegative. Recall that the Cause argument is
optional, while the Theme is obligatory for Reg-
ulation events. This means that if an appropriate
Theme argument is not present, then it is possible
that a Cause argument that is present is not anno-
tated. Similarly, when considering event triggers
as arguments, we acquire labels only for instances
involving triggers that were annotated in the GS.
Since triggers without an appropriate Theme are
not annotated in the gold standard, it is possible
that a valid RegThemePositive or RegCausePosi-
tive is labeled as RegNegative instance not because
of the actual relation between the trigger and the
argument but because the argument did not have
an appropriate Theme present. In the example
mentioned in Sec. 2, if “IL-10” was replaced by
“protein” then none of the events would be an-
notated. We argue that a human annotator would
produce these annotations implicitly, and that this

partial (with respect to the task definition) annota-
tion scheme allows the encoding of this informa-
tion in a more flexible way. Also, this is likely to
be a more efficient way to use the annotation time,
since annotators would be requested to annotate
pre-determined trigger-argument pairs instead of
searching for events from scratch, given only the
protein name annotation.

For training data generation we consider the
triggers extracted using the dictionary instead of
those in the GS. This process is certain to intro-
duce some noise as some triggers might be omit-
ted due to limited dictionary coverage. If the event
type determined by the dictionary is incorrect, this
is unlikely to affect the argument identification
process, since the latter is dependent on the lemma
of the trigger rather than its type. For example, the
Theme argument of the trigger “expression” is un-
likely to depend on whether the event denoted is
Gene expression or Transcription.

The labeled instance acquisition process de-
scribed results in 9,699 binary and 10,541 ternary
labels compared to 6,607 triggers and 9,597 events
annotated in the training data provided. However,
it must be pointed out that in the shared task an-
notation scheme negative instances are annotated
implicitly, i.e. non-events are not annotated. If we
consider only the positive instances, then the anno-
tation scheme describeed results in 3,517 Theme-
Positive and 3,933 Reg{Theme/Cause}Positive in-
stances, which are simpler since they do not need
require textual span and event type specification.
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For feature extraction, we find the shortest de-
pendency path connecting each trigger-argument
pair using Dijkstra’s algorithm. We allow paths
to follow either dependency direction by incor-
porating the direction in the dependency labels.
Apart from the dependency path, we extract as
features the trigger-token, the trigger event type
and the argument type (event type if the argument
is a trigger or Entity in case of protein names).
We filtered the training set considering only in-
stances in which the trigger was at a maximum dis-
tance of 4 dependencies away from the argument,
since longer paths were too sparse to be useful
in classifying unseen instances. At classification
time, we consider as {Theme/Reg}Negative any
instances in which the dependency path has not
been encountered in the training data, as well as
instances without a dependency path connecting
trigger and argument. This is necessary in order to
avoid instances being classified only on the basis
of the trigger-token and the argument type. Af-
ter the classifier has assigned labels to the trigger-
argument pairs, we construct events as described
in Sec. 4. In cases where it is unclear (to the classi-
fier) which is the trigger and which is the argument
in a given pair of Regulation event triggers the pro-
cess can result in cyclic dependencies. We resolve
them using the confidence of the classifier for each
decision by removing the least confident RegThe-
mePositive or RegCausePositive assignment.

7 SVM-based system results

In our experiments we used the LIBSVM toolkit
(Chang and Lin, 2001) which provides an imple-
mentation of Support Vector Machines with vari-
ous kernels and uses the one-against-one scheme
for multiclass problems. In all experiments, the
Gaussian kernel was used in order to capture po-
tential non-linear feature combinations, e.g. cases
where the combination of dependency path and
trigger-token would result in a different decision
rather than each of them independently. Prelimi-
nary experiments with the linear kernel confirmed
this expectation.

We focused on using the output of the two
domain-adapted parsers, namely CCG and Mc-
Closky. The reason for this is that, as argued in
Sec. 5, given the importance of syntactic parsing
to event extraction one should consider domain
adaptation of syntactic parsing before developing
task-specific training resources. We first compared

the performances obtained using the output of the
different parsers provided by the organizers us-
ing the development data. The main observation
is that, using either parser, the results are much
improved compared to those reported in Sec. 5,
by approximately eight percentage points in F-
score in either case (46.49% and 47.40% F-score
for CCG and McClosky respectively). Most of
the improvement is due to higher recall, suggest-
ing that the argument identification component is
able to learn patterns that are relevant to the task.
Overall, using the output of CCG results in higher
precision, while McClosky results in higher re-
call. These parsers have different theoretical foun-
dations, therefore they are expected to make dif-
ferent errors. In an effort to take advantage of
both parsers simultaneously, we combined them
by adding for each trigger-argument pair the de-
pendency paths extracted by both parsers. This
improved performance further to 49.35% F-score.

We then run the system combining the two
parsers on the test data, obtaining the results pre-
sented in Table 2. Overall, the system presented
would have the second best performance in the
shared task achieving 41.42%/56.76%/47.89% in
Recall/Precision/F-score. The top system (Bjorne
et al., 2009) achieved 46.73%/58.48%/51.95%
(R/P/F). It followed a machine learning approach
to trigger extraction which, while it is likely to
be responsible for the performance difference ob-
served when compared to the other participating
systems, requires explicit trigger annotation, thus
being more expensive. Furthermore, we argue that
the data provided by the organizers are not suit-
able to train a trigger extractor, since only triggers
participating in events are annotated, and semanti-
cally valid triggers without appropriate arguments
present are ignored. We hypothesize that this is
the reason the authors had to adjust the decisions
of their SVM classifiers.

The second best system (Buyko et al., 2009)
achieved 45.82%/47.52%/46.66% (R/P/F) using
many external knowledge sources such as the
Gene Ontology Annotation database, the Uni-
versal Protein Resourceand the Medical Subject
Headings thesaurus. While the use of these re-
sources and their successful usage is commend-
able, we believe it is important that the system
presented achieves comparable performance using
fewer resources.

Furthermore, joint inference models such as
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Markov Logic Networks were applied to the
BioNLP 2009 event extraction shared task by
Riedel et al. (2009) and were ranked fourth.
This result was improved upon recently by Poon
and Vanderwende (2010) who achieved 50% F-
score, 2.11 percentage points better than the re-
sult achieved in this work. Such models have great
potential for event extraction and we believe that
they can benefit from the insights presented here.
Finally, despite the fact that we used the same ex-
perimental setup as the shared task participants,
we do not consider our results are directly com-
parable to theirs since we did not work under the
same time constraints and we profited from their
experiences.

8 Discussion

Our error analysis on the output of the best system
on the development data discouraged us from pur-
suing further improvements. Echoing the observa-
tions of Buyko et al. (2009), we found that anno-
tation inconsistency was affecting our results sig-
nificantly. In many cases the event triggers anno-
tated in the development data were rather mislead-
ing, e.g. “negative” as a Gene expression event
trigger (abstract 8622883), “increase the stabil-
ity” as a Positive regulation event trigger (abstract
8626752), “disappearance” as a Binding event
trigger (abstract 10455128). Finally, some events
were ignored by the annotation, such as “regula-
tion of thymidine kinase” (abstract 8622883).

An additional complication is that events that
are annotated due to anaphoric linking can have
a disproportionate effect on the scores. In an ex-
ample from abstract 9794375: “CD3, CD2, and
CD28 are functionally distinct receptors on T lym-
phocytes. Engagement of any of these recep-
tors induces the rapid tyrosine phosphorylation
of a shared group of intracellular signaling pro-
teins, including Vav, Cbl, p85 phosphoinositide 3-
kinase, and the Src family kinases Lck and Fyn.”
Failing to recognize the anaphoric Binding events
involving proteins “CD2” and “CD28”, an other-
wise perfect system would receive two false nega-
tives for the Binding events, eight false negatives
for the missing Positive regulation events due to
the missing Causes and four false positives for the
incomplete Positive regulation events extracted.

Despite this criticism, we believe that the
BioNLP 2009 shared task on event extraction was
a big step forward for biomedical information ex-

traction and we are grateful to the organizers for
the effort and resources provided, without which
the research presented here would not have been
possible. The performances achieved in the main
Task1 ranged from 16% to 52% in F-score, sug-
gesting improvements in task definition, data an-
notation and participating systems compared to
previous community-wide efforts. Indicatively,
in the protein-protein interaction pair subtask of
BioCreative II (Krallinger et al., 2008) the anno-
tated datasets provided were produced by extract-
ing curation information from relevant databases.
This meant that there was no text-bound annota-
tion, thus making the application and evaluation
of existing NLP techniques difficult, resulting in
rather low performances. The best performance
achieved was 29% in F-score, while many of the
teams scored below 10%.

However, we believe that future work should
look at improving the annotation in order to be
able to assess the progress in the systems devel-
oped. In particular, we argue that we should move
towards a dependency-based representation, simi-
lar to the one introduced by Surdeanu et al. (2008)
for joint syntactic parsing and semantic role label-
ing. Such representation can express the nested
nature of the events and evaluate the dependencies
between them directly. Furthermore, given the im-
portance of syntactic parsing via syntactic depen-
dencies to event extraction, it would be interesting
to see how performing these tasks jointly would
help improve the performance. A dependency-
based representation would also allow for non-
contiguous event components, as well as more
complex phenomena such as the light triggers dis-
cussed earlier.

9 Conclusions

In this paper we focused on the BioNLP 2009
shared task on event extraction. We developed
two systems, a rule-based one that does not re-
quire training data and a SVM-based one which
achieves near state-of-the-art performance. The
good performances achieved and their reliance on
shared task resources exclusively makes them re-
producible and strong baselines for future work.
Furthermore, we demonstrated the importance of
domain adaptation of syntactic parsing for event
extraction. Finally, based on our error analysis we
suggest future directions for event extraction with
respect to the task representation.
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Abstract

Linear-chain Conditional Random Fields
(CRF) has been applied to perform the
Named Entity Recognition (NER) task in
many biomedical text mining and infor-
mation extraction systems. However, the
linear-chain CRF cannot capture long dis-
tance dependency, which is very common
in the biomedical literature. In this pa-
per, we propose a novel study of capturing
such long distance dependency by defin-
ing two principles of constructing skip-
edges for a skip-chain CRF: linking sim-
ilar words and linking words having typed
dependencies. The approach is applied to
recognize gene/protein mentions in the lit-
erature. When tested on the BioCreAtIvE
II Gene Mention dataset and GENIA cor-
pus, the approach contributes significant
improvements over the linear-chain CRF.
We also present in-depth error analysis on
inconsistent labeling and study the influ-
ence of the quality of skip edges on the la-
beling performance.

1 Introduction

Named Entity Recognition (NER) is a key task in
most text mining and information extraction sys-
tems. The improvement in NER can benefit the
final system performance. NER is a challenging
task, particularly in the biomedical literature due
to the variety of biomedical terminologies and the
complicated syntactic structures.

Many studies have been devoted to biomedical
NER. To evaluate biomedical NER systems, sev-
eral challenge competitions had been held, such
as BioNLP/NLPBA in 20041, BioCreAtIvE I in

∗ Corresponding author
1http://research.nii.ac.jp/˜collier/

workshops/JNLPBA04st.htm

2004 and BioCreAtIvE II in 20062. The overview
reports from these competitions, presenting state-
of-the-art of biomedical NER studies, show that
linear-chain Conditional Random Fields (CRF) is
one of the most commonly used models and has
the most competitive results (Yeh et al., 2005;
Smith et al., 2008). Linear-chain CRF has also
been successfully applied to other NLP tasks such
as POS-tagging (Lafferty et al., 2001) and sen-
tence chunking (Sha and Pereira, 2003). However,
in most of these applications, only linear-chain
CRF was fully exploited, assuming that only adja-
cent words are inter-dependent. The dependency
between distant words, which occurs frequently in
the biomedical literature, is yet to be captured.

In the biomedical literature, the repeated ap-
pearance of same or similar words in one sentence
is a common type of long distance dependencies.
This phenomenon is due to the complicated syn-
tactic structures and the various biomedical termi-
nologies in nature. See the following example:

“Both GH deficiency and impaired
spinal growth may result in short
stature, whereas the occurrence of early
puberty in association with GH defi-
ciency reduces the time available for
GH therapy.”

the mentions of GH are repeated three times. If
the entity are referred by a pronoun, the meaning
of the sentence will be confusing and unclear be-
cause of the complex sentence structure. In this
sentence:

“These 8-oxoguanine DNA glycosy-
lases, hOgg1 (human) and mOgg1
(murine) , are homologous to each other
and to yeast Ogg1.”

the words hOgg1, mOgg1 and Ogg1 are homolo-
gous genes belonging to different species, having

2http://www.biocreative.org/
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very similar entity names. Some other types of
long distance dependencies also occur frequently
in the biomedical literature. For example, in this
sentence

“Western immunoblot analysis detected
p55gag and its cleavage products p39
and p27 in purified particles derived by
expression of gag and gag-pol, respec-
tively.”

the words p55gag, p39 and p27 conjuncted by
and, have similar semantic meanings but they are
separated by several tokens. A human curator
can easily recognize such long distance dependen-
cies and annotate these words consistently. How-
ever, when applying the linear-chain CRF, incon-
sistency errors in annotating these entities could
happen due to the inability of representing long
distance dependency.

In this paper, we present an approach of cap-
turing long distance dependencies between words.
We adopte the skip-chain CRF to improve the per-
formance of gene mention recognition. We de-
fine two principles of connecting skip-edges for
skip-chain CRF to capture long distance depen-
dencies. The efficacy of the principles is inves-
tigated with extensive experiments. We test our
method on two data sets and significant improve-
ments are observed over the linear-chain CRF. We
present in-depth error analysis on inconsistent la-
beling. We also investigat whether the quality of
connected edges affect the labeling performance.

The remainder of this paper is organized as fol-
lows: We survey related studies in Section 2. We
introduce linear-chain CRF and skip-chain CRF in
Section 3. The method of connecting skip-chain
edges is described in Section 4 . In Section 5 we
present our experiments and in-depth analysis. We
summarize our work in Section 6.

2 Related work

NER is a widely studied topic in text mining
research, and many new challenges are seen in
domain-specific applications, such as biomedical
NER (Zhou et al., 2004). The dictionary based
method is a common technique as biomedical the-
sauruses play a key role in understanding such
text. Most dictionary based NER systems fo-
cused on: (1) integrating and normalizing differ-
ent biomedical databases to improve the quality of
the dictionary to be used; (2) improving matching

strategies that are more suitable for biomedical ter-
minologies; and (3) making filtering rules for post-
processing to refine the matching results or to ad-
just the boundary of entities, see (Fukuda et al.,
1998; Narayanaswamy et al., 2003; Yang et al.,
2008). Many information extraction systems had
a dictionary matching module to perform prelim-
inary detection of named entities (Schuhmann et
al., 2007; Kolarik et al., 2007; Wang et al., 2010).

Applying machine learning techniques gener-
ally obtains superior performance for the biomedi-
cal NER task. The automated learning process can
induce patterns for recognizing biomedical names
and rules for pre- and post-processing. Gener-
ally speaking, there are two categories of ma-
chine learning based methods: one treats NER as
a classification task, while the other treats NER
as a sequence labeling task. For the first cate-
gory, Support Vector Machine (SVM) was a com-
monly adopted model (Kazama et al., 2002; Zhou
et al., 2004). Lee et al. (2004) proposed a two-
step framework to perform biomedical NER using
SVM: firstly detecting the boundaries of named
entities using classifiers; secondly classifying each
named entity into predefined target types. For the
second category, a sentence was treated as a se-
quence of tokens and the objective was to find the
optimal label sequence for these tokens. The label
space was often defined as {B,I,O}, where B in-
dicates the beginning token of an entity, I denotes
the continuing token and O represents the token
outside an entity. The sequence labeling task can
be approached by Hidden Markov Model (HMM),
Conditional Random Field (CRF) , or a combina-
tion of different models (Zhou et al., 2005; Tatar
and Cicekli, 2009).

Since proposed in (Lafferty et al., 2001), CRF
has been applied to many sequence labeling
tasks, including recognizing gene mentions from
biomedical text (McDonald and Pereira, 2005).
The Gene Mention Recognition task was included
in both BioCreAtIvE I and BioCreAtIvE II chal-
lenges. CRF had been used in most of top per-
forming systems in the Gene Mention Recognition
task of BioCreAtIvE II (Smith et al., 2008). Some
novel use of linear-chain CRF was proposed. For
example, in (Kuo et al., 2007) labeling was per-
formed in forward and backward directions on the
same sentence and results were combined from
the two directions. Huang et al. (2007) com-
bines a linear-chain CRF and two SVM models
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to enhance the recall. Finkel et al. (2005) used
Gibbs Sampling to add non-local dependencies
into linear-chain CRF model for information ex-
traction. However, the CRF models used in these
systems were all linear-chain CRFs. To the best of
our knowledge, no previous work has been done
on using non-linear-chain CRF in the biomedical
NER task.

Beyond the biomedical domain, skip-chain
CRF has been used in several studies to model
long distance dependency. In (Galley, 2006), skip
edges were linked between sentences with non-
local pragmatic dependencies to rank meetings.
In (Ding et al., 2008), skip-chain CRF was used
to detect the context and answers from online fo-
rums. The most close work to ours was in (Sut-
ton and McCallum, 2004), which used skip-chain
CRF to extract information from email messages
announcing seminars. By linking the same words
whose initial letter is capital, the method obtained
improvements on extracting speakers’ name. Our
work is in the spirit of this idea, but we approach
it in a different way. We found that the problem is
much more difficult in the biomedical NER task:
that is why we systematically studied the princi-
ples of linking skip edges and the quality of con-
nected edges.

3 linear-chain and skip-chain CRF

Conditional Random Field is a probabilistic
graphic model. The model predicts the output
variables y for each input variables in x by calcu-
lating the conditional probability p(y|x) accord-
ing to the graph structure that represents the de-
pendencies between the y variables. Formally,
given a graph structure over y, the CRF model can
be written as:

p(y|x) =
1

Z(x)

∏
Cp∈ζ

∏
Ψc∈Cp

Ψc(xc,yc; θp) (1)

Z(x) is a normalization factor.
In this definition, the graph is partitioned into a

set of cliques ζ = {C1, C2, . . . Cp}, where each
Cp is a clique template. Each Ψc, called a factor,
is corresponding to one edge in the clique c, and
can be parameterized as:

Ψc(xc,yc; θp) = exp
∑
k=1

λpkfpk(xc,yc) (2)

Each feature function fpk(xc,yc) represents one
feature of x and the λpk is the feature weight.

In the training phrase, the parameters is esti-
mated using an optimization algorithm such as
limited memory BFGS etc. In the testing phrase,
CRF finds the most likely label sequence for an
unseen instance by maximizing the probability de-
fined in (1).

In the NER task, one sentence is firstly tok-
enized into a sequences of tokens and each token
can be seen as one word. Each node in the graph is
usually corresponding to one word in a sentence.
Each x variable represents a set of features for one
word, and each y is the variable for the label of
one word. Note that when one edge is linked be-
tween two words, the edge is actually linked be-
tween their corresponding y variables. The y label
is one of {B,I,O}, in which B means the beginning
word of an entity, I means the inside word of an
entity, and O means outside an entity.

If we link each word with its immediate preced-
ing words to form a linear structure for one sen-
tence, we get a linear-chain CRF, defined as:

pθ(y|x) =
1

Z(x)

T∏
t=1

Ψt(yt, yt−1,x) (3)

This structure contains only one clique template.
If we add an extra clique template that contains
some skip edges between nonadjacent words, the
CRF become a skip-chain CRF, formulated as fol-
lows:

pθ(y|x) =
1

Z(x)

T∏
t=1

Ψt(yt, yt−1,x)·∏
(u,v)∈τ

Ψuv(yu, yv,x) (4)

τ is the edge set of the extra clique template con-
taining skip edges. An illustration of linear-chain
and skip-chain CRF is given in Figure 1. It is
straightforward to change a linear-chain CRF to
a skip-chain CRF by simply linking some addi-
tional skip edges. However, it must be careful to
add such edges because different graph structures
require different inference algorithms. Those in-
ference algorithms may have quite different time
complexity. For example, for the linear-chain
CRF, inference can be performed efficiently and
exactly by a dynamic-programming algorithm.
However, for the non-linear structure, approxi-
mate inference algorithms must be used. Solv-
ing arbitrary CRF graph structures is NP-hard. In
other word, we must be careful to link too many
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Figure 1: The illustration of linear-chain CRF and skip-chain CRF. The blue edges represent the linear-
chain edges belonging to one clique template, while the red edges represent the skip edges belonging to
another clique template.

skip edges to avoid making the model impracti-
cal. Therefore, it is absolutely necessary to study
which kinds of edges will contribute to the perfor-
mance while avoiding over-connected edges.

3.1 Features
As our interest is in modifying the CRF graph
structure rather than evaluating the effectiveness
of features, we simply adopted features from the
state-of-the-art such as (McDonald and Pereira,
2005) and (Kuo et al., 2007).

• Common Features: the original word, the
stemmed word, the POS-tag of a word, the
word length, is or not the beginning or end-
ing word of the sentence etc.

• Regular Expression Features: a set of reg-
ular expressions to extract orthographic fea-
tures for the word.

• Dictionary Features: We use several lexi-
cons. For example, a protein name dictionary
compiled from SWISS-PROT, a species dic-
tionary from NCBI Taxonomy, a drug name
dictionary from DrugBank database, and a
disease name dictionary from several Internet
web site.

• N-gram Features: For each token, we ex-
tract the corresponding 2-4 grams into the

feature set.

Each word will include the adjacent words’ fea-
tures within {−2,−1, 0, 1, 2} offsets. The features
used in the linear-chain CRF and skip-chain CRF
are all the same in our experiment.

4 Method

As the limitations discussed above, detecting
the necessary nodes to link should be the first
step in constructing a skip-chain CRF. In the
speaker name extraction task (Sutton and Mc-
Callum, 2004), only identical capitalized words
are linked, because there is few variations in the
speaker’s name. However, gene mentions often
involve words without obvious orthographic fea-
tures and such phenomena are common in the
biomedical literature such as RGC DNA sequence
and multisubunit TFIID protein. If we link all
the words like DNA, sequence and protein, the ef-
ficiency and performance will drop due to over-
connected edges. Therefore, the most important
step of detecting gene mentions is to determine
which edges should be connected.

4.1 Detect keywords in gene mention
We found that many gene mentions have at least
one important word for the identification of gene
mentions. For example, the word, Gal4, is such a
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keyword in Gal4 protein and NS1A in NS1A pro-
tein. These words can distinguish gene mentions
from other common English words and phrases,
and can distinguish different gene mentions as
well. We define such words as the keyword of
a gene mention. The skip edges are limited to
only connect these keywords. We use a rule-based
method to detect keywords. By examining the an-
notated data, we defined keywords as those con-
taining at least one capital letter or digit. And at
the same time, keywords must conform to the fol-
lowing rules:

• Keywords are not stop words, single letters,
numbers, Greek letters, Roman numbers or
nucleotide sequence such as ATTCCCTGG.

• Keywords are not in the form of an upper-
case initial letter followed by lowercase let-
ters, such as Comparison and Watson. These
words have capital letters only because they
are the first word in the sentences, or they are
the names of people or other objects. This
rule will miss some correct candidates, but
reduces noise.

• Keywords do not include some common
words with capital letters such as DNA,
cDNA, RNA, mRNA, tRNA etc. and some fre-
quently appearing non-gene names such as
HIV and mmHg. We defined a lexicon for
such words on the training data.

4.2 Link similar keywords
After keyword candidates are detected, we judge
each pair of keywords in the same sentence to find
similar word pairs. Each word pair is examined by
these rules:

• They are exactly the same words.

• Words only differ in digit letters, such as
CYP1 and CYP2.

• Words with the same prefix, such as IgA and
IgG, or with the same suffix, such as ANF and
pANF.

The token pair will be linked by a skip edge if they
match at least one rule.

4.3 Link typed dependencies
Some long distance dependency cannot be de-
tected simply by string similarity. To capture such

dependency, we used stanford parser3 to parse sen-
tences and extract typed dependencies from parsed
results. The typed dependencies are a set of bi-
nary relations belonging to 55 pre-defined types to
provide a description of the grammatical relation-
ships in a sentence (Marneffe and Manning, 2008).
Some examples of typed dependencies are listed in
Table 1.

Type Description
conj conjuncted by the conjunc-

tion such as and
prep prepositional modifier
nn noun compound modifier
amod adjectival modifier
dep uncertain types

Table 1: Examples for typed dependencies.

The output of the parser is pairs of dependent
words, along with typed dependencies between
two words in a pair. For example, in the sentence:

“. . . and activate transcription of a set
of genes that includes G1 cyclins CLN1,
CLN2, and many DN, synthesis genes.”

a typed dependency nn(G1,CLN1) is extracted by
the parser, meaning the words G1 and CLN1 has a
typed dependency of nn because they form a noun
phrase under a dependency grammar: modifica-
tion. Similarly, in the sentence

“Using the same approach we have
shown that hFIRE binds the stimula-
tory proteins Sp1 and Sp3 in addition to
CBF.”

the words Sp1 and Sp3 can be detected to have a
typed dependency of conj and, and the two words
have a typed denpendency of prep in addition to
with CBF, respectively. The most common type
dependencies are conj and, nn and dep. The key-
words having typed dependencies will be linked
by a skip edge.

5 Experiment

We tested our method on two datasets: the Gene
Mention (GM) data in BioCreAtIvE II (BCIIGM)

3http://nlp.stanford.edu/software/
lex-parser.shtml
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4and GENIA corpus5. The BCIIGM dataset was
used in the BioCreAtIvE II Gene Mention Recog-
nition task in 2006. It was built from the GENE-
TAG corpus (Tanabe et al., 2005) with some mod-
ification of the annotation. The dataset contains
15000 sentences for training and 5000 sentences
for testing. Two gold-standard sets, GENE and
ALTGENE, were provided for evaluation and an
official evaluation procedure in Perl script was
provided. The ALTGENE set provides alternate
forms for genes in the GENE set. In the official
evaluation, each identified string will be looked up
in both GENE and ALTGENE. If the correspond-
ing gene was found in either GENE or ALTGENE,
the identified string will be counted as a correct
answer.

The GENIA corpus is a widely used dataset in
many NER and information extraction tasks due
to its high quality annotation. The GENIA corpus
contains 2000 abstracts from MEDLINE, with ap-
proximately 18500 sentences. The corpus was an-
notated by biomedical experts according to a pre-
defined GENIA ontology. In this work, we only
used the annotated entities that have a category of
protein, DNA, or RNA. These categories are re-
lated to the definition of gene mention in BioCre-
AtIvE II. We only used strict matching evaluation
(no alternate forms check) for the GENIA corpus
as no ALTGENE-like annotation is available.

The performance is measured by precision, re-
call and F score. Each identified string is counted
as a true positive (TP) if it is matched by a gold-
standard gene mention, otherwise the identified
string is a false positive (FP). Each gold standard
gene mention is counted as a false negative (FN) if
it is not identified by the approach. Then the pre-
cision, recall and their harmonic average F score
is calculated as follows:

precision =
TP

TP + FP

recall =
TP

TP + FN

F =
2 · precision · recall
precision+ recall

To implement both linear-chain CRF and skip-

4http://sourceforge.net/projects/
biocreative/files/

5http://www-tsujii.is.s.u-tokyo.ac.jp/
GENIA/home/wiki.cgi?page=Technical+Term+
Annotation

chain CRF, we used the GRMM Java package6

which is an extended version of MALLET. The
package provides an implement of arbitrary struc-
ture CRF.

5.1 Result Comparison

We evaluated our approach on the BCIIGM
dataset and GENIA corpus. For the BCIIGM
dataset, two evaluation criteria were used: official
- exactly the same as that used in the BioCreAtIvE
II competition, with the official evaluation proce-
dure; and strict - strict matching for each identi-
fied string without checking its alternate forms in
ALTGENE. The GENIA dataset were randomly
divided into 10 parts to perform a 10-fold cross
validation. However, we didn’t do cross validation
on the BCIIGM dataset because the BioCreAtIvE
II competition annotations and evaluation proce-
dure were tailored to evaluating participating sys-
tems.

The comparative results are listed in Table 2.
We compared the two edge linking principles,
linking similar words and linking words having
typed dependencies. The F score from the skip-
chain CRF is better than that from the linear-chain
CRF. Significance tests were performed to check
whether these results have significant differences.
Paired two-tail t-tests were conducted with respect
to the F scores of linear-chain CRF vs. those of the
two skip-chain CRFs, respectively. The p-value
was 1.989×10−7 for the skip-chain CRF linked by
similar words vs. linear-chain CRF. The p-value
was 3.971 × 10−5 for the skip-chain CRF linked
by typed dependencies vs. linear-chain CRF. This
shows that the improvement is significant.

Note that we did not compare our results on the
BCIIGM dataset to those submitted to the compe-
tition. There are two reasons for this: First, our
focus is on comparing the skip-chain CRF with
the linear-chain CRF. Second, in the competition,
most participating systems that used CRF also
applied other algorithms, or sophisticated rules
for adjusting detected boundaries or refining the
recognized results, to achieve competitive perfor-
mance. By contrast, we did not employ any post-
processing rule or algorithm to further improve the
performance. In this sense, comparing our results
to those has become unfair.

6http://mallet.cs.umass.edu/grmm/
index.php
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Data Model Precision(%) Recall(%) F score(%)

BCIIGM official
linear-chain CRF 85.16 81.50 83.29
skip-chain CRF linked by sim-words 86.68 82.75 84.67
skip-chain CRF linked by typed-dep 86.73 82.36 84.49

BCIIGM strict
linear-chain CRF 74.09 69.49 71.73
skip-chain CRF linked by sim-words 76.26 71.53 73.82
skip-chain CRF linked by typed-dep 75.99 70.49 73.14

GENIA
linear-chain CRF 76.77 74.92 75.83
skip-chain CRF linked by sim-words 78.57 77.12 77.82
skip-chain CRF linked by typed-dep 78.18 76.87 77.52

Table 2: The result comparison between the linear-chain CRF and skip-chain CRF. BCIIGM is the
BioCreAtIvE II Gene Mention Recognition dataset. official means using the official provided evalua-
tion procedure and strict means using strict matching to evaluate the results. sim-words means similar
words and typed-dep means typed dependencies. The results for GENIA are averaged over 10-fold cross
validation.

5.2 Discussion
We provided in-depth analysis of our results on the
BCIIGM dataset. As one of our motivations for
connecting words with skip edges is to enhance
the consistency of labeling, we firstly examined
whether the proposed approach can provide con-
sistent labeling. Let us start from two typical ex-
amples. In the first sentence

“The response sequences were localized
between -67 and +30 in the simian cy-
tomegalovirus IE94 promoter and up-
stream of position +9 in the HCMV IE68
promoter.”

the word IE94 is missed (not labeled) while its
similar word IE68 is labeled correctly by the
linear-chain CRF. In the second sentence

“It is suggested that biliary secretion of
both TBZ and FBZ and their metabolites
may contribute to this recycling.”

the word TBZ is labeled as a gene mention in-
correctly (false positive) while its similar word
FBZ is not labeled at all (true negative) by the
linear-chain CRF. Both sentences are correctly la-
beled by the skip-chain CRF. Similar improve-
ments are also made by the skip-chain CRF model
linked by typed dependencies. To study label-
ing consistency, we counted the statistics of in-
consistency errors, as shown in Table 3. Two
kinds of inconsistency errors were counted: false
negatives correctable by consistency (FNCC) and
false positives correctable by consistency (FPCC).

An FNCC means that a gold-standard mention is
missed by the system while its skip edge linked
gene mention is correctly labeled, which is simi-
lar to the inconsistent miss in (Sutton and McCal-
lum, 2004), as the IE94 in the first example. An
FPCC means a non-gene mention is labeled as a
gene while its skip edge linked mention (also non-
gene mention) is not recognized, as TBZ in the sec-
ond example. These two kinds of inconsistency er-
rors lead to inconsistent false negatives (FN) and
false positives (FP). A good model should reduce
as much inconsistency errors as possible. The in-
consistency errors are reduced substantially as we
expected, showing that the reduction of inconsis-
tency errors is one reason for the performance im-
provements.

The skip-chain CRF linked by similar words
had better performance than the skip-chain CRF
linked by typed dependencies. This may infer that
the quality of skip edges has impact on the per-
formance. In order to study this issue, the qual-
ity of skip edges was examined. The statistics of
skip edges in the BCIIGM dataset for the two skip-
chain CRF models (linked by similar words and by
typed dependencies respectively) is shown in the
first two rows of Table 4. A skip edge is counted as
a correct edge if the edge links two words that are
both gene mentions in the gold-standard annota-
tion. The statistics shows that the skip-chain CRF
linked by similar words has a higher precision than
the model by typed dependencies. To make the
comparison more evident, we built another skip-
chain CRF whose skip edges were randomly con-
nected. The number of skip edges in this model
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Skip edge Model FPCC FNCCtype

sim-words
linear-chain 112 70
skip-chain 48 20

Percentage of reduction 57.14% 71.43%

typed-dep
linear-chain 32 29
skip-chain 9 5

Percentage of reduction 71.88% 82.76%

Table 3: Statistics of inconsistency errors for
the linear-chain CRF and skip-chain CRF. FPCC
is false positives correctable by consistency and
FNCC is false negatives correctable by consis-
tency in the table. The percentage is calculated
by dividing the reduction of errors by the error
number of linear-chain CRF, for example (112 −
48)/48 = 57.14%.

approximately equals to that in the skip-chain CRF
linked by similar words. The percentage of cor-
rect skip-edges in this model is small, as shown
in the last row of Table 4. We tested this skip-
chain CRF model on the BCIIGM dataset under
the strict matching criterion. The performance of
the randomly linked skip-chain CRF is shown in
Table 5. As can be seen from the table, the perfor-
mance of the randomly connected skip-chain CRF
droped remarkably, even worse than that of the
linear-chain CRF. This confirms that the quality
of skip edges is a key factor for the performance
improvement.

Model Edges Correct Percentageedges
sim-words 1912 1344 70.29%
typed-dep 728 425 53.38%
random 1906 41 2.15%

Table 4: Statistics of skip edges and correct
skip edges for the skip-chain CRF models. sim-
words means the skip-chain CRF linked by sim-
ilar words, typed-dep means the CRF linked by
typed dependencies and random means the skip-
chain CRF has randomly connected skip edges.
The edges are counted in the BCIIGM testing data.

From the above discussion, we summarize this
section as follows: (1) the skip-chain CRF with
high quality skip edges can reduce inconsistent la-
beling errors, and (2) the quality of skip edges is
crucial to the performance improvement.

Model P (%) R(%) F(%)
linear 74.09 69.49 71.73

sim-words 76.26 71.53 73.82
typed-dep 75.99 70.49 73.14
random 73.66 69.13 71.32

Table 5: Performance comparison between the
randomly linked skip-chain CRF and other mod-
els. The result was tested on the BCIIGM dataset
under the strict matching criterion. P, R and F
denote the precision, recall and F score respec-
tively. linear denotes the linear-chain CRF. sim-
words denotes the skip-chain CRF linked by sim-
ilar words. typed-dep denotes the skip-chain CRF
linked by typed dependencies. random denotes
the skip-chain CRF having randomly linked skip
edges.

6 Conclusion

This paper proposed a method to construct a skip-
chain CRF to perform named entity recognition in
the biomedical literature. We presented two prin-
ciples to connect skip edges to address the issue
of capturing long distance dependency: linking
similar keywords and linking words having typed
dependencies. We evaluated our method on the
BioCreAtIvE II GM dataset and GENIA corpus.
Significant improvements were observed. More-
over, we presented in-depth analysis on inconsis-
tent labeling errors and the quality of skip edges.
The study shows that the quality of linked edges is
a key factor of the system performance.

The quality of linked edges plays an important
role in not only performance but also time effi-
ciency. Thus, we are planning to apply machine
learning techniques to automatically induce pat-
terns for linking high-quality skip-edges. Further-
more, to refine the recognition results, we are plan-
ning to employ post-processing algorithms or con-
struct refinement rules.
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Abstract

We consider the task of automatically
extracting post-translational modification
events from biomedical scientific publica-
tions. Building on the success of event
extraction for phosphorylation events in
the BioNLP’09 shared task, we extend the
event annotation approach to four major
new post-transitional modification event
types. We present a new targeted corpus of
157 PubMed abstracts annotated for over
1000 proteins and 400 post-translational
modification events identifying the modi-
fied proteins and sites. Experiments with
a state-of-the-art event extraction system
show that the events can be extracted with
52% precision and 36% recall (42% F-
score), suggesting remaining challenges
in the extraction of the events. The an-
notated corpus is freely available in the
BioNLP’09 shared task format at the GE-
NIA project homepage.1

1 Introduction

Post-translational-modifications (PTM), amino
acid modifications of proteins after translation, are
one of the posterior processes of protein biosyn-
thesis for many proteins, and they are critical
for determining protein function such as its ac-
tivity state, localization, turnover and interac-
tions with other biomolecules (Mann and Jensen,
2003). Since PTM alter the properties of a pro-
tein by attaching one or more biochemical func-
tional groups to amino acids, understanding of
the mechanism and effects of PTM are a major
goal in the recent molecular biology, biomedicine
and pharmacology fields. In particular, epige-
netic (“outside conventional genetics”) regulation

1http://www-tsujii.is.s.u-tokyo.ac.jp/
GENIA

of gene expression has a crucial role in these fields
and PTM-like modifications of biomolecules are a
burning issue. For instance, tissue specific or con-
text dependent expression of many proteins is now
known to be controlled by specific PTM of his-
tone proteins, such as Methylation and Acetylation
(Jaenisch and Bird, 2003). This Methylation and
Acetylation of specific amino acid residues in his-
tone proteins are strongly implicated in unwinding
the nucleosomes and exposing genes to transcrip-
tion, replication and DNA repairing machinery.

The recent BioNLP’09 Shared Task on Event
Extraction (Kim et al., 2009a) (below, BioNLP
shared task) represented the first community-wide
step toward the extraction of fine-grained event
representations of information from biomolecular
domain publications (Ananiadou et al., 2010). The
nine event types targeted in the task included one
PTM type, Phosphorylation, whose extraction in-
volved identifying the modified protein and, when
stated, the specific phosphorylated site. The re-
sults of the shared task showed this PTM event to
be single most reliably extracted event type in the
data, with the best-performing system for the event
type achieving 91% precision and 76% recall
(83% F-score) in the extraction of phosphorylation
events (Buyko et al., 2009). The results suggest
both that the event representation is well applica-
ble to PTM and that current extraction methods are
capable of reliable PTM extraction. Most of the
proposed state-of-the-art methods for event extrac-
tion are further largely machine-learning based.
This suggest that the coverage of many existing
methods could be straightforwardly extended to
new event types and domains by extending the
scope of available PTM annotations and retrain-
ing the methods on newly annotated data. In this
study, we take such an annotation-based approach
to extend the extraction capabilities of state of the
art event extraction methods for PTM.
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Term Count
Phosphorylation 172875 50.90%
Methylation 49780 14.66%
Glycosylation 36407 10.72%
Hydroxylation 20141 5.93%
Acetylation 18726 5.51%
Esterification 7836 2.31%
Ubiquitination 6747 1.99%
ADP-ribosylation 5259 1.55%
Biotinylation 4369 1.29%
Sulfation 3722 1.10%
. . .
TOTAL 339646 100%

Table 1: PTM mentions in PubMed. The number
of citations returned by the PubMed search engine
for each PTM term shown together with the frac-
tion of the total returned for all searches. Searches
were performed with the terms as shown, allow-
ing MeSH term expansion and other optimizations
provided by the Entrez search.

2 Corpus Annotation

We next discuss the selection of the annotated
PTM types and source texts and present the rep-
resentation and criteria used in annotation.

2.1 Event Types

A central challenge in the automatic extraction
of PTMs following the relatively data-intensive
BioNLP shared task model is the sheer number
of different modifications: the number of known
PTM types is as high as 300 and constantly grow-
ing (Witze et al., 2007). Clearly, the creation of
a manually annotated resource with even mod-
est coverage of statements of each of the types
would be a formidable undertaking. We next
present an analysis of PTM statement occurrences
in PubMed as the first step toward resolving this
challenge.

We estimated the frequency of mentions of
prominent PTM types by combining MeSH
ontology2 PTM terms with terms occurring
in the post-translational protein
modification branch of the Gene Ontology
(The Gene Ontology Consortium, 2000). After
removing variants (e.g. polyamination for amina-
tion or dephosphorylation for phosphorylation)
and two cases judged likely to occur frequently

2http://www.nlm.nih.gov/mesh/meshhome.
html

in non-PTM contexts (hydration and oxidation),
we searched PubMed for the remaining 31 PTM
types. The results for the most frequent types
are shown in Table 1. We find a power-law
- like distribution with phosphorylation alone
accounting for over 50% of the total, and the top
6 types together for over 90%. By contrast, the
bottom ten types together represent less than a
percent of total occurrences.

This result implies that fair coverage of individ-
ual PTM event mentions can be achieved without
considering even dozens of different PTM event
types, let alone hundreds. Thus, as a step toward
extending the coverage of event extraction systems
for PTM, we chose to focus limited resources on
annotating a small selection of types so that a num-
ber of annotations sufficient for supervised learn-
ing and stable evaluation can be provided. To
maximize the utility of the created annotation, the
types were selected based on their frequency of oc-
currence.

2.2 Text Selection

Biomedical domain corpora are frequently anno-
tated from selections of texts chosen as a sample
of publications in a particular subdomain of inter-
est. While several areas in present-day molecu-
lar biology are likely to provide ample source data
for PTM statements, a sample of articles from any
subdomain is unlikely to provide a well-balanced
distribution of event types: for example, the most
frequent PTM event type annotated in the GENIA
event corpus occurs more than 10 times as often
as the second most frequent (Kim et al., 2008).
Further, avoiding explicit subdomain restrictions
is not alone sufficient to assure a balanced distri-
bution of event types: in the BioInfer corpus, for
which sentences were selected on the basis of their
containing mentions of protein pairs known to in-
teract, the most frequent PTM type is again anno-
tated nearly four times as often as the second most
frequent (Pyysalo et al., 2007).

To focus annotation efforts on texts relevant to
PTM and to guarantee that the annotation results
in relatively balanced numbers of PTM events of
each targeted type, we decided to annotate a tar-
geted set of source texts instead of a random sam-
ple of texts for a particular subdomain. This type
of targeted annotation involves a risk of introduc-
ing bias: a badly performed selection could pro-
duce a corpus that is not representative of the
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PTM type AB FT
Acetylation 103 128
Glycosylation 226 336
Methylation 72 69
Phosphorylation 186 76
Hydroxylation 71 133

Table 2: Number of abstracts (AB) and full-text ar-
ticles (FT) tagged in PIR as containing PTM state-
ments.

statements expressing PTMs in text and thus poor
material for either meaningful evaluation or for
training methods with good generalization perfor-
mance.3 To avoid such bias, we decided to base
our selection of the source texts on an indepen-
dently annotated PTM resource with biological (as
opposed to textual) criteria for inclusion. Owing
in part to the recent interest in PTMs, there are
currently a wealth of resources providing different
levels of annotation for PTMs.

Here, we have chosen to base initial annotation
on corpora provided by the Protein Information
Resource4 (PIR) (Wu et al., 2003). These corpora
contain annotation for spans with evidence for five
different PTM types (Table 2), corresponding to
the five PTMs found above to occur in PubMed
with the highest frequency. A key feature setting
this resource apart from others we are aware of is
that it provides text-bound annotations identifying
the statement by which a PTM record was made in
the context of the full publication abstracts. While
this annotation is less specific and detailed than
the full BioNLP shared task markup, it could both
serve as an initial seed for annotation and assure
that the annotation agrees with relevant database
curation criteria. The PIR corpora have also been
applied in previous PTM extraction studies (e.g.
(Hu et al., 2005; Narayanaswamy et al., 2005)).

We judged that the annotated Phosphorylation
events in the BioNLP shared task data provide
sufficient coverage for the extraction of this PTM
type, and chose to focus on producing annota-
tion for the four other PTM types in the PIR data.
As the high extraction performance for phospho-
rylation events in the BioNLP shared task was

3One could easily gather PTM-rich texts by performing
protein name tagging and searching for known patterns such
as “[PROTEIN] methylates [PROTEIN]”, but a corpus cre-
ated in this way would not necessarily provide significant
novelty over the original search patterns.

4http://pir.georgetown.edu

Protein Site PTM Count
collagen lysine Hydroxylate 44
myelin arginine Methylate 17
M protein N-terminal Glycosylate 2
EF-Tu lysine Methylate 1
Actobindin NH2 terminus Acetylate 0

Table 3: Example queried triples and match counts
from Medie.

achieved with annotated training data containing
215 PTM events, in view of the available resources
we set as an initial goal the annotation of 100
events of each of the four PTM types. To assure
that the annotated resource can be made publicly
available, we chose to use only the part of the PIR
annotations that identified sections of PubMed ab-
stracts, excluding full-text references and non-
PubMed abstracts. Together with the elimination
of duplicates and entries judged to fall outside of
the event annotation criteria (see Section 2.4), this
reduced the number of source texts below our tar-
get, necessitating a further selection strategy.

For further annotation, we aimed to select ab-
stracts that contain specific PTM statements iden-
tifying both the name of a modified protein and the
modified site. As for the initial selection, we fur-
ther wished to avoid limiting the search by search-
ing for any specific PTM expressions. To imple-
ment this selection, we used the Medie system5

(Ohta et al., 2006; Miyao et al., 2006) to search
PubMed for sentences where a specific protein and
a known modified site were found together in a
sentence occurring in an abstract annotated with a
specific MeSH term. The (protein name, modified
site, MeSH term) triples were extracted from PIR
records, substituting the appropriate MeSH term
for each PTM type. Some examples with the num-
ber of matching documents are shown in Table 3.
As most queries returned either no documents or a
small number of hits, we gave priority to responses
to queries that returned a small number of docu-
ments to avoid biasing the corpus toward proteins
whose modifications are frequently discussed.

We note that while the PIR annotations typically
identified focused text spans considerably shorter
than a single sentence and sentence-level search
was used in the Medie-based search to increase the
likelihood of identifying relevant statements, after
selection all annotation was performed to full ab-
stracts.

5http://www-tsujii.is.s.u-tokyo.ac.jp/
medie/
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Event type Count
Protein modification 38
Phosphorylation 546
Dephosphorylation 28
Acetylation 7
Deacetylation 1
Ubiquitination 6
Deubiquitination 0

Table 4: GENIA PTM-related event types and
number of events in the GENIA event corpus.
Type names are simplified: the full form of e.g.
the Phosphorylation type in the GENIA event on-
tology is Protein amino acid phosphorylation.

Event type Arguments Count
Protein modification Theme 31
Phosphorylation Theme 261
Phosphorylation Theme, Site 230
Phosphorylation Site 20
Phosphorylation Theme, Cause 14
Dephosphorylation Theme 16

Table 5: GENIA PTM-related event arguments.
Only argument combinations appearing more than
10 times in the corpus shown.

2.3 Representation
The employed event representation can capture
the association of varying numbers of participants
in different roles. To apply an event extraction
approach to PTM, we must first define the tar-
geted representation, specifying the event types,
the mandatory and optional arguments, and the ar-
gument types – the roles that the participants play
in the events. In the following, we discuss alterna-
tives and present the representation applied in this
work.

The GENIA Event ontology, applied in the
annotation of the GENIA Event corpus (Kim
et al., 2008) that served as the basis of the
BioNLP shared task data, defines a general Pro-
tein modification event type and six more specific
modification subtypes, shown in Table 4. While
the existing Acetylation type could thus be applied
together with the generic Protein modification
type to capture all the annotated PTMs, we be-
lieve that identification of the specific PTM type
is not only important to users of extracted PTM
events but also a relatively modest additional bur-
den for automatic extraction, owing to the unam-
biguous nature of typical expressions used to state

Figure 1: Alternative representations for PTM
statements including a catalyst in GENIA Event
corpus. PTM events can be annotated with a di-
rect Cause argument (top, PMID 9374467) or us-
ing an additional Regulation event (middle, PMID
10074432). The latter annotation can be applied
also in cases where there is no expression directly
“triggering” the secondary event (bottom, PMID
7613138).

PTMs in text. We thus chose to introduce three
additional specific modification types, Glycosyla-
tion, Hydroxylation and Methylation for use in the
annotation.

The GENIA Event corpus annotation allows
PTM events to take Theme, Site and Cause argu-
ments specifying the event participants, where the
Theme identifies the entity undergoing the mod-
ification, Site the specific region being modified,
and Cause an entity or event leading to the modi-
fication. Table 5 shows frequent argument combi-
nations appearing in the annotated data. We note
that while Theme is specified in the great majority
of events and Site in almost half, Cause is anno-
tated for less than 5% of the events. However, the
relative sparsity of Cause arguments in modifica-
tion events does not imply that e.g. catalysts of the
events are stated only very rarely, but instead re-
flects also the use of an alternative representation
for capturing such statements without a Cause ar-
gument for the PTM event. The GENIA event an-
notation specifies a Regulation event (with Posi-
tive regulation and Negative regulation subtypes),
used to annotate not only regulation in the biolog-
ical sense but also statements of general causality
between events: Regulation events are used gen-
erally to connect entities or events stated to other
events that they are stated to cause. Thus, PTM
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events with a stated cause (e.g. a catalyst) can be
alternatively represented with a Cause argument
on the PTM event or using a separate Regulation
event (Figure 1). The interpretation of these event
structures is identical, and from an annotation per-
spective there are advantages to both. However,
for the purpose of automatic extraction it is impor-
tant to establish a consistent representation, and
thus only one should be used.

In this work, we follow the latter representation,
disallowing Cause arguments for annotated PTM
events and applying separate Regulation events
to capture e.g. catalyst associations. This choice
has the benefits of providing an uniform repre-
sentation for catalysis and inhibition (one involv-
ing a Positive regulation and the other a Nega-
tive regulation event), reducing the sparseness of
specific event structures in the data, and matching
the representation chosen in the BioNLP shared
task, thus maintaining compatibility with exist-
ing event extraction methods. Finally, we note
that while we initially expected that glycosylation
statements might frequently identify specific at-
tached side chains, necessitating the introduction
of an additional argument type to accurately cap-
ture all the stated information regarding Glycosy-
lation events, the data contained too few examples
for either training material or to justify the mod-
ification of the event model. We adopt the con-
straints applied in the BioNLP shared task regard-
ing the entity types allowed as specific arguments.
Thus, the representation we apply here annotated
PTM events with specific types, taking as Theme
argument a gene/gene product type entity and as
Site argument a physical (non-event) entity that
does not need to be assigned a specific type.

2.4 Annotation criteria

To create PTM annotation compatible with the
event extraction systems introduced for the
BioNLP shared task, we created annotation fol-
lowing the GENIA Event corpus annotation cri-
teria (Kim et al., 2008), as adapted for the shared
task. The criteria specify that annotation should be
applied to statements that involve the occurrence
of a change in the state of an entity – even if stated
as having occurred in the past, or only hypotheti-
cally – but not in cases merely discussing the state
or properties of entities, even if these can serve as
the basis for inference that a specific change has
occurred. We found that many of the spans an-

notated in PIR as evidence for PTM did not ful-
fill the criteria for event annotation. The most fre-
quent class consisted of cases where the only evi-
dence for a PTM was in the form of a sequence of
residues, for example

Characterization [. . . ] gave the follow-
ing sequence, Gly-Cys-Hyp-D-Trp-Glu-
Pro-Trp-Cys-NH2 where Hyp = 4-trans-
hydroxyproline. (PMID 8910408)

Here, the occurrence of hydroxyproline in the se-
quence implies that the protein has been hydrox-
ylated, but as the hydroxylation event is only im-
plied by the protein state, no event is annotated.

Candidates drawn from PIR but not fulfilling
the criteria were excluded from annotation. While
this implies that the general class of event extrac-
tion approaches considered here will not recover
all statements providing evidence of PTM to bi-
ologists (per the PIR criteria), several factors mit-
igate this limitation of their utility. First, while
PTMs implied by sequence only are relatively fre-
quent in PIR, its selection criteria give emphasis
to publications initially reporting the existence of a
PTM, and further publications discussing the PTM
are not expected to state it as sequence only. Thus,
it should be possible to extract the correspond-
ing PTMs from later sources. Similarly, one of
the promises of event extraction approaches is the
potential to extract associations of multiple enti-
ties and extract causal chains connecting events
with others (e.g. E catalyzes the hydroxylation of
P, leading to . . . ), and the data indicates that the
sequence-only statements typically provide little
information on the biological context of the modi-
fication beyond identifying the entity and site. As
such non-contextual PTM information is already
available in multiple databases, this class of state-
ments may not be of primary interest for event ex-
traction.

2.5 Annotation results

The new PTM annotation covers 157 PubMed
abstracts. Following the model of the BioNLP
shared task, all mentions of specific gene or gene
product names in the abstracts were annotated, ap-
plying the annotation criteria of (Ohta et al., 2009).
This new named entity annotation covers 1031
gene/gene product mentions, thus averaging more
than six mentions per annotated abstract. In to-
tal, 422 events of which 405 are of the novel PTM
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Event type Count
Glycosylation 122
Hydroxylation 103
Methylation 90
Acetylation 90
Positive reg. 12
Phosphorylation 3
Protein modification 2
TOTAL 422

Table 6: Statistics of the introduced event annota-
tion.

Arguments Count
Theme, Site 363
Theme 36
Site 6

Table 7: Statistics for the arguments of the anno-
tated PTM events.

types were annotated, matching the initial annota-
tion target in number and giving a well-balanced
distribution of the specific PTM types (Table 6).
Reflecting the selection of the source texts, the
argument structures of the annotated PTM events
(Table 7) show a different distribution from those
annotated in the GENIA event corpus (Table 5):
whereas less than half of the GENIA event corpus
PTM events include a Site argument, almost 90%
of the PTM events in the new data include a Site.
PTM events identifying both the modified protein
and the specific modified site are expected to be
of more practical interest. However, we note that
the greater number of multi-argument events is ex-
pected to make the dataset more challenging as an
extraction target.

3 Evaluation

To estimate the capacity of the newly annotated
resource to support the extraction of the targeted
PTM events and the performance of current event
extraction methods at open-domain PTM extrac-
tion, we performed a set of experiments using an
event extraction method competitive with the state
of the art, as established in the BioNLP shared task
on event extraction (Kim et al., 2009a; Björne et
al., 2009).

3.1 Methods

We adopted the recently introduced event extrac-
tion system of Miwa et al. (2010). The system

applies a pipeline architecture consisting of three
supervised classification-based modules: a trig-
ger detector, an event edge detector, and an event
detector. In evaluation on the BioNLP shared
task test data, the system extracted phosphory-
lation events at 75.7% precision and 85.2% re-
call (80.1% F-score) for Task 1, and 75.7% preci-
sion and 83.3% recall (79.3% F-score) for Task 2,
showing performance comparable to the best re-
sults reported in the literature for this event class
(Buyko et al., 2009). We assume three precondi-
tions for the PTM extraction: proteins are given,
all PTMs have Sites, and all arguments in a PTM
co-occur in sentence scope. The first of these is
per the BioNLP shared task setup, the second fixed
based the corpus statistics, and the third a property
intrinsic to the extraction method, which builds on
analysis of sentence structure.6 In the experiments
reported here, only the four novel PTM event types
with Sites in the corpus are regarded as a target for
the extraction.

The system extracted PTMs as follows: the
trigger detector detected the entities (triggers and
sites) of the PTMs, the event edge detector de-
tected the edges in the PTMs, and the event de-
tector detected the PTMs. The evaluation setting
was the same as the evaluation in (Miwa et al.,
2010) except for the threshold. The thresholds in
the three modules were tuned with the develop-
ment data set.

Performance evaluation is performed using the
BioNLP shared task primary evaluation criteria,
termed the “Approximate Span Matching” crite-
rion. This criterion relaxes the requirements of
strict matching in accepting extracted event trig-
gers and entities as correct if their span is inside
the region of the corresponding region in the gold
standard annotation.

3.2 Data Preparation
The corpus data was split into training and test sets
on the document level with a sampling strategy
that aimed to preserve a roughly 3:1 ratio of oc-
currences of each event type between training and
test data. The test data was held out during sys-
tem development and parameter selection and only
applied in a single final experiment. The event ex-
traction system was trained using the 112 abstracts
of the training set, further using 24 of the abstracts

6We note that in the BioNLP shared task data, all argu-
ments were contained within single sentences for 95% of
events.
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Figure 2: Performance of PTM extraction on the
development data set.

Event type Prec Rec F
Acetylation 69.6% 36.7% 48.1%
Methylation 50.0% 34.2% 40.6%
Glycosylation 36.7% 42.5% 39.4%
Hydroxylation 57.1% 29.3% 38.7%
Overall 52.1% 35.7% 42.4%

Table 8: Event extraction results on the test set.

as a development test set.

3.3 Results

We first performed parameter selection, setting the
machine learning method parameter by estimating
performance on the development data set. Figure 2
shows the performance of PTM extraction on the
development data set with different values of pa-
rameter. The threshold value corresponding to the
best performance (0.3) was then applied for an ex-
periment on the held-out test set.

Performance on the test set was evaluated as
52% precision and 36% recall (42% F-score),
matching estimates on the development data. A
breakdown by event type (Table 8) shows that
Acetylation is most reliably extracted with extrac-
tion for the other three PTM types showing sim-
ilar F-scores despite some variance in the preci-
sion/recall balance. We note that while these re-
sults fall notably below the best result reported
for Phosphorylation events in the BioNLP shared
task, they are comparable to the best results re-
ported in the task for Regulation and Binding
events (Kim et al., 2009a), suggesting that the
dataset allows the extraction of the novel PTM
events with Theme and Site arguments at levels
comparable to multi-argument shared task events.

Figure 3: Learning curve of PTM extraction on the
development data set.

Further, a learning curve (Figure 3) plotted on
the development data suggests roughly linearly
increasing performance over most of the curve.
While the increase appears to be leveling off to
an extent when using all of the available data, the
learning curve indicates that performance can be
further improved by increasing the size of the an-
notated dataset.

4 Discussion

Post-translational modifications have been a fo-
cus of interest in the biomedical text mining com-
munity, and a number of resources and systems
targeting PTM have been proposed. The GE-
NIES and GeneWays systems (Friedman et al.,
2001; Rzhetsky et al., 2004) targeted PTM events
such as phosphorylation and dephosphorylation
under the more general createbond and breakbond
types. Hu et al. (2005) introduce the RLIMS-P
rule-based system for mining the substrates and
sites for phosphorylation, which is extended with
the capacity to extract intra-clausal statements by
Narayanaswamy et al. (2005). Saric et al. (2006)
present an extension of their rule-based STRING-
IE system for extracting regulatory networks to
capture phosphorylation and dephosphorylation
events. Lee et al. (2008) present E3Miner, a tool
for automatically extracting information related to
ubiquitination, and Kim et al. (2009b) present a
preliminary study adapting the E3Miner approach
to the mining of acetylation events.

It should be noted that while studies target-
ing single specific PTM types report better re-
sults than found in the initial evaluation presented
here (in many cases dramatically so), different
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extraction targets and evaluation criteria compli-
cate direct comparison. Perhaps more importantly,
our aim here is to extend the capabilities of gen-
eral event extraction systems targeting multiple
types of structured events. Pursuing this broader
goal necessarily involves some compromise in the
ability to focus on the extraction of individual
event types, and it is expected that highly focused
systems will provide better performance than re-
trained general systems.

The approach to PTM extraction adopted here
relies extensively on the availability of annotated
resources, the creation of which requires consider-
able effort and expertise in understanding the tar-
get domain as well as the annotation methodology
and tools. The annotation created in this study,
performed largely on the basis of partial existing
annotations drawn from PIR data, involved an es-
timated three weeks of full-time effort from an ex-
perienced annotator. As experiments further in-
dicated that a larger corpus may be necessary for
reliable annotation, we can estimate that extending
the approach to sufficient coverage of each of hun-
dreds of PTM types without a partial initial anno-
tation would easily require several person-years of
annotation efforts. We thus see a clear need for the
development of unsupervised or semisupervised
methods for PTM extraction to extend the cover-
age of event extraction systems to the full scale of
different PTM types. Nevertheless, even if reliable
methods for PTM extraction that entirely avoid the
need for annotated training data become available,
a manually curated reference standard will still be
necessary for reliable estimation of their perfor-
mance. To efficiently support the development of
event extraction systems capable of capturing the
full variety of PTM events, it may be beneficial to
reverse the approach taken here: instead of anno-
tating hundreds of examples of a small number of
PTM types, annotate a small number of each of
hundreds of PTM types, thus providing both seed
data for semisupervised approaches as well as ref-
erence data for the evaluation of broad-coverage
PTM event extraction systems.

5 Conclusions and Future Work

We have presented an event extraction approach
to automatic PTM recognition, building on the
model introduced in the BioNLP shared task on
event extraction. By annotating a targeted cor-
pus for four prominent PTM types not considered

in the BioNLP shared task data, we have created
a resource that can be straightforwardly used to
extend the capability of event extraction systems
for PTM extraction. We estimated that while sys-
tems trained on the original shared task dataset
could not recognize more than 50% of PTM men-
tions due to their types, the introduced annotation
increases this theoretical upper bound to nearly
90%. An initial experiment on the newly intro-
duced dataset using a state-of-the-art method indi-
cated that straightforward adoption of the dataset
as training data to extend coverage of PTM events
without specific adaptations of the method is feasi-
ble, although the measured performance indicates
remaining challenges for reliable extraction. Fur-
ther, while the experiments were performed on a
dataset selected to avoid bias toward e.g. a partic-
ular subdomain or specific forms of event expres-
sions, it remains an open question how extraction
performance generalizes to biomedical literature
beyond the selected sample. As experiments in-
dicated clear remaining potential for the improve-
ment of extraction performance from more train-
ing data, the extension of the annotated dataset is
a natural direction for future work. We considered
also the possiblity of extending annotation to cover
small numbers of each of a large variety of PTM
types, which would place focus on the challenges
of event extraction with little or no training data
for specific event types.

The annotated corpus covering over 1000 gene
and gene product entities and over 400 events is
freely available in the widely adopted BioNLP
shared task format at the GENIA project home-
page.7
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Abstract

We present the first full-scale event extrac-
tion experiment covering the titles and ab-
stracts of all PubMed citations. Extraction
is performed using a pipeline composed
of state-of-the-art methods: the BANNER
named entity recognizer, the McClosky-
Charniak domain-adapted parser, and the
Turku Event Extraction System. We an-
alyze the statistical properties of the re-
sulting dataset and present evaluations of
the core event extraction as well as nega-
tion and speculation detection components
of the system. Further, we study in de-
tail the set of extracted events relevant
to the apoptosis pathway to gain insight
into the biological relevance of the result.
The dataset, consisting of 19.2 million oc-
currences of 4.5 million unique events,
is freely available for use in research at
http://bionlp.utu.fi/.

1 Introduction

There has recently been substantial interest in
event models in biomedical information extraction
(IE). The expressive event representation captures
extracted knowledge as structured, recursively
nested, typed associations of arbitrarily many par-
ticipants in specific roles. The BioNLP’09 Shared
Task on Event Extraction (Kim et al., 2009), the
first large scale evaluation of biomedical event
extraction systems, drew the participation of 24
groups and established a standard event represen-
tation scheme and datasets. The training and test
data of the Shared Task comprised 13,623 manu-
ally annotated events in 1,210 PubMed citation ab-
stracts, and on this data the top performing system
of Björne et al. (2009; 2010b) achieved an overall
F-score of 51.95% (Kim et al., 2009).

∗Equal contribution by first three authors.

The issue of the scalability and generalization
ability of the introduced event extraction systems
beyond the domain of the GENIA corpus on which
the Shared Task was based has remained largely
an open question. In a prior study, we have es-
tablished on a 1% random sample of PubMed ti-
tles and abstracts that the event extraction system
of Björne et al. is able to scale up to PubMed-
wide extraction without prohibitive computational
time requirements, however, the actual extraction
from the entire PubMed was left as a future work
(Björne et al., 2010a). Thus, the top-ranking event
extraction systems in the Shared Task have, in fact,
not been used so far for actual mass-scale event ex-
traction beyond the carefully controlled setting of
the Shared Task itself. Further, since an automated
named entity recognition step was not part of the
Shared Task, the interaction of the event extrac-
tion systems with gene/protein name recognizers
remains largely unexplored as well.

In this study, we address some of these ques-
tions by performing a mass-scale event extraction
experiment using the best performing system1 of
the Shared Task (Björne et al., 2009; Björne et al.,
2010b), and applying it to the entire set of titles
and abstracts of the nearly 18 million citations in
the 2009 distribution of PubMed. The extraction
result, containing 19.2 million event occurrences,
is the largest dataset of its type by several orders
of magnitude and arguably represents the state-of-
the-art in automatic event extraction with respect
to both accuracy and size.

To support emerging community efforts in tasks
that build on event extraction output, such as event
network refinement, hypothesis generation, path-
way extraction, and others, we make the entire
resulting dataset freely available for research pur-
poses. This allows researchers interested in ques-
tions involving text mining, rather than initial in-

1Available at http://bionlp.utu.fi/
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Event type Example
Gene expression 5-LOX is expressed in leukocytes
Transcription promoter associated with IL-4 gene

transcription
Localization phosphorylation and nuclear translo-

cation of STAT6
Protein catabolism I kappa B-alpha proteolysis by

phosphorylation.
Phosphorylation BCL-2 was phosphorylated at the

G(2)/M phase
Binding Bcl-w forms complexes with Bax and

Bak
Regulation c-Met expression is regulated by Mitf
Positive regulation IL-12 induced STAT4 binding
Negative regulation DN-Rac suppressed NFAT activation

Table 1: Targeted event types with brief example
statements expressing an event of each type. In the
examples, the word or words marked as triggering
the presence of the event are shown in italics and
event participants underlined. The event types are
grouped by event participants, with the first five
types taking one theme, binding events taking mul-
tiple themes and the regulation types theme and
cause participants. Adapted from (Björne et al.,
2009).

formation extraction, to make use of the many fa-
vorable statistical properties of the massive dataset
without having to execute the laborious and time-
consuming event extraction pipeline.

In the following, we describe the Shared Task
event representation applied throughout this study,
the event extraction pipeline itself, and a first set
of analyzes of multiple aspects of the resulting
dataset.

2 Event extraction

The event extraction pipeline follows the model of
the BioNLP’09 Shared Task in its representation
of extracted information. The primary extraction
targets are gene or gene product-related entities
and nine fundamental biomolecular event types in-
volving these entities (see Table 1 for illustration).

Several aspects of the event representation, as
defined in the context of the Shared Task, differ-
entiate the event extraction task from the body of
domain IE studies targeting e.g. protein–protein
interactions and gene–disease relations, including
previous domain shared tasks (Nédellec, 2005;
Krallinger et al., 2008). Events can have an ar-
bitrary number of participants with specified roles
(e.g. theme or cause), making it possible to cap-
ture n-ary associations and statements where some
participants occur in varying roles or are only oc-
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Figure 1: Event extraction. A multi-stage sys-
tem produces an event graph for each sentence.
Named entities are detected (A) using BANNER.
Independently of named entity detection, sen-
tences are parsed (B) to produce a dependency
parse. Event detection (C) uses the named entities
and the parse in predicting the trigger nodes and
argument edges that form the events. Finally, po-
larity and certainty (D) are predicted for the gen-
erated events. Adapted from (Björne et al., 2009).

casionally mentioned. A further important prop-
erty is that event participants can be other events,
resulting in expressive, recursively nested struc-
tures. Finally, events are given GENIA Event on-
tology types drawn from the community-standard
Gene Ontology (The Gene Ontology Consortium,
2000), giving each event well-defined semantics.

2.1 Event Extraction Pipeline
The event extraction pipeline applied in this work
consists of three main processing steps: named en-
tity recognition, syntactic parsing, and event ex-
traction. The process is illustrated in Figure 1.

For named entity recognition, we use the BAN-
NER system of Leaman and Gonzales (2008),
which in its current release achieves results close
to the best published on the standard GENETAG
dataset and was reported to have the best perfor-
mance in a recent study comparing publicly avail-
able taggers (Kabiljo et al., 2009). Titles and ab-
stracts of all 17.8M citations in the 2009 distribu-
tion of PubMed are processed through the BAN-
NER system.

Titles and abstracts of PubMed citations in
which at least one named entity was identified, and
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which therefore contain a possible target for event
extraction, are subsequently split into sentences
using a maximum-entropy based sentence splitter
trained on the GENIA corpus (Kazama and Tsujii,
2003) with limited rule-based post-processing for
some common errors.

All sentences containing at least one named
entity are then parsed with the domain-adapted
McClosky-Charniak parser (McClosky and Char-
niak, 2008; McClosky, 2009), which has achieved
the currently best published performance on the
GENIA Treebank (Tateisi et al., 2005). The con-
stituency parse trees are then transformed to the
collapsed-ccprocessed variant of the Stanford De-
pendency scheme using the conversion tool2 intro-
duced by de Marneffe et al. (2006).

Finally, events are extracted using the Turku
Event Extraction System of Björne et al. which
achieved the best performance in the BioNLP’09
Shared Task and remains fully competitive with
even the most recent advances (Miwa et al., 2010).
We use a recent publicly available revision of the
event extraction system that performs also extrac-
tion of Shared Task subtask 2 and 3 information,
providing additional event arguments relevant to
event sites and localization (site, atLoc, and toLoc
role types in the Shared Task) as well as informa-
tion on event polarity and certainty (Björne et al.,
2010b).

2.2 Extraction result and computational
requirements

Named entity recognition using the BANNER sys-
tem required in total roughly 1,800 CPU-hours
and resulted in 36,454,930 named entities identi-
fied in 5,394,350 distinct PubMed citations.

Parsing all 20,037,896 sentences with at least
one named entity using the McClosky-Charniak
parser and transforming the resulting constituency
trees into dependency analyzes using the Stanford
conversion tool required about 5,000 CPU-hours,
thus averaging 0.9 sec per sentence. Even though
various stability and scalability related problems
were met during the parsing process, we were able
to successfully parse 20,020,266 (99.91%) of all
sentences.

Finally, the event extraction step required ap-
proximately 1,500 CPU-hours and resulted in
19,180,827 event instances. In total, the entire cor-

2http://www-nlp.stanford.edu/
downloads/lex-parser.shtml

pus of PubMed titles and abstracts was thus pro-
cessed in roughly 8,300 CPU-hours, or, 346 CPU-
days, the most time-consuming step by far being
the syntactic parsing.

We note that, even though the components used
in the pipeline are largely well-documented and
mature, a number of technical issues directly re-
lated to, or at least magnified by, the untypi-
cally large dataset were met at every point of the
pipeline. Executing the pipeline was thus far from
a trivial undertaking. Due to the computational re-
quirements of the pipeline, cluster computing sys-
tems were employed at every stage of the process.

2.3 Evaluation

We have previously evaluated the Turku Event
Extraction System on a random 1% sample of
PubMed citations, estimating a precision of 64%
for event types and arguments pertaining to sub-
task 1 of the Shared Task (Björne et al., 2010a),
which compares favorably to the 58% precision
the system achieves on the Shared Task dataset it-
self (Björne et al., 2009).

To determine precision on subtasks 2 and 3
on PubMed citations, we manually evaluate 100
events with site and location arguments (sub-
task 2) and 100 each of events predicted to be
speculated or negated (subtask 3).

Subtask 2 site and location arguments are
mostly external to the events they pertain to and
therefore were evaluated independently of their
parent event. Their precision is 53% (53/100),
comparable to the 58% precision established on
the BioNLP’09 Shared Task development set, us-
ing the same parent-independent criterion.

To estimate the precision of the negation detec-
tion (subtask 3), we randomly select 100 events
predicted to be negated. Of these, 9 were incor-
rect as events to such an extent that the correct-
ness of the predicted negation could not be judged
and, among the remaining 91 events, the negation
was correctly predicted in 82% of the cases. Sim-
ilarly, to estimate the precision of speculation de-
tection, we randomly select 100 events predicted
to be speculated, of which 20 could not be judged
for correctness of speculation. Among the remain-
ing 80, 88% were correctly predicted as specula-
tive events. The negations were mostly signalled
by explicit statements such as is not regulated, and
speculation by statements, such as was studied,
that defined the events as experimental questions.
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For comparison, on the BioNLP’09 Shared Task
development set, for correctly predicted events,
precision for negation examples was 83% (with
recall of 53%) and for speculation examples 77%
(with recall of 51%).

In the rest of this paper, we turn our attention to
the extraction result.

3 Term-NE mapping

As the event types are drawn from the Gene On-
tology and the original data on which the system
is trained has been annotated with reference to the
GO definitions, the events targeted by the extrac-
tion system have well-defined biological interpre-
tations. The meaning of complete event struc-
tures depends also on the participating entities,
which are in the primary event extraction task con-
strained to be of gene/gene product (GGP) types,
as annotated in the GENIA GGP corpus (Ohta et
al., 2009a). The simple and uniform nature of
these entities makes the interpretation of complete
events straightforward.

However, the semantics of the entities au-
tomatically tagged in this work are somewhat
more openly defined. The BANNER system was
trained on the GENETAG corpus, annotated for
“gene/protein entities” without differentiating be-
tween different entity types and marking entities
under a broad definition that not only includes
genes and gene products but also related entities
such as gene promoters and protein complexes,
only requiring that the tagged entities be specific
(Tanabe et al., 2005). The annotation criteria of
the entities used to train the BANNER system as
well as the event extraction system also differ in
the extent of the marked spans, with GENIA GGP
marking the minimal name and GENETAG allow-
ing also the inclusion of head nouns when a name
occurs in modifier position. Thus, for example, the
latter may annotate the spans p53 gene, p53 pro-
tein, p53 promoter and p53 mutations in contexts
where the former would in each case mark only
the substring p53.

One promising future direction for the present
effort is to refine the automatically extracted data
into an event network connected to specific entries
in gene/protein databases such as Entrez Gene and
UniProt. To achieve this goal, the resolution of
the tagged entities can be seen to involve two re-
lated but separate challenges. First, identifying
the specific database entries that are referred to

Relation Examples
Equivalent GGP gene, wild-type GGP
Class-Subclass human GGP, HIV-1 GGP
Object-Variant

GGP-Isoform GGP isoform
GGP-Mutant dominant-negative GGP
GGP-Recombinant GGP expression plasmid
GGP-Precursor GGP precursor, pro-GGP

Component-Object
GGP-Amino acid GGP-Ile 729
GGP-AA motif GGP NH2-terminal
GGP-Reg. element GGP proximal promoter
GGP-Flanking region GGP 5’ upstream sequence

Object-Component
GGP-Protein Complex GGP homodimers

Place-Area
GGP-Locus GGP loci

Member-Collection
GGP-Group GGP family members

Table 2: Gene/gene product NE-term relation
types with examples. Top-level relations in the re-
lation type hierarchy shown in bold, specific NE
names in examples replaced with GGP. Intermedi-
ate levels in the hierarchy and a number of minor
relations omitted. Relation types judged to allow
remapping (see text) underlined.

by the genes/proteins named in the tagged enti-
ties, and second, mapping from the events involv-
ing automatically extracted terms to ones involv-
ing the associated genes/proteins. The first chal-
lenge, gene/protein name normalization, is a well-
studied task in biomedical NLP for which a num-
ber of systems with promising performance have
been proposed (Morgan and Hirschman, 2007).
The second we believe to be novel. In the follow-
ing, we propose a method for resolving this task.

We base the decision on how to map events ref-
erencing broadly defined terms to ones referencing
associated gene/protein names in part on a recently
introduced dataset of “static relations” (Pyysalo et
al., 2009) between named entities and terms (Ohta
et al., 2009b). This dataset was created based on
approximately 10,000 cases where GGP NEs, as
annotated in the GENIA GGP corpus (Ohta et al.,
2009a), were embedded in terms, as annotated in
the GENIA term corpus (Ohta et al., 2002). For
each such case, the relation between the NE and
the term was annotated using a set of introduced
relation types whose granularity was defined with
reference to MeSH terms (see Table 2, Ohta et al.,
2009b). From this data, we extracted prefix and
suffix strings that, when affixed to a GGP name,
produced a term with a predictable relation (within
the dataset) to the GGP. Thus, for example, the
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term GGP
p53 protein p53
p53 gene p53
human serum albumin serum albumin
wild-type p53 p53
c-fos mRNA c-fos
endothelial NO synthase NO synthase
MHC cl. II molecules MHC cl. II
human insulin insulin
HIV-1 rev.transcriptase rev.transcriptase
hepatic lipase lipase
p24 antigen p24
tr. factor NF-kappaB NF-kappaB
MHC molecules MHC
PKC isoforms PKC
HLA alleles HLA
RET proto-oncogene RET
ras oncogene ras
SV40 DNA SV40
EGFR tyrosine kinase EGFR

Table 3: Examples of frequently applied map-
pings. Most frequent term for each mapping is
shown. Some mention strings are abbreviated for
space.

Mentions Types
Total 36454930 4747770
Mapped 2212357 (6.07%) 547920 (11.54%)
Prefix 430737 (1.18%) 129536 (2.73%)
Suffix 1838646 (5.04%) 445531 (9.38%)

Table 4: Statistics for applied term-GGP map-
pings. Tagged mentions and types (unique men-
tions) shown separately. Overall total given for
reference, for mappings overall for any mapping
shown and further broken down into prefix-string
and suffix-string based.

prefix string “wild-type” was associated with the
Equivalent relation type and the suffix string “ac-
tivation sequence” with the GGP-Regulatory ele-
ment type. After filtering out candidates shorter
than 3 characters as unreliable (based on prelim-
inary experiments), this procedure produced a set
of 68 prefix and 291 suffix strings.

To make use of the data for predicting relations
between GGP names and the terms formed by af-
fixing a prefix or suffix string, it is necessary to
first identify name-term pairs. Candidates can be
generated simply by determining the prefix/suffix
strings occurring in each automatically tagged en-
tity and assuming that what remains after remov-
ing the prefixes and suffixes is a GGP name. How-
ever, this naive strategy often fails: while remov-
ing “protein” from “p53 protein” correctly identi-
fies “p53” as the equivalent GGP name, for “cap-

sid protein” the result, “capsid” refers not to a
GGP but to the shell of a virus – “protein” is prop-
erly part of the protein name. To resolve this is-
sue, we drew on the statistics of the automatically
tagged entities, assuming that if a prefix/suffix
string is not a fixed part of a name, the name will
appear tagged also without that string. As the tag-
ging covers the entire PubMed, this is likely to
hold for all but the very rarest GGP names. To
compensate for spurious hits introduced by tag-
ging errors, we specifically required that to accept
a candidate prefix/suffix string-name pair, the can-
didate name should occur more frequently without
the prefix/suffix than with it. As the dataset is very
large, this simple heuristic often gives the right de-
cision with secure margins: for example, “p53”
was tagged 117,835 times but “p53 protein” only
11,677, while “capsid” was (erroneously) tagged
7 times and “capsid protein” tagged 1939 times.

A final element of the method is the definition
of a mapping to events referencing GGP NEs from
the given events referencing terms, the NEs con-
tained in the terms, and the NE-term relations. In
this work, we apply independently for each term a
simple mapping based only on the relation types,
deciding for each type whether replacing refer-
ence to a term with reference to a GGP holding
the given relation to the term preserves event se-
mantics (to an acceptable approximation) or not.
For the Equivalent relation this holds by defini-
tion. We additionally judged all Class-Subclass
and Component-Object relations to allow remap-
ping (accepting e.g. P1 binds part of P2 → P1

binds P2) as well as selected Object-Variant rela-
tions (see Table 2). For cases judged not to allow
remapping, we simply left the event unmodified.

Examples of frequently applied term-GGP map-
pings are shown in Table 3, and Table 4 shows
the statistics of the applied mappings. We find
that suffix-based mappings apply much more fre-
quently than prefix-based, perhaps reflecting also
the properties of the source dataset. Overall, the
number of unique tagged types is reduced by over
10% by this procedure. It should be noted that the
applicability of the method could likely be consid-
erably extended by further annotation of NE-term
relations in the dataset of Ohta et al. (2009b): the
current data is all drawn from the GENIA corpus,
drawn from the subdomain of transcription factors
in human blood cells, and its coverage of PubMed
is thus far from exhaustive.
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4 Event recurrence

Given a dataset of events extracted from the en-
tire PubMed, we can study whether, and to what
extent, events are re-stated in multiple PubMed ci-
tations. This analysis may shed some light — nat-
urally within the constraints of an automatically
extracted dataset rather than gold-standard anno-
tation — on the often (informally) discussed hy-
pothesis that a high-precision, low recall system
might be a preferred choice for large-scale extrac-
tion as the lower recall would be compensated by
the redundancy of event statements in PubMed.

In order to establish event recurrence statistics,
that is, the number of times a given event is re-
peated in the corpus, we perform a limited normal-
ization of tagged entities consisting of the Term-
NE mapping presented in Section 3 followed
by lowercasing and removal of non-alphanumeric
characters. Two named entities are then consid-
ered equal if their normalized string representa-
tions are equal. For instance, the two names IL-
2 gene and IL2 would share the same normalized
form il2 and would thus be considered equal.

For the purpose of recurrence statistics, two
events are considered equal if their types are equal,
and all their Theme and Cause arguments, which
can be other events, are recursively equal as well.
A canonical order of arguments is used in the com-
parison, thus e.g. the following events are consid-
ered equal:

regulation(Cause:A, Theme:binding(Theme:B, Theme:C))

regulation(Theme:binding(Theme:C, Theme:B), Cause:A)

In total, the system extracted 19,180,827 instances
of 4,501,883 unique events. On average, an
event is thus stated 4.2 times. The distribution
is, however, far from uniform and exhibits the
“long tail” typical of natural language phenom-
ena, with 3,484,550 (77%) of events being single-
ton occurrences. On the other hand, the most fre-
quent event, localization(Theme:insulin), occurs
as many as 59,821 times. The histogram of the
number of unique events with respect to their oc-
currence count is shown in Figure 2.

The total event count consists mostly of sim-
ple one-argument events. The arguably more
interesting category of events that involve at
least two different named entities constitutes
2,064,278 instances (11% of the 19.2M total)
of 1,565,881 unique events (35% of the 4.5M
total). Among these complex events, recur-
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Figure 2: Number of unique events (y-axis) with a
given occurrence count (x-axis).

R P N L B E T C H
R 561 173 128 42 63 83 30 16 17
P 173 1227 192 58 99 143 39 20 23
N 128 192 668 46 73 98 31 17 18
L 42 58 46 147 57 75 25 15 15
B 63 99 73 57 1023 134 35 20 21
E 83 143 98 75 134 705 49 22 24
T 30 39 31 25 35 49 79 11 11
C 16 20 17 15 20 22 11 39 7
H 17 23 18 15 21 24 11 7 49

Table 5: Event type confusion matrix. Each el-
ement contains the number of unique events, in
thousands, that are equal except for their type.
The matrix is symmetric and its diagonal sums to
4,5M, the total number of extracted unique events.
The event types are (R)egulation, (P)ositive
regulation, (N)egative regulation, (L)ocalization,
(B)inding, gene (E)xpression, (T)ranscription,
protein (C)atabolism, and p(H)osphorylation.

rence is thus considerably lower, an event be-
ing stated on average 1.3 times. The most
frequent complex event, with 699 occurrences,
is positive-regulation(Cause:GnRG,Theme:local-
ization(Theme:LH)), reflecting the well-known
fact that GnRG causes the release of LH, a hor-
mone important in human reproduction.

To gain an additional broad overview of the
characteristics of the extracted events, we com-
pute an event type confusion matrix, shown in Ta-
ble 5. In this matrix, we record for each pair of
event types T1 and T2 the number of unique events
of type T1 for which an event of type T2 can be
found such that, apart for the type difference, the
events are otherwise equal. While e.g. a posi-
tive regulation-negative regulation pair is at least
unusual, in general these event pairs do not sug-
gest extraction errors: for instance the existence
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of the event expression(Theme:A) does not in any
way prevent the existence of the event localiza-
tion(Theme:A), and regulation subsumes positive-
regulation. Nevertheless, Table 5 shows a clear
preference for a single type for the events.

5 Case Study: The apoptosis pathway

In this section, we will complement the preceding
broad statistical overview of the extracted events
with a detailed study of a specific pathway, the
apoptosis pathway, determining how well the ex-
tracted events cover its interactions (Figure 3).

To create an event network, the events must be
linked through their protein arguments. In addi-
tion to the limited named entity normalization in-
troduced in Section 4, we make use of a list of syn-
onyms for each protein name in the apoptosis path-
way, obtained manually from protein databases,
such as UniProt. Events whose protein arguments
correspond to any of these known synonyms are
then used for reconstructing the pathway.

The apoptosis pathway consists of several over-
lapping signaling routes and can be defined on
different levels of detail. To have a single, ac-
curate and reasonably high-level definition, we
based our pathway on a concisely presentable sub-
set of the KEGG human apoptosis pathway (entry
hsa04210) (Kanehisa and Goto, 2000). As seen
in Figure 3, the extracted dataset contains events
between most interaction partners in the pathway.

The constructed pathway also shows that the ex-
tracted events are not necessarily interactions in
the physical sense. Many “higher level” events
are extracted as well. For example, the extracel-
lular signaling molecule TNFα can trigger path-
ways leading to the activation of Nf-κB. Although
the two proteins are not likely to interact directly,
it can be said that TNFα upregulates NF-κB, an
event actually extracted by the system. Such state-
ments of indirect interaction co-exist with state-
ments of actual, physical interactions in the event
data.

6 Conclusions

In this paper, we have presented the result of pro-
cessing the entire, unabridged set of PubMed titles
and abstracts with a state-of-the-art event extrac-
tion pipeline as a new resource for text mining in
the biomedical domain. The extraction result ar-
guably represents the best event extraction output
achievable with currently available tools.

The primary contribution of this work is the set
of over 19M extracted event instances of 4.5M
unique events. Of these, 2.1M instances of 1.6M
unique events involve at least two different named
entities. These form an event network several
orders of magnitude larger than those previously
available. The data is intended to support re-
search in biological hypothesis generation, path-
way extraction, and similar higher-level text min-
ing tasks. With the network readily available in an
easy-to-process format under an open license, re-
searchers can focus on the core tasks of text min-
ing without the need to perform the tedious and
computationally very intensive task of event ex-
traction with a complex IE pipeline.

In addition to the extracted events, we make
readily available the output of the BANNER sys-
tem on the entire set of PubMed titles and abstracts
as well as the parser output of the McClosky-
Charniak domain-adapted parser (McClosky and
Charniak, 2008; McClosky, 2009) further trans-
formed to the Stanford Dependency representa-
tion using the tools of de Marneffe et al. (2006)
for nearly all (99.91%) sentences with at least one
named entity identified. We expect this data to be
of use for the development and application of sys-
tems for event extraction and other BioNLP tasks,
many of which currently make extensive use of
dependency syntactic analysis. The generation of
this data having been far from a trivial technical
undertaking, its availability as-is can be expected
to save substantial duplication of efforts in further
research.

A manual analysis of extracted events relevant
to the apoptosis pathway demonstrates that the
event data can be used to construct detailed bio-
logical interaction networks with reasonable accu-
racy. However, accurate entity normalization, in
particular taking into account synonymous names,
seems to be a necessary prerequisite and remains
among the most important future work directions.
In the current study, we take first steps in this di-
rection in the form of a term-NE mapping method
in event context. The next step will be the applica-
tion of a state-of-the-art named entity normaliza-
tion system to obtain biological database identities
for a number of the named entities in the extracted
event network, opening possibilities for combin-
ing the data in the network with other biological
information. A further practical problem to ad-
dress will be that of visualizing the network and
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presenting the information in a biologically mean-
ingful manner.

The introduced dataset is freely available for
research purposes at http://bionlp.utu.
fi/.
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Abstract

The extraction of bio-molecular events
from text is an important task for a number
of domain applications such as pathway
construction. Several syntactic parsers
have been used in Biomedical Natural
Language Processing (BioNLP) applica-
tions, and the BioNLP 2009 Shared Task
results suggest that incorporation of syn-
tactic analysis is important to achieving
state-of-the-art performance. Direct com-
parison of parsers is complicated by to dif-
ferences in the such as the division be-
tween phrase structure- and dependency-
based analyses and the variety of output
formats, structures and representations ap-
plied. In this paper, we present a task-
oriented comparison of five parsers, mea-
suring their contribution to bio-molecular
event extraction using a state-of-the-art
event extraction system. The results show
that the parsers with domain models using
dependency formats provide very similar
performance, and that an ensemble of dif-
ferent parsers in different formats can im-
prove the event extraction system.

1 Introduction

Bio-molecular events are useful for modeling and
understanding biological systems, and their au-
tomatic extraction from text is one of the key
tasks in Biomedical Natural Language Process-
ing (BioNLP). In the BioNLP 2009 Shared Task
on event extraction, participants constructed event
extraction systems using a variety of different
parsers, and the results indicated that the use of
a parser was correlated with high ranking in the

task (Kim et al., 2009). By contrast, the results
did not indicate a clear preference for a particular
parser, and there has so far been no direct compar-
ison of different parsers for event extraction.

While the outputs of parsers applying the same
out format can be compared using a gold standard
corpus, it is difficult to perform meaningful com-
parison of parsers applying different frameworks.
Additionally, it is still an open question to what ex-
tent high performance on a gold standard treebank
correlates with usefulness at practical tasks. Task-
based comparisons of parsers provide not only a
way to asses parsers across frameworks but also a
necessary measure of their practical applicability.

In this paper, five different parsers are com-
pared on the bio-molecular event extraction task
defined in the BioNLP 2009 Shared Task using a
state-of-the-art event extraction system. The data
sets share abstracts with GENIA treebank, and the
treebank is used as an evaluation standard. The
outputs of the parsers are converted into two de-
pendency formats with the help of existing conver-
sion methods, and the outputs are compared in the
two dependency formats. The evaluation results
show that different syntactic parsers with domain
models in the same dependency format achieve
closely similar performance, and that an ensemble
of different syntactic parsers in different formats
can improve the performance of an event extrac-
tion system.

2 Bio-molecular Event Extraction with
Several Syntactic Parsers

This paper focuses on the comparison of several
syntactic parsers on a bio-molecular event extrac-
tion task with a state-of-the-art event extraction
system. This section explains the details of the
comparison. Section 2.1 presents the event ex-
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traction task setting, following that of the BioNLP
2009 Shared Task. Section 2.2 then summa-
rizes the five syntactic parsers and three formats
adopted for the comparison. Section 2.3 described
how the state-of-the-art event extraction system of
Miwa et al. (2010) is modified and used for the
comparison.

2.1 Bio-molecular Event Extraction

The bio-molecular event extraction task consid-
ered in this study is that defined in the BioNLP
2009 Shared Task (Kim et al., 2009)1. The shared
task provided common and consistent task defi-
nitions, data sets for training and evaluation, and
evaluation criteria. The shared task consists of
three subtasks: core event extraction (Task 1),
augmenting events with secondary arguments
(Task 2), and the recognition of speculation and
negation of the events (Task 3) (Kim et al., 2009).
In this paper we consider Task 1 and Task 2. The
shared task defined nine event types, which can be
divided into five simple events (Geneexpression,
Transcription, Proteincatabolism, Phosphoryla-
tion, and Localization) that take one core argu-
ment, a multi-participant binding event (Bind-
ing), and three regulation events (Regulation, Pos-
itive regulation, and Negativeregulation) that can
take other events as arguments.

In the two tasks considered, events are repre-
sented with a textual trigger, type, and arguments,
where the trigger is a span of text that states the
event in text. In Task 1 the event arguments that
need to be extracted are restricted to the core ar-
guments Theme and Cause, and secondary argu-
ments (locations and sites) need to be attached in
Task 2.

2.2 Parsers and Formats

Five parsers and three formats are adopted for
the evaluation. The parsers are GDep (Sagae and
Tsujii, 2007)2, the Bikel parser (Bikel) (Bikel,
2004)3, the Charniak-Johnson reranking parser,
using David McClosky’s self-trained biomedi-
cal parsing model (MC) (McClosky, 2009)4, the
C&C CCG parser, adapted to biomedical text

1http://www-tsujii.is.s.u-tokyo.ac.jp/
GENIA/SharedTask/

2http://www.cs.cmu.edu/ ∼sagae/parser/
gdep/

3http://www.cis.upenn.edu/ ∼dbikel/
software.html

4http://www.cs.brown.edu/ ∼dmcc/
biomedical.html
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Figure 4: Format conversion dependencies in five
parsers. Formats adopted for the evaluation is
shown in solid boxes. SD: Stanford Dependency
format, CCG: Combinatory Categorial Grammar
output format, PTB: Penn Treebank format, and
PAS: Predicate Argument Structure in Enju for-
mat.

(C&C) (Rimell and Clark, 2009)5, and the Enju
parser with the GENIA model (Miyao et al.,
2009)6. The formats are Stanford Dependencies
(SD) (Figure 1), the CoNLL-X dependency for-
mat (Figure 2) and the predicate-argument struc-
ture (PAS) format used by Enju (Figure 3). With
the exception of Enju, the analyses of these parsers
were provided by the BioNLP 2009 Shared Task
organizers. Analysis of system features in the task
found that the use of parser output with one of

5http://svn.ask.it.usyd.edu.au/trac/
candc/

6http://www-tsujii.is.s.u-tokyo.ac.jp/
enju/
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the formats considered here correlated with high
rank at the task (Kim et al., 2009). A number of
these parsers have also been shown to be effective
for protein-protein interactions extraction (Miyao
et al., 2009).

The five parsers operate in a number of different
frameworks, reflected in their analyses. GDep is a
native dependency parser that produces CoNLL-
X-format dependency trees. MC and Bikel are
phrase-structure parsers, and they produce Penn
Treebank (PTB) format analyses. C&C is a deep
parser based on Combinatory Categorial Gram-
mar (CCG), and its native output is in a CCG-
specific format. The output of C&C is converted
into SD by a rule-based conversion script (Rimell
and Clark, 2009). Enju is deep parser based on
Head-driven Phrase Structure Grammar (HPSG)
and produces a format containing predicate argu-
ment structures (PAS) along with a phrase struc-
ture tree in Enju format.

To study the contribution of the formats in
which the five parsers output their analyses to task
performance, we apply a number of conversions
between the outputs, shown in Figure 4. The Enju
PAS output is converted into Penn Treebank for-
mat using the method introduced by (Miyao et al.,
2009). SD is generated from PTB by the Stan-
ford tools (de Marneffe et al., 2006)7, and CoNLL-
X dependencies are generated from PTB by us-
ing Treebank Converter (Johansson and Nugues,
2007)8. We note that all of these conversions can
introduce some errors in the conversion process.

With the exception of Bikel, all the applied
parsers have models specifically adapted for
biomedical text. Further, all of the biomedical do-
main models have been created with reference and
for many parsers with direct training on the data
of (a subset of) the GENIA treebank (Tateisi et
al., 2005). The results of parsing with these mod-
els as provided for the BioNLP Shared Task are
used in this comparison. However, we note that
the shared task data, drawn from the GENIA event
corpus (Kim et al., 2008), contains abstracts that
are also in the GENIA treebank. This implies that
the parsers are likely to perform better on the texts
used in the shared task than on other biomedical
domain text, and similarly that systems building
on their output are expected to achieve best per-

7http://www-nlp.stanford.edu/software/
lex-parser.shtml

8http://nlp.cs.lth.se/software/
treebank converter/

formance on this data. However, it does not in-
validate comparison within the dataset. We fur-
ther note that the models do not incorporate any
knowledge of the event annotations of the shared
task.

2.3 Event Extraction System

The system by Miwa et al. (2010) is adopted for
the evaluation. The system was originally devel-
oped for finding core events (Task 1 in the BioNLP
2009 Shared Task) using Enju and GDep with the
native output of these parsers. The system con-
sists of three supervised classification-based mod-
ules: a trigger detector, an event edge detector,
and a complex event detector. The trigger detec-
tor classifies each word into the appropriate event
types, the event edge detector classifies each edge
between an event and a protein into an argument
type, and the complex event detector classifies
event candidates constructed by all edge combina-
tions, deciding between event and non-event. The
system uses one-vs-all support vector machines
(SVMs) for the classifications.

The system operates on one sentence at a time,
building features for classification based on the
syntactic analyses for the sentence provided by
the two parsers as well as the sequence of the
words in the sentence, including the target candi-
date. The features include the constituents/words
around entities (triggers and proteins), the depen-
dencies, and the shortest paths among the enti-
ties. The feature generation is format-independent
regarding the shared properties of different for-
mats, but makes use also of format-specific infor-
mation when available for extracting features, in-
cluding the dependency tags, word-related infor-
mation (e.g. a lexical entry in Enju format), and
the constituents and their head information.

The previously introduced base system is here
improved with two modifications. One modifica-
tion is removing two classes of features from the
original features (for details of the original feature
representation, we refer to (Miwa et al., 2010));
specifically the features representing governor-
dependent relationships from the target word, and
the features representing each event edges in the
complex event detector are removed. The other
modification is to use head words in a trigger ex-
pression as a gold trigger word. This modification
is inspired by the part-of-speech (POS) based se-
lection proposed by Kilicoglu and Bergler (2009).
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The system uses a head word “in” as a trigger
word in a trigger expression “in the presence of”
instead of using all the words of the expression.
In cases where there is no head word information
in a parser output, head words are selected heuris-
tically: if a word does not modify another word
in the trigger expression, the word is selected as a
head word.

The system is also modified to find secondary
arguments (Task 2 in the BioNLP 2009 Shared
Task). The second arguments are treated as ad-
ditional arguments in Task 1: the trigger detec-
tor finds secondary argument candidates, the event
edge detector finds secondary argument edge can-
didates, and the complex event detector finds
events including secondary arguments. The fea-
tures are extracted using the same feature extrac-
tion method as for regulation events taking pro-
teins as arguments.

3 Evaluation Setting

Event extraction performance is evaluated using
the evaluation script provided by the BioNLP’09
shared task organizers9 for the development data
set, and the online evaluation system of the task10

for the test data set. Results are reported under
the official evaluation criterion of the task, i.e. the
“Approximate Span Matching/Approximate Re-
cursive Matching” criterion. Task 1 and Task 2
are solved at once for the evaluation.

As discussed in Section 2.2, the texts of the GE-
NIA treebank are shared with the shared task data
sets, which allows the gold annotations of the tree-
bank to be used for reference. The GENIA tree-
bank is converted into the Enju format with Enju.
When the trees in the treebank cannot be converted
into the Enju format, parse results are used in-
stead. The GENIA treebank is also converted into
PTB format11. The treebank is then converted into
the dependency formats with the conversions de-
scribed in Section 2.2. While based on manually
annotated gold data, the converted treebanks are
not always correct due to conversion errors.

The event extraction system described in Sec-
tion 2.3 is used with the default settings shown in
(Miwa et al., 2010). The positive and negative ex-

9http://www-tsujii.is.s.u-tokyo.ac.jp/
GENIA/SharedTask/downloads.shtml

10http://www-tsujii.is.s.u-tokyo.ac.jp/
GENIA/SharedTask/eval-test.shtml

11http://categorizer.tmit.bme.hu/
∼illes/genia ptb/

BD CD CDP CTD
Task 1 55.60 54.35 54.59 54.42
Task 2 53.94 52.65 52.88 52.76

Table 1: Comparison of the F-score results with
different Stanford dependency variants on the de-
velopment data set with the MC parser. Results for
basic dependencies (BD), collapsed dependencies
(CD), collapsed dependencies with propagation of
conjunct dependencies (CDP), and collapsed tree
dependencies (CTD) are shown. The best score in
each task is shown in bold.

P2NFAT/AP-1 complex formed only with P andnn
nsubj

prep_with
dep conj_and

prep_with

Figure 5: Stanford collapsed dependencies with
propagation of conjunct dependencies

amples are balanced by placing more weight on
the positive examples. The examples predicted
with confidence greater than 0.5, as well as the
examples with the most confident labels, are ex-
tracted. The C-values of SVMs are set to 1.0.

Some of the parse results do not include word
base forms or part-of-speech (POS) tags, which
are required by the event extraction system. To
apply these parsers, the GENIA Tagger (Tsuruoka
et al., 2005) output is adopted to add this informa-
tion to the results.

4 Evaluation

Results of event extraction with the setting in Sec-
tion 2.3 will be presented in this section. Sec-
tion 4.1 considers the effect of different variants
of the Stanford Dependency representation. Sec-
tion 4.2 presents the results of experiments with
different parsers, and Section 4.3 shows the per-
formance with ensembles of multiple parsers. Fi-
nally, the performance of the event extraction sys-
tem is discussed in context of other proposed
methods for the task in Section 4.4.

4.1 Stanford Dependency Setting

Stanford dependencies have four different vari-
ants: basic dependencies (BD), collapsed depen-
dencies (CD), collapsed dependencies with prop-
agation of conjunct dependencies (CDP), and col-
lapsed tree dependencies (CTD) (de Marneffe and
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BD CD CDP CTD
Task 1 54.22 54.37 53.88 53.84

(-1.38) (+0.02) (-0.71) (-0.58)
Task 2 52.73 52.80 52.31 52.35

(-1.21) (+0.15) (-0.57) (-0.41)

Table 2: Comparison of the F-score results with
different Stanford dependency variants without
dependency types.

Manning, 2008). Except for BD, these variants do
not necessarily connect all the words in the sen-
tence, and CD and CDP do not necessarily form
a tree structure. Figure 5 shows an example of
CDP converted from the tree in Figure 1. To se-
lect a suitable alternative for the comparative ex-
periments, we first compared these variants as a
preliminary experiment. Table 1 shows the com-
parison results with the MC parser. Dependencies
are generalized by removing expressions after “”
of the dependencies (e.g. “with” in prep with) for
better performance. We find that basic dependen-
cies give the best performance to event extraction,
with little difference between the other variants.
This result is surprising, as variants other than ba-
sic have features such as the resolution of con-
junctions that are specifically designed for prac-
tical applications. However, basic dependenden-
cies were found to consistently provide best per-
formance also for the other parsers12.

The SD variants differ from each other in two
key aspects: the dependency structure and the de-
pendency types. To gain insight into why the
basic dependencies should provide better perfor-
mance than other variants, we performed an ex-
periment attempting to isolate these factors by re-
peating the evaluation while eliminating the de-
pendency types. The results of this evaluation are
shown in Table 2. The results indicate that the
contribution of the dependency types to extraction
performance differs between the variants: the ex-
pected performance drop is most notable for the
basic dependencies, and for the collapsed depen-
dencies there is even a minute increase in per-
formance, making results for collapsed dependen-
cies best of the untyped results (by a very narrow
margin). While this result doesn’t unambiguously
point to a specific explanation for why basic de-
pendencies provide best performance when types

12Collapsed tree dependencies are not evaluated on the
C&C parser since the conversion is not provided.

are not removed, possible explanations include er-
rors in typing or sparseness issues causing prob-
lems in generalization for the types of non-basic
dependencies. While achieving a clear resolution
of the results of the comparison between SD vari-
ants requires more analysis, from a performance
optimization perspective the results present an un-
complicated choice. Thus, in the following eval-
uation, the basic dependencies are adopted for all
SD results.

4.2 Parser Comparison

Results with different parsers and different for-
mats on the development data set are summarized
in Table 3. Baseline results are produced by re-
moving dependency (or PAS) information from
the parse results. The baseline results differ be-
tween the represetations as the word base forms
and POS tags produced by the GENIA tagger for
use with the Stanford dependency and CoNLL-
X formats are different from those for Enju, and
because head word information in Enju format is
used. The evaluation finds best results for both
tasks with Enju, using its native output format.
However, as discussed in Section 2.3, the treat-
ment of the Enju format and the other two formats
are slightly different, this result does not necessar-
ily indicate that the Enju format is the best alter-
native for event extraction.

Unsurprisingly, we find that the Bikel parser,
the only one in the comparison lacking a model
adapted to the biomedical domain, performs worse
than the other parsers. For SD, we find best results
for C&C, which is notable as the parser output is
processed into SD by a custom conversion, while
MC output uses thede factoconversion of the
Stanford tools. Similarly, MC produces the best
result for the CoNLL-X format, which is the na-
tive output format of GDep. Enju and GDep pro-
duces comparable results to the best formats for
both tasks. Overall, we find that event extraction
results for the parsers applying GENIA treebank
models are largely comparable for the dependency
formats (SD and CoNLL-X).

The results with the data derived from the GE-
NIA treebank can be considered as upper bounds
for the parsers and formats at the task, although
conversion errors are expected to lower these
bounds to some extent. Even though trained on
the treebank, using the parsers does not provide
performance as high as that for using the GE-
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Task 1 Task 2
SD CoNLL PAS SD CoNLL PAS

Baseline 51.05 - 50.42 49.17 - 48.88
GDep - 55.70 - - 54.37 -
Bikel 53.29 53.22 - 51.40 51.27 -
MC 55.60 56.01 - 53.94 54.51 -
C&C 56.09 - - 54.27 - -
Enju 55.48 55.74 56.57 54.06 54.37 55.31

GENIA 56.34 56.09 57.94 55.04 54.57 56.40

Table 3: Comparison of F-score results with five parsers in three different formats on the development
data set. SD: Stanford basic Dependency format, CoNLL: CoNLL-X format, and PAS: Predicate Argu-
ment Structure in Enju format. Results without dependency (or PAS) information are shown as baselines.
The results with the GENIA treebank (converted into PTB format and Enju format) are shown for com-
parison (GENIA). The best score in each task is shown in bold, and the best score in each task and format
is underlined.

Task 1 Task 2
C&C MC Enju C&C MC Enju
SD CoNLL CoNLL SD CoNLL CoNLL

MC 57.44 - - 55.75 - -
CoNLL (+1.35) - - (+1.24) - -

Enju 56.47 56.24 - 54.85 54.70 -
CoNLL (+0.38) (+0.23) - (+0.48) (+0.19) -

Enju 57.20 57.78 56.59 55.75 56.39 55.12
PAS (+0.63) (+1.21) (+0.02) (+0.44) (+1.08) (-0.19)

Table 4: Comparison of the F-score results with parser ensembles on the development data set. C&C
with Stanford basic Dependency format, MC with CoNLL-X format, Enju with CoNLL-X format, and
Enju with Predicate Argument Structure in Enju format are used for the parser ensemble. The changes
from single-parser results are shown in parentheses. The best score in each task is shown in bold.

NIA treebank, but in many cases results with the
parsers are only slightly worse than results with
the treebank. The results suggest that there is rela-
tive little remaining benefit to be gained for event
extraction from improving parser performance.
This supports the claim that most of the errors in
event extraction are not caused by the parse er-
rors in (Miwa et al., 2010). Experiments using the
CoNLL-X format produce slightly worse results
than for SD with the gold treebank data, which is
at variance with the indication from parser-based
results with MC and Enju. Thus, the results do not
provide any systematic indication suggesting that
one dependency format would be superior to the
other in use for event extraction.

4.3 Event Extraction with Parser Ensemble

The four parser outputs were selected for the eval-
uation of a parser ensemble: C&C with Stan-
ford basic Dependency format, MC with CoNLL-
X format, Enju with CoNLL-X format, and Enju

with Predicate Argument Structure in Enju format.
Table 4 summarizes the parser ensemble results.
We find that all ensembles of different parsers in
different formats produce better results than those
for single parser outputs (Table 3); by contrast, the
results indicate that ensembles of the same formats
(MC + Enju in CoNLL-X format) or parsers (Enju
in CoNLL-X and Enju formats) produce relatively
small improvements, may in some cases even re-
duce performance. The results thus indicate that
while a parser ensemble can be effective but that it
is important to apply different parsers in different
formats.

Table 5 shows detailed results with three parsers
with three different formats. The ensembles sys-
tematically improve F-scores in regulation and the
overall performance (“All”), but the ensembles
can degrade the performance for simple and bind-
ing events. Different parser outputs are shown
to have their strengths and weaknesses in differ-
ent event groups. The use of Enju, for exam-
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Simple Binding Regulation All
Task 1

BL-E 75.85 / 71.09 / 73.39 40.32 / 38.17 / 39.22 30.65 / 48.16 / 37.46 46.12 / 55.60 / 50.42
BL-G 76.03 / 73.48 / 74.73 40.32 / 38.17 / 39.22 33.50 / 45.95 / 38.75 47.74 / 54.86 / 51.05

C 78.89 / 78.43 / 78.66 48.79 / 43.37 / 45.92 37.17 / 54.07 / 44.06 51.82 / 61.12 / 56.09
M 79.79 / 77.12 / 78.43 43.95 / 41.13 / 42.50 39.41 / 52.94 / 45.18 52.66 / 59.82 / 56.01
E 79.79 / 76.07 / 77.88 45.16 / 43.75 / 44.44 40.12 / 53.68 / 45.92 53.21 / 60.38 / 56.57

C+M 80.50/ 79.05/ 79.77 48.39 / 42.25 / 45.11 41.85 / 53.17 / 46.84 54.84 / 60.31 / 57.44
C+E 79.79 / 76.46 / 78.09 47.98 /45.59/ 46.76 41.04 / 53.66 / 46.51 54.11 / 60.66 / 57.20
E+M 80.50/ 77.15 / 78.79 44.35 / 42.97 / 43.65 42.26 /55.63/ 48.03 54.50 /61.49/ 57.78

C+E+M 80.14 / 77.07 / 78.58 51.61/ 42.95 /46.89 42.46/ 54.30 / 47.66 55.51/ 60.27 /57.79

Task 2
BL-E 74.60 / 69.10 / 71.75 36.55 / 34.73 / 35.62 29.89 / 47.20 / 36.60 44.74 / 53.86 / 48.88
BL-G 74.42 / 71.31 / 72.83 36.55 / 33.33 / 34.87 32.52 / 44.83 / 37.70 46.13 / 52.64 / 49.17

C 77.64 / 76.77 / 77.20 43.78 / 38.79 / 41.13 36.17 / 52.89 / 42.96 50.14 / 59.14 / 54.27
M 78.71 / 75.95 / 77.31 39.36 / 36.57 / 37.91 38.70 / 52.12 / 44.42 51.25 / 58.21 / 54.51
E 79.07 / 75.26 / 77.12 41.37 / 40.08 / 40.71 39.31 / 52.86 / 45.09 51.98 / 59.10 / 55.31

C+M 79.61 /78.03/ 78.81 43.37 / 36.99 / 39.93 40.93 / 52.07 / 45.83 53.31 / 58.41 / 55.75
C+E 78.89 / 75.34 / 77.08 44.18 /40.89/ 42.47 40.22 / 52.86 / 45.68 52.81 / 59.04 / 55.75
E+M 79.79/ 76.33 / 78.02 40.16 / 38.76 / 39.45 41.34 /54.69/ 47.09 53.15 /60.05/ 56.39

C+E+M 79.43 / 76.25 / 77.81 46.18/ 37.46 / 41.37 41.54/ 53.39 / 46.72 53.98/ 58.45 / 56.13

Table 5: Comparison of Recall / Precision / F-score results on the development data set. C&C with Stan-
ford basic Dependency format (C), MC with CoNLL-X format (M), and Enju with Predicate Argument
Structure in Enju format (E) are used for the evaluation. Results with Enju output without PAS informa-
tion (BL-E) and the GENIA tagger output (BL-G) are shown as baselines. Results on simple, binding,
regulation, and all events are shown. The best score in each result is shown in bold.

Simple Binding Regulation All
Task 1

Ours 67.09/ 77.59/ 71.96 49.57 / 51.65 / 50.59 38.42/ 53.95/ 44.88 50.28/ 63.19/ 56.00
Miwa 65.31 / 76.44 / 70.44 52.16/ 53.08/ 52.62 35.93 / 46.66 / 40.60 48.62 / 58.96 / 53.29
Björne 64.21 / 77.45 / 70.21 40.06 / 49.82 / 44.41 35.63 / 45.87 / 40.11 46.73 / 58.48 / 51.95
Riedel N/A 23.05 / 48.19 / 31.19 26.32 / 41.81 / 32.30 36.90 / 55.59 / 44.35

Task 2
Ours 65.77/ 75.29/ 70.21 47.56/ 49.55/ 48.54 38.24/ 53.57/ 44.62 49.48/ 61.87/ 54.99

Riedel N/A 22.35 / 46.99 / 30.29 25.75 / 40.75 / 31.56 35.86 / 54.08 / 43.12

Table 6: Comparison of Recall / Precision / F-score results on the test data set. MC with CoNLL-X
format and Enju with Predicate Argument Structure in Enju format are used for the evaluation. Results
on simple, binding, regulation, and all events are shown. Results by Miwa et al. (2010) (Miwa), Björne
et al. (2009) (Bj̈orne), and Riedel et al. (2009) (Riedel) for Task 1 and Task 2 are shown for comparison.
The best score in each result is shown in bold.

ple, is good for extracting regulation events, but
produced weaker results for simple events. The
ensembles of two parser outputs inherit both the
strengths and weaknesses of the outputs in most
cases, and the strengths and weaknesses of the en-
sembles vary depending on the combined parser
outputs. The differences in performance between
ensembles of the outputs of two parsers to the en-

semble of the three parser outputs are +0.01 for
Task 1, and -0.26 for Task 2. This result sug-
gests that adding more different parsers does not
always improve the performance. The ensemble
of three parser outputs, however, shows stable per-
formance across categories, scoring in the top two
for binding, regulation, and all events, in the top
four for simple events.
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4.4 Performance of Event Extraction System

Table 6 shows a comparison of performance on
the shared task test data. MC with CoNLL-X for-
mat and Enju with Predicate Argument Structure
in Enju format are used for the evaluation, select-
ing one of the best performing ensemble settings
in Section 4.3. The performance of the best sys-
tems in the original shared task is shown for refer-
ence ((Bj̈orne et al., 2009) in Task 1 and (Riedel
et al., 2009) in Task 2). The event extraction
system with our modifications performed signifi-
cantly better than the best systems in the shared
task, further outperforming the original system
by Miwa et al. (2010). This result shows that
the system applied for the comparison of syntac-
tic parsers achieves state-of-the-art performance at
event extraction. This result also shows that the
system originally developed only for core events
extraction can be easily extended for other argu-
ments simply by treating the other arguments as
additional arguments.

5 Related Work

Many approaches for parser comparison have been
proposed in the BioNLP field. Most compar-
isons have used gold treebanks with intermediate
formats (Clegg and Shepherd, 2007; Pyysalo et
al., 2007). Application-oriented parser compari-
son across several formats was first introduced by
Miyao et al. (2009), who compared eight parsers
and five formats for the protein-protein interaction
(PPI) extraction task. PPI extraction, the recog-
nition of binary relations of between proteins, is
one of the most basic information extraction tasks
in the BioNLP field. Our findings do not con-
flict with those of Miyao et al. Event extraction
can be viewed as an additional extrinsic evalua-
tion task for syntactic parsers, providing more reli-
able and evaluation and a broader perspective into
parser performance. An additional advantage of
application-oriented evaluation on BioNLP shared
task data is the availability of a manually anno-
tated gold standard treebank, the GENIA treebank,
that covers the same set of abstracts as the task
data. This allows the gold treebank to be consid-
ered as an evaluation standard, in addition to com-
parison of performance in the primary task.

6 Conclusion

We compared five parsers and three formats on a
bio-molecular event extraction task with a state-

of-the-art event extraction system. The specific
task considered was the BioNLP shared task, al-
lowing the use of the GENIA treebank as a gold
standard parse reference. The event extraction sys-
tem, modified for a higher performance and an ad-
ditional subtask, showed high performance on the
shared task subtasks considered. Four of the five
considered parsers were applied using biomedi-
cal models trained on the GENIA treebank, and
they were found to produce similar performance.
Parser ensembles were further shown to allow im-
provement of the performance of the event extrac-
tion system.

The contributions of this paper are 1) the com-
parison of several commonly used parsers on the
event extraction task with a gold treebank, 2)
demonstration of the usefulness of the parser en-
semble on the task, and 3) the introduction of a
state-of-the-art event extraction system. One lim-
itation of this study is that the comparison be-
tween the parsers is not perfect, as the format con-
versions miss some information from the origi-
nal formats and results with different formats de-
pend on the ability of the event extraction sys-
tem to take advantage of their strengths. To max-
imize comparability, the system was designed to
extract features identically from similar parts of
the dependency-based formats, further adding in-
formation provided by other formats, such as the
lexical entries of the Enju format, from external re-
sources. The results of this paper are expected to
be useful as a guide not only for parser selection
for biomedical information extraction but also for
the development of event extraction systems.

The selection of compared parsers and formats
in the present evaluation is somewhat limited. As
future work, it would be informative to extend
the comparison to other syntactic representations,
such as the PTB format. Finally, the evaluation
showed that the system fails to recover approxi-
mately 40% of events even when provided with
manually annotated treebank data, showing that
other methods and resources need to be adopted
to further improve bio-molecular event extraction
systems. Such improvement is left as future work.
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Abstract 

Based on linguistic generalizations, we 

enhanced an existing semantic processor, 

SemRep, for effective interpretation of a 

wide range of patterns used to express 

arguments of nominalization in clinically 

oriented biomedical text. Nominaliza-

tions are pervasive in the scientific litera-

ture, yet few text mining systems ade-

quately address them, thus missing a 

wealth of information. We evaluated the 

system by assessing the algorithm inde-

pendently and by determining its contri-

bution to SemRep generally. The first 

evaluation demonstrated the strength of 

the method through an F-score of 0.646 

(P=0.743, R=0.569), which is more than 

20 points higher than the baseline. The 

second evaluation showed that overall 

SemRep results were increased to F-score 

0.689 (P=0.745, R=0.640), approximate-

ly 25 points better than processing with-

out nominalizations. 

1 Introduction 

Extracting semantic relations from text and 

representing them as predicate-argument struc-

tures is increasingly seen as foundational for 

mining the biomedical literature (Kim et al., 

2008). Most research has focused on relations 

indicated by verbs (Wattarujeekrit et al., 2004; 

Kogan et al., 2005). However nominalizations, 

gerunds, and relational nouns also take argu-

ments. For example, the following sentence has 

three nominalizations, treatment, suppression, 

and lactation (nominalized forms of the verbs 

treat, suppress, and lactate, respectively). Agon-

ist is derived from agonize, but indicates an 

agent rather than an event. 

Bromocriptine, an ergot alkaloid dopamine 

agonist, is a recent common treatment for 

suppression of lactation in postpartum wom-

en. 

In promoting economy of expression, nomina-

lizations are pervasive in scientific discourse, 

particularly the molecular biology sublanguage, 

due to the highly nested and complex biomolecu-

lar interactions described (Friedman et al., 2002). 

However, Cohen et al. (2008) point out that no-

minalizations are more difficult to process than 

verbs. Although a few systems deal with them, 

the focus is often limited in both the nominaliza-

tions recognized and the patterns used to express 

their arguments.  Inability to interpret nominal 

constructions in a general way limits the effec-

tiveness of such systems, since a wealth of 

knowledge is missed.  

In this paper, we discuss our recent work on 

interpreting nominal forms and their arguments. 

We concentrate on nominalizations; however, the 

analysis also applies to other argument-taking 

nouns. Based on training data, we developed a 

set of linguistic generalizations and enhanced an 

existing semantic processor, SemRep, for effec-

tive interpretation of a wide range of patterns 

used to express arguments of nominalization in 

clinically oriented biomedical text. We evaluated 

the enhancements in two ways: by examining the 

ability to identify arguments of nominals inde-

pendently and the effect these enhancements had 

on the overall quality of SemRep output. 

2 Background 

The theoretical linguistics literature has ad-

dressed the syntax of nominalizations (e.g. 

Chomsky, 1970; Grimshaw, 1990; Grimshaw 

and Williams, 1993), however, largely as support 

for theoretical argumentation, rather than de-

tailed description of the facts. Quirk et al. (1985) 

concentrate on the morphological derivation of 
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nominalizations from verbs. Within the context 

of NomBank, a project dedicated to annotation of 

argument structure, Meyers et al. (2004a) de-

scribe the linguistics of nominalizations, empha-

sizing semantic roles.  However, major syntactic 

patterns of argument realization are also noted. 

Cohen et al. (2008) provide a comprehensive 

overview of nominalizations in biomedical text. 

They include a review of the relevant literature, 

and discuss a range of linguistic considerations, 

including morphological derivation, passiviza-

tion, transitivity, and semantic topics (e.g. 

agent/instrument (activator) vs. ac-

tion/process/state (activation)). Based on an 

analysis of the PennBioIE corpus (Kulick et al., 

2004), detailed distributional results are provided 

on alternation patterns for several nominaliza-

tions with high frequency of occurrence in bio-

medical text, such as activation and treatment.  

In computational linguistics, PUNDIT (Dahl 

et al., 1987) exploited similarities between nomi-

nalizations and related verbs.  Hull and Gomez 

(1996) describe semantic interpretation for a li-

mited set of nominalizations, relying on Word-

Net (Fellbaum, 1998) senses for restricting fillers 

of semantic roles. Meyers et al. (1998) present a 

procedure which maps syntactic and semantic 

information for verbs into a set of patterns for 

nominalizations. They use NOMLEX (MacLeod 

et al., 1998), a nominalization lexicon, as the ba-

sis for this transformation. More recently, the 

availability of the NomBank corpus (Meyers et 

al., 2004b) has supported supervised machine 

learning for nominal semantic role labeling (e.g. 

Pradhan et al., 2004; Jiang and Ng, 2006; Liu 

and Ng, 2007). In contrast, Padó et al. (2008) use 

unsupervised machine learning for semantic role 

labeling of eventive nominalizations by exploit-

ing similarities between the argument structure 

of event nominalizations and corresponding 

verbs. Gurevich and Waterman (2009) use a 

large parsed corpus of Wikipedia to derive lexi-

cal models for determining the underlying argu-

ment structure of nominalizations.   

Nominalizations have only recently garnered 

attention in biomedical language processing. Ge-

neScene (Leroy and Chen, 2005) considers only 

arguments of nominalizations marked by prepo-

sitional cues. Similarly, Schuman and Bergler 

(2006) focus on the problem of prepositional 

phrase attachment. In the BioNLP‟09 Shared 

Task on Event Extraction (Kim et al., 2009), the 

most frequent predicates were nominals. Several 

participating systems discuss techniques that ac-

commodate nominalizations (e.g. K. B. Cohen et 

al., 2009; Kilicoglu and Bergler, 2009). Nomina-

lizations have not previously been addressed in 

clinically oriented text.  

2.1 SemRep 

SemRep (Rindflesch and Fiszman, 2003) auto-

matically extracts semantic predications (logical 

subject-predicate-logical object triples) from un-

structured text (titles and abstracts) of MED-

LINE citations.  It uses domain knowledge from 

the Unified Medical Language System
®
 (UMLS

 

®
) (Bodenreider, 2004), and the interaction of 

this knowledge and (underspecified) syntactic 

structure supports a robust system. SemRep ex-

tracts a range of semantic predications relating to 

clinical medicine (e.g. TREATS, DIAGNOSES, AD-

MINISTERED_TO, PROCESS_OF, LOCATION_OF), 

substance interactions (INTERACTS_WITH, INHI-

BITS, STIMULATES), and genetic etiology of dis-

ease (ASSOCIATED_WITH, PREDISPOSES, CAUS-

ES). For example, the program identifies the fol-

lowing predications from input text MRI re-

vealed a lacunar infarction in the left internal 

capsule. Arguments are concepts from the 

UMLS Metathesaurus and predicates are rela-

tions from the Semantic Network.  

Magnetic Resonance Imaging DIAGNOSES Infarc-

tion, Lacunar  

Internal Capsule LOCATION_OF Infarction, Lacu-

nar 

Processing relies on an underspecified syntac-

tic analysis based on the UMLS SPECIALIST 

Lexicon (McCray et al., 1994) and the MedPost 

part-of-speech tagger (Smith et al., 2004). Output 

includes phrase identification, and for simple 

noun phrases, labeling of heads and modifiers.  

[HEAD(MRI)] [revealed] [a MOD(lacunar), 

HEAD(infarction)] [in the MOD(left) MOD(internal), 

HEAD(capsule).] 

MetaMap (Aronson and Lang, 2010) maps sim-

ple noun phrases to UMLS Metathesaurus con-

cepts, as shown below. Associated semantic 

types are particularly important for subsequent 

processing. 

[HEAD(MRI){Magnetic Resonance Imaging (Di-

agnostic Procedure)}] [revealed] [a 

MOD(lacunar), HEAD(infarction) {Infarction, Lacu-

nar(Disease or Syndrome)}] [in the MOD(left) 

MOD(internal), HEAD(capsule) {Internal Cap-

sule(Body Part, Organ, or Organ Component)}.] 
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This structure is the basis for extracting semantic 

predications, which relies on several mechan-

isms. Indicator rules map syntactic phenomena, 

such as verbs, nominalizations, prepositions, and 

modifier-head structure in the simple noun 

phrase to ontological predications. Examples in-

clude: 

reveal (verb)  DIAGNOSES 

in (prep)  LOCATION_OF 

SemRep currently has 630 indicator rules. Onto-

logical predications are based on a modified ver-

sion of the UMLS Semantic Network and have 

semantic types as arguments. For example:  

Diagnostic Procedure DIAGNOSES Disease or 

Syndrome 

Body Part, Organ, or Organ Component LOCA-

TION_OF Disease or Syndrome 

Construction of a semantic predication begins 

with the application of an indicator rule, and is 

then constrained by two things. Arguments must 

satisfy syntactic restrictions for the indicator and 

must have been mapped to Metathesaurus con-

cepts that match the arguments of the ontological 

predication indicated. As part of this processing, 

several syntactic phenomena are addressed, in-

cluding passivization, argument coordination, 

and some types of relativization. For both verb 

and preposition indicators, underspecified syn-

tactic rules simply ensure that subjects are on the 

left and objects on the right. Enhancing SemRep 

for nominalizations involved extending the syn-

tactic constraints for arguments of nominaliza-

tion indicators.  

3 Methods 

In order to gain insight into the principles under-

lying expression of nominal arguments, we first 

determined the 50 most common nominalizations 

in MEDLINE citations that also occur in the 

UMLS SPECIALIST Lexicon, and then analyzed 

a corpus of 1012 sentences extracted from 476 

citations containing those nominalizations. We 

further limited these sentences to those with no-

minalizations containing two overt arguments 

(since SemRep only extracts predications with 

two arguments), resulting in a final set of 383 

sentences. We determined 14 alternation patterns 

for nominalizations based on this analysis and 

devised an algorithm to accommodate them. We 

then conducted two evaluations, one to assess the 

effectiveness of the algorithm independently of 

other considerations and another to assess the 

contribution of enhanced nominalization 

processing to SemRep generally.  

3.1 Nominal Alternations  

Much work in identifying arguments of nomina-

lizations assigns semantic role, such as agent, 

patient, etc., but SemRep does not. In this analy-

sis, arguments are logical subject and object. Re-

lational nouns often allow only one argument 

(e.g. the weight of the evidence), and either one 

or both of the arguments of a nominalization or 

gerund may be left unexpressed. SemRep doesn‟t 

interpret nominalizations with unexpressed ar-

guments. If both arguments appear, they fall into 

one of several patterns, and the challenge in no-

minalization processing is to accommodate these 

patterns. Cohen et al. (2008) note several such 

patterns, including those in which both argu-

ments are to the right of the nominalization, cued 

by prepositions (treatment of fracture with sur-

gery), the nominalization separates the argu-

ments (fracture treatment with surgery, surgical 

treatment for fracture), and both arguments pre-

cede the nominalizations, as modifiers of it (sur-

gical fracture treatment and fracture surgical 

treatment).  

Cohen et al. (2008) do not list several patterns 

we observed in the clinical domain, including 

those in which the subject appears to the right 

marked by a verb (the treatment of fracture is 

surgery) or as an appositive (the treatment of 

fracture, surgery), and those in which the subject 

appears to the left and the nominalization is ei-

ther in a prepositional phrase (surgery in the 

treatment of fracture, surgery in fracture treat-

ment) or is preceded by a verb or is parenthetical 

(surgery is (the best) treatment for fracture; sur-

gery is (the best) fracture treatment; surgery, the 

best fracture treatment). One pattern, in which 

both arguments are on the right and the subject 

precedes the object, is seen most commonly in 

the clinical domain when the nominalization has 

a lexically specified cue (e.g. the contribution of 

stem cells to kidney repair). The nominal alterna-

tion patterns are listed in Table 1. 

Generalizations about arguments of nominali-

zations are based on the position of the argu-

ments, both with respect to each other and to the 

nominalization, and whether they modify the 

nominalization or not. A modifying argument is 

internal to the simple noun phrase of which the 

nominalization is the head; other arguments 

(both to the left and to the right) are external. 

(Relativization is considered external to the sim-

ple noun phrase.) 
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 [NOM] [PREP OBJ] [PREP SUBJ]  

Treatment of fracture with surgery 

[NOM] [PREP OBJ], [SUBJ] 

The treatment of fracture, surgery 

[NOM] [PREP OBJ] ([SUBJ]) 

The treatment of fracture (surgery) 

[NOM] [PREP OBJ] [BE] [SUBJ] 

The treatment of fracture is surgery 

[NOM] [PREP SUBJ] [PREP OBJ] 

Treatment with surgery of fracture 

[SUBJ NOM] [PREP OBJ] 

Surgical treatment of fracture 

[SUBJ] [PREP NOM] [PREP OBJ] 

Surgery in the treatment of fracture 

[SUBJ] [BE] [NOM] [PREP OBJ] 

Surgery is the treatment of fracture 

[OBJ NOM] [BE] [SUBJ] 

Fracture treatment is surgery 

[OBJ NOM] [PREP SUBJ] 

Fracture treatment with surgery 

[SUBJ] [PREP OBJ NOM] 

Surgery for fracture treatment 

[SUBJ] [BE] [OBJ NOM] 

Surgery is the fracture treatment 

[SUBJ OBJ NOM] 

Surgical fracture treatment 

[OBJ SUBJ NOM] 

Fracture surgical treatment 
Table 1. Patterns 

Argument cuing plays a prominent role in de-

fining these patterns. A cue is an overt syntactic 

element associated with an argument, and can be 

a preposition, a verb (most commonly a form of 

be), a comma, or parenthesis. A cued argument is 

in a dependency with the cue, which is itself in a 

dependency with the nominalization. The cue 

must occur between the nominalization and the 

argument, whether the argument is to the right 

(e.g. treatment of fracture) or to the left (e.g. 

surgery in the treatment). Prepositional cues for 

the objects of some nominalizations are stipu-

lated in the lexicon; some of these are obligatory 

(e.g. contribution – to), while others are optional 

(treatment – for).  

External arguments of nominalizations must 

be cued, and cues unambiguously signal the role 

of the argument, according to the following 

cuing rules (Cohen et al., 2008). Verbs, comma, 

parenthesis, and the prepositions by, with, and 

via cue subjects only. (By is used for semantic 

role agent and with for instrument, but SemRep 

does not exploit this distinction.) Of cues sub-

jects only if the nominalization has an obligatory 

(object) cue; it must cue objects otherwise. There 

is a class of nominalizations (e.g. cause) that do 

not allow a prepositionally cued subject. Consi-

derable variation is seen in the order of subject 

and object; however, if the subject intervenes 

between the nominalization and the object, both 

must have equal cuing status (the only possibili-

ties are that both be either uncued or cued with a 

preposition).  

3.2 Algorithm 

In extending SemRep for identifying arguments 

of nominalizations, existing machinery was ex-

ploited, namely shallow parsing, mapping simple 

noun phrases to Metathesaurus concepts, and the 

application of indicator rules to map nominaliza-

tions to enhanced Semantic Network ontological 

predications (which imposes restrictions on the 

semantic type of arguments). Finally, syntactic 

argument identification was enhanced specifical-

ly for nominalizations and exploits the linguistic 

generalizations noted. For example in the sen-

tence below, phrases have been identified and 

cervical cancer has been mapped to the Metathe-

saurus concept “Cervix carcinoma” with seman-

tic type „Neoplastic Process‟, and vaccination to 

“Vaccination” („Therapeutic or Preventive Pro-

cedure‟). An indicator rule for prevention maps 

to the ontological predication “Therapeutic or 

Preventive Procedure PREVENTS Neoplastic 

Process” (among others) in generating the predi-

cation: “Vaccination PREVENTS Cervix carcino-

ma.” 

Therefore, prevention of cervical cancer with 

HPV vaccination may have a significant fi-

nancial impact.  

Processing to identify arguments for preven-

tion begins by determining whether the nomina-

lization has a lexically specified object cue. This 

information is needed to determine the cuing 

function of of. Since it is common for there to be 

at least one argument on the right, identification 

of arguments begins there. Arguments on the 

right are external and must be cued. If a cued 

argument is found, its role is determined by the 

argument cuing rules. Since prevention does not 

have a lexically specified cue, of marks its ob-

ject. Further, the semantic type of the concept for 

the object of of matches the object of the onto-

logical predication („Neoplastic Process‟).  

The algorithm next looks to the right of the 

first argument for the second argument. Since 

processing addresses only two arguments for 

nominalizations, subject and object, once the role 
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of the first has been determined, the second can 

be inferred. For cued arguments, the process 

checks that the cue is compatible with the cuing 

rules. In all cases, the relevant semantic type 

must match the subject of the ontological predi-

cation. In this instance, with cues subjects and 

„Therapeutic or Preventive Process‟ matches the 

subject of the ontological predication indicated.  

If only one noun phrase to the right satisfies 

the argument cuing rules, the second argument 

must be on the left. A modifier immediately to 

the left of the nominalization (and thus an inter-

nal argument) is sought first, and its role inferred 

from the first argument. Since internal arguments 

are not cued, there is no need to ensure cuing 

compatibility. The predication “Operative Sur-

gical Procedures TREATS Pregnancy, Ectopic” 

is found for resolution in  

Surgical resolution of an ectopic pregnancy 

in a captive gerenuk (Litocranius walleri wal-

leri).  

Resolution is an indicator for the ontological 

predication “Therapeutic or Preventive Proce-

dure TREATS Disease or Syndrome.” Surgical 

maps to “Operative Surgical Procedures” („The-

rapeutic or Preventive Procedure‟), which 

matches the subject of this predication, and ec-

topic pregnancy maps to “Pregnancy, Ectopic” 

(„Disease or Syndrome‟), which matches its ob-

ject.  Of marks the object of resolution. 

An argument to the left of a nominalization 

may be external, in which case a cue is neces-

sary. For preceding treatment satisfies this re-

quirement in the following sentence. 

Preclinical data have supported the use of 

fludarabine and cyclophosphamide (FC) in 

combination for the treatment of indolent 

lymphoid malignancies. 

The two drugs in this sentence map to concepts 

with semantic type „Pharmacologic Substance‟ 

and the malignancy has „Neoplastic Process‟, as 

above. There is an ontological predication for 

TREATS with subject „Pharmacologic Substance‟. 

After coordination processing in SemRep, two 

predications are generated for treatment:  

Cyclophosphamide TREATS Malignant lymphoid 

neoplasm 

Fludarabine TREATS Malignant lymphoid neop-

lasm 

If there is no argument to the right, both ar-

guments must be on the left. A modifier imme-

diately to the left of the nominalization is sought 

first. Given the properties of cuing (the cue in-

tervenes between the argument and the nominali-

zation), if both arguments occur to the left, at 

least one of them must be internal, since it is not 

possible to have more than one external argu-

ment on the left (e.g. *Surgery is fracture for 

treatment). The role of the first argument is 

found based on semantic type. The first modifier 

to the left of treatment in the following sentence 

is epilepsy, which has semantic type „Disease or 

Syndrome‟, matching the object of the ontologi-

cal predication for TREATS.  

Patients with most chances of benefiting from 

surgical epilepsy treatment 

The second modifier to the left, surgical maps to 

the concept “Operative Surgical Procedures,” 

whose semantic type matches the subject of the 

ontological predication. These conditions allow 

construction of the predication “Operative Sur-

gical Procedures TREATS Epilepsy.”   

In the next sentence, the indicator rule for pre-

diction maps to the ontological predication 

“Amino Acid, Peptide, or Protein PREDISPOSES 

Disease or Syndrome.”  

The potential clinical role of measuring these 

apolipoproteins for ischemic stroke predic-

tion warrants further study. 

Ischemic stroke satisfies the object of this predi-

cation and apolipoproteins the subject. Since the 

external subject is cued by for, all constraints are 

satisfied and the predication “Apolipoproteins 

PREDISPOSES Ischemic stroke” is generated.   

3.3 Evaluation 

Three-hundred sentences from 239 MEDLINE 

citations (titles and abstracts) were selected for 

annotating a test set. Some had previously been 

selected for various aspects of SemRep evalua-

tion; others were chosen randomly. A small 

number (30) were sentences in the GENIA event 

corpus (Kim et al., 2008) with bio-event-

triggering nominalizations. Annotation was con-

ducted by three of the authors. One, a linguist 

(A), judged all sentences, while the other two, a 

computer scientist (B) and a medical informatics 

researcher (C), annotated a subset. Annotation 

was not limited to nominalizations. The statistics 

regarding the individual annotations are given 

below. The numbers in parentheses show the 

number of annotated predications indicated by 

nominalizations. 
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Annotator # of Sentences # of Predications 

A  300 533 (286) 

B 200 387 (190) 

C 132 244 (134) 
Table 2. Annotation statistics 

As guidance, annotators were provided UMLS 

Metathesaurus concepts for the sentences. How-

ever, they consulted the Metathesaurus directly 

to check questionable mappings. Annotation fo-

cused on the 25 predicate types SemRep ad-

dresses.  

We measured inter-annotator agreement, de-

fined as the F-score of one set of annotations, 

when the second is taken as the gold standard. 

After individual annotations were complete, two 

annotators (A and C) assessed all three sets of 

annotations and created the final reference stan-

dard. The reference standard has 569 predica-

tions, 300 of which (52.7%) are indicated by 

nominalizations. We further measured the 

agreement between individual sets of annotations 

and the reference standard. Results are given be-

low: 

 

Annotator pair # of Sentences IAA 

A-B  200 0.794 

A-C 132 0.974 

B-C 103 0.722 

A-Gold 300 0.925 

B-Gold 200 0.889 

C-Gold 132 0.906 
Table 3. Inter-annotator agreement 

We performed two evaluations. The first (ev-

al1) evaluated nominalizations in isolation, while 

the second (eval2) assessed the effect of the en-

hancements on overall semantic interpretation in 

SemRep. For eval1, we restricted SemRep to 

extract predications indicated by nominalizations 

only. The baseline was a nominalization argu-

ment identification rule which simply stipulates 

that the subject of a predicate is a concept to the 

left (starting from the modifier of the nominali-

zation, if any), and the object is a concept to the 

right. This baseline implements the underspecifi-

cation principle of SemRep, without any addi-

tional logic. We compared the results from this 

baseline to those from the algorithm described 

above to identify arguments of nominalizations. 

The gold standard for eval1 was limited to predi-

cations indicated by nominalizations.  

We investigated the effect of nominalization 

processing on SemRep generally in eval2, for 

which the baseline implementation was SemRep 

with no nominalization processing. The results 

for this baseline were evaluated against those 

obtained using SemRep with no restrictions. 

Typical evaluation metrics, precision, recall, and 

F-score, were calculated. 

4 Results and Discussion 

The results for the two evaluations are presented 

below.  

 Precision Recall F-Score 

eval1 

Baseline 0.484 0.359 0.412 

With NOM 0.743 0.569 0.645 

 

eval2 

Baseline 0.640 0.333 0.438 

With NOM 0.745 0.640 0.689 
Table 4. Evaluation results 

Results illustrate the importance of nominali-

zation processing for effectiveness of semantic 

interpretation and show that the SemRep metho-

dology naturally extends to this phenomenon. 

With a single, simple, rule (eval1 baseline), Se-

mRep achieves an F-score of 0.412. With addi-

tional processing based on linguistic generaliza-

tions, F-score improves more than 20 points. 

Further, the addition of nominalization 

processing not only enhances the coverage of 

SemRep (more than 30 points), but also increases 

precision (more than 10 points). While nominali-

zations are generally considered more difficult to 

process than verbs (Cohen et al., 2008), we were 

able to accommodate them with greater precision 

than other types of indicators, including verbs 

(0.743 vs. 0.64 in eval1 with NOM vs. eval2 

baseline) with our patterns.  

 Precision Recall F-Score 

eval1 

Baseline 0.233 0.140 0.175 

With NOM 0.690 0.400 0.506 

 

eval2 

Baseline (No 

NOM) 

0.667 0.278 0.392 

With NOM 0.698 0.514 0.592 
Table 5. Results for molecular biology sentences 

 

Limiting the evaluation to sentences focusing on 

biomolecular interactions (from GENIA), while 

not conclusive due to the small number of sen-

tences (30), also shows similar patterns, as 

shown in Table 5. As expected, while overall 
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quality of predications is lower, since molecular 

biology text is significantly more complex than 

that in the clinical domain, improvements with 

nominalization processing are clearly seen. 

Errors were mostly due to aspects of SemRep 

orthogonal to but interacting with nominalization 

processing. Complex coordination structure was 

the main source of recall errors, as in the follow-

ing example.  

RESULTS: The best predictors of incident 

metabolic syndrome were waist circumfe-

rence (odds ratio [OR] 1.7 [1.3-2.0] per 11 

cm), HDL cholesterol (0.6 [0.4-0.7] per 15 

mg/dl), and proinsulin (1.7 [1.4-2.0] per 3.3 

pmol/l). [PMID 14988303] 

While the system was able to identify the predi-

cation “Waist circumference PREDISPOSES 

Metabolic syndrome,” it was unable to find the 

predications below, due to its inability to identify 

the coordination of waist circumference, HDL 

cholesterol, and proinsulin.  

(FN) Proinsulin PREDISPOSES Metabolic syn-

drome 

(FN) High Density Lipoprotein Cholesterol PRE-

DISPOSES Metabolic syndrome 

 

Mapping of noun phrases to the correct UMLS 

concepts (MetaMap) is a source of both false 

positives and false negatives, particularly in the 

context of the molecular biology sentences, 

where acronyms and abbreviations are common 

and their disambiguation is nontrivial (Okazaki 

et al., 2010). For example, in the following sen-

tence  

PTK inhibition with Gen attenuated both 

LPS-induced NF-kappaB DNA binding and 

TNF-alpha production in human monocytes. 

[PMID 10210645] 

PTK was mapped to “Ephrin receptor EphA8” 

rather than to “Protein Tyrosine Kinase”, causing 

both a false positive and a false negative.  

(FP) Genistein INHIBITS Ephrin receptor EphA8 

(FN) Genistein INHIBITS Protein Tyrosine Kinase 

Some errors were due to failure to recognize a 

relative clause by SemRep. Only the head of 

such a structure is allowed to be an argument 

outside the structure. In the sentence below, the 

subject of treatment is hyperthermic intraperito-

neal intraoperative chemotherapy, which is the 

head of the reduced relative clause, after cytore-

ductive surgery.  

Hyperthermic intraperitoneal intraoperative 

chemotherapy after cytoreductive surgery for 

the treatment of abdominal sarcomatosis: 

clinical outcome and prognostic factors in 60 

consecutive patients. [PMID 15112276] 

SemRep failed to recognize the relative clause, 

and therefore the nominalization algorithm took 

the noun phrase inside it as the subject of treat-

ment, since it satisfies both semantic type and 

argument constraints.  

(FP) Cytoreductive surgery  TREATS Sarcamato-

sis NOS 

(FN) intraperitoneal therapy TREATS Sarcamato-

sis NOS 

A small number of errors were due solely to 

nominalization processing. In the following sen-

tence, the object of contribution is cued with in, 

rather than lexically specified to, which causes a 

recall error.  

Using SOCS-1 knockout mice, we investi-

gated the contribution of SOCS-1 in the 

development of insulin resistance induced 

by a high-fat diet (HFD). [PMID 

18929539] 

(FN) Cytokine Inducible SH-2 Containing Pro-

tein PREDISPOSES Insulin Resistance 

Accurate identification of the arguments of 

nominalizations in the molecular biology sub-

domain is more challenging than in clinically-

oriented text. Some of the syntactic structure re-

sponsible for this complexity is discussed by K. 

B. Cohen et al. (2009). In particular, they note 

the problem of an argument being separated from 

the nominalization, and point out the problem of 

specifying the intervening structure. Although 

we have not focused on molecular biology, the 

analysis developed for clinical medicine shows 

promise in that domain as well. One relevant ex-

tension could address the syntactic configuration 

in which intervening structure involves an argu-

ment of a nominalization shared with a verb oc-

curring to the left of the nominalization, as in-

duced and activation interact in the following 

sentence: 

IL-2 induced less STAT1 alpha activation 

and IFN-alpha induced greater STAT5 acti-

vation in NK3.3 cells compared with preacti-

vated primary NK cells. [PMID 8683106] 

This could be addressed with an extension of our 

rule that subjects of nominalizations can be cued 

with verbs. With respect to argument identifica-

tion, induce can function like a form of be.  
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5 Conclusion 

We discuss a linguistically principled implemen-

tation for identifying arguments of nominaliza-

tions in clinically focused biomedical text. The 

full range of such structures is rarely addressed 

by existing text mining systems, thus missing 

valuable information. The algorithm is imple-

mented inside SemRep, a general semantic inter-

preter for biomedical text. We evaluated the sys-

tem both by assessing the algorithm independent-

ly and by determining the contribution it makes 

to SemRep generally. The first evaluation re-

sulted in an F-score of 0.646 (P=0.743, 

R=0.569), which is 20 points higher than the 

baseline, while the second showed that overall 

SemRep results were increased to F-score 0.689 

(P=0.745, R=0.640), approximately 25 points 

better than processing without nominalizations. 

Since our nominalization processing is by ex-

tending SemRep, rather than by creating a dedi-

cated system, we provide the interpretation of 

these structures in a broader context. An array of 

semantic predications generated by mapping to 

an ontology (UMLS) normalizes the interpreta-

tion of verbs and nominalizations.  Processing is 

linguistically based, and several syntactic phe-

nomena are addressed, including passivization, 

argument coordination, and relativization. The 

benefits of such processing include effective ap-

plications for extracting information on genetic 

diseases from text (Masseroli et al., 2006), as 

well as research in medical knowledge summari-

zation (Fiszman et al., 2004; Fiszman et al., 

2009), literature-based discovery (Ahlers et al., 

2007; Hristovski et al., 2010), and enhanced in-

formation retrieval (Kilicoglu et al., 2008; T. 

Cohen et al., 2009). 
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Abstract

We describe a concept-based summariza-
tion system for biomedical documents and
show that its performance can be improved
using Word Sense Disambiguation. The
system represents the documents as graphs
formed from concepts and relations from
the UMLS. A degree-based clustering al-
gorithm is applied to these graphs to dis-
cover different themes or topics within
the document. To create the graphs, the
MetaMap program is used to map the
text onto concepts in the UMLS Metathe-
saurus. This paper shows that applying a
graph-based Word Sense Disambiguation
algorithm to the output of MetaMap im-
proves the quality of the summaries that
are generated.

1 Introduction

Extractive text summarization can be defined as
the process of determining salient sentences in a
text. These sentences are expected to condense
the relevant information regarding the main topic
covered in the text. Automatic summarization of
biomedical texts may benefit both health-care ser-
vices and biomedical research (Reeve et al., 2007;
Hunter and Cohen, 2006). Providing physicians
with summaries of their patient records can help
to reduce the diagnosis time. Researchers can use
summaries to quickly determine whether a docu-
ment is of interest without having to read it all.

Summarization systems usually work with a
representation of the document consisting of in-
formation that can be directly extracted from the
document itself (Erkan and Radev, 2004; Mihalcea
and Tarau, 2004). However, recent studies have
demonstrated the benefit of summarization based
on richer representations that make use of external
knowledge sources (Plaza et al., 2008; Fiszman et

al., 2004). These approaches can represent seman-
tic associations between the words and terms in the
document (i.e. synonymy, hypernymy, homonymy
or co-occurrence) and use this information to im-
prove the quality of the summaries. In the biomed-
ical domain the Unified Medical Language Sys-
tem (UMLS) (Nelson et al., 2002) has proved to
be a useful knowledge source for summarization
(Fiszman et al., 2004; Reeve et al., 2007; Plaza et
al., 2008). In order to access the information con-
tained in the UMLS, the vocabulary of the doc-
ument being summarized has to be mapped onto
it. However, ambiguity is common in biomedi-
cal documents (Weeber et al., 2001). For exam-
ple, the string “cold” is associated with seven pos-
sible meanings in the UMLS Metathesuarus in-
cluding “common cold”, “cold sensation” , “cold
temperature” and “Chronic Obstructive Airway
Disease”. The majority of summarization sys-
tems in the biomedical domain rely on MetaMap
(Aronson, 2001) to map the text onto concepts
from the UMLS Metathesaurus (Fiszman et al.,
2004; Reeve et al., 2007). However, MetaMap fre-
quently fails to identify a unique mapping and, as
a result, various concepts with the same score are
returned. For instance, for the phrase “tissues are
often cold” MetaMap returns three equally scored
concepts for the word ‘‘cold”: “common cold”,
“cold sensation” and ”cold temperature”.

The purpose of this paper is to study the ef-
fect of lexical ambiguity in the knowledge source
on semantic approaches to biomedical summariza-
tion. To this end, the paper describes a concept-
based summarization system for biomedical doc-
uments that uses the UMLS as an external knowl-
edge source. To address the word ambiguity prob-
lem, we have adapted an existing WSD system
(Agirre and Soroa, 2009) to assign concepts from
the UMLS. The system is applied to the summa-
rization of 150 biomedical scientific articles from
the BioMed Central corpus and it is found that
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WSD improves the quality of the summaries. This
paper is, to our knowledge, the first to apply WSD
to the summarization of biomedical documents
and also demonstrates that this leads to an im-
provement in performance.

The next section describes related work on sum-
marization and WSD. Section 3 introduces the
UMLS resources used in the WSD and sum-
marization systems. Section 4 describes our
concept-based summarization algorithm. Section
5 presents a graph-based WSD algorithm which
has been adapted to assign concepts from the
UMLS. Section 6 describes the experiments car-
ried out to evaluate the impact of WSD and dis-
cusses the results. The final section provides
concluding remarks and suggests future lines of
work.

2 Related work

Summarization has been an active area within
NLP research since the 1950s and a variety of ap-
proaches have been proposed (Mani, 2001; Afan-
tenos et al., 2005). Our focus is on graph-based
summarization methods. Graph-based approaches
typically represent the document as a graph, where
the nodes represent text units (i.e. words, sen-
tences or paragraphs), and the links represent co-
hesion relations or similarity measures between
these units. The best-known work in the area is
LexRank (Erkan and Radev, 2004). It assumes a
fully connected and undirected graph, where each
node corresponds to a sentence, represented by
its TF-IDF vector, and the edges are labeled with
the cosine similarity between the sentences. Mi-
halcea and Tarau (2004) present a similar method
where the similarity among sentences is measured
in terms of word overlaps.

However, methods based on term frequencies
and syntactic representations do not exploit the se-
mantic relations among the words in the text (i.e.
synonymy, homonymy or co-occurrence). They
cannot realize, for instance, that the phrases my-
ocardial infarction and heart attack refer to the
same concepts, or that pneumococcal pneumonia
and mycoplasma pneumonia are two similar dis-
eases that differ in the type of bacteria that causes
them. This problem can be partially solved by
dealing with concepts and semantic relations from
domain-specific resources, rather than terms and
lexical or syntactic relations. Consequently, some
recent approaches have adapted existing methods

to represent the document at a conceptual level. In
particular, in the biomedical domain Reeve et al.
(2007) adapt the lexical chaining approach (Barzi-
lay and Elhadad, 1997) to work with UMLS con-
cepts, using the MetaMap Transfer Tool to anno-
tate these concepts. Yoo et al. (2007) represent a
corpus of documents as a graph, where the nodes
are the MeSH descriptors found in the corpus, and
the edges represent hypernymy and co-occurrence
relations between them. They cluster the MeSH
concepts in the corpus to identify sets of docu-
ments dealing with the same topic and then gen-
erate a summary from each document cluster.

Word sense disambiguation attempts to solve
lexical ambiguities by identifying the correct
meaning of a word based on its context. Super-
vised approaches have been shown to perform bet-
ter than unsupervised ones (Agirre and Edmonds,
2006) but need large amounts of manually-tagged
data, which are often unavailable or impractical to
create. Knowledge-based approaches are a good
alternative that do not require manually-tagged
data.

Graph-based methods have recently been shown
to be an effective approach for knowledge-based
WSD. They typically build a graph for the text in
which the nodes represent all possible senses of
the words and the edges represent different kinds
of relations between them (e.g. lexico-semantic,
co-occurrence). Some algorithm for analyzing
these graphs is then applied from which a rank-
ing of the senses of each word in the context is
obtained and the highest-ranking one is chosen
(Mihalcea and Tarau, 2004; Navigli and Velardi,
2005; Agirre and Soroa, 2009). These methods
find globally optimal solutions and are suitable for
disambiguating all words in a text.

One such method is Personalized PageRank
(Agirre and Soroa, 2009) which makes use of
the PageRank algorithm used by internet search
engines (Brin and Page, 1998). PageRank as-
signs weight to each node in a graph by analyz-
ing its structure and prefers ones that are linked to
by other nodes that are highly weighted. Agirre
and Soroa (2009) used WordNet as the lexical
knowledge base and creates graphs using the en-
tire WordNet hierarchy. The ambiguous words in
the document are added as nodes to this graph and
directed links are created from them to each of
their possible meanings. These nodes are assigned
weight in the graph and the PageRank algorithm is
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applied to distribute this information through the
graph. The meaning of each word with the high-
est weight is chosen. We refer to this approach
as ppr. It is efficient since it allows all ambigu-
ous words in a document to be disambiguated si-
multaneously using the whole lexical knowledge
base, but can be misled when two of the possible
senses for an ambiguous word are related to each
other in WordNet since the PageRank algorithm
assigns weight to these senses rather than transfer-
ring it to related words. Agirre and Soroa (2009)
also describe a variant of the approach, referred
to as “word to word” (ppr w2w), in which a sep-
arate graph is created for each ambiguous word.
In these graphs no weight is assigned to the word
being disambiguated so that all of the information
used to assign weights to the possible senses of the
word is obtained from the other words in the doc-
ument. The ppr w2w is more accurate but less
efficient due to the number of graphs that have to
be created and analyzed. Agirre and Soroa (2009)
show that the Personalized PageRank approach
performs well in comparison to other knowledge-
based approaches to WSD and report an accuracy
of around 58% on standard evaluation data sets.

3 UMLS

The Unified Medical Language System (UMLS)
(Humphreys et al., 1998) is a collection of con-
trolled vocabularies related to biomedicine and
contains a wide range of information that can
be used for Natural Language Processing. The
UMLS comprises of three parts: the Specialist
Lexicon, the Semantic Network and the Metathe-
saurus.

The Metathesaurus forms the backbone of the
UMLS and is created by unifying over 100 con-
trolled vocabularies and classification systems. It
is organized around concepts, each of which repre-
sents a meaning and is assigned a Concept Unique
Identifier (CUI). For example, the following CUIs
are all associated with the term “cold”: C0009443
‘Common Cold’, C0009264 ‘Cold Temperature’
and C0234192 ‘Cold Sensation’.

The MRREL table in the Metathesaurus lists re-
lations between CUIs found in the various sources
that are used to form the Metathesaurus. This ta-
ble lists a range of different types of relations, in-
cluding CHD (“child”), PAR (“parent”), QB (“can
be qualified by”), RQ (“related and possibly syn-
onymous”) and RO (“other related”). For exam-

ple, the MRREL table states that C0009443 ‘Com-
mon Cold’ and C0027442 ‘Nasopharynx’ are con-
nected via the RO relation.

The MRHIER table in the Metathesaurus lists
the hierarchies in which each CUI appears, and
presents the whole path to the top or root of
each hierarchy for the CUI. For example, the
MRHIER table states that C0035243 ‘Respiratory
Tract Infections’ is a parent of C0009443 ‘Com-
mon Cold’.

The Semantic Network consists of a set of cat-
egories (or semantic types) that provides a consis-
tent categorization of the concepts in the Metathe-
saurus, along with a set of relationships (or seman-
tic relations) that exist between the semantic types.
For example, the CUI C0009443 ‘Common Cold’
is classified in the semantic type ‘Disease or Syn-
drome’.

The SRSTR table in the Semantic Network de-
scribes the structure of the network. This table
lists a range of different relations between seman-
tic types, including hierarchical relations (is a)
and non hierarchical relations (e.g. result of,
associated with and co-occurs with).
For example, the semantic types ‘Disease or Syn-
drome’ and ‘Pathologic Function’ are connected
via the is a relation in this table.

4 Summarization system

The method presented in this paper consists of 4
main steps: (1) concept identification, (2) doc-
ument representation, (3) concept clustering and
topic recognition, and (4) sentence selection. Each
step is discussed in detail in the following subsec-
tions.

4.1 Concept identification

The first stage of our process is to map the doc-
ument to concepts from the UMLS Metathesaurus
and semantic types from the UMLS Semantic Net-
work.

We first run the MetaMap program over the text
in the body section of the document1 MetaMap
(Aronson, 2001) identifies all the phrases that
could be mapped onto a UMLS CUI, retrieves
and scores all possible CUI mappings for each
phrase, and returns all the candidates along with

1We do not make use of the disambiguation algorithm
provided by MetaMap, which is invoked using the -y flag
(Aronson, 2006), since our aim is to compare the effect of
WSD on the performance of our summarization system rather
than comparing WSD algorithms.
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their score. The semantic type for each concept
mapping is also returned. Table 1 shows this map-
ping for the phrase tissues are often cold. This ex-
ample shows that MetaMap returns a single CUI
for two words (tissues and often) but also returns
three equally scored CUIs for cold (C0234192,
C0009443 and C0009264). Section 5 describes
how concepts are selected when MetaMap is un-
able to return a single CUI for a word.

Phrase: “Tissues”
Meta Mapping (1000)

1000 C0040300:Tissues (Body tissue)

Phrase: “are”

Phrase: “often cold”
MetaMapping (888)

694 C0332183:Often (Frequent)
861 C0234192:Cold (Cold Sensation)

MetaMapping (888)
694 C0332183:Often (Frequent)
861 C0009443:Cold (Common Cold)

MetaMapping (888)
694 C0332183:Often (Frequent)
861 C0009264:Cold (cold temperature)

Table 1: An example of MetaMap mapping for the
phrase Tissues are often cold

UMLS concepts belonging to very general se-
mantic types are discarded, since they have been
found to be excessively broad or unrelated to the
main topic of the document. These types are
Quantitative Concept, Qualitative Concept, Tem-
poral Concept, Functional Concept, Idea or Con-
cept, Intellectual Product, Mental Process, Spatial
Concept and Language. Therefore, the concept
C0332183 ‘Often’ in the previous example, which
belongs to the semantic type Temporal Concept, is
discarded.

4.2 Document representation

The next step is to construct a graph-based repre-
sentation of the document. To this end, we first ex-
tend the disambiguated UMLS concepts with their
complete hierarchy of hypernyms and merge the
hierarchies of all the concepts in the same sentence
to construct a graph representing it. The two upper
levels of these hierarchies are removed, since they
represent concepts with excessively broad mean-
ings and may introduce noise to later processing.

Next, all the sentence graphs are merged into

a single document graph. This graph is extended
with more semantic relations to obtain a more
complete representation of the document. Vari-
ous types of information from the UMLS can be
used to extend the graph. We experimented us-
ing different sets of relations and finally used the
hypernymy and other related relations between
concepts from the Metathesaurus, and the asso-
ciated with relation between semantic types from
the Semantic Network. Hypernyms are extracted
from the MRHIER table, RO (“other related”) re-
lations are extracted from the MRREL table, and
associated with relations are extracted from
the SRSTR table (see Section 3). Finally, each
edge is assigned a weight in [0, 1]. This weight
is calculated as the ratio between the relative posi-
tions in their corresponding hierarchies of the con-
cepts linked by the edge.

Figure 1 shows an example graph for a sim-
plified document consisting of the two sentences
below. Continuous lines represent hypernymy re-
lations, dashed lines represent other related rela-
tions and dotted lines represent associated with re-
lations.

1. The goal of the trial was to assess cardiovascular
mortality and morbidity for stroke, coronary heart
disease and congestive heart failure, as an evidence-
based guide for clinicians who treat hypertension.

2. The trial was carried out in two groups: the first
group taking doxazosin, and the second group tak-
ing chlorthalidone.

4.3 Concept clustering and topic recognition
Our next step consists of clustering the UMLS
concepts in the document graph using a degree-
based clustering method (Erkan and Radev, 2004).
The aim is to construct sets of concepts strongly
related in meaning, based on the assumption that
each of these sets represents a different topic in the
document.

We assume that the document graph is an in-
stance of a scale-free network (Barabasi and Al-
bert, 1999). A scale-free network is a complex net-
work that (among other characteristics) presents a
particular type of node which are highly connected
to other nodes in the network, while the remain-
ing nodes are quite unconnected. These highest-
degree nodes are often called hubs. This scale-
free power-law distribution has been empirically
observed in many large networks, including lin-
guistic and semantic ones.

To discover these prominent or hub nodes, we
compute the salience or prestige of each vertex
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Figure 1: Example of a simplified document graph

in the graph (Yoo et al., 2007), as shown in (1).
Whenever an edge from vi to vj exists, a vote from
node i to node j is added with the strength of this
vote depending on the weight of the edge. This
ranks the nodes according to their structural im-
portance in the graph.

salience(vi) =
∑

∀ej |∃vk∧ejconnect(vi,vk)

weight(ej) (1)

The n vertices with a highest salience are
named Hub Vertices. The clustering algorithm
first groups the hub vertices into Hub Vertices
Sets (HVS). These can be seen as set of concepts
strongly related in meaning, and will represent the
centroids of the clusters. To construct these HVS,
the clustering algorithm first searches, iteratively
and for each hub vertex, the hub vertex most con-
nected to it, and merges them into a single HVS.
Second, the algorithm checks, for every pair of
HVS, if their internal connectivity is lower than
the connectivity between them. If so, both HVS
are merged. The remaining vertices (i.e. those
not included in the HVS) are iteratively assigned
to the cluster to which they are more connected.
This connectivity is computed as the sum of the
weights of the edges that connect the target vertex
to the other vertices in the cluster.

4.4 Sentence selection
The last step of the summarization process con-
sists of computing the similarity between all sen-
tences in the document and each of the clusters,
and selecting the sentences for the summary based
on these similarities. To compute the similarity be-
tween a sentence graph and a cluster, we use a non-
democratic vote mechanism (Yoo et al., 2007), so
that each vertex of a sentence assigns a vote to
a cluster if the vertex belongs to its HVS, half a
vote if the vertex belongs to it but not to its HVS,
and no votes otherwise. Finally, the similarity be-
tween the sentence and the cluster is computed as
the sum of the votes assigned by all the vertices in
the sentence to the cluster, as expressed in (2).

similarity(Ci, Sj) =
∑

vk|vk∈Sj

wk,j (2)

where

{
wk,j=0 if vk 6∈Ci

wk,j=1 if vk∈HV S(Ci)

wk,j=0.5 if vk 6∈HV S(Ci)

Finally, we select the sentences for the sum-
mary based on the similarity between them and
the clusters as defined above. In previous work
(blind reference), we experimented with different
heuristics for sentence selection. In this paper, we
just present the one that reported the best results.
For each sentence, we compute a single score, as
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the sum of its similarity to each cluster adjusted
to the cluster’s size (expression 3). Then, the N
sentences with higher scores are selected for the
summary.

Score(Sj) =
∑
Ci

similarity(Ci, Sj)
|Ci|

(3)

In addition to semantic-graph similarity
(SemGr) we have also tested two further features
for computing the salience of sentences: sentence
location (Location) and similarity with the title
section (Title). The sentence location feature
assigns higher scores to the sentences close to the
beginning and the end of the document, while
the similarity with the title feature assigns higher
scores as the proportion of common concepts be-
tween the title and the target sentence is increased.
Despite their simplicity, these are well accepted
summarization heuristics that are commonly used
(Bawakid and Oussalah, 2008; Bossard et al.,
2008).

The final selection of the sentences for the sum-
mary is based on the weighted sum of these feature
values, as stated in (4). The values for the param-
eters λ, θ and χ have been empirically set to 0.8,
0.1, and 0.1 respectively.

Score(Sj) = λ× SemGr(Sj) +
θ × Location(Sj) + χ× Title(Sj) (4)

5 WSD for concept identification

Since our summarization system is based on the
UMLS it is important to be able to accurately map
the documents onto CUIs. The example in Section
4.1 shows that MetaMap does not always select a
single CUI and it is therefore necessary to have
some method for choosing between the ones that
are returned. Summarization systems typically
take the first mapping as returned by MetaMap,
and no attempt is made to solve this ambiguity
(Plaza et al., 2008). This paper reports an alter-
native approach that uses a WSD algorithm that
makes use of the entire UMLS Metathesaurus.

The Personalized PageRank algorithm (see Sec-
tion 2) was adapted to use the UMLS Metathe-
saurus and used to select a CUI from the MetaMap
output2. The UMLS is converted into a graph
in which the CUIs are the nodes and the edges

2We use a publicly available implementation of the Per-
sonalized Page Rank algorithm (http://ixa2.si.ehu.
es/ukb/) for the experiments described here.

are derived from the MRREL table. All possible
relations in this table are included. The output
from MetaMap is used to provide the list of pos-
sible CUIs for each term in a document and these
are passed to the disambiguation algorithm. We
use both the standard (ppr) and “word to word”
(ppr w2w) variants of the Personalized PageRank
approach.

It is difficult to evaluate how well the Person-
alized PageRank approach performs when used
in this way due to a lack of suitable data. The
NLM-WSD corpus (Weeber et al., 2001) con-
tains manually labeled examples of ambiguous
terms in biomedical text but only provides exam-
ples for 50 terms that were specifically chosen be-
cause of their ambiguity. To evaluate an approach
such as Personalized PageRank we require doc-
uments in which the sense of every ambiguous
word has been identified. Unfortunately no such
resource is available and creating one would be
prohibitively expensive. However, our main in-
terest is in whether WSD can be used to improve
the summaries generated by our system rather than
its own performance and, consequently, decided to
evaluate the WSD by comparing the output of the
summarization system with and without WSD.

6 Experiments

6.1 Setup

The ROUGE metrics (Lin, 2004) are used to eval-
uate the system. ROUGE compares automati-
cally generated summaries (called peers) against
human-created summaries (called models), and
calculates a set of measures to estimate the con-
tent quality of the summaries. Results are re-
ported for the ROUGE-1 (R-1), ROUGE-2 (R-
2), ROUGE-SU4 (R-SU) and ROUGE-W (R-W)
metrics. ROUGE-N (e.g. ROUGE-1 and ROUGE-
2) evaluates n-gram co-occurrences among the
peer and models summaries, where N stands for
the length of the n-grams. ROUGE-SU4 allows
bi-gram to have intervening word gaps no longer
than four words. Finally, ROUGE-W computes
the union of the longest common subsequences be-
tween the candidate and the reference summaries
taking into account the presence of consecutive
matches.

To the authors’ knowledge, no specific corpus
for biomedical summarization exists. To evalu-
ate our approach we use a collection of 150 doc-
uments randomly selected from the BioMed Cen-
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tral corpus3 for text mining research. This collec-
tion is large enough to ensure significant results in
the ROUGE evaluation (Lin, 2004) and allows us
to work with the ppr w2w disambiguation soft-
ware, which is quite time consuming. We generate
automatic summaries by selecting sentences until
the summary reaches a length of the 30% over the
original document size. The abstract of the papers
(i.e. the authors’ summaries) are removed from
the documents and used as model summaries.

A separate development set was used to deter-
mine the optimal values for the parameters in-
volved in the algorithm. This set consists of 10
documents from the BioMed Central corpus. The
model summaries for these documents were man-
ually created by medical students by selecting be-
tween 20-30% of the sentences within the paper.
The parameters to be estimated include the per-
centage of vertices considered as hub vertices by
the clustering method (see Section 4.3) and the
combination of summarization features used to
sentence selection (see Section 4.4). As a result,
the percentage of hub vertices was set to 15%, and
no additional summarization features (apart from
the semantic-graph similarity) were used.

Two baselines were also implemented. The
first, lead baseline, generate summaries by select-
ing the first n sentences from each document. The
second, random baseline, randomly selects n sen-
tences from the document. The n parameter is
based on the desired compression rate (i.e. 30%
of the document size).

6.2 Results

Various summarizers were created and evaluated.
First, we generated summaries using our method
without performing word sense disambiguation
(SemGr), but selecting the first CUI returned by
MetaMap. Second, we repeated these experiments
using the Personalized Page Rank disambigua-
tion algorithm (ppr) to disambiguate the CUIs re-
turned by MetaMap (SemGr + ppr). Finally, we
use the “word to word” variant of the Personalized
Page Rank algorithm (ppr w2w) to perform the
disambiguation (SemGr + ppr w2w).

Table 2 shows ROUGE scores for the different
configurations of our system together with the two
baselines. All configurations significantly outper-
form both baselines (Wilcoxon Signed Ranks Test,
p < 0.01).

3http://www.biomedcentral.com/info/about/datamining/

Summarizer R-1 R-2 R-W R-SU
random .5089 .1879 .1473 .2349
lead .6483 .2566 .1621 .2646
SemGr .7504 .3283 .1915 .3117
SemGr+ppr .7737 .3419 .1937 .3178
SemGr+ppr w2w .7804 .3530 .1966 .3262

Table 2: ROUGE scores for two baselines and
SemGr (with and without WSD). Significant dif-
ferences among the three versions of SemGr are
indicated in bold font.

The use of WSD improves the average ROUGE
score for the summarizer. The “standard” (i.e.
ppr) version of the WSD algorithm signifi-
cantly improves ROUGE-1 and ROUGE-2 metrics
(Wilcoxon Signed Ranks Test, p < 0.01), com-
pared with no WSD (i.e. SemGr). The “word to
word” variant (ppr w2w) significantly improves
all ROUGE metrics. Performance using the “word
to word” variant is also higher than standard ppr
in all ROUGE scores.

These results demonstrate that employing a
state of the art WSD algorithm that has been
adapted to use the UMLS Metathesaurus improves
the quality of the summaries generated by a sum-
marization system. To our knowledge this is
the first result to demonstrate that WSD can im-
prove summarization systems. However, this im-
provement is less than expected and this is prob-
ably due to errors made by the WSD system.
The Personalized PageRank algorithms (ppr and
ppr w2w) have been reported to correctly dis-
ambiguate around 58% of words in general text
(see Section 2) and, although we were unable to
quantify their performance when adapted for the
biomedical domain (see Section 5), it is highly
likely that they will still make errors. However, the
WSD performance they do achieve is good enough
to improve the summarization process.

6.3 Analysis

The results presented above demonstrate that us-
ing WSD improves the performance of our sum-
marizer. The reason seems to be that, since the ac-
curacy in the concept identification step increases,
the document graph built in the following steps is
a better approximation of the structure of the doc-
ument, both in terms of concepts and relations. As
a result, the clustering method succeeds in finding
the topics covered in the document, and the infor-
mation in the sentences selected for the summary
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is closer to that presented in the model summaries.

We have observed that the clustering method
usually produces one big cluster along with a vari-
able number of small clusters. As a consequence,
though the heuristic for sentence selection was de-
signed to select sentences from all the clusters in
the document, the fact is that most of the sentences
are extracted from this single large cluster. This
allows our system to identify sentences that cover
the main topic of the document, while it occasion-
ally fails to extract other “satellite” information.

We have also observed that the ROUGE scores
differ considerably from one document to others.
To understand the reasons of these differences we
examined the two documents with the highest and
lowest ROUGE scores respectively. The best case
is one of the largest document in the corpus, while
the worst case is one of the shortest (6 versus 3
pages). This was expected, since according to our
hypothesis that the document graph is an instance
of a scale-free network (see Section 4.3), the sum-
marization algorithm works better with larger doc-
uments. Both documents also differ in their under-
lying subject matter. The best case concerns the
reactions of some kind of proteins over the brain
synaptic membranes; while the worst case regards
the use of pattern matching for database searching.
We have verified that UMLS covers the vocabu-
lary contained in the first document better than in
the second one. We have also observed that the use
in the abstract of synonyms of terms presented in
the document body is quite frequent. In particular
the worst case document uses different terms in the
abstract and the body, for example “pattern match-
ing” and “string searching”. Since the ROUGE
metrics rely on evaluating summaries based on the
number of strings they have in common with the
model summaries the system’s output is unreason-
ably penalised.

Another problem is related to the use of
acronyms and abbreviations. Most papers in the
corpus do not include an Abbreviations section but
define them ad hoc in the document body. These
contracted forms are usually non-standard and do
not exist in the UMLS Metathesaurus. This seri-
ously affects the performance of both the disam-
biguation and the summarization algorithms, es-
pecially considering that it has been observed that
the terms (or phrases) represented in an abbrevi-
ated form frequently correspond to central con-
cepts in the document. For example, in a pa-

per from the corpus that presents an analysis tool
for simple sequence repeat tracts in DNA, only
the first occurrence of ‘simple sequence repeat’
is presented in its expanded form. In the re-
maining of the document, this phrase is named
by its acronym ‘SSR’. The same occurs in a pa-
per that investigates the developmental expression
of survivin during embryonic submandibular sali-
vary gland development, where ‘embryonic sub-
mandibular gland’ is always referred as ‘SMG’.

7 Conclusion and future work

In this paper we propose a graph-based approach
to biomedical summarization. Our algorithm rep-
resents the document as a semantic graph, where
the nodes are concepts from the UMLS Metathe-
saurus and the links are different kinds of seman-
tic relations between them. This produces a richer
representation than the one provided by traditional
models based on terms.

This approach relies on accurate mapping of
the document being summarized into the concepts
in the UMLS Metathesaurus. Three methods for
doing this were compared and evaluated. The
first was to select the first mapping generated by
MetaMap while the other two used a state of the
art WSD algorithm. This WSD algorithm was
adapted for the biomedical domain by using the
UMLS Metathesaurus as a knowledge based and
MetaMap as a pre-processor to identify the pos-
sible CUIs for each term. Results show that the
system performs better when WSD is used.

In future work we plan to make use of the dif-
ferent types of information within the UMLS to
create different configurations of the Personalized
PageRank WSD algorithm and explore their ef-
fect on the summarization system (i.e. consider-
ing different UMLS relations and assigning differ-
ent weights to different relations). It would also
be interesting to test the system with other disam-
biguation algorithms and use a state of the art al-
gorithm for identifying and expanding acronyms
and abbreviations.
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Abstract

Forums and mailing lists dedicated to par-
ticular diseases are increasingly popular
online. Automatically inferring the health
status of a patient can be useful for both
forum users and health researchers who
study patients’ online behaviors. In this
paper, we focus on breast cancer forums
and present a method to predict the stage
of patients’ cancers from their online dis-
course. We show that what the patients
talk about (content-based features) and
whom they interact with (social network-
based features) provide complementary
cues to predicting cancer stage and can be
leveraged for better prediction. Our meth-
ods are extendable and can be applied to
other tasks of acquiring contextual infor-
mation about online health forum partici-
pants.

1 Introduction

In this paper we investigate an automated method
of inferring the stage of a patient’s breast cancer
from discourse in an online forum. Such informa-
tion can prove invaluable both for forum members,
by enriching their use of this rapidly developing
and increasingly popular medium, and for health
researchers, by providing them with tools to quan-
tify and better understand patient populations and
how they behave online.

Patients with chronic diseases like diabetes or
life-threatening conditions like breast cancer get
a wealth of information from medical profession-
als about their diagnoses, test results, and treat-
ment options, but such information is not always
satisfactory or sufficient for patients. Much of
that is essential to their everyday lives and the
management of their condition escapes the clin-
ical realm. Furthermore, patients feel informed

and empowered by exchanging experiences and
emotional support with others in the same circum-
stances. Thus, it is not surprising that patient com-
munities have flourished on the Web over the past
decade, through active disease-specific discussion
forums and mailing lists.

For health professionals, this new medium
presents exciting research avenues related to the-
ories of psycho-social support and how patients
manage their conditions. Qualitative analyses of
forums and mailing list posts show that breast
cancer patients and survivors provide and seek
support to and from their peers and that support,
while also emotional, is largely informational in
nature (Civan and Pratt, 2007; Meier et al., 2007).
Emotional support may include words of encour-
agement and prayers. Examples of informational
support are providing personal experiences with a
treatment, discussing new research, explaining a
pathology report to a peer, as well as exchanging
information pertinent to patients’ daily lives, such
as whether to shave one’s head once chemotherapy
starts.

Given the kinds of benefits that patients and sur-
vivors seek and provide in online forums, it seems
likely that they would be inclined to gravitate to-
ward others whose circumstances most closely re-
semble their own, beyond sharing the general di-
agnosis of breast cancer. In fact, focus groups
and surveys conducted with breast cancer patients
identified and emphasized the need for online can-
cer forum participants to identify other patients of
a particular age, stage of illness, or having opted
for similar treatment (Rozmovits and Ziebland,
2004; van Uden-Kraan et al., 2008).

The stage of a patient’s cancer, in particular, can
be a crucial proxy for finding those whose experi-
ences are likely similar and relevant to one’s own.
For breast cancer, there are five high-level stan-
dard stages (0 to IV). While they do not give the
whole picture about a particular cancer (the stages
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themselves can be described with finer granular-
ity and they do no not encompass additional in-
formation like hormonal sensitivity), physicians
have traditionally relied on them for prognosis and
determining treatment options. For patients and
survivors, they are a useful way to communicate
to their peers their health status, as evidenced by
the members’ signatures on forums and mailing
lists (Meier et al., 2007).

Although many forums provide pre-set profile
fields for users to populate with important back-
ground information, such as the stage of their can-
cer (e.g., the popular forum on breastcancer.
org), in practice, only a fraction of members have
a complete profile. Thus, an automated way of in-
ferring member profile information via the social
network created by a forum’s users would help fill
in the blanks.

Beyond identifying other patients in a forum in
similar circumstances, such a tool can have nu-
merous practical benefits for both forum users and
health researchers who study patients’ online be-
havior. When a patient searches for a particu-
lar piece of information in a forum, incorporat-
ing contextual information about the user into the
search mechanism can improve search results. For
example, a search tool can rank higher the posts
that were authored by patients with the same stage.
For health researchers, questions which bring a
better understanding of forum usage (i.e., “are pa-
tients with stage IV cancer more or less active in a
forum than patients with early stage cancer”) can
be answered accurately only if all members of the
forums are taken into account, not just the ones
who filled out their member profiles. Furthermore,
in the context of health communication, the more
information is available about an individual, the
more effective the message can be, from generic
to personalized to targetted to tailored (Kreuter et
al., 2000). Our research contributes an automated
method to acquiring contextual information about
forum participants. We focus on cancer stage as
an exmple of context information.

Our research question is whether it is possible
to predict the stage of individuals’ cancer based on
their online discourse. By discourse we mean both
the information she conveys and whom she talks
to in a forum. Following ethical guidelines in pro-
cessing of patient data online, we focus on a pop-
ular breast cancer forum with a large number of
participants (Eysenbach and Till, 2001). We show

that the content of members’ posts and the stage
of their interlocutors can provide complementary
clues to identifying cancer stages.

2 Related Work

Researchers have begun to explore the possibility
of diagnosing patients based on their speech pro-
ductions. Content analysis methods, which rely on
patient speech transcripts or texts authored by pa-
tients, have been leveraged for understanding can-
cer coping mechanisms (Graves et al., 2005; Ban-
tum and Owen, 2009), psychiatric diagnoses (Ox-
man et al., 1988; Elvevaag et al., 2010), and the
analysis of suicide notes (Pestian et al., 2008).
In all cases, results, while not fully accurate, are
promising and show that patient-generated con-
tent is a valuable clue to diagnosis in an automated
framework.

Our work departs from these experiments in that
we do not attempt to predict the psychological
state of a patient, but rather the status of a clinical
condition. Staging breast cancer provides a way to
summarize the status of the cancer based on clin-
ical characteristics (the size of the tumor, whether
the cancer is invasive or not, whether cancer cells
are present in the lymph nodes, and whether the
cancer has spread beyond the breast). There are
five high-level stages for breast cancer. Stage 0
describes a non-invasive cancer. Stage I represents
early stage of an invasive cancer, where the tumor
size is less than 2 centimeters and no lymph nodes
are involved (that is, the cancer has not spread out-
side of the breast). Stages II and III describe a can-
cer with larger tumor size and/or the cancer has
spread outside of the breast. Stage IV describes
a cancer that have metastasized to distant parts of
the body, such as lungs and bones.

In our work, we analyze naturally occurring
content, generated by patients talking to each other
online. As such, our sample population is much
larger than in earlier works (typically less than 100
subjects). Like the researchers who focus on con-
tent analysis, we rely on the content generated by
patients, but we also hypothesize that whom the
patients interact with can help the prediction of
cancer stage.

In particular, we build a social network based
on patients’ interactions to boost text-based pre-
dictions. Graph-based methods are becoming
increasingly popular in the NLP community,
and similar approaches have been employed and
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shown to perform well in other areas like ques-
tion answering (Jurczyk, 2007) (Harabagiu et al.,
2006), word-sense disambiguation (Niu et al.,
2005), and textual entailment (Haghighi, 2005).

3 Methods

Our methods to predict cancer stage operate in a
supervised framework. We cast the task of stage
prediction as a 4-way classification (Stage I to IV).
We hypothesize that the discourse of patients on-
line, as defined by the content of their posts in a
forum, can be leveraged to predict cancer stage.
Furthermore, we hypothesize that the social net-
work derived by whom patients interact with can
provide an additional clue for stage detection.

We experimented with three methods of predict-
ing cancer stage:

Text-based stage prediction A classifier is
trained given the post history of a patient.

Network-based stage prediction A social net-
work representing the interactions among fo-
rum members is built, and a label propagation
algorithm is applied to infer the stage of indi-
vidual patients.

Combined prediction A classifier which com-
bines text-based and network-based features.

Next we describe each method in detail, along
with our dataset and our experimental setup.

3.1 Data Collection and Preprocessing
We collected posts from the publicly available dis-
cussion board from breastcancer.org. It is
a popular forum, with more than 60,000 regis-
tered members, and more than 50,000 threads dis-
cussed in 60 subforums. To collect our dataset,
we crawled the content of the most popular subfo-
rums.1

Collected posts were translated from HTML
into an XML format, keeping track of author id,

1There were 17 such subforums: “Just Diagnosed,” “Help
Me Get Through Treatment,” “Surgery - Before, During, and
After,” “Chemotherapy - Before, During and After,” “Ra-
diation Therapy - Before, During and After,” “Hormonal
Therapy - Before, During and After,” “Alternative, Com-
plementary and Holistic Treatment,” “Stage I and II Breast
Cancer,” “Just Diagnosed with a Recurrence or Metastasis,”
“Stage III Breast Cancer,” “Stage IV Breast Cancer Sur-
vivors,” “HER2/neu Positive Breast Cancer,” “Deperession,
Anxiety and Post Traumatic Stress Disorder,” “Fitness and
Getting Back in Shape,” “Healthy Recipes for Everyday Liv-
ing,” “Recommend Your Resources,” “Clinical Trials, Re-
search, News, and Study Results.”

Nb. of threads 26,160
Nb. of posts 524,247
Nb. of threads with < 20 posts 22,334
Nb. of users with profile Stage I 2,226
Nb. of users with profile Stage II 2,406
Nb. of users with profile Stage III 1,031
Nb. of users with profile Stage IV 749
Total Nb. of users with profile 6,412
Nb. of active users profiled Stage I 1,317
Nb. of active users profiled Stage II 1,400
Nb. of active users profiled Stage III 580
Nb. of active users profiled Stage IV 448
Total Nb. of active users with profile 3,745

Table 1: General statistics of the dataset.

thread id, position of the post in the thread, body of
the post, and signature of the author (which is kept
separated from the body of the post). The con-
tent of the posts was tokenized, lower-cased and
stemmed. Images, URLs, and stop words were re-
moved.

To post in breastcancer.org, users must
register. They have the option to enter a profile
with pre-set fields related to their breast cancer di-
agnosis; in particular cancer stage between stage
I and IV. We collected the list of members who
entered their stage information, thereby providing
us with an annotated set of patients with their cor-
responding cancer stage. Table 1 shows various
statistics for our dataset. Active users are defined
as members who have posted more than 50 words
overall in the forums. Note the low number of
user with profile information (approximately 10%
of the overall number of registered participants in
the forum).

3.2 Text-Based Stage Prediction
We trained a text-based classifier relying on the
full post history of each patient. The full post
history was concatenated. Signature information,
which is derived automatically from the patient’s
profile (and thus contains stage information) was
removed from the posts. The classifier relied on
unigrams and bigrams only. Table 2 shows statis-
tics about post history length, measured as number
of words authored by a forum member.

3.3 Network-Based Stage Prediction
We hypothesize that patients tend to interact in a
forum with patients with similar stage. To test this
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Stages Min Max Average Median
I 4 609,608 8,429 3,123
II 2 353,731 8,142 3,112
III 8 211,655 9,297 3,189
IV 10 893,326 17,083 326

Table 2: Statistics about number of words in post
history.
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Figure 1: Nodes in the social network of forum
member interaction.

hypothesis, we represent the interactions of the pa-
tients as a social network. The nodes in the net-
work represent patients, and an edge is present be-
tween two nodes if the patients interact with each
other, that is they are part of the same threads of-
ten. Weights on edges represent the degree of in-
teraction. Higher weight on an edge between two
forum members indicates they interact more often.
More precisely, we build an undirected, weighted
network, where the nodes representing training in-
stances are labeled with their provided stage infor-
mation and their labels are fixed. Figure 1 shows
an example of node and its immediate neighbors
in the network. Of his five neighbors, four repre-
sent training instances and have a fixed stage, and
one represents a user with an unknown stage.

A label propagation algorithm is applied to the
network, so that every node in the network is as-
signed a stage between I and IV (Raghavan et al.,
2007). Given a node and its immediate neighbors,
it looks for the most frequent labels, taking into ac-
count the edge weights. In our example, the prop-
agated label for the central node will be stage IV.
This label, in turn, will be used to assign a label to
the other nodes. When building the social network
of interactions, we experimented with the follow-
ing parameters.

Nodes in the network. We experimented with
including all the forum members who participated
in a conversation thread. Thus, it includes all the
members, even the ones without a known cancer
stage. This resulted in a network of 15,035 forum
participants. This way, the network covers more
interactions among more users, but is very sparse
in its initial labeling (only the training instances
in the dataset of active members with a known la-
bel are labeled). The label propagation algorithm
assigns labels to all the nodes, but we test its ac-
curacy only on the test instances. We also ex-
perimented with including only the patients in the
training and testing sets, thereby reducing the size
of the network but also decreasing the sparsity of
the labeling. This resulted in a network of 3,305
nodes.2

Drawing edges in the network. An edge be-
tween two users indicate they are frequently in-
teracting. One crude way is to draw an edge be-
tween every user participating in the same thread,
this however does not provide an accurate picture
and hence does not yield good results. In our ap-
proach we draw an edge in two steps. First, since
threads are often long and can span over multiple
topics, we only draw an edge if the two individ-
uals’ posts are within five posts of each other in
the thread. Second, we then look for any direct
references made by a user to another user in their
post. In forum threads, users usually make a di-
rect reference by either by explicitly referring to
each other using their real name or internet aliases
or by quoting each other, i.e., repeating or stating
what the other user has mentioned in her post. For
example in “Hey Dana, I went through the same
thing the first time I went to my doctor...”, the au-
thor of the post is referring to another user with
name ’Dana’. We rely on such explicit references
to build accurate graph.3 To find direct explicit ref-
erences, we search in every post of a thread for any
mention of names (real or aliases) of users partic-
ipating in the thread and if one is found we draw
an edge between them.

We observed that users refer to each other very

2This number of nodes is less than the numbers of over-
all active members in our gold standard because some active
members have either posted in threads with only one post or
with more than 20 posts.

3An alternative approach is to identify quotes in posts. In
our particular dataset, quotes did not occur often, and thus
were ignored when assessing the degree of interaction be-
tween two forum members.
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frequently using their real names instead of inter-
net names (which are long and often arbitrary).
These are often hard to detect because no data is
present which link users’ forum aliases to their
real name. We use following approach to extract
real names of the users.

Extracting real names. For every user, we ex-
tract the last ten words (signature) from every post
posted by the user and concatenate them after re-
moving all stop words and other common signa-
ture terms (like thanks, all the best, love, good luck
etc.) using a pre-compiled list. We then mine for
the most frequent name occurring in the concate-
nated text using standard list of names and extract-
ing capitalized words. We also experimented with
using Named Entity Recognizers, but our simple
rule based name extractor gave us better results
with higher precision. Finally, we map the ex-
tracted real name with the user’s alias and utilize
them to find direct references between posts.

Weights Computation. The weight of an edge
between two nodes represents the degree of inter-
action between two corresponding users (the more
often they communicate, the higher the weight).
Since the label propagation algorithm takes into
account the weighted frequency of neighboring
nodes, these weights are crucial. We compute
the weights in following manner: for each pair of
users with an existing edge (as determined above),
we iterate through their posts in common threads,
and add the cosine similarity score between the
two posts to the weight of the edge. For edges
made through direct references we add the high-
est cosine similarity score between any two pair of
posts in that particular thread. This way we weigh
higher the edges made through direct reference as
we are more confident about them.

The full network of all users (15,035 nodes)
had 480,051 edges, and the restricted network of
dataset users (3,305 nodes) had 28,152 edges.

3.4 Combining Text-Based and
Network-Based Predictions

To test the hypothesis that text-based and network-
based predictions model different aspects of pa-
tients and thus provide complementary cues to
stage prediction, we trained a classifier which in-
corporates text-based and network-based features.

The combined classifier contained the following
features: text-based predicted label, confidence
score of the text-based prediction, network-based

predicted label, percentage of immediate neigh-
bors in the network with a stage I label, stage II,
III and IV labels (neighbors in the network with
no labels do not contribute to the counts). For in-
stance, the central node in Figure 1 is assigned the
feature values 1/4, 0, 1/4 and 1/2 for the ratio of
stage I, II, III and IV neighbors.

3.5 Experimental Setup

Our dataset for the three models consisted of the
3,745 active members. For all the models, we fol-
low a five-fold stratified cross validation scheme.
The text-based classification was carried out with
BoosTexter (Schapire and Singer, 2000), trained
with 800 rounds of boosting. The label propaga-
tion on the social network was carried out in R.4

The final decision-tree classification was carried
out in Weka, relying on an SVM classifier with
default parameters (Hall et al., 2009).

4 Results

Table 3 shows the results of the text-based predic-
tion, the network-based prediction and the com-
bined prediction for each stage measured by Pre-
cision, Recall and F-measure. For comparison, we
report on the results of a baseline text-based pre-
diction. The baseline prediction assigns a stage
based on the explicit mention of stage in the post
history of a patient. In practice, it is a rule-
based prediction with matching against the pattern
“stage [IV|four|4]” for stage IV prediction,
and similarly for other stages. The text-based pre-
diction yields better results than the baseline, with
a marked improvement for each stage.

The network-based prediction performs only
slightly worse than the text-based predictions. The
hypothesis that whom the patient interacts with in
the forums helps predict stage holds. To verify this
point further, we computed for each stage the av-
erage ratio of neighbors per stage based on the so-
cial network of interactions, as shown in Figure 2.
For instance, stage IV patients interact mostly with
their peers (49% of their posts are shared with
other stage IV users), and to some extent with
other patients (18% of their posts with stage I pa-
tients, 20% with stage II patients, and 13% with
stage III patients). Except for stage III patients, all
other patients are mostly interacting with similarly
staged patients.

4www.r-project.org
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Baseline Text Based
Stage Precision Recall F Stage Precision Recall F
I 76.2 26.4 39.3 I 54.9 63.9 59.1
II 79.4 18.7 30.3 II 51.6 55.0 53.2
III 76.6 35.0 48.0 III 52.7 30.3 38.5
IV 76.4 50.7 60.9 IV 82.5 71.2 76.4

Network Based Combined
Stage Precision Recall F Stage Precision Recall F
I 50.4 56.7 53.4 I 57.1 65.4 61.0
II 49.6 49.1 49.3 II 56.6 53.5 55.0
III 65.7 27.7 39.0 III 56.1 48.3 51.9
IV 59.3 83.7 69.4 IV 84.7 81.3 83.0

Table 3: Stage prediction results (Precision, Recall, and F-measure).

When combining the text-based and the
network-based predictions in an overall classifier
the prediction yields the best results. These results
confirm the potential in combining the two facets
of patient discourse, content and social interaction.

The results presented in the table correspond to
a network built with the full set of users, including
those without any profile information. When re-
stricting the network on the patients with stage la-
bels only, we obtained similar results (F-measures
of 56% for stage I, 52% for stage II, 43% for stage
III, and 79% for stage IV). This shows that it is
worth modeling the full set of interactions and the
full network structure, even when a large number
of nodes have missing labels.

Finally, we also experimented with building
networks with no weights or with weights with-
out the 5-post-apart restriction. In both cases, the
results of the network-based and combined predic-
tions are lower than those presented in Table 3. We
interpret this fact as a confirmation that our edge
weighting strategy models to a promising extent
the degree of interaction among patients.

5 Discussion

Text-based prediction. Results confirm that
cancer stage can be predicted by a patient’s on-
line discourse. When examining the unigrams and
bigrams picked up by the classifier as predictive
of stage, we can get a sense of the frequent top-
ics of discussion of patients. For instance, the
phrases “tumor mm” (referring to tumor size in
millimeters) and “breast radiation” were highly
predictive of stage I patients. The words “hat” and
“hair” were highly predictive of stages II and III,

Figure 2: Distribution of stage-wise interactions.

while stage IV patients were predicted by the pres-
ence of the phrases “bone met.” (which stands for
bone metastasis), “met lung” “liver,” and “lym-
phedema” (which is a side effect of cancer treat-
ment linked to the removal of lymph nodes and
tumor).

Figure 3 shows the overall accuracy of the text-
based classifier, when tested against the amount of
text available for the classification. As expected,
the longer the post history, the more accurate the
classification.

Representing degree of interaction among pa-
tients. In our experiments, we observed that the
weigthing scheme of edges had a strong impact
on the overall accuracy of stage prediction. The
more interaction was modeled (through distance
in thread and identification of explicit references),
the better the results. This confirms the hypothesis
that dialogue is helpful in predicting cancer stage,
and emphasizes the need for accurate techniques
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Figure 3: Overall text-based prediction accuracy
against post history length.

to model interaction among forum participants in
a social network.

Discourse of Stage IV patients. Both the text-
based and the network-based predictions provide
higher precision and recall for the stage IV pa-
tients. This is emphasized by Figure 2, where
we see that, in our dataset, stage IV patients talk
mostly to each other. These results suggest that
stage IV patients have particular discourse, which
separates them from other patients. This presents
interesting avenues for future investigation.

6 Future Work and Conclusion

In this paper, we investigated breast cancer stage
prediction based on the online discourse of pa-
tients participating in a breast cancer-specific fo-
rum. We show that relying on lexical features de-
rived from the content of the posts of a patient
provides promising classification results. Further-
more, even a simple social network representing
patient interactions on a forum, yields predictions
with comparable results. Combining the two ap-
proaches boosts results, as content and interaction
seem to model complementary aspects of patient
discourse.

Our experiments show that stage IV patients ap-
pear to exhibit specific textual and social patterns
in forums. This point can prove useful to health re-
searchers who want to quantify patient behaviors
online.

The strategy of combining two facets of dis-
course (content and interactions) introduces sev-

eral interesting research questions. In the future,
we plan to investigate some of them. In a first step,
we plan to better model the interactions of patients
online. For instance, we would like to analyze the
content of the posts to determine further if two pa-
tients are in direct communication, and the domain
of their exchange (e.g., clinical vs. day-to-day vs.
emotional). As we have observed that the way
edges in the network are weighted has an impact
on overall performance, we could then investigate
whether the domain(s) of interaction among users
(clinical matters vs. emotional and instrumental
matters for instance) has an impact on predicting
cancer stage by taking the different domains of in-
teraction in account in the weight computation.

Finally, this work relies on a single, yet highly
active and popular, forum. We would like to
test our results on different breast cancer forums,
but also on other disease-specific forums, where
patients can be separated in clinically relevant
groups.
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Abstract 

Here we explore mining data on gene expres-

sion from the biomedical literature and 

present Gene Expression Text Miner 

(GETM), a tool for extraction of information 

about the expression of genes and their ana-

tomical locations from text. Provided with 

recognized gene mentions, GETM identifies 

mentions of anatomical locations and cell 

lines, and extracts text passages where au-

thors discuss the expression of a particular 

gene in specific anatomical locations or cell 

lines. This enables the automatic construction 

of expression profiles for both genes and ana-

tomical locations. Evaluated against a ma-

nually extended version of the BioNLP '09 

corpus, GETM achieved precision and recall 

levels of 58.8% and 23.8%, respectively. Ap-

plication of GETM to MEDLINE and 

PubMed Central yielded over 700,000 gene 

expression mentions. This data set may be 

queried through a web interface, and should 

prove useful not only for researchers who are 

interested in the developmental regulation of 

specific genes of interest, but also for data-

base curators aiming to create structured re-

positories of gene expression information. 

The compiled tool, its source code, the ma-

nually annotated evaluation corpus and a 

search query interface to the data set ex-

tracted from MEDLINE and  PubMed Cen-

tral is available at http://getm-

project.sourceforge.net/. 

1 Introduction 

With almost 2000 articles being published daily 

in 2009, the amount of available research litera-

ture in the biomedical domain is increasing ra-

pidly. Currently, MEDLINE contains reference 

records for almost 20 million articles (with about 

10 million abstracts), and PubMed Central 

(PMC) contains almost two million full-text ar-

ticles. These resources store an enormous wealth 

of information, but are proving increasingly dif-

ficult to navigate and interpret. This is true both 

for researchers seeking information on a particu-

lar subject and for database curators aiming to 

collect and annotate information in a structured 

manner. 

Text-mining tools aim to alleviate this prob-

lem by extracting structured information from 

unstructured text. Considerable attention has 

been given to some areas in text-mining, such as 

recognizing named entities (e.g. species, genes 

and drugs) (Rebholz-Schuhmann et al., 2007; 

Hakenberg et al., 2008; Gerner et al., 2010) and 

extracting molecular relationships, e.g. protein-

protein interactions (Donaldson et al., 2003; 

Plake et al., 2006; Chowdhary et al., 2009). 

Many other areas of text mining in the biomedi-

cal domain are less mature, including the extrac-

tion of information about the expression of genes 

(Kim et al., 2009). The literature contains a large 

amount of information about where and when 

genes are expressed, as knowledge about the ex-

pression of a gene is critical for understanding its 

function and has therefore often been reported as 

part of gene studies. Gene expression profiles 

from genome-wide studies are available in spe-

cialized databases such as the NCBI Gene Ex-

pression Omnibus (Barrett et al., 2009) and 

FlyAtlas (Chintapalli et al., 2007), but results on 

gene expression from smaller studies remain 

locked in the primary literature. 

Previously, a number of data-mining projects 

have combined text-mining methods with struc-

tured genome-wide gene expression data in order 
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to allow further interpretation of the gene expres-

sion data (Natarajan et al., 2006; Fundel, 2007). 

However, only recently has interest in text-

mining tools aimed at extracting gene expression 

profiles from primary literature started to grow. 

The 2009 BioNLP shared task (Kim et al., 2009) 

aimed at extracting biological "events", where 

one of the event types was gene expression. For 

this event type, participants were asked to deter-

mine locations in text documents where authors 

discussed the expression of a gene or protein and 

extract a trigger keyword (e.g. "expression") and 

its associated gene participant (the gene whose 

expression is discussed). The group that achieved 

the highest accuracy on the "simple event" task 

(where gene expression extraction was included) 

achieved recall and precision levels of 64.2% and 

77.5%, respectively (Björne et al., 2009). A key 

limitation of the 2009 shared task was that all 

genes had been annotated prior to the beginning 

of the task, making it difficult to anticipate the 

accuracy of tools that do not rely on pre-

annotated entities. 

Biologists are interested not only in finding 

statements of gene expression events, but also in 

knowing where and when a gene is expressed. 

However, to the best of our knowledge, no effort 

has previously been made to extract and map the 

expression of genes to specific tissues and cell 

types (and vice versa) from the literature. Thus, 

we have taken preliminary steps to construct a 

software tool, named Gene Expression Text 

Miner (GETM), capable of extracting informa-

tion about what genes are expressed and where 

they are expressed. An additional goal of this 

work is to apply this tool to the whole of MED-

LINE and PMC, and make both the tool and the 

extracted data available to researchers.  

We anticipate that the data extracted by 

GETM will provide researchers an overview 

about where a specific gene is expressed, or what 

genes are expressed in a specific anatomical lo-

cation. Moreover, GETM will aid in the curation 

of gene expression databases by providing text 

passages and identifiers to database curators for 

verification.  

2 Methods 

An overview of the workflow of GETM is given 

in Figure 1. Articles are initially scanned for 

mentions of gene entities, anatomical entities and 

keywords indicating the discussion of gene ex-

pression (called triggers following BioNLP ter-

minology, e.g. "expression" and "expressed in"). 

After the detection of the entities and triggers, 

abbreviations are detected and entities are 

grouped in the cases of enumerations. Finally, 

sentences are split and each sentence is 

processed in order to associate triggers with gene 

and anatomical entities. Each step is described 

below in more detail. 

2.1 Named entity recognition and abbrevia-

tion detection 

In order to extract information on the expression 

of genes and their anatomical locations, a key 

requirement is the accurate recognition and nor-

malization (mapping the recognized terms to da-

tabase identifiers) of both the genes and anatom-

ical locations in question. In order to locate and 

identify gene names, we utilized GNAT (Haken-

berg et al., 2008), an inter-species gene name 

recognition software package. Among the gene 

name recognition tools capable of gene normali-

zation, GNAT is currently showing the best ac-

curacy (compared to the BioCreative corpora 

(Hirschman et al., 2005; Morgan et al., 2008)). 

The species identification component of GNAT, 

used to help disambiguate gene mentions across 

species, was performed by LINNAEUS (Gerner 

et al., 2010). 

In order to perform named entity recognition 

(NER) of anatomical locations, we investigated 

the use of various anatomical ontologies. A key 

challenge with these ontologies is that the terms 

NER, trigger 

detection

Genes

(GNAT)

Anatomy

(Dictionaries)

Articles

Triggers

(Dictionaries)

Detect 

enumerations and 

abbreviations

Sentence splitting

Determine gene 

and anatomy 

targets of triggers

Results

(web access)
 

Figure 1. Schematic overview of the processing workflow of GETM. 
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vary significantly from one species to another. 

For example, fruit flies have wings while humans 

do not, and humans have fingers, while fruit flies 

do not. Efforts have been made in creating uni-

fied species-independent anatomical ontologies, 

such as Uberon (Haendel et al., 2009; Mungall et 

al., 2010). However, in preliminary experiments 

we found that the coverage of Uberon was not 

extensive enough for this particular application 

(data not shown), motivating us to instead use a 

combination of various species-specific anatomi-

cal ontologies hosted at the OBO Foundry 

(Smith et al., 2007). These ontologies (n = 13) 

were chosen in order to cover terms from the 

main model organisms that are used in research 

(e.g. human, fruit fly, mouse, Caenorhabditis 

elegans) and a few larger groups of organisms 

such as e.g. amphibians and fungi. It is worth 

noting that the more general terms, such as e.g. 

"brain", are likely to match anatomical locations 

in other species as well. In total, the selected on-

tologies contain terms for 38,459 different ana-

tomical locations. 

 We also utilized an ontology of cell lines 

(Romano et al., 2009), containing terms for a 

total of 8,408 cell lines (ranging across 60 spe-

cies), as cell lines can be viewed as biological 

proxies for the anatomical locations that gave 

rise to them. For example, the HeLa cell line was 

derived from human cervical cells, and the THP1 

cell line was derived from human monocytes 

(Romano et al., 2009). 

The anatomical and cell line NER, utilizing 

the OBO Foundry and cell line ontologies, was 

performed using dictionary-matching methods 

similar to those employed by LINNAEUS 

(Gerner et al., 2010). 

 After performing gene and anatomical NER 

on the document, abbreviations were detected 

(using the algorithm by Schwartz and Hearst 

(2003)) in order to allow the detection and mar-

kup of abbreviated entity names in the cases 

where the abbreviations do not exist in any of the 

ontologies that are used. 

2.2 Trigger detection 

The trigger keywords indicating that an author is 

discussing the expression of one or several 

genes, such as e.g. "expression" and "expressed 

in" were detected using a manually created list of 

regular expressions. The regular expressions 

were designed to match variations of a set of 

terms, listed below, that were identified when 

inspecting documents not used when building the 

gold-standard corpus (see Section 3.1). 

The terms used to construct the trigger regular 

expressions were orthographical, morphological 

and derivational variations of "expression", "pro-

duction" and "transcription". Descriptions of the 

level of expression were also considered for the 

different terms, such as "over-expression," "un-

der-expression," "positively expressed," "nega-

tively expressed," etc. 

Each gene expression mention that has been 

extracted by GETM contains information about 

the trigger term used by the author, allowing re-

searchers to look only at e.g. the "negative" men-

tions (where genes are e.g. "under-expressed" or 

"negatively expressed") or the "positive" men-

tions (where genes are e.g. "over-expressed"). 

2.3 Association of entities to the trigger 

To help associate triggers with the correct gene 

and anatomical entities, articles were first split 

into sentences, allowing each sentence to be 

processed in turn. In order to reduce the number 

of false positives and preserve a high level of 

precision, any sentences that did not contain a 

trigger, at least one gene mention and at least one 

anatomical mention were ignored. For the sen-

tences that did contain a combination of all three 

requirements (trigger, gene and anatomical men-

tion), the following pattern- and distance-based 

rules were employed in order to associate each 

trigger with the correct gene and anatomical 

mention: 

1. If there is only one gene mention and only 

one anatomical mention in the sentence, the 

trigger is associated with those mentions. 

2. If there is one gene mention (G) and one 

anatomical mention (A) in the sentence 

such that they match one of the patterns 

"<G> is expressed in <A>", "expression of 

<G> in <A>", "<A> transcribes <G>" or 

"<A> produces <G>", the gene mention 

<G> and anatomical mention <A> are asso-

ciated with the trigger (variations of the 

triggers, such as "over-expressed" and 

"negative expression" are considered as 

well). Additional gene or anatomical men-

tions that fall outside the pattern are ig-

nored. 

3. If neither of the above rules applies, the 

trigger is associated with the gene and ana-

tomical mentions that are closest to the trig-

ger. 

For the purposes of these rules, an enumera-

tion of several genes or anatomical locations was 
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handled as if it was only a single mention. For 

example, Rule 1 might trigger even if there are 

several genes mentioned in the same sentence, as 

long as they are mentioned together as part of an 

enumeration. 

In order to detect these enumerations, a rule-

based algorithm for connecting enumerated gene 

and anatomical entity mentions (as in e.g. "... 

RelB and DC-CK1 gene expression ...") was also 

implemented. Being able to detect enumerations 

allowed the rules described above to recognize 

that a particular gene expression mention do not 

refer to only e.g. "RelB" or "DC-CK1", but both 

of them at the same time. 

Each trigger was processed independently, al-

lowing the potential extraction of multiple gene 

expression statements from a single sentence. 

Initially, experiments were performed using 

stricter rules where only variations of Rule 2, 

requiring gene and anatomical mentions to con-

form to certain patterns, were used. However, 

recall was in these cases found to be extremely 

low (below 5%, data not shown). The current 

rules are more permissive, allowing higher recall. 

 The fact that the method requires a combina-

tion of a trigger, a gene and an anatomical loca-

tion makes it susceptible to false negatives: if 

any one of them cannot be found by the NER or 

trigger detection methods, the whole combina-

tion is missed. 

3 Evaluation 

3.1 Extending the BioNLP shared task 

gold-standard corpus 

In order to make a meaningful evaluation of the 

accuracy of text-mining applications, a gold-

standard corpus, consisting of manually anno-

tated mentions for a set of documents, is re-

quired. Previously, no such corpus existed that 

was suitable for this problem (providing annota-

tions linked to mentions of both gene and ana-

tomical locations). However, the BioNLP corpus 

(Ohta et al., 2009) which is based on the GENIA 

corpus (Kim et al., 2008), does contain annota-

tions about gene expression. Annotations in the 

corpus contain trigger terms that are linked to 

genes (or gene products) where the authors dis-

cuss gene expression. However, anatomical loca-

tions have not been annotated in this corpus.  

In order to allow evaluation of the accuracy of 

our software, we extended the annotations of 

gene expression events in part of the BioNLP 

corpus. Each gene expression entry in the corpus 

was linked to the anatomical location or cell line 

that the author mentioned. In cases where gene 

expression was only discussed generally without 

referring to expression in a particular location, no 

association to an anatomical location could be 

made (these entries were ignored during evalua-

tion). Note that named entities were only linked 

to their locations in the text, not to unique data-

base identifiers (such as Entrez Gene or OBO 

Foundry identifiers). Because of this, subsequent 

evaluation in this extended corpus is limited to 

the accuracy of recognition (locating the entities 

in the text), but not normalization (linking the 

entities to database identifiers). 

In total, annotations for 150 abstracts (consti-

tuting the development set of the BioNLP cor-

pus) were extended to also include anatomical 

locations. These abstracts contained 377 anno-

tated gene expression events, of which 267 

(71%) could be linked to anatomical locations. 

These results demonstrate that the majority of 

gene expression mentions include reference to an 

anatomical location. For a few cases where the 

author described the expression of a gene in sev-

eral cell types, a single gene expression event 

gave rise to several distinct "entries" in the ex-

tended corpus, creating a total of 279 final gene 

expression entries that are linked to anatomical 

locations. 

4 Results 

In order to evaluate the accuracy of GETM, it 

was first run on the 150 abstracts in the gold-

standard corpus, after which the extracted results 

were compared against the annotations of the 

corpus. GETM was also applied to the whole of 

MEDLINE and PMC, in order to extract a sear-

chable and structured data set of gene expression 

mentions in published biomedical articles. 

4.1 Accuracy 

The gene expression mentions extracted by 

GETM from the corpus were compared against 

the manually created annotations in order to es-

timate the accuracy of the software. After in-

specting the false positives and false negatives, 

we noted that a number of the false positives ac-

tually were correctly identified by our system 

and had been marked as false positives only be-

cause of incomplete annotations in the corpus. 

Because of this, all false positives were manually 

examined in order to determine the "correct" 

number of false positives. For one of the cor-

rected expression mentions, two anatomical loca-

tions were enumerated, with GETM only locat-
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ing one of them. This introduced both a new true 

positive (for the one that was recognized) and a 

new false negative (for the one that was not). The 

number of true positives, false positives, false 

negatives, precision and recall (before and after 

correction) are shown in Table 1.  

 
 Original Corrected 

TP 53 67  

FP 61 (p = 46.5%) 47 (p = 58.8%) 

FN 214 (r = 19.8%) 215 (r = 23.8%) 

Table 1. The number of true positives (TP), false 

positives (FP), false negatives (FN) and levels of 

precision (p) and recall (r) for GETM when 

compared against the gold-standard corpus. 

4.2 Analysis of false negatives 

In order to determine the causes of the relatively 

high number of false negatives, the gene entities, 

anatomical entities and triggers identified by 

GNAT and GETM were compared to the ex-

tended corpus, allowing us to determine the 

number of corpus entities that could not be found 

by the GNAT and GETM NER tools. An analy-

sis was also performed in order to determine the 

number of corpus entries that were spread across 

several sentences, as any expression mentions 

spread over several sentences are missed by 

GETM.  

The analysis results can be seen in Table 2, 

showing that virtually all false negatives are 

caused either by incomplete NER or multi-

sentence entries. Only considering the NER, 68% 

of the gold-standard corpus annotated entries 

contain either a trigger (example FN: "detected"), 

gene (example FN: CD4) or anatomical location 

(example FN: "lymphoblastoid cells") that could 

not be located automatically. GETM was further 

limited by entities being spread across several 

sentences (n=66, 23.6%). In total, 74.3% of all 

entries could not be extracted correctly due to 

either incomplete NER, incomplete trigger detec-

tion or the entities being spread across multiple 

sentences. This limited recall to 25.7%, even if 

the rule-based method was working perfectly. 

4.3 Analysis of false positives 

Manual inspection of the false positives (after 

adjusting the false positives caused by incom-

plete annotations) allowed the identification of 

one clear cause: if the NER methods fail to rec-

ognize the entity associated with a manually an-

notated expression entry, but there are other enti-

ties (that have been recognized) in the sentence, 

those entities might be incorrectly associated 

with the trigger instead. For example, in the sen-

tence "In conclusion, these data show that IL-10 

induces c-fos expression in human B-cells by 

activation of tyrosine and serine/threonine kinas-

es." (Bonig et al., 1996) (the correct entities and 

trigger are italicized), a correctly extracted entry 

would link c-fos to B-cells through the trigger 

expression. However, the gene NER component 

failed to recognize c-fos but did recognize IL-10, 

causing GETM to incorrectly associate IL-10 

with B-cells. Either increasing the accuracy of 

the NER methods or performing deeper gram-

matical parsing could potentially reduce the 

number of false positives of this type. We note  

that the number of cases for this category (n = 

15; 34%) only make up a minority of the total 

number of false positives, and the remainder 

have no easily identifiable common cause. 

4.4 Application to MEDLINE and PMC 

documents 

GETM was applied to the whole set of 

10,240,192 MEDLINE entries from the 2010 

baseline files that contain an abstract (many 

MEDLINE entries do not contain an abstract). 

From these abstracts, 578,319 statements could 

be extracted containing information about the 

expression of a gene and the location of this ex-

pression. In addition, GETM was also applied to 

the set of 186,616 full-text articles that make up 

the open-access portion of PMC (downloaded 

February 5th, 2010). The full-text articles al-

lowed the extraction of 145,796 statements (an 

18-fold increase in entries per article compared 

Problem type Number of occurrences 

Trigger not found 58 (20.7%) 

Gene not found 139 (49.6%) 

Anatomical location not found 74 (26.4%) 

Any of the entities or trigger not found 190 (67.9%) 

Total number of entities not contained in a single sentence 66 (23.6%) 

Total number of entities either not found or not in the same sentence 208 (74.3%) 

Table 2. Breakdown of the causes for false negatives in GETM, relative to the total number of 

entries in the gold-standard corpus. 
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to the MEDLINE abstracts). In total, 716,541 

statements were extracted, not counting the ab-

stracts in MEDLINE that also appear in PMC. 

Overall, the combined extracted information 

ranges across 25,525 different genes (the most 

common being tumor necrosis factor (TNF su-

perfamily, member 2) in human) and 3,655 dif-

ferent anatomical locations (the most common 

being T cells). The most common combination 

concerns the expression of human interleukin 2 

in T cells. The 10 most commonly mentioned 

combinations of genes and anatomical locations 

are shown in Table 3. Overall, these results sug-

gest that studies on gene expression in the field 

of mammalian immunology are the dominant 

signal in MEDLINE and PMC. The genes that 

were recognized and normalized range across 15 

species, out of the 23 supported by GNAT (Ha-

kenberg et al., 2008). The most common species 

is human, as expected (Gerner et al., 2010), fol-

lowed by mouse, rat, chicken and cow. 

The majority of statements were associated to 

anatomical locations from the OBO Foundry on-

tologies (n=649,819; 89.7%), while the remaind-

er were associated to cell lines (n=74,294; 

10.3%). This result demonstrates the importance 

of taking cell lines into account when attempting 

to identify anatomical entities.  

Finally, a total of 73,721 (11.7%) of the state-

ments extracted from MEDLINE contained ei-

ther genes or anatomical locations that had been 

enumerated by the author, underscoring the im-

portance of considering enumerations when de-

signing text-mining algorithms. 

4.5 Availability 

GETM is available under an open source license, 

and researchers may freely download GETM, its 

source code and the extended gold-standard cor-

pus from http://getm-project.sourceforge.net/. 

Also available on the web site is a search query 

interface where researchers may search for ex-

tracted gene expression entries relating to a par-

ticular gene, anatomical location or a combina-

tion of the two and view these in the context of 

the surrounding text.  

5 Discussion 

5.1 Overview of design philosophy 

When constructing text-mining applications, a 

balance between precision (reflecting the relative 

number of false positives) and recall (reflecting 

the relative number of false negatives) is often 

used to optimize system performance. Accor-

dingly, a measure which often is used to evaluate 

the accuracy of software is the F-score (the har-

monic mean of the precision and recall). In this 

work, we have decided that rather than trying to 

maximize the F-score, we have put more focus 

on precision in order to ensure that the data ex-

tracted by GETM are of as high quality as possi-

ble. This typically leads to lower recall, causing 

the software to detect a relatively smaller number 

of relevant passages. Nonetheless, we believe 

that for this particular application, a smaller 

amount of data with higher quality would be 

more useful to curators and biologists than a 

larger amount of data that is less reliable. 

5.2 Comparison with previous work 

It is difficult to compare the precision and recall 

levels of GETM (at 58.8% and 23.8%, respec-

tively) against other tools, as GETM is the first 

tool aiming to perform this particular task. The 

closest comparison that can be made is against 

the software evaluated in the BioNLP shared task 

(Kim et al., 2009). However, software developed 

for the BioNLP shared task did not attempt to 

extract the anatomical location of gene expres-

sion mentions, nor did they need to identify the 

component entities involved. The tool with the 

highest accuracy for the simple event task (where 

gene expression extraction was included) showed 

Gene Anatomical location Number of mentions 

Interleukin 2 T cells 3511 

Interferon, gamma T cells 2088 

CD4 T cells 1623 

TNF Macrophages 1596 

TNF Monocytes 1539 

Interleukin 4 T cells 1323 

Integrin, alpha M Neutrophils 1063 

Inteleukin 10 T cells 971 

ICAM 1 Endothelial cells 964 

Interleukin 2 Lymphocytes 876 

Table 3. The ten most commonly mentioned combinations of genes and anatomical locations 
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precision and recall levels of 77.5% and 64.2%, 

respectively (Björne et al., 2009). It is not clear 

how tools evaluated in the 2009 BioNLP shared 

task would perform if they identified entities 

themselves rather than using pre-annotated enti-

ties. 

5.3 Limits on accuracy 

When investigating the cause of the low level of 

recall, the main reason that emerged for the high 

number of false negatives was the high number 

of annotated entries that could not be automati-

cally extracted due to at least one of the gene, 

anatomical or trigger mentions not being recog-

nized. This fact underscores the importance of 

accurate NER for applications that rely on the 

extracted entity mentions, especially those that 

attempt to extract information from multiple enti-

ty types, like GETM. The results also demon-

strate that NER, particularly in the case of gene 

name normalization, continues to pose a chal-

lenging problem. It is possible that using a com-

bination of GNAT and other gene NER tools 

would improve the overall gene NER accuracy. 

We further explored the effects of "perfect" 

gene NER on the accuracy of GETM by using 

the manual gene mention annotations supplied in 

the BioNLP corpus. Using the pre-annotated 

gene names increased the number of gene ex-

pression mentions recognized and the number of 

true positives, significantly improving recall 

(from 23.8% to 37.8%; data not shown). Howev-

er, a number of additional false positives were 

also introduced, causing precision to decrease 

very slightly from 58.8% to 58.5% (data not 

shown). This demonstrates the complexity of 

gene expression mentions in text, indicating that 

a combination of accurate trigger detection, ac-

curate NER (for both genes and anatomical loca-

tions) and deeper NLP methods are needed in 

order to accurately capture gene expression pro-

files in text. 

A secondary cause of false negatives was a 

relatively high number of annotated corpus en-

tries that spanned several sentences. The high 

proportion (23%) of multi-sentence entries in our 

extended corpus differs from previously reported 

results. For the event annotations in the BioNLP 

corpus, previous analyses showed that only 5% 

of all entries spanned several sentences (Björne 

et al., 2009). This suggests that the mentions of 

anatomical locations are located outside of the 

"trigger sentence" more often than gene mentions 

or other entities in the BioNLP corpus. 

6 Conclusions 

In this paper, we have explored integrated min-

ing of gene expression mentions and their ana-

tomical locations from the literature and pre-

sented a new tool, GETM, which can be used to 

extract information about the expression of genes 

and where they are expressed from biomedical 

text. We have also extended part of a previously 

existing gold-standard corpus in order to allow 

evaluation of GETM. When evaluated against 

the gold-standard corpus, GETM performed with 

precision and recall levels of 58.8% and 23.8%, 

respectively.  

The relatively low level of recall was primari-

ly caused by incomplete recognition of individu-

al entities, indicating that – in order to increase 

the recall of GETM – future work would primari-

ly need to focus on increasing the accuracy of the 

NER methods. With more accurate NER, while 

increasing recall, the higher number of recog-

nized entities is also expected to increase the 

number of false positives, causing a need for 

deeper NLP methods in order to preserve and 

increase the level of precision. 

While having a low level of recall, GETM was 

nonetheless able to extract 716,541 statements 

from MEDLINE and PMC, constituting a large 

and potentially useful data set for researchers 

wishing to get an overview of gene expression 

for a particular gene or anatomical location. The 

high number of mentions extracted from MED-

LINE can give an indication of the amount of 

data available in MEDLINE: if the recall on the 

BioNLP corpus is representative for MEDLINE 

as a whole, a tool with perfect accuracy might be 

able to extract almost 2.5 million entries. 

The level of precision (p = 58.8%) will most 

likely not be high enough for researchers to rely 

on the extracted data for high-throughput bioin-

formatical experiments without some kind of 

verification. However, we believe that it none-

theless will be of high enough quality that re-

searchers and curators will not feel inconve-

nienced by false positives, as currently the only 

alternatives are multi-word free text searches 

through PubMed or Google. Additionally, we  

provide an interface with the text context sur-

rounding gene expression statements, making it 

easier for researchers to quickly locate relevant 

results. 

In the future, we will aim to evaluate the nor-

malization of entities detected by GETM in order 

to quantify the level to which the identifiers as-

signed to the entities are correct. In addition, 
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both the gene and anatomical NER components 

could be improved in order to both reduce the 

number of false negatives and cover gene and 

anatomical terms for a wider range of species, 

beyond the common model organisms. We also 

believe that extending this work by utilizing dee-

per NLP methods (e.g. dependency parsers) 

could further improve the accuracy of GETM 

and related approaches to mining the abundance 

of data on gene expression in the biomedical lite-

rature. 
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Abstract
We investigate the automatic identification
of negated and speculative statements in
biomedical texts, focusing on the clinical
domain. Our goal is to evaluate the perfor-
mance of simple, Regex-based algorithms
that have the advantage of low compu-
tational cost, simple implementation, and
do not rely on the accurate computation
of deep linguistic features of idiosyncratic
clinical texts. The performance of the
NegEx algorithm with an additional set of
Regex-based rules reveals promising re-
sults (evaluated on the BioScope corpus).
Current and future work focuses on a boot-
strapping algorithm for the discovery of
new rules from unannotated clinical texts.

1 Motivation

Finding negated and speculative (hedging) state-
ments is an important subtask for biomedical In-
formation Extraction (IE) systems. The task of
hedge detection is of particular importance in the
sub-genre of clinical texts which tend to avoid un-
qualified negations or assertions.

Negation/Speculation discovery is typically
broken down into two subtasks - discovering the
negation/speculation cue (a phrase or a syntactic
pattern) and establishing its scope. While a num-
ber of cue and scope discovery algorithms have
been developed, high performing systems typi-
cally rely on machine learning and more involved
feature creation. Deep linguistic feature creation
could pose problems, as the idiosyncrasies of clin-
ical texts often confuse off-the-shelf NLP feature
generation tools (e.g. relying on proper punctu-
ation and grammaticality). In addition, computa-
tionally expensive algorithms could pose problems
for high-volume IE systems.

In contrast, simple Regex-based algorithms
have demonstrated larger practical significance as

they offer reasonable performance at a low devel-
opment and computational cost. NegEx1 (Chap-
man et al., 2001), a simple rule-based algorithm
developed for the discovery of negation of findings
and diseases in discharge summaries, has been im-
plemented in a number of BioNLP systems, in-
cluding Metamap2, CaTIES3, and Mayo Clinic’s
Clinical IE System (Savova et al., 2008). In
NegEx, a list of phrases split into subsets are used
to identify cues and their corresponding scopes
(token widows preceding or following the cues).

2 Method

Negation/Speculation in general English could be
expressed by almost any combination of mor-
phologic, syntactic, semantic, and discourse-level
means. However, the scientific ‘dryness’ of the
biomedical genre and clinical texts in particular,
limits language variability and simplifies the task.
We evaluated the performance of the NegEx al-
gorithm on the BioScope corpus (Szarvas et al.,
2008). BioScope corpus statistics are shown in Ta-
bles 1 and 2.

Corpus Type Sentences Documents Mean Document Size
Radiology Reports 7520 1954 3.85
Biological Full Papers 3352 9 372.44
Biological Paper Abstracts 14565 1273 11.44

Table 1: Statistics of the BioScope corpus. Document sizes
represent number of sentences.

Corpus Type Negation Cues Speculation Cues Negation Speculation
Rad Reports 872 1137 6.6% 13.4%
Full Papers 378 682 13.76% 22.29%
Paper Abstracts 1757 2694 13.45% 17.69%

Table 2: The percentage of speculative sentences (last col-
umn) is larger than the percentage of negated sentences.

We first evaluated the performance of an un-
modified version of the NegEx algorithm on the
task of cue detection (Table 3). Without any tuning
or modifications, NegEx performed well on identi-
fying negation cues across all documents, achiev-

1
http://code.google.com/p/negex/

2
c©The National Library of Medicine

3
http://caties.cabig.upmc.edu/Wiki.jsp?page=Home
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ing an F-score of 90% on the clinical texts. For
the task of identifying speculation cues, we sim-
ply used the NegEx Conditional Possibility Phrase
list (35 speculative cue phrases). The overall per-
formance of this simplistic approach revealed poor
results.

TP FP FN Precision Recall F-score
Negation
Rad Reports 836 131 36 86.45 95.87 90.92
Full Papers 307 74 71 80.58 81.22 80.9
Paper Abstracts 1390 211 367 86.82 79.11 82.79
Speculation
Rad Reports 62 1 1075 98.41 5.45 10.33
Full Papers 1 0 681 100.0 0.15 0.3
Paper Abstracts 0 5 2694 0.0 0.0 0

Table 3: NegEx performance on identifying Negation and
Speculation Cues (non-exact boundary). (TP=true positive,
FP=false positive, FN=false negative)

As shown in Figure 1, speculation cues ex-
hibit wider variability and a rule matching only
35 phrases proved inefficient. To enrich the list of
speculation cues, we used hedging cues from the
FlySlip corpus of speculative sentences4. Without
any synonym expansion or fine-tuning, the per-
formance of speculation cue detection improved
significantly as shown in Table 4, achieving an F-
score of 86% on the clinical dataset5.

Figure 1: The number of occurrences (Y axis) of the 228
unique speculation cues and the 45 unique negation cues of
the BioScope corpus (X axis).

Corpus TP FP FN Precision Recall F-score
Rad Reports 903 52 234 94.55 79.42 86.33
Full Papers 439 553 243 44.25 64.37 52.45
Paper Abstracts 1741 1811 953 49.01 64.63 55.75

Table 4: NegEx performance on identifying speculation
cues (non-exact boundary) with the addition of the FlySlip
hedging cues.

We next measured the performance of NegEx
on scope detection. Newly introduced speculation
cues from the FlySlip corpus were automatically
classified into preceding or following their scope
based the position of of their annotated ‘topic’. Ta-
ble 5 shows the results of scope identification.

3 Discussion

Our results show that a simple, surface-level algo-
rithm could be sufficient for the task of negation

4
http://www.wiki.cl.cam.ac.uk/rowiki/NaturalLanguage/FlySlip/Flyslip-resources

5
To avoid fine-tuning cues on the corpus we did not set aside a training subset of

the BioScope corpus for speculation cue enhancements and instead used an independent
hedging corpus (FlySlip).

TP FP FN Precision Recall F-score
Negation
Rad Reports 4003 267 140 94.12 97.61 95.18
Full Papers 2129 1835 525 54.45 80.12 64.01
Paper Abstracts 10049 6023 1728 63.04 85.13 72.31
Speculation
Rad Reports 2817 1459 2471 65.87 53.27 58.90
Full Papers 3313 2372 2958 58.27 52.83 55.41
Paper Abstracts 17219 6329 9477 73.12 64.50 68.54

Table 5: NegEx performance on identifying scopes of cor-
rectly identified cues. Precision and recall are computed
based on the number of correctly identified scope tokens
excluding punctuation (i.e. number of tokens within cue
scopes). Best results were achieved with no scope window
size (i.e. using sentence boundaries).

and hedge detection in clinical texts. Using the
NegEx algorithm and the FlySlip hedging corpus,
without any modifications or additions, we were
able to achieve an impressive F-score of 90.92%
and 86.33% for negation and speculation cue dis-
covery respectively6. We are currently expand-
ing the set of speculation cues using an unan-
notated dataset of clinical texts and a bootstrap-
ping algorithm (Medlock, 2008). The algorithm
is based on the intuition that speculative cues tend
to co-occur and this redundancy could be explored
to probabilistically discover new cues from high-
confidence existing ones. We are also exploring
the discovery of degree of speculativeness (e.g.
very unlikely vs very likely).

While NegEx performed well on the task of
identifying negation scope (F-score 95.18), further
work is needed on the discovery of speculation
scopes (F-score 58.90). As hedging cues require
a more fine-tuned set of rules, in future work we
will evaluate linguistically motivated approaches
(Kilicoglu and Bergler, 2008) for the creation of a
set of surface-level speculation scope rules.
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Abstract
Despite an increasing amount of research
on biomedical named entity recognition,
there has been not enough work done on
disease mention recognition. Difficulty of
obtaining adequate corpora is one of the
key reasons which hindered this particu-
lar research. Previous studies argue that
correct identification of disease mentions
is the key issue for further improvement
of the disease-centric knowledge extrac-
tion tasks. In this paper, we present a ma-
chine learning based approach that uses
a feature set tailored for disease mention
recognition and outperforms the state-of-
the-art results. The paper also discusses
why a feature set for the well studied
gene/protein mention recognition task is
not necessarily equally effective for other
biomedical semantic types such as dis-
eases.

1 Introduction

The massive growth of biomedical literature vol-
ume has made the development of biomedical text
mining solutions indispensable. One of the essen-
tial requirements for a text mining application is
the ability to identify relevant entities, i.e. named
entity recognition. Previous work on biomedi-
cal named entity recognition (BNER) has been
mostly focused on gene/protein mention recogni-
tion. Machine learning (ML) based approaches
for gene/protein mention recognition have already
achieved a sufficient level of maturity (Torii et
al., 2009). However, the lack of availability of
adequately annotated corpora has hindered the
progress of BNER research for other semantic
types such as diseases (Jimeno et al., 2008; Lea-
man et al., 2009).

Correct identification of diseases is crucial for
various disease-centric knowledge extraction tasks

(e.g. drug discovery (Agarwal and Searls, 2008)).
Previous studies argue that the most promising
candidate for the improvement of disease related
relation extraction (e.g. disease-gene) is the cor-
rect identification of concept mentions including
diseases (Bundschus et al., 2008).

In this paper, we present a BNER system which
uses a feature set specifically tailored for disease
mention recognition. The system1 outperforms
other approaches evaluated on the Arizona Dis-
ease Corpus (AZDC) (more details in Section 5.1).
One of the key differences between our approach
and previous approaches is that we put more em-
phasis on the contextual features. We exploit syn-
tactic dependency relations as well. Apart from
the experimental results, we also discuss why the
choice of effective features for recognition of dis-
ease mentions is different from that for the well
studied gene/protein mentions.

The remaining of the paper is organized as fol-
lows. Section 2 presents a brief description of pre-
vious work on BNER for disease mention recog-
nition. Then, Section 3 describes our system and
Section 4 the feature set of the system. After that,
Section 5 explains the experimental data, results
and analyses. Section 6 describes the differences
for the choice of feature set between diseases and
genes/proteins. Finally, Section 7 concludes the
paper with an outline of our future research.

2 Related Work

Named entity recognition (NER) is the task of lo-
cating boundaries of the entity mentions in a text
and tagging them with their corresponding seman-
tic types (e.g. person, location, gene and so on).
Although several disease annotated corpora have
been released in the last few years, they have been
annotated primarily to serve the purpose of re-
lation extraction and, for different reasons, they

1The source code of our system is available for download
at http://hlt.fbk.eu/people/chowdhury/research
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are not suitable for the development of ML based
disease mention recognition systems (Leaman et
al., 2009). For example, the BioText (Rosario
and Hearst, 2004) corpus has no specific anno-
tation guideline and contains several inconsisten-
cies, while PennBioIE (Kulick et al., 2004) is very
specific to a particular sub-domain of diseases.
Among other disease annotated corpora, EBI dis-
ease corpus (Jimeno et al., 2008) is not annotated
with disease mention boundaries which makes it
unsuitable for BNER evaluation for diseases. Re-
cently, an annotated corpus, named as Arizona
Disease Corpus (AZDC) (Leaman et al., 2009),
has been released which has adequate and suitable
annotation of disease mentions following specific
annotation guidelines.

There has been some work on identifying dis-
eases in clinical texts, especially in the context
of CMC Medical NLP Challenge2 and i2b2 Chal-
lenge3. However, as noted by Meystre et al.
(2008), there are a number of reasons that make
clinical texts different from texts of biomedical
literature, e.g. composition of short, telegraphic
phrases, use of implicit templates and pseudo-
tables and so on. Hence, the strategies adopted
for NER on clinical texts are not the same as the
ones practiced for NER on biomedical literature.

As mentioned before, most of the work to
date on BNER is focused on gene/protein men-
tion recognition. State-of-the-art BNER systems
are based on ML techniques such as conditional
random fields (CRFs), support vector machines
(SVMs) etc (Dai et al., 2009). These systems use
either gene/protein specific features (e.g. Greek
alphabet matching) or post-processing rules (e.g.
extension of the identified mention boundaries to
the left when a single letter with a hyphen precedes
them (Torii et al., 2009)) which might not be as
effective for other semantic type identification as
they are for genes/proteins. There is a substantial
agreement in the feature set that these systems use
(most of which are actually various orthographical
and morphological features).

Bundschus et al. (2008) have used a CRF
based approach that uses typical features for
gene/protein mention recognition (i.e. no feature
tailoring for disease recognition) for disease, gene
and treatement recognition. The work has been
evaluated on two corpora which have been anno-

2http://www.computationalmedicine.org/challenge/index.php
3https://www.i2b2.org/NLP/Relations/Main.php

tated with those entities that participate in disease-
gene and disease-treatment relations. The reported
results show F-measure for recognition of all the
entities that participate in the relations and do
not indicate which F-measure has been achieved
specifically for disease recognition. Hence, the re-
ported results are not applicable for comparison.

To the best of our knowledge, the only sys-
tematic experimental results reported for disease
mention recognition in biomedical literature using
ML based approaches are published by Leaman
and Gonzalez (2008) and Leaman et al. (2009).4

They have used a CRF based BNER system named
BANNER which basically uses a set of ortho-
graphic, morphological and shallow syntactic fea-
tures (Leaman and Gonzalez, 2008). The system
achieves an F-score of 86.43 on the BioCreative
II GM corpus5 which is one of the best results for
gene mention recognition task on that corpus.

BANNER achieves an F-score of 54.84 for dis-
ease mention recognition on the BioText corpus
(Leaman and Gonzalez, 2008). However, as said
above, the BioText corpus contains annotation in-
consistencies6. So, the corpus is not ideal for com-
paring system performances. The AZDC corpus
is much more suitable as it is annotated specifi-
cally for benchmarking of disease mention recog-
nition systems. An improved version of BAN-
NER achieves an F-score of 77.9 on AZDC cor-
pus, which is the state of the art on ML based dis-
ease mention recognition in biomedical literature
(Leaman et al., 2009).

3 Description of Our System

There are basically three stages in our approach –
pre-processing, feature extraction and model train-
ing, and post-processing.

3.1 Pre-processing
At first, the system uses GeniaTagger7 to tokenize
texts and provide PoS tagging. After that, it cor-
rects some common inconsistencies introduced by
GeniaTagger inside the tokenized data (e.g. Ge-
niaTagger replaces double inverted commas with

4However, there are some work on disease recognition in
biomedical literature using other techniques such as morpho-
syntactic heuristic based approach (e.g. MetaMap (Aronson,
2001)), dictionary look-up method and statistical approach
(Névéol et al., 2009; Jimeno et al., 2008; Leaman et al.,
2009).

5As mentioned in http://banner.sourceforge.net/
6http://biotext.berkeley.edu/data/dis treat data.html
7http://www-tsujii.is.s.u-tokyo.ac.jp/GENIA/tagger/
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two single inverted commas). These PoS tagged
tokized data are parsed using Stanford parser8.
The dependency relations provided as output by
the parser are used later as features. The tokens
are further processed using the following general-
ization and normalization steps:

• each number (both integer and real) inside a
token is replaced with ‘9’

• each token is further tokenized if it contains
either punctuation characters or both digits
and alphabetic characters

• all letters are changed to lower case

• all Greek letters (e.g. alpha) are replaced with
G and Roman numbers (e.g. iv) with R

• each token is normalized using SPECIALIST
lexicon tool9 to avoid spelling variations

3.2 Feature extraction and model training

The features used by our system can be catego-
rized into the following groups:

• general linguistic features (Table 1)

• orthographic features (Table 2)

• contextual features (Table 3)

• syntactic dependency features (Table 4)

• dictionary lookup features (see Section 4)

During dictionary lookup feature extraction, we
ignored punctuation characters while matching
dictionary entries inside sentences. If a sequence
of tokens in a sentence matches an entry in the dic-
tionary, the leftmost token of that sequence is la-
beled with B-DB and the remaining tokens of the
sequence are labeled with I-DB. The label B-DB
indicates the beginning of a dictionary match. If a
token belongs to several dictionary matches, then
all the other dictionary matches except the longest
one are discarded.

The syntactic dependency features are extracted
from the output of the parser while the general lin-
guistic features are extracted directly from the pre-
processed tokens. To collect the orthographic fea-
tures, the original tokens inside the corresponding
sentences are considered. The contextual features

8http://nlp.stanford.edu/software/lex-parser.shtml
9http://lexsrv3.nlm.nih.gov/SPECIALIST/index.html

are derived using other extracted features and the
original tokens.

Tokens are labeled with the corresponding dis-
ease annotations according to the IOB2 format.
Our system uses Mallet (McCallum, 2002) to train
a first-order CRF model. CRF is a state-of-the-
art ML technique applied to a variety of text
processing tasks including named entity recogni-
tion (Klinger and Tomanek, 2007) and has been
successfully used by many other BNER systems
(Smith et al., 2008).

3.3 Post-processing

Once the disease mentions are identified using
the learned model, the following post-processing
techniques are applied to reduce the number of
wrong identifications:

• Bracket mismatch correction: If there is a
mismatch of brackets in the identified men-
tion, then the immediate following (or pre-
ceding) character of the corresponding men-
tion is checked and included inside the men-
tion if that character is the missing bracket.
Otherwise, all the characters from the index
where the mismatched bracket exists inside
the identified mention are discarded from the
corresponding mention.

• One sense per discourse: If any instance of
a character sequence is identified as a disease
mention, then all the other instances of that
character sequence inside the same sentence
are also annotated as disease mentions.

• Short/long form annotation: Using the algo-
rithm of Schwartz and Hearst (2003), “long
form (short form)” instances are detected in-
side sentences. If the short form is annotated
as disease mention, then the long form is also
annotated and vice versa.

• Ungrammatical conjunction structure cor-
rection: If an annotated mention contains
comma (,) but there is no “and” in the fol-
lowing character sequence (from the charac-
ter index of that comma) of that mention, then
the annotation is splitted into two parts (at the
index of the comma). Annotation of the origi-
nal mention is removed and the splitted parts
are annotated as two separate disease men-
tions.
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• Short and long form separation: If both short
and long forms are annotated in the same
mention, then the original mention is dis-
carded and the corresponding short and long
forms are annotated separately.

4 Features for Disease Recognition

There are compelling reasons to believe that vari-
ous issues regarding the well studied gene/protein
mention recognition would not apply to the other
semantic types. For example, Jimeno et al. (2008)
argue that the use of disease terms in biomedical
literature is well standardized, which is quite op-
posite for the gene terms (Smith et al., 2008).

After a thorough study and extensive experi-
ments on various features and their possible com-
binations, we have selected a feature set specific
to the disease mention identification which com-
prises features shown in Tables 1, 2, 4 and 3, and
dictionary lookup features.

Feature name Description
PoS Part-of-speech tag

NormWord Normalized token
(see Section 3.1)

Lemma Lemmatized form
charNgram 3 and 4 character n-grams

Suffix 2-4 character suffixes
Prefix 2-4 character prefixes

Table 1: General linguistic features for tokeni

Feature name Description
InitCap Is initial letter capital
AllCap Are all letters capital

MixCase Does contain mixed case letters
SingLow Is a single lower case letter
SingUp Is a single upper case letter

Num Is a number
PuncChar Punctuation character

(if tokeni is
a punctuation character)

PrevCharAN Is previous character
alphanumeric

Table 2: Orthographic features for tokeni

Like Leaman et al. (2009), we have created
a dictionary with the instances of the following
nine of the twelve UMLS semantic types from

Feature name Description
Bi-gramk,k+1 Bi-grams of

for i− 2 ≤ k < i + 2 normalized tokens
Tri-gramk,k+1,k+2 Tri-grams of

for i− 2 ≤ k < i + 2 normalized tokens
CtxPoSk,k+1 Bi-grams of

for i ≤ k < i + 2 token PoS
CtxLemmak,k+1 Bi-grams of
for i ≤ k < i + 2 lemmatized tokens

CtxWordk,k+1 Bi-grams of
for i− 2 ≤ k < i + 2 original tokens
Offset conjunctions Extracted by Mallet

from features
in the range from

tokeni−1 to tokeni+1

Table 3: Contextual features for tokeni

Feature name Description
dobj Target token(s) to which tokeni

is a direct object
iobj Target token(s) to which tokeni

is an indirect object
nsubj Target token(s) to which tokeni

is an active nominal subject
nsubjpass Target token(s) to which tokeni

is a passive nominal subject
nn Target token(s) to which tokeni

is a noun compound modifier

Table 4: Syntactic dependency features for tokeni.
For example, in the sentence “Clinton defeated
Dole”, “Clinton” is the nsubj of the target token
“defeated”.

the semantic group “DISORDER”10 from UMLS
Metathesaurus (Bodenreider, 2004): (i) disease or
syndrome, (ii) neoplastic process, (iii) congenital
abnormality, (iv) acquired abnormality, (v) exper-
imental model of disease, (vi) injury or poison-
ing, (vii) mental or behavioral dysfunction, (viii)
pathological function and (ix) sign or symptom.
We have not considered the other three semantic
types (findings, anatomical abnormality and cell
or molecular Dysfunction) since these three types
have not been used during the annotation of Ari-
zona Disease Corpus (AZDC) which we have used
in our experiments.

Previous studies have shown that dictionary
lookup features, i.e. name matching against a

10http://semanticnetwork.nlm.nih.gov/SemGroups/
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dictionary of terms, often increase recall (Torii
et al., 2009; Leaman et al., 2009). However,
an unprocessed dictionary usually does not boost
overall performance (Zweigenbaum et al., 2007).
So, to reduce uninformative lexical differences or
spelling variations, we generalize and normalize
the dictionary entries using exactly the same steps
followed for the pre-processing of sentences (see
Section 3.1).

To reduce chances of false and unlikely
matches, any entry inside the dictionary having
less than 3 characters or more than 10 tokens is
discarded.

5 Experiments

5.1 Data

We have done experiments on the recently re-
leased Arizona Disease Corpus (AZDC)11 (Lea-
man et al., 2009). The corpus has detailed annota-
tions of diseases including UMLS codes, UMLS
concept names, possible alternative codes, and
start and end points of disease mentions inside
the corresponding sentences. These detailed an-
notations make this corpus a valuable resource
for evaluating and benchmarking text mining so-
lutions for disease recognition. Table 5 shows var-
ious characteristics of the corpus.

Item name Total count
Abstracts 793
Sentences 2,783
Total disease mentions 3,455
Disease mentions without overlaps 3,093
Disease mentions with overlaps 362

Table 5: Various characteristics of AZDC.

For the overlapping annotations, (e.g. “endome-
trial and ovarian cancers” and “ovarian cancers”)
we have considered only the larger annotations
in our experiments. There remain 3,224 disease
mentions after resolving overlaps according to the
aforementioned criterion. We have observed mi-
nor differences in some statistics of the AZDC re-
ported by Leaman et al. (2009) with the statistics
of the downloadable version12 (Table 5). How-

11Downloaded from http://diego.asu.edu/downloads/AZDC/
at 5-Feb-2009

12Note that “Disease mentions (total)” in the paper of Lea-
man et al. (2009) actually refers to the total disease mentions
after overlap resolving (Robert Leaman, personal communi-
cation). One other thing is, Leaman et al. (2009) mention 794

ever, these differences can be considered negligi-
ble.

5.2 Results
We follow an experimental setting similar to the
one in Leaman et al. (2009) so that we can com-
pare our results with that of the BANNER system.
We performed 10-fold cross validation on AZDC
in such a way that all sentences of the same ab-
stract are included in the same fold. The results of
all folds are averaged to obtain the final outcome.
Table 6 shows the results of the experiments with
different features using the exact matching crite-
rion.

As we can see, our approach achieves signif-
icantly higher result than that of BANNER. Ini-
tially, with only the general linguistic and or-
thographic features the performance is not high.
However, once the contextual features are used,
there is a substantial improvement in the result.
Note that BANNER does not use contextual fea-
tures. In fact, the use of contextual features is also
quite limited in other BNER systems that achieve
high performance for gene/protein identification
(Smith et al., 2008).

Dictionary lookup features provide a very good
contribution in the outcome. This supports the ar-
gument of Jimeno et al. (2008) that the use of dis-
ease terms in biomedical literature is well stan-
dardized. Post-processing and syntactic depen-
dency features also increase some performance.

We have done statistical significance tests for
the last four experimental results shown in Table 6.
For each of such four experiments, the immediate
previous experiment is considered as the baseline.
The tests have been performed using the approx-
imate randomization procedure (Noreen, 1989).
We have set the number of iterations to 1,000 and
the confidence level to 0.01. According to the
tests, the contributions of contextual features and
dictionary lookup features are statistically signif-
icant. However, we have found that the contri-
butions of post-processing rules and syntactic de-
pendency features are statistically significant only
when the confidence level is 0.2 or more. Since
AZDC consists of only 2,783 sentences, we can
assume that the impact of post-processing rules

abstracts, 2,784 sentences and 3,228 (overlap resolved) dis-
ease mentions in the AZDC. But in our downloaded version
of AZDC, there is 1 abstract missing (i.e. total 793 abstracts
instead of 794). As a result, there is 1 less sentence and 4
less (overlap resolved) disease mentions than the originally
reported numbers.
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and syntactic dependency features has been not so
significant despite of some performance improve-
ment.

5.3 Error analysis

One of the sources of errors is the annotations
having conjunction structures. There are 94 dis-
ease mentions in the data which contain the word
“and”. The boundaries of 11 of them have been
wrongly identified during experiments, while 39
of them have been totally missed out by our sys-
tem. Our system also has not performed well
for disease annotations that have some specific
types of prepositional phrase structures. For ex-
ample, there are 80 disease annotations having the
word “of” (e.g. “deficient activity of acid beta-
glucosidase GBA”). Only 28 of them are correctly
annotated by our system. The major source of er-
rors, however, concerns abbreviated disease names
(e.g. “PNH”). We believe one way to reduce this
specific error type is to generate a list of possi-
ble abbreviated disease names from the long forms
of disease names available in databases such as
UMLS Metathesaurus.

6 Why Features for Diseases and
Genes/Proteins are not the Same

Many of the existing BNER systems, which are
mainly tuned for gene/protein identification, use
features such as token shape (also known as word
class and brief word class (Settles, 2004)), Greek
alphabet matching, Roman number matching and
so forth. As mentioned earlier, we have done ex-
tensive experiments with various feature combina-
tions for the selection of disease specific features.
We have observed that many of the features used
for gene/protein identification are not equally ef-
fective for disease identification. Table 7 shows
some of the results of those experiments.

This observation is reasonable because
gene/protein names are much more complex than
entities such as diseases. For example, they often
contain punctuation characters (such as paren-
theses or hyphen), Greek alphabets and digits
which are unlikely in disease names. Ideally,
the ML algorithm itself should be able to utilize
information from only the useful features and
ignore the others in the feature set. But practically,
having non-informative features often mislead
the model learning. In fact, several surveys have
argued that the choice of features matter at least

as much as the choice of the algorithm if not more
(Nadeau and Sekine, 2007; Zweigenbaum et al.,
2007).

One of the interesting trends in gene/protein
mention identification is to not utilize syntactic
dependency relations (with the exception of Vla-
chos (2007)). Gene/protein names in biomedi-
cal literature are often combined (i.e. without
being separated by space characters) with other
characters which do not belong to the correspond-
ing mentions (e.g. p53-mediated). Moreover,
as mentioned before, gene/protein mentions com-
monly have very complex structures (e.g. PKR(1-
551)K64E/K296R or RXRalphaF318A). So, it is a
common practice to tokenize gene/proten names
adopting an approach that split tokens as much as
possible to extract effective features (Torii et al.,
2009; Smith et al., 2008). But while the extensive
tokenization boosts performance, it is often diffi-
cult to correctly detect dependency relations for
the tokens of the gene/protein names in the sen-
tences where they appear. As a result, use of the
syntactic dependency relations is not beneficial in
such approaches.13 In comparison, disease men-
tions are less complex. So, the identified depen-
dencies for disease mentions are more reliable and
hence may be usable as potential features (refer to
our experimental results in Table 6).

The above mentioned issues are some of the
reasons why a feature set for the well studied
gene/protein focused BNER approaches is not
necessarily suitable for other biomedical semantic
types such as diseases.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we have presented a single CRF clas-
sifier based BNER approach for disease mention
identification. The feature set is constructed us-
ing disease-specific contextual, orthographic, gen-
eral linguistic, syntactic dependency and dictio-
nary lookup features. We have evaluated our ap-
proach on AZDC corpus. Our approach achieves
significantly higher result than BANNER which is
the current state-of-the-art ML based approach for
disease mention recognition. We have also ex-
plained why the choice of features for the well
studied gene/protein does not apply for other se-
mantic types such as diseases.

13We have done some experiments on Biocreative II GM
corpus with syntactic dependency relations of the tokens,
which are not reported in this paper, and the results support
our argument.
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System Note Precision Recall F-score
BANNER (Leaman et al., 2009) 80.9 75.1 77.9

Our system Using general linguistic and orthographic features 74.90 71.01 72.90
Our system After adding contextual features 82.15 75.81 78.85
Our system After adding post-processing 81.57 76.61 79.01
Our system After adding syntactic dependency features 82.07 76.66 79.27
Our system After adding dictionary lookup features 83.21 79.06 81.08

Table 6: 10-fold cross validation results using exact matching criteria on AZDC.

Experiment Note Precision Recall F-score
(i) Using general linguistic, orthographic 82.15 75.81 78.85

and contextual features
(ii) After adding WC and BWC features in (i) 82.08 75.57 78.69
(iii) After adding IsGreekAlphabet, HasGreekAlphabet 82.10 75.69 78.76

and IsRomanNumber features in (i)

Table 7: Experimental results of our system after using some of the gene/protein specific features for
disease mention recognition on AZDC. Here, WC and BWC refer to the “word class” and “brief word
class” respectively.

Future work includes implementation of disease
mention normalization (i.e. associating a unique
identifier for each disease mention). We also
plan to improve our current approach by includ-
ing more contextual features and post-processing
rules.
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Abstract 

This paper describes our study on identi-

fying semantic relations that exist between 

diseases and treatments in biomedical sen-

tences. We focus on three semantic rela-

tions: Cure, Prevent, and Side Effect. The 

contributions of this paper consists in the 

fact that better results are obtained com-

pared to previous studies and the fact that 

our research settings allow the integration 

of biomedical and medical knowledge. 

We obtain 98.55% F-measure for the Cure 

relation, 100% F-measure for the Prevent 

relation, and 88.89% F-measure for the 

Side Effect relation. 

1 Introduction 

Research in the fields of life-science and bio-

medical domain has been the focus of the Natural 

Language Processing (NLP) and Machine Learn-

ing (ML) community for some time now. This 

trend goes very much inline with the direction 

the medical healthcare system is moving to: the 

electronic world. The research focus of scientists 

that work in the filed of computational linguistics 

and life science domains also followed the trends 

of the medicine that is practiced today, an Evi-

dence Based Medicine (EBM). This new way of 

medical practice is not only based on the experi-

ence a healthcare provider acquires as time 

passes by, but on the latest discoveries as well. 

We live in an information explosion era where it 

is almost impossible to find that piece of relevant 

information that we need. With easy and cheep 

access to disk-space we sometimes even find 

challenging to find our stored local documents. It 

should come to no surprise that the global trend 

in domains like biomedicine and not only is to 

rely on technology to identify and upraise infor-

mation. The amount of publications and research 

that is indexed in the life-science domain grows 

almost exponentially (Hunter and Cohen (2006) 

making the task of finding relevant information, 

a hard and challenging task for NLP research.  

The search for information in the life-science 

domain is not only the focus of researchers that 

work in these fields, but the focus of laypeople as 

well. Studies reveal that people are searching the 

web for medical-related articles to be better in-

formed about their health. Ginsberg et al. (2009) 

show how a new outbreak of the influenza virus 

can be detected from search engine query data.   

The aim of this paper is to show which NLP 

and ML techniques are suitable for the task of 

identifying semantic relations between diseases 

and treatments in short biomedical texts. The 

value of our work stands in the results we obtain 

and the new feature representation techniques.  

2 Related Work  

The most relevant work for our study is the work 

of Rosario and Hearst (2004). The authors of this 

paper are the ones that created and distributed the 

data set used in our research. The data set is an-

notated with disease and treatments entities and 

with 8 semantic relations between diseases and 

treatments. The main focus of their work is on 

entity recognition – the task of identifying enti-

ties, diseases and treatments in biomedical text 

sentences. The authors use Hidden Markov 

Models and maximum entropy models to per-

form both the task of entity recognition and of 

relation discrimination. Their representation 

techniques are based on words in context, part-

of-speech information, phrases, and terms from 

MeSH
1
, a medical lexical knowledge-base. Com-

pared to previous work, our research is focused 

                                                 
1
 http://www.nlm.nih.gov/mesh/meshhome.html 
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on different representation techniques, different 

classification models, and most importantly in 

obtaining improved results without using the an-

notations of the entities (new data will not have 

them). In previous research, the best results were 

obtained when the entities involved in the rela-

tions were identified and used as features.  

The biomedical literature contains a wealth of 

work on semantic relation extraction, mostly fo-

cused on more biology-specific tasks: subcellu-

lar-location (Craven 1999), gene-disorder asso-

ciation (Ray and Craven 2001), and diseases and 

drugs relations (Srinivasan and Rindflesch 2002, 

Ahlers et al., 2007). 

Text classification techniques combined with a 

Naïve Bayes classifier and relational learning 

algorithms are methods used by Craven (1999). 

Hidden Markov Models are used in Craven 

(2001), but similarly to Rosario and Hearst 

(2004), the research focus was entity recognition.  

A context based approach using MeSH term 

co-occurrences are used by Srinivasan and Rind-

flesch (2002) for relationship discrimination be-

tween diseases and drugs.  

A lot of work is focused on building rules used 

to extract relation. Feldman et al. (2002) use a 

rule-based system to extract relations that are 

focused on genes, proteins, drugs, and diseases. 

Friedman et al. (2001) go deeper into building a 

rule-based system by hand-crafting a semantic 

grammar and a set of semantic constraints in or-

der to recognize a range of biological and mo-

lecular relations. 

3 Task and Data Sets 

Our task is focused on identifying disease-

treatment relations in sentences. Three relations: 

Cure, Prevent, and Side Effect, are the main ob-

jective of our work. We are tackling this task by 

using techniques based on NLP and supervised 

ML techniques. We decided to focus on these 

three relations because these are the ones that are 

better represented in the original data set and in 

the end will allow us to draw more reliable con-

clusions. Also, looking at the meaning of all rela-

tions in the original data set, the three that we 

focus on are the ones that could be useful for 

wider research goals and are the ones that really 

entail relations between two entities. In the su-

pervised ML settings the amount of training data 

is a factor that influences the performance; sup-

port for this stands not only in the related work 

performed on the same data set, but in the re-

search literature as well. The aim of this paper is 

to focus on few relations of interest and try to 

identify what predictive model and what repre-

sentation techniques bring the best results of 

identifying semantic relations in short biomedi-

cal texts. We mostly focused on the value that 

the research can bring, rather than on an incre-

mental research. 

As mentioned in the previous section, the data 

set that we use to run our experiments is the one 

of Rosario and Hearst (2004). The entire data set 

is collected from Medline
2
 2001 abstracts. Sen-

tences from titles and abstracts are annotated 

with entities and with 8 relations, based only on 

the information present in a certain sentence. The 

first 100 titles and 40 abstracts from each of the 

59 Medline 2001 files were used for annotation. 

Table 1, presents the original data set, as pub-

lished in previous research. The numbers in pa-

renthesis represent the training and test set sizes.  

 
Relationship Definition and Example 

Cure 

810 (648, 162) 

TREAT cures DIS 

Intravenous immune globulin for 

recurrent spontaneous abortion 

Only DIS 

616 (492, 124) 

TREAT not mentioned 

Social ties and susceptibility to 

the common cold 

Only TREAT 

166 (132, 34) 

DIS not mentioned 

Flucticasome propionate is safe in 

recommended doses 

Prevent 

63 (50, 13) 

TREAT prevents the DIS 

Statins for prevention of stroke 

Vague 

36 (28, 8) 

Very unclear relationship 

Phenylbutazone and leukemia 

Side Effect 

29 (24, 5) 

DIS is a result of a TREAT 

Malignant mesodermal mixed 

tumor of the uterus following 

irradiation 

NO Cure 

4 (3, 1) 

TREAT does not cure DIS 

Evidence for double resistance to 

permethrin and malathion in head 

lice 

     Total relevant: 1724 (1377, 347) 

Irrelevant 

1771 (1416, 355) 

Treat and DIS not present 

Patients were followed up for 6 

months 

Total: 3495 (2793, 702) 

 Table 1. Original data set.  

     

From this original data set, the sentences that are 

annotated with Cure, Prevent, Side Effect, Only 

DIS, Only TREAT, and Vague are the ones that 

used in our current work. While our main focus 

is on the Cure, Prevent, and Side Effect, we also 

run experiments for all relations such that a di-

rect comparison with the previous work is done.  

                                                 
2
 http://medline.cos.com/ 
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Table 2 describes the data sets that we created 

from the original data and used in our experi-

ments. For each of the relations of interest we 

have 3 labels attached: Positive, Negative, and 

Neutral. The Positive label is given to sentences 

that are annotated with the relation in question in 

the original data; the Negative label is given to 

the sentences labeled with Only DIS and Only 

TREAT classes in the original data; Neutral label 

is given to the sentences annotated with Vague 

class in the original data set.  

 

Table 2. Our data sets
3
. 

4 Methodology 

The experimental settings that we follow are 

adapted to the domain of study (we integrate ad-

ditional medical knowledge), yielding for the 

methods to bring improved performance.  

The challenges that can be encountered while 

working with NLP and ML techniques are: find-

ing the suitable model for prediction – since the 

ML field offers a suite of predictive models (al-

gorithms), the task of finding the suitable one 

relies heavily on empirical studies and knowl-

edge expertise; and finding the best data repre-

sentation – identifying the right and sufficient 

features to represent the data is a crucial aspect. 

These challenges are addressed by trying various 

predictive algorithms based on different learning 

techniques, and by using various textual repre-

sentation techniques that we consider suitable.  

The task of identifying the three semantic rela-

tions is addressed in three ways: 

       Setting 1: build three models, each focused 

on one relation that can distinguish sentences 

that contain the relation – Positive label, from 

other sentences that are neutral – Neutral label, 

and from sentences that do not contain relevant 

information – Negative label; 

                                                 
3
 The number of sentences available for download is 

not the same as the ones from the original data set, 

published in Rosario and Hearst (‘04). 

Setting 2: build three models, each focused on 

one relation that can distinguish sentences that 

contain the relation from sentences that do not 

contain any relevant information. This setting is 

similar to a two-class classification task in which 

instances are labeled either with the relation in 

question – Positive label, or with non-relevant 

information – Negative label; 

  Setting 3: build one model that distinguishes the 

three relations – a three-way classification task 

where each sentence is labeled with one of the 

semantic relations, using the data with all the 

Positive labels. 

The first set of experiments is influenced by 

previous research done by Koppel and Schler 

(2005). The authors claim that for polarity learn-

ing “neutral” examples help the learning algo-

rithms to better identify the two polarities. Their 

research was done on a corpus of posts to chat 

groups devoted to popular U.S. television and 

posts to shopping.com’s product evaluation page. 

As classification algorithms, a set of 6 repre-

sentative models: decision-based models (Deci-

sion trees – J48), probabilistic models (Naïve 

Bayes and complement Naïve Bayes (CNB), 

which is adapted for imbalanced class distribu-

tion), adaptive learning (AdaBoost), linear classi-

fier (support vector machine (SVM) with poly-

nomial kernel), and a classifier, ZeroR, that al-

ways predicts the majority class in the training 

data used as a baseline. All classifiers are part of 

a tool called Weka
4
. 

As representation technique, we rely on fea-

tures such as the words in the context, the noun 

and verb-phrases, and the detected biomedical 

and medical entities. In the following subsec-

tions, we describe all the representation tech-

niques that we use.  

4.1 Bag-of-words representation 

 

The bag-of-words (BOW) representation is 

commonly used for text classification tasks. It is 

a representation in which the features are chosen 

among the words that are present in the training 

data. Selection techniques are used in order to 

identify the most suitable words as features. Af-

ter the feature space is identified, each training 

and test instance is mapped into this feature rep-

resentation by giving values to each feature for a 

certain instance. Two feature value representa-

tions are the most commonly used for the BOW 

representation: binary feature values – the value 

                                                 
4
 http://www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/ml/weka/ 

Train  

          Relation Positive Negative Neutral 

Cure 554 531 25 

Prevent 42 531 25 

SideEffect 20 531 25 

 Test   

Relation Positive Negative Neutral 

Cure 276 266 12 

Prevent 21 266 12 

SideEffect 10 266 12 
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of a feature is 1 if the feature is present in the 

instance and 0 otherwise, or frequency feature 

values – the feature value is the number of times 

it appears in an instance, or 0 if it did not appear.  

Taking into consideration the fact that an in-

stance is a sentence, the textual information is 

relatively small. Therefore a frequency value 

representation is chosen. The difference between 

a binary value representation and a frequency 

value representation is not always significant, 

because sentences tend to be short. Nonetheless, 

if a feature appears more than once in a sentence, 

this means that it is important and the frequency 

value representation captures this aspect. 

The selected features are words (not lemma-

tized) delimited by spaces and simple punctua-

tion marks: space, ( , ) , [ , ] , . , ' , _ that ap-

peared at least three times in the training collec-

tion and contain at least an alpha-numeric char-

acter, are not part of an English list of stop 

words
5
 and are longer than three characters. Stop 

words are function words that appear in every 

document (e.g., the, it, of, an) and therefore do 

not help in classification. The frequency thresh-

old of three is commonly used for text collec-

tions because it removes non-informative fea-

tures and also strings of characters that might be 

the result of a wrong tokenization when splitting 

the text into words. Words that have length of 

one or two characters are not considered as fea-

tures because of two reasons: possible incorrect 

tokenization and problems with very short acro-

nyms in the medical domain that could be highly 

ambiguous (could be a medical acronym or an 

abbreviation of a common word).  

4.2 NLP and biomedical concepts represen-

tation  

The second type of representation is based on 

NLP information – noun-phrases, verb-phrases 

and biomedical concepts (Biomed). In order to 

extract this type of information from the data, we 

used the Genia
6
 tagger. The tagger analyzes Eng-

lish sentences and outputs the base forms, part-

of-speech tags, chunk tags, and named entity 

tags. The tagger is specifically tuned for bio-

medical text such as Medline abstracts.  

Figure 1 presents an output example by the 

Genia tagger for the sentence: “Inhibition of NF-

kappaB activation reversed the anti-apoptotic 

effect of isochamaejasmin.”. The tag O stands 

for Outside, B for Beginning, and I for Inside. 

                                                 
5
 http://www.site.uottawa.ca/~diana/csi5180/StopWords 

6
 http://www-tsujii.is.s.u-tokyo.ac.jp/GENIA/tagger/ 

Figure 1. Example of Genia tagger output 

Inhibition     Inhibition  NN  B-NP  O 

of       of   IN  B-PP  O  

NF-kappaB NF-kappaB  NN  B-NP B-protein  

activation    activation   NN  I-NP  O  

reversed       reverse  VBD  B-VP  O  

the       the   DT  B-NP  O  

anti-apoptotic anti-apoptotic JJ  I-NP  O  

effect        effect  NN  I-NP  O  

of        of   IN  B-PP  O  

isochamaejasmin isochamaejasmin NN B-NP  O  

.  .   .  O  O 

 

The noun-phrases and verb-phrases identified by 

the tagger are considered as features for our sec-

ond representation technique. The following pre-

processing steps are applied before defining the 

set of final features: remove features that contain 

only punctuation, remove stop-words, and con-

sider valid features only the lemma-based forms 

of the identified noun-phrases, verb-phrases and 

biomedical concepts. The reason to do this is 

because there are a lot of inflected forms (e.g., 

plural forms) for the same word and the lemma-

tized form (the base form of a word) will give us 

the same base form for all the inflected forms.  

4.3 Medical concepts (UMLS) representa-

tion 

In order to work with a representation that pro-

vides features that are more general than the 

words in the abstracts (used in the BOW repre-

sentation), we also used the unified medical lan-

guage system
7
 (here on UMLS) concept repre-

sentations. UMLS is a knowledge source devel-

oped at the U.S. National Library of Medicine 

(here on NLM) and it contains a meta-thesaurus, 

a semantic network, and the specialist lexicon for 

biomedical domain. The meta-thesaurus is organ-

ized around concepts and meanings; it links al-

ternative names and views of the same concept 

and identifies useful relationships between dif-

ferent concepts. UMLS contains over 1 million 

medical concepts, and over 5 million concept 

names which are hierarchical organized. Each 

unique concept that is present in the thesaurus 

has associated multiple text strings variants 

(slight morphological variations of the concept). 

All concepts are assigned at least one semantic 

type from the semantic network providing a gen-

eralization of the existing relations between con-

cepts. There are 135 semantic types in the 

knowledge base linked through 54 relationships.  

                                                 
7 http://www.nlm.nih.gov/pubs/factsheets/umls.html 
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In addition to the UMLS knowledge base, 

NLM created a set of tools that allow easier ac-

cess to the useful information. MetaMap
8
 is a 

tool created by NLM that maps free text to medi-

cal concepts in the UMLS, or equivalently, it 

discovers meta-thesaurus concepts in text. With 

this software, text is processed through a series 

of modules that in the end will give a ranked list 

of all possible concept candidates for a particular 

noun-phrase. For each of the noun phrases that 

the system finds in the text, variant noun phrases 

are generated. For each of the variant noun 

phrases, candidate concepts (concepts that con-

tain the noun phrase variant) from the UMLS 

meta-thesaurus are retrieved and evaluated. The 

retrieved concepts are compared to the actual 

phrase using a fit function that measures the text 

overlap between the actual phrase and the candi-

date concept (it returns a numerical value). The 

best of the candidates are then organized accord-

ing to the decreasing value of the fit function. 

We used the top concept candidate for each iden-

tified phrase in an abstract as a feature.  Figure 2 

presents an example of the output of the Meta-

Map system for the phrase “to an increased 

risk". The information presented in the brackets, 

the semantic type, “Qualitative Concept, Quanti-

tative Concept” for the candidate with the fit 

function value 861 is the feature used for our 

UMLS representation. 
 

Figure 2. Example of MetaMap system output 

Meta Candidates (6) 

861 Risk [Qualitative Concept, Quantitative Concept] 

694 Increased (Increased (qualifier value)) [Func-

tional Concept] 

623 Increase (Increase (qualifier value)) [Functional 

Concept] 

601 Acquired (Acquired (qualifier value)) [Temporal 

Concept] 

601 Obtained (Obtained (attribute)) [Functional Con-

cept] 

588 Increasing (Increasing (qualifier value)) [Func-

tional Concept] 

 

Another reason to use a UMLS concept represen-

tation is the concept drift phenomenon that can 

appear in a BOW representation. Especially in 

the medical domain texts, this is a frequent prob-

lem as stated by Cohen et al. (2004). New arti-

cles that publish new research on a certain topic 

bring with them new terms that might not match 

the ones that were seen in the training process in 

a certain moment of time.  

                                                 
8
 http://mmtx.nlm.nih.gov/ 

Experiments for the task tackled in our re-

search are performed with all the above-

mentioned representations, plus combinations of 

them. We combine the BOW, UMLS and NLP 

and biomedical concepts by putting all features 

together to represent an instance.   

5 Results 

This section presents the results obtained for the 

task of identifying semantic relations with the 

methods described above. As evaluation meas-

ures we report F-measure and accuracy values. 

The main evaluation metric that we consider is 

the F-measure
9
, since it is a suitable when the 

data set is imbalanced. We report the accuracy 

measure as well, because we want to compare 

our results with previous work. Table A1 from 

appendix A presents the results that we obtained 

with our methods. The table contains F-measure 

scores for all three semantic relations with the 

three experimental settings proposed for all com-

binations of representation and classification al-

gorithms. In this section, since we cannot report 

all the results for all the classification algorithms, 

we decided to report the classifiers that obtained 

the lower and upper margin of results for every 

representation setting. More detailed descriptions 

for the results are present in appendix A. We 

consider as baseline a classifier that always pre-

dicts the majority class. For the relation Cure the 

F-measure baseline is 66.51%, for Prevent and 

Side Effect 0%. 

The next three figures present the best results 

obtained for the three experimental settings. 

 
Figure 3. Best results for Setting 1. 
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9
 F-measure represents the harmonic mean between 

precision and recall. Precision represents the percent-

age of correctly classified sentences while recall 

represents the percentage of sentences identified as 

relevant by the classifier.  
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Figure 4. Best results for Setting 2. 
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Figure 5. Best results for Setting 3. 
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6 Discussion 

Our goal was to obtain high performance results 

for the three semantic relations. The first set of 

experiments was influenced by previous work on 

a different task. The results obtained show that 

this setting might not be suitable for the medical 

domain, due to one of the following possible ex-

planations: the number of examples that are con-

sidered as being neutral is not sufficient or not 

appropriate (the neutral examples are considered 

sentences that are annotated with a Vague rela-

tion in the original data); or the negative exam-

ples are not appropriate (the negative examples 

are considered sentences that talk about either 

treatment or about diseases). The results of these 

experiments are shown in Figure 3. As future 

work, we want to run similar setting experiments 

when considering negative examples sentences 

that are not informative, labeled Irrelevant, from 

the original data set, and the neutral examples the 

ones that are considered negative in this current 

experiments.  

In Setting 2, the results are better than in the 

previous setting, showing that the neutral exam-

ples used in the previous experiments confused 

the algorithms and were not appropriate. These 

results validate the fact that the previous setting 

was not the best one for the task. 

The best results for the task are obtained with 

the third setting, when a model is built and 

trained on a data set that contains all sentences 

annotated with the three relations. The represen-

tation and the classification algorithms were able 

to make the distinction between the relations and 

obtained the best results for this task. The results 

are: 98.55% F-measure for the Cure class, 100% 

F-measure for the Prevent class, and 88.89% for 

the Side Effect class.  

Some important observations can be drawn 

from the obtained results: probabilistic and linear 

models combined with informative feature repre-

sentations bring the best results. They are consis-

tent in outperforming the other classifiers in all 

the three settings. AdaBoost classifier was out-

performed by other classifiers, which is a little 

surprising, taking into consideration the fact that 

this classifier tends to work better on imbalanced 

data. BOW is a representation technique that 

even though it is simplistic, most of the times it 

is really hard to outperform. One of the major 

contributions of this work is the fact that the cur-

rent experiments show that additional informa-

tion used in the representation settings brings 

improvements for the task. The task itself is a 

knowledge-charged task and the experiments 

show that classifiers can perform better when 

richer information (e.g. concepts for medical  

ontologies) is provided.  

6.1 Comparison to previous work 

Even though our main focus is on the three rela-

tions mentioned earlier, in order to validate our 

methodology, we also performed the 8-class 

classification task, similar to the one done by 

Rosario and Hearst (2004). Figure 3 presents a 

graphical comparison of the results of our meth-

ods to the ones obtained in the previous work. 

We report accuracy values for these experiments, 

as it was done in the previous work. 

In Figure 3, the first set of bar-results repre-

sents the best individual results for each relation. 

The representation technique and classification 

model that obtains the best results are the ones 

described on the x-axis.  
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Figure 3. Comparison of results. 
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The second series of results represents the 

overall best model that is reported for each rela-

tion. The model reported here is a combination 

of BOW, verb and noun-phrases, biomedical and 

UMLS concepts, with a CNB classifier. 

The third series of results represent the accu-

racy results obtained in previous work by Rosa-

rio and Hearst (2004). As we can see from the 

figure, the best individual models have a major 

improvement over previous results. When a sin-

gle model is used for all relations, our results 

improve the previous ones in four relations with 

the difference varying from: 3 percentage point 

difference (Cure) to 23 percentage point differ-

ence (Prevent). We obtain the same results for 

two semantic relations, No_Cure and Vague and 

we believe that this is the case due to the fact that 

these two classes are significantly under-

represented compared to the other ones involved 

in the task. For the Treatment_Only relation our 

results are outperformed with 1.5 percentage 

points and for the Irrelevant relation with 0.1 

percentage point, only when we use the same 

model for all relations.  

7 Conclusion and Future Work 

We can conclude that additional knowledge and 

deeper analysis of the task and data in question 

are required in order to obtain reliable results. 

Probabilistic models are stable and reliable for 

the classification of short texts in the medical 

domain. The representation techniques highly 

influence the results, common for the ML com-

munity, but more informative representations 

where the ones that consistently obtained the best 

results.  
As future work, we would like to extend the 

experimental methodology when the first setting 

is applied, and to use additional sources of in-

formation as representation techniques. 
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Appendix A. Detailed Results. 
 

Classification Algorithm - F-Measure (%) 
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Representation 

Setting1 Setting2 Setting3 

Cure NLP+Biomed AdaB 

ZeroR 

32.22 

66.51 

AdaB 

ZeroR 

35.69 

67.48 

CNB 

SVM 

87.88 

94.85 

 BOW AdaB 

CNB 

63.60 

79.22 

AdaB 

SVM 

67.23 

81.43 

CNB 

NB 

92.57 

96.80 

 UMLS AdaB 

NB 

61.08 

74.73 

AdaB 

NB 

64.78 

76.04 

CNB 

SVM 

88.20 

95.62 

 BOW+UMLS AdaB 

CNB 

56.07 

84.54 

AdaB 

NB 

74.68 

86.48 

J48 

NB 

96.13 

97.50 

 NLP+Biomed 

+UMLS 

AdaB 

NB 

61.08 

75.18 

AdaB 

NB 

64.78 

76.70 

CNB 

SVM 

90.87 

96.58 

 NLP+Biomed 

+BOW 

AdaB 

SVM 

53.04 

78.98 

AdaB 

CNB 

77.46 

81.86 

J48 

NB 

96.14 

97.86 

 NLP+Biomed+ 

BOW+UMLS 

AdaB 

SVM 

53.04 

85.14 

AdaB 

SVM 

72.32 

87.10 

J48 

NB 

96.32 

98.55 

Prevent NLP+Biomed AdaB 

NB 

0 

17.02 

AdaB,J48 

NB 

0 

22.86 

Ada,J48 

CNB 

0 

55.17 

 BOW CNB 

NB 

31.78 

50 

J48 

NB 

0 

61.9 

SVM 

CNB 

50 

89.47 

 UMLS AdaB 

NB 

0 

28.57 

J48 

SVM 

0 

48.28 

J48 

CNB 

0 

68.75 

 BOW+UMLS J48 

NB 

39.02 

57.14 

J48 

NB 

9.09 

75.68 

AdaB 

CNB 

60 

89.47 

 NLP+Biomed 

+UMLS 

AdaB 

SVM 

0 

62.50 

J48 

SVM 

16 

57.69 

J48 

CNB 

0 

97.56 

 NLP+Biomed 

+BOW 

SVM 

NB 

35 

54.90 

J48 

NB 

0 

66.67 

AdaB 

CNB 

64.52 

92.31 

 NLP+Biomed+ 

BOW+UMLS 

J48 

NB 

30.77 

62.30 

J48 

SVM 

0 

77.78 

AdaB,J48 

NB 

64.52 

100 

Side 

Effect 

NLP+Biomed AdaB 

NB,CNB 

0 

7.69 

J48,SVM 

AdaB 

0 

18.18 

AdaB,J48 

CNB 

0 

33.33 

 BOW AdaB 

NB 

0 

34.48 

AdaB,J48 

NB 

0 

50 

Ada,J48 

CNB 

0 

66.67 

 UMLS AdaB,J48,

SVM NB 

0 

22.22 

J48,SVM 

NB 

0 

33.33 

AdaB,J48 

NB,CNB 

0 

46.15 

 BOW+UMLS AdaB,J48 

NB 

0 

21.43 

J48 

NB 

0 

47 

AdaB 

CNB 

0 

75 

 NLP+Biomed+ 

UMLS 

AdaB,J48 

NB 

0 

19.35 

J48 

NB 

0 

31.58 

AdaB.J48 

NB,CNB 

0 

46.15 

 NLP+Biomed+ 

BOW 

AdaB,J48 

NB 

0 

33.33 

J48 

NB 

0 

55.56 

AdaB,J48 

CNB 

0 

88.89 

 NLP+Biomed+ 

BOW+UMLS 

AdaB,J48 

NB 

0 

24 

J48 

NB 

0 

46.15 

AdaB 

CNB 

0 

88.89 

Table A1. Results obtained with our methods. 

The Representation column describes all the feature representation techniques that we tried. The acro-

nym NLP stands from verb and noun-phrase features put together and Biomed for bio-medical con-

cepts (the ones extracted by Genia tagger). The first line of results for every representation technique 

presents the classier that obtained the lowest results, while the second line represents the classifier 

with the best F-measure score. In bold we mark the best scores for all semantic relations in each of the 

three settings. 
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Abstract
Many practical tasks require accessing
specific types of information in scientific
literature; e.g. information about the ob-
jective, methods, results or conclusions of
the study in question. Several schemes
have been developed to characterize such
information in full journal papers. Yet
many tasks focus on abstracts instead. We
take three schemes of different type and
granularity (those based on section names,
argumentative zones and conceptual struc-
ture of documents) and investigate their
applicability to biomedical abstracts. We
show that even for the finest-grained of
these schemes, the majority of categories
appear in abstracts and can be identified
relatively reliably using machine learning.
We discuss the impact of our results and
the need for subsequent task-based evalu-
ation of the schemes.

1 Introduction

Scientific abstracts tend to be very similar in terms
of their information structure. For example, many
abstracts provide some background information
before defining the precise objective of the study,
and the conclusions are typically preceded by the
description of the results obtained.

Many readers of scientific abstracts are inter-
ested in specific types of information only, e.g.
the general background of the study, the methods
used in the study, or the results obtained. Accord-
ingly, many text mining tasks focus on the ex-
traction of information from certain parts of ab-
stracts only. Therefore classification of abstracts
(or full articles) according to the categories of in-
formation structure can support both the manual
study of scientific literature as well as its auto-
matic analysis, e.g. information extraction, sum-
marization and information retrieval (Teufel and

Moens, 2002; Mizuta et al., 2005; Tbahriti et al.,
2006; Ruch et al., 2007).

To date, a number of different schemes and
techniques have been proposed for sentence-based
classification of scientific literature according to
information structure, e.g. (Teufel and Moens,
2002; Mizuta et al., 2005; Lin et al., 2006; Hi-
rohata et al., 2008; Teufel et al., 2009; Shatkay
et al., 2008; Liakata et al., 2010). Some of the
schemes are coarse-grained and merely classify
sentences according to typical section names seen
in scientific documents (Lin et al., 2006; Hirohata
et al., 2008). Others are finer-grained and based
e.g. on argumentative zones (Teufel and Moens,
2002; Mizuta et al., 2005; Teufel et al., 2009),
qualitative dimensions (Shatkay et al., 2008) or
conceptual structure (Liakata et al., 2010) of doc-
uments.

The majority of such schemes have been de-
veloped for full scientific journal articles which
are richer in information and also considered to
be more in need of the definition of information
structure (Lin, 2009). However, many practical
tasks currently focus on abstracts. As a distilled
summary of key information in full articles, ab-
stracts may exhibit an entirely different distribu-
tion of scheme categories than full articles. For
tasks involving abstracts, it would be useful to
know which schemes are applicable to abstracts
and which can be automatically identified in them
with reasonable accuracy.

In this paper, we will compare the applicabil-
ity of three different schemes – those based on
section names, argumentative zones and concep-
tual structure of documents – to a collection of
biomedical abstracts used for cancer risk assess-
ment (CRA). CRA is an example of a real-world
task which could greatly benefit from knowledge
about the information structure of abstracts since
cancer risk assessors look for a variety of infor-
mation in them ranging from specific methods to
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results concerning different chemicals (Korhonen
et al., 2009). We report work on the annotation
of CRA abstracts according to each scheme and
investigate the schemes in terms of their distri-
bution, mutual overlap, and the success of iden-
tifying them automatically using machine learn-
ing. Our investigation provides an initial idea of
the practical usefulness of the schemes for tasks
involving abstracts. We discuss the impact of our
results and the further task-based evaluation which
we intend to conduct in the context of CRA.

2 The three schemes

We investigate three different schemes – those
based on Section Names (S1), Argumentative
Zones (S2) and Core Scientific Concepts (S3):
S1: The first scheme differs from the others in the
sense that it is actually designed for abstracts. It
is based on section names found in some scientific
abstracts. We use the 4-way classification from
(Hirohata et al., 2008) where abstracts are divided
into objective, method, results and conclusions.
Table 1 provides a short description of each cate-
gory for this and other schemes (see also this table
for any category abbreviations used in this paper).
S2: The second scheme is based on Argumenta-
tive Zoning (AZ) of documents. The idea of AZ
is to follow the knowledge claims made by au-
thors. Teufel and Moens (2002) introduced AZ
and applied it to computational linguistics papers.
Mizuta et al. (2005) modified the scheme for biol-
ogy papers. More recently, Teufel et al. (2009) in-
troduced a refined version of AZ and applied it to
chemistry papers. As these schemes are too fine-
grained for abstracts (some of the categories do
not appear in abstracts at all), we adopt a reduced
version of AZ which integrates seven categories
from (Teufel and Moens, 2002) and (Mizuta et al.,
2005) - those which actually appear in abstracts.
S3: The third scheme is concept-driven and
ontology-motivated (Liakata et al., 2010). It treats
scientific papers as humanly-readable representa-
tions of scientific investigations and seeks to re-
trieve the structure of the investigation from the
paper as generic high-level Core Scientific Con-
cepts (CoreSC). The CoreSC is a 3-layer annota-
tion scheme but we only consider the first layer
in the current work. The second layer pertains to
properties of the categories (e.g. “advantage” vs.
“disadvantage” of METH, “new” vs. “old” METH

or OBJT). Such level of granularity is rare in ab-

stracts. The 3rd layer involves coreference iden-
tification between the same instances of each cat-
egory, which is also not of concern in abstracts.
With eleven categories, S3 is the most fine-grained
of our schemes. CoreSC has been previously ap-
plied to chemistry papers (Liakata et al., 2010,
2009).

3 Data: cancer risk assessment abstracts

We used as our data the corpus of CRA ab-
stracts described in (Korhonen et al., 2009) which
contains MedLine abstracts from different sub-
domains of biomedicine. The abstracts were se-
lected so that they provide rich information about
various scientific data (human, animal and cellu-
lar) used for CRA. We selected 1000 abstracts (in
random) from this corpus. The resulting data in-
cludes 7,985 sentences and 225,785 words in total.

4 Annotation of abstracts

Annotation guidelines. We used the guidelines of
Liakata for S3 (Liakata and Soldatova, 2008), and
developed the guidelines for S1 and S2 (15 pages
each). The guidelines define the unit (a sentence)
and the categories of annotation and provide ad-
vice for conflict resolution (e.g. which categories
to prefer when two or several are possible within
the same sentence), as well as examples of anno-
tated abstracts.
Annotation tool. We modified the annotation tool
of Korhonen et al. (2009) so that it could be used to
annotate abstracts according to the schemes. This
tool was originally developed for the annotation of
CRA abstracts according to the scientific evidence
they contain. The tool works as a Firefox plug-in.
Figure 1 shows an example of an abstract anno-
tated according to the three schemes.
Description of annotation. Using the guidelines
and the tool, the CRA corpus was annotated ac-
cording to each of the schemes. The annotation
proceeded scheme by scheme, independently, so
that annotations of one scheme were not based on
any of the other two. One annotator (a computa-
tional linguist) annotated all the abstracts accord-
ing to the three schemes, starting from the coarse-
grained S1, then proceeding to S2 and finally to
the finest-grained S3. It took 45, 50 and 90 hours
in total for S1, S2 and S3, respectively.
The resulting corpus. Table 2 shows the distri-
bution of sentences per scheme category in the re-
sulting corpus.
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Table 1: The Three Schemes

S1 Objective OBJ The background and the aim of the research
Method METH The way to achieve the goal
Result RES The principle findings
Conclusion CON Analysis, discussion and the main conclusions

S2 Background BKG The circumstances pertaining to the current work, situation, or its causes, history, etc.
Objective OBJ A thing aimed at or sought, a target or goal
Method METH A way of doing research, esp. according to a defined and regular plan; a special form of proce-

dure or characteristic set of procedures employed in a field of study as a mode of investigation
and inquiry

Result RES The effect, consequence, issue or outcome of an experiment; the quantity, formula, etc. obtained
by calculation

Conclusion CON A judgment or statement arrived at by any reasoning process; an inference, deduction, induc-
tion; a proposition deduced by reasoning from other propositions; the result of a discussion,
or examination of a question, final determination, decision, resolution, final arrangement or
agreement

Related work REL A comparison between the current work and the related work
Future work FUT The work that needs to be done in the future

S3 Hypothesis HYP A statement that has not been yet confirmed rather than a factual statement
Motivation MOT The reason for carrying out the investigation
Background BKG Description of generally accepted background knowledge and previous work
Goal GOAL The target state of the investigation where intended discoveries are made
Object OBJT An entity which is a product or main theme of the investigation
Experiment EXP Experiment details
Model MOD A statement about a theoretical model or framework
Method METH The means by which the authors seek to achieve a goal of the investigation
Observation OBS The data/phenomena recorded within an investigation
Result RES Factual statements about the outputs of an investigation
Conclusion CON Statements inferred from observations and results, relating to research hypothesis

Inter-annotator agreement. We measured the
inter-annotator agreement on 300 abstracts (i.e. a
third of the corpus) using three annotators (one lin-
guist, one expert in CRA, and the computational
linguist who annotated all the corpus). Accord-
ing to Cohen’s Kappa (Cohen, 1960), the inter-
annotator agreement for S1, S2, and S3 was κ =
0.84, κ = 0.85, and κ = 0.50, respectively. Ac-
cording to (Landis and Koch, 1977), the agree-
ment 0.81-1.00 is perfect and 0.41-0.60 is mod-
erate. Our results indicate that S1 and S2 are
the easiest schemes for the annotators and S3 the
most challenging. This is not surprising as S3 is
the scheme with the finest granularity. Its reliable
identification may require a longer period of train-
ing and possibly improved guidelines. Moreover,
previous annotation efforts using S3 have used do-
main experts for annotation (Liakata et al., 2009,
2010). In our case the domain expert and the lin-
guist agreed the most on S3 (κ = 0.60). For S1
and S2 the best agreement was between the lin-
guist and the computational linguist (κ = 0.87 and
κ = 0.88, respectively).

Table 2: Distribution of sentences in the scheme-
annotated CRA corpus

S1 OBJ METH RES CON
61483 39163 89575 35564 Words
2145 1396 3203 1241 Sentences
27% 17% 40% 16% Sentences

S2 BKG OBJ METH RES CON REL FUT
36828 23493 41544 89538 30752 2456 1174 Words
1429 674 1473 3185 1082 95 47 Sentences
18% 8% 18% 40% 14% 1% 1% Sentences

S3 HYP MOT BKG GOAL OBJT EXP MOD METH OBS RES CON
2676 4277 28028 10612 15894 22444 1157 17982 17402 75951 29362 Words
99 172 1088 294 474 805 41 637 744 2582 1049 Sentences
1% 2% 14% 4% 6% 10% 1% 8% 9% 32% 13% Sentences

5 Comparison of the schemes in terms of
annotations

The three schemes we have used to annotate ab-
stracts were developed independently and have
separate guidelines. Thus, even though they seem
to have some categories in common (e.g. METH,
RES, CON) this does not necessarily guarantee that
the latter cover the same information across all
three schemes. We therefore wanted to investigate
the relation between the schemes and the extent of
overlap or complementarity between them.

We used the annotations obtained with each
scheme to create three contingency matrices for
pairwise comparison. We calculated the chi-
squared Pearson statistic, the chi-squared like-
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Figure 1: An example of an abstract annotated ac-
cording to the three schemes

S1

S2

S3

lihood ratio, the contingency coefficient and
Cramer’s V (Table 3)1, all of which showed a def-
inite correlation between rows and columns for the
pairwise comparison of all three schemes.

However, none of the above measures give an
indication of the differential association between
schemes, i.e. whether it goes both directions and
to what extent. For this reason we calculated the
Goodman-Kruskal lambda L statistic (Siegel and
Castellan, 1988), which gives us the reduction in
error for predicting the categories of one annota-
tion scheme, if we know the categories assigned
according to the other. When using the categories
of S1 as the independent variables, we obtained a
lambda of over 0.72 which suggests a 72% reduc-
tion in error in predicting S2 categories and 47% in

1These are association measures for r x c tables. We used
the implementation in the vcd package of R (http://www.r-
project.org/).

predicting S3 categories. With S2 categories being
the independent variables, we obtained a reduction
in error of 88% when predicting S1 and 55% when
predicting S3 categories. The lower lambdas for
predicting S3 are hardly surprising as S3 has 11
categories as opposed to 4 and 7 for S1 and S2 re-
spectively. S3 on the other hand has strong predic-
tive power in predicting the categories of S1 and
S2 with lambdas of 0.86 and 0.84 respectively. In
terms of association, S1 and S2 seem to be more
strongly associated, followed by S1 and S3 and
then S2 and S3.

We were then interested in the correspondence
between the actual categories of the three schemes,
which is visualized in Figure 2. Looking at the
categories of S1, OBJ maps mostly to BKG and OBJ

in S2 (with a small percentage in METH and REL).
S1 OBJ maps to BKG, GOAL, HYP, MOT and OBJT

in S3 (with a small percentage in METH and MOD).
S1 METH maps to METH in S2 (with a small per-
centage in S2 OBJ) while it maps to EXP, METH

and MOD in S3 (with a small percentage in GOAL

and OBJT). S1 RES covers S2 RES and 40% REL,
whereas in S3 it covers RES, OBS and 20% MOD.
S1 CON covers S2 CON, FUT, 45% REL and a small
percentage of RES. In terms of the S2 vs S3 com-
parison, S2 BKG maps to S3 BKG, HYP, MOT and a
small percentage of OBJT and MOD. S2 CON maps
to S3 CON, with a small percentage in RES, OBS

and HYP. S2 FUT maps entirely to S3 CON. S2
METH maps to S3 METH, EXP, MOD, 20% OBJT

and a small percentage of GOAL. S2 OBJ maps
to S3 GOAL and OBJT, with 15% HYP, MOD and
MOT and a small percentage in METH. S2 REL

spans across S3 CON, RES, MOT and OBJT, albeit
in very small percentages. Finally, S2 RES maps to
S3 RES and OBS, with 25% in MOD and small per-
centages in METH, CON, OBJT. Thus, it appears
that each category in S1 maps to a couple of cate-
gories in S2 and several in S3, which in turn seem
to elaborate on the S2 categories.

Based on the above analysis of the categories,
it is reasonable to assume a subsumption relation
between the categories of the type S1 > S2 >
S3, with REL cutting across several of the S3 cat-
egories and FUT branching off S3 CON. This is
an interesting and exciting outcome given that the
three different schemes have such a different ori-
gin.
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Table 3: Association measures between schemes S1, S2, S3
S1 vs S2 S1 vs S3 S2 vs S3

X2 df P X2 df P X2 df P
Likelihood Ratio 5577.1 18 0 5363.6 30 0 6293.4 60 0
Pearson 6613.0 18 0 6371.0 30 0 8554.7 60 0
Contingency Coeff 0.842 0.837 0.871
Cramer’s V 0.901 0.885 0.725

Figure 2: Pairwise interpretation of categories of
one scheme in terms of the categories of the other.

6 Automatic identification of information
structure

6.1 Features

The first step in automatic identification of infor-
mation structure is feature extraction. We chose
a number of general purpose features suitable for
all the three schemes. With the exception of our
novel verb class feature, the features are similar to
those employed in related works, e.g. (Teufel and
Moens, 2002; Mullen et al., 2005; Hirohata et al.,
2008):
History. There are typical patterns in the infor-
mation structure, e.g. RES tends to be followed
by CON rather than by BKG. Therefore, we used
the category assigned to the previous sentence as
a feature.
Location. Categories tend to appear in typical po-
sitions in a document, e.g. BKG occurs often in the
beginning and CON at the end of the abstract. We
divided each abstract into ten equal parts (1-10),
measured by the number of words, and defined the
location (of a sentence) feature by the parts where
the sentence begins and ends.
Word. Like many text classification tasks, we em-
ployed all the words in the corpus as features.
Bi-gram. We considered each bi-gram (combina-
tion of two word features) as a feature.
Verb. Verbs are central to the meaning of sen-
tences, and can vary from one category to another.
For example, experiment is frequent in METH and
conclude in CON. Previous works have used the
matrix verb of each sentence as a feature. Because
the matrix verb is not the only meaningful verb,
we used all the verbs instead.
Verb Class. Because individual verbs can result in
sparse data problems, we also experimented with a
novel feature: verb class (e.g. the class of EXPERI-
MENT verbs for verbs such as measure and inject).
We obtained 60 classes by clustering verbs appear-
ing in full cancer risk assessment articles using the
approach of Sun and Korhonen (2009).
POS. Tense tends to vary from one category to an-
other, e.g. past is common in RES and past partici-
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ple in CON. We used the part-of-speech (POS) tag
of each verb assigned by the C&C tagger (Curran
et al., 2007) as a feature.
GR. Structural information about heads and de-
pendents has proved useful in text classification.
We used grammatical relations (GRs) returned by
the C&C parser as features. They consist of a
named relation, a head and a dependent, and pos-
sibly extra parameters depending on the relation
involved, e.g. (dobj investigate mouse). We cre-
ated features for each subject (ncsubj), direct ob-
ject (dobj), indirect object (iobj) and second object
(obj2) relation in the corpus.
Subj and Obj. As some GR features may suf-
fer from data sparsity, we collected all the subjects
and objects (appearing with any verbs) from GRs
and used them as features.
Voice. There may be a correspondence between
the active and passive voice and categories (e.g.
passive is frequent in METH). We therefore used
voice as a feature.

6.2 Methods
We used Naive Bayes (NB) and Support Vector
Machines (SVM) for classification. NB is a sim-
ple and fast method while SVM has yielded high
performance in many text classification tasks.

NB applies Bayes’ rule and Maximum Like-
lihood estimation with strong independence as-
sumptions. It aims to select the class c with maxi-
mum probability given the feature set F :

arg maxc P (c|F )=arg maxc
P (c)·P (F |c)

P (F )

=arg maxc P (c)·P (F |c)

=arg maxc P (c)·
∏

f∈F P (f |c)

SVM constructs hyperplanes in a multidimen-
sional space that separates data points of different
classes. Good separation is achieved by the hyper-
plane that has the largest distance from the nearest
data points of any class. The hyperplane has the
form w · x− b = 0, where w is the normal vector
to the hyperplane. We want to maximize the dis-
tance from the hyperplane to the data points, or the
distance between two parallel hyperplanes each of
which separates the data. The parallel hyperplanes
can be written as:
w·x−b = 1 andw·x−b = −1, and the distance

between the two is 2
|w| . The problem reduces to:

Minimize |w|
Subject to w · xi − b ≥ 1 for xi of one class,

and w · xi − b ≤ −1 for xi of the other.

7 Experimental evaluation

7.1 Preprocessing
We developed a tokenizer to detect the bound-
aries of sentences and to perform basic tokenisa-
tion, such as separating punctuation from adjacent
words e.g. in tricky biomedical terms such as 2-
amino-3,8-diethylimidazo[4,5-f]quinoxaline. We
used the C&C tools (Curran et al., 2007) for POS
tagging, lemmatization and parsing. The lemma
output was used for extracting Word, Bi-gram and
Verb features. The parser produced GRs for each
sentence from which we extracted the GR, Subj,
Obj and Voice features. We only considered the
GRs relating to verbs. The ”obj” marker in a sub-
ject relation indicates a verb in passive voice (e.g.
(ncsubj observed 14 difference 5 obj)). To control
the number of features we removed the words and
GRs with fewer than 2 occurrences and bi-grams
with fewer than 5 occurrences, and lemmatized the
lexical items for all the features.

7.2 Evaluation methods
We used Weka (Witten, 2008) for the classifica-
tion, employing its NB and SVM linear kernel. The
results were measured in terms of accuracy (the
percentage of correctly classified sentences), pre-
cision, recall, and F-Measure. We used 10-fold
cross validation to avoid the possible bias intro-
duced by relying on any one particular split of the
data. The data were randomly divided into ten
parts of approximately the same size. Each indi-
vidual part was retained as test data and the re-
maining nine parts were used as training data. The
process was repeated ten times with each part used
once as the test data. The resulting ten estimates
were then combined to give a final score. We
compare our classifiers against a baseline method
based on random sampling of category labels from
training data and their assignment to sentences on
the basis of their observed distribution.

7.3 Results
Table 4 shows F-measure results when using each
individual feature alone, and Table 5 when using
all the features but the individual feature in ques-
tion. In these two tables, we only report the results
for SVM which performed considerably better than
NB. Although we have results for most scheme
categories, the results for some are missing due to
the lack of sufficient training data (see Table 2), or
due to a small feature set (e.g. History alone).
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Table 4: F-Measure results when using each in-
dividual feature alone

a b c d e f g h i j k
S1 OBJ .39 .83 .71 .69 .52 .45 .45 .45 .54 .39 -

METH - .47 .81 .74 .63 .49 - .46 .03 .42 .51
RES - .76 .85 .86 .76 .70 .72 .69 .70 .68 .54
CON - .72 .70 .65 .63 .53 .49 .57 .68 .20 -

S2 BKG .26 .73 .69 .67 .45 .38 .56 .33 .33 .29 -
OBJ - .13 .72 .68 .54 .63 - .49 .48 .20 -
METH - .50 .81 .72 .64 .47 - .47 .03 .42 .51
RES - .76 .85 .87 .76 .72 .72 .70 .69 .68 .54
CON - .70 .73 .71 .62 .51 .40 .61 .67 .23 -
REL - - - - - - - - - - -
FUT - - - - - - - - - - -

S3 HYP - - - - .67 - - - - - -
MOT .18 .57 .70 .49 .39 .13 .36 .33 .30 .40 -
BKG - - .54 .40 .21 - - .11 .06 .06 -
GOAL - - .53 .33 .22 - .19 .31 - .25 -
OBJT - - .73 .63 .60 .10 - .26 .32 - -
EXP - .22 .63 .46 .33 .30 - .31 .07 .44 .25
MOD - - - - - - - - - - -
METH - - .82 .61 .39 .39 - .50 - .37 -
OBS - .59 .75 .71 .63 .56 .56 .54 .48 .52 .47
RES - - .87 .73 .41 .34 - .38 .24 .35 -
CON - .74 .68 .65 .65 .50 .48 .49 .55 .21 -

a-k: History, Location, Word, Bi-gram, Verb, Verb Class, POS, GR,
Subj, Obj, Voice

Looking at individual features alone, Word,
Bi-gram and Verb perform the best for all the
schemes, and History and Voice perform the worst.
In fact History performs very well on the training
data, but for the test data we can only use esti-
mates rather than the actual labels. The Voice fea-
ture works only for RES and METH for S1 and S2,
and for OBS for S3. This feature is probably only
meaningful for some of the categories.

When using all but one of the features, S1 and
S2 suffer the most from the absence of Location,
while S3 from the absence of Word/POS. Verb
Class on its own performs worse than Verb, how-
ever when combined with other features it per-
forms better: leave-Verb-out outperforms leave-
Verb Class-out.

After comparing the various combinations of
features, we found that the best selection of fea-
tures was all but the Verb for all the schemes. Ta-
ble 6 shows the results for the baseline (BL), and
the best results for NB and SVM. NB and SVM per-
form clearly better than BL for all the schemes.
The results for SVM are the best. NB yields the
highest performance with S1. Being sensitive to
sparse data, it does not perform equally well on S2
and S3 which have a higher number of categories,
some of which are low in frequency (see Table 2).

For S1, SVM finds all the four scheme categories
with the accuracy of 89%. F-measure is 90 for
OBJ, RES and CON and 81 for METH. For S2,
the classifier finds six of the seven categories, with
the accuracy of 90% and the average F-measure of

Table 5: F-Measure results using all the features and
all but one of the features

ALL A B C D E F G H I J K
S1 OBJ .90 .89 .87 .92 .90 .90 .91 .91 .91 .92 .91 .88

METH .80 .81 .80 .80 .79 .81 .79 .80 .80 .80 .81 .81
RES .88 .90 .88 .90 .88 .90 .88 .88 .88 .89 .89 .90
CON .86 .85 .82 .87 .88 .90 .90 .88 .89 .88 .88 .90

S2 BKG .91 .94 .90 .90 .93 .94 .94 .91 .93 .94 .92 .94
OBJ .72 .78 .84 .78 .83 .88 .84 .81 .83 .84 .78 .83
METH .81 .83 .80 .81 .80 .85 .80 .78 .81 .81 .82 .83
RES .88 .90 .88 .89 .88 .91 .89 .89 .90 .90 .90 .89
CON .84 .83 .77 .83 .86 .88 .86 .87 .88 .89 .88 .81
REL - - - - - - - - - - - -
FUT - 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0

S3 HYP - - - - - - - - - - - -
MOT .82 .84 .80 .76 .82 .82 .83 .78 .83 .83 .83 .83
BKG .59 .60 .60 .54 .67 .62 .62 .59 .61 .61 .62 .61
GOAL .62 .67 .67 .62 .71 .62 .67 .43 .67 .67 .67 .62
OBJT .88 .85 .83 .74 .83 .85 .83 .74 .83 .83 .83 .85
EXP .72 .68 .72 .53 .65 .70 .72 .73 .74 .74 .72 .68
MOD - - - - - - - - - - - -
METH .87 .86 .87 .66 .85 .89 .87 .88 .86 .86 .87 .86
OBS .82 .81 .84 .72 .80 .82 .81 .80 .82 .82 .81 .81
RES .87 .87 .88 .74 .87 .86 .87 .86 .87 .87 .87 .88
CON .88 .88 .82 .88 .83 .87 .87 .84 .87 .88 .87 .86

A-K: History, Location, Word, Bi-gram, Verb, Verb Class, POS, GR, Subj,
Obj, Voice
We have 1.0 for FUT in S2 probably because the size of the training data is
just right, and the model doesn’t overfit the data. We make this assumption
because we have 1.0 for almost all the categories in the training data, but only
for FUT on the test data.

Table 6: Baseline and best NB and SVM results

Acc. F-Measure
S1 OBJ METH RES CON

BL .29 .23 .23 .39 .18
NB .82 .85 .75 .85 .71
SVM .89 .90 .81 .90 .90

Acc. F-Measure
S2 BKG OBJ METH RES CON REL FUT

BL .25 .13 .08 .22 .40 .13 - -
NB .76 .79 .25 .70 .83 .66 - -
SVM .90 .94 .88 .85 .91 .88 - 1.0

Acc. F-Measure
S3 HYP MOT BKG GOAL OBJT EXP MOD METH OBS RES CON

BL .15 - .10 .06 .04 .06 .11 - .13 .24 .15 .17
NB .53 - .56 - - - .30 - .32 .61 .59 .62
SVM .81 - .82 .62 .62 .85 .70 - .89 .82 .86 .87

91 for the six categories. As with S2, METH has
the lowest performance (at 85 F-measure). The
one missing category (REL) appears in our abstract
data with very low frequency (see Table 2).

For S3, SVM uncovers as many as nine of the
11 categories with accuracy of 81%. Six cate-
gories perform well, with F-measure higher than
80. EXP, BKG and GOAL have F-measure of 70,
62 and 62, respectively. Like the missing cate-
gories HYP and MOD, GOAL is very low in fre-
quency. The lower performance of the higher fre-
quency EXP and BKG is probably due to low pre-
cision in distinguishing between EXP and METH,
and BKG and other categories, respectively.
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8 Discussion and conclusions

The results from our corpus annotation (see Ta-
ble 2) show that for the coarse-grained S1, all the
four categories appear frequently in biomedical
abstracts (this is not surprising because S1 was ac-
tually designed for abstracts). All of them can be
identified using machine learning. For S2 and S3,
the majority of categories appear in abstracts with
high enough frequency that we can conclude that
also these two schemes are applicable to abstracts.
For S2 we identified six categories using machine
learning, and for S3 as many as nine, indicating
that automatic identification of the schemes in ab-
stracts is realistic.

Our analysis in section 5 showed that there is
a subsumption relation between the categories of
the schemes. S2 and S3 provide finer-grained in-
formation about the information structure of ab-
stracts than S1, even with their 2-3 low frequency
(or missing) categories. They can be useful for
practical tasks requiring such information. For ex-
ample, considering S3, there may be tasks where
one needs to distinguish between EXP, MOD and
METH, between HYP, MOT and GOAL, or between
OBS and RES.

Ultimately, the optimal scheme will depend on
the level of detail required by the application at
hand. Therefore, in the future, we plan to conduct
task-based evaluation of the schemes in the con-
text of CRA and to evaluate the usefulness of S1-
S3 for tasks cancer risk assessors perform on ab-
stracts (Korhonen et al., 2009). Now that we have
annotated the CRA corpus for S1-S3 and have a
machine learning approach available, we are in an
excellent position to conduct this evaluation.

A key question for real-world tasks is the level
of machine learning performance required. We
plan to investigate this in the context of our task-
based evaluation. Although we employed fairly
standard text classification methodology in our ex-
periments, we obtained high performance for S1
and S2. Due to the higher number of categories
(and less training data for each of them), the over-
all performance was not equally impressive for S3
(although still quite high at 81% accuracy).

Hirohata et al. (2008) have showed that the
amount of training data can have a big impact
on our task. They used c. 50,000 Medline ab-
stracts annotated (by the authors of the Medline
abstracts) as training data for S1. When using a
small set of standard text classification features

and Conditional Random Fields (CRF) (Lafferty
et al., 2001) for classification, they obtained 95.5%
per-sentence accuracy on 1000 abstracts. How-
ever, when only 1000 abstracts were used for train-
ing the accuracy was considerably worse; their re-
ported per-abstract accuracy dropped from 68.8%
to less than 50%. Although it would be difficult to
obtain similarly huge training data for S2 and S3,
this result suggests that one key to improved per-
formance is larger training data, and this is what
we plan to explore especially for S3.

In addition we plan to improve our method. We
showed that our schemes partly overlap and that
similar features and methods tend to perform the
best / worst for each of the schemes. It is therefore
unlikely that considerable scheme specific tuning
will be necessary. However, we plan to develop
our features further and to make better use of the
sequential nature of information structure. Cur-
rently this is only represented as the History fea-
ture, which provides a narrow window view to the
category of the previous sentence. Also we plan to
compare SVM against methods such as CRF and
Maximum Entropy which have proved successful
in recent related works (Hirohata et al., 2008; Mer-
ity et al., 2009). The resulting models will be eval-
uated both directly and in the context of CRA to
provide an indication of their practical usefulness
for real-world tasks.
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Abstract
The extraction of nested, semantically rich
relationships of biological entities has re-
cently gained popularity in the biomed-
ical text mining community. To move
toward this objective, a method is pro-
posed for reconstructing original seman-
tic relationship graphs from projections,
where each node and edge is mapped to
the representative of its equivalence class,
by determining the relationship argument
combinations that represent real relation-
ships. It generalises the limited postpro-
cessing step of the method of Björne et al.
(2010) and hence extends this extraction
method to arbitrarily deep relationships
with unrestricted primary argument com-
binations. The viability of the method is
shown by successfully extracting nested
relationships in BioInfer and the corpus
of the BioNLP’09 Shared Task on Event
Extraction. The reported results, to the
best of our knowledge, are the first for the
nested relationships in BioInfer on a task
in which only named entities are given.

1 Introduction

A recent shared task in biomedical text mining,
the BioNLP’09 Shared Task on Event Extrac-
tion (Kim et al., 2009), showed that the biomed-
ical natural language processing (BioNLP) com-
munity is greatly interested in heading towards
the extraction of deep, semantically rich relation-
ships. The shared task focused on biomolecu-
lar events involving proteins and called for meth-
ods that are capable of identifying nested struc-
tures. Biomolecular events are a major cate-
gory of relationships in the biomedical domain in

which, among others, relationships involving non-
molecular entities such as diseases and static rela-
tions such as protein family memberships are also
of interest.

Earlier, well-studied extraction tasks typically
cast the problem in such a manner that relation-
ships can be considered as mutually independent
atomic units. However, as a nested semantic struc-
ture grows in its depth and in the total number
of relationship arguments, its simultaneous extrac-
tion becomes difficult, if not impossible. Systems
that bypass this problem by identifying atomic
units of nested structures in a mutually indepen-
dent manner must still decide which of the units
collectively comprise a complete structure.

Another problem arises from the fact that a sin-
gle syntactic token can refer to several, distinct re-
lationships each having a unique combination of
arguments. This is typically induced by coordi-
nations which are common in the biomedical do-
main (Pyysalo et al., 2007). As a result, aside
from the identification and classification of rela-
tionships and their potential arguments, extraction
systems have to make decisions about how many
relationships should be generated and how the ar-
guments should be distributed among them. For
example, the sentence “the binding of A and B to
DNA regulates C and D, respectively” states that
there are two binding events (A–DNA and B–DNA)
the former of which regulates C and the latter D in-
stead of, for example, that both binding events reg-
ulate both C and D or that there is a single binding
event between A, B, and DNA.

This paper focuses on addressing the afore-
mentioned problems in the case of the extrac-
tion method developed by Björne et al. (2010) for
the BioNLP’09 Shared Task and generalises this
method. Björne et al. showed that deep depen-
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Figure 1: A one-node-per-token constrained graph
(projected, B) cannot express the two distinct
phosphorylation events while an unrestricted se-
mantic graph (deprojected, A) can. A parse in the
SD scheme is illustrated in C.

dency analyses in the well-established Stanford
Dependency (SD) scheme (de Marneffe and Man-
ning, 2008) can successfully be utilised in extract-
ing graphs that express semantic entities as nodes
and relationship arguments as edges but are lim-
ited to one node per syntactic token. Nodes and
edges can be extracted in a mutually independent
manner but the resulting graph cannot necessarily
express all the real relationships. Rather, the graph
can be seen as a projection of the original graph:
each node and edge has been mapped to the rep-
resentative of its equivalence class which is deter-
mined by the node and edge types and the referred
tokens.

The research question of this paper is can the
original semantic graphs be reconstructed from
projected graphs with an independent step in an
information extraction (IE) process? The objec-
tive of deprojection is illustrated as a transforma-
tion of the graph B to the graph A in Figure 1.

To answer the question, the problem of re-
constructing complex, nested semantic structures
from their projections is formulated and a generic
deprojection method is proposed. The method
specifically addresses primary arguments, as de-
fined by the BioNLP’09 Shared Task, while leav-
ing the extension to secondary arguments as a fu-
ture work. The viability of the method is anal-
ysed with BioInfer (Pyysalo et al., 2007) and the
BioNLP’09 Shared Task corpus, both of which
containing nested structures, through an IE task
essentially identical to the BioNLP’09 Shared
Task. It is concluded that the proposed method

Figure 2: The deprojection process.

can successfully augment the method of Björne
et al. (2010) and generalise it to arbitrary graphs
of nested biomolecular relationships without the
strict restrictions of the BioNLP’09 Shared Task
while retaining its performance level. Thus, the
method can improve IE systems that produce rela-
tionships on the one-per-token basis.

2 Method

The proposed approach to deproject semantic
graphs is outlined in Figure 2. In summary, the
first transformation (grouping) alters a projected
graph such that a minimal set of classes is suf-
ficient to describe the behaviour of the nodes
and the edges. Guided by predicted class labels,
the second transformation (deprojection) then pro-
duces a deprojected graph. In the presented
method, the classification problem is solved with
machine-learning (ML) methods. Finally, corpus-
specific constraints are enforced.

2.1 Definitions

The graph representation of semantic annotation
introduced by Heimonen et al. (2008) is adopted
with some additional definitions. Semantic knowl-
edge is represented as a directed acyclic graph
(DAG) as follows.

Nodes and edges correspond to semantic en-
tities (such as protein and processes) and rela-
tionship arguments, respectively. The equality of
nodes is determined by the equality of their types
and of their references to text. Similarly, the equal-
ity of edges arises from the equality of their types
and of their end nodes.

Shallow and deep relationships consist of a
node, its outgoing edges, and its direct successors.
The latter also recursively include the successor
relationships. Nodes are equal as shallow relation-
ships if they as well as their outgoing edges are
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equal. Node equality as a deep relationship im-
poses the further requirement that the successors
are equal as deep relationships.

A valid relationship is one which is valid in
the given corpus-specific annotation scheme. Es-
pecially, it has a valid combination of arguments.

A deprojected graph (see Figure 1A) is one
in which each node represents a valid, real rela-
tionship. Several equal nodes can exist provided
they have unique combinations of outgoing edges.
Note that there is one-to-one correspondence be-
tween nodes and real relationships but many-to-
one between nodes and syntactic tokens.

A projected graph (see Figure 1B) is one
generated by mapping each node and edge of a de-
projected graph to the representative of its equiv-
alence class. That is, each node represents a set
of equal nodes of the deprojected graph, and simi-
larly for edges. As a result, each token is referred
to by at most one node1 and there is a one-to-many
correspondence between nodes and valid, real re-
lationships. Also, the edges that are mapped to
from the outgoing edges of equal nodes of the de-
projected graph are the outgoing edges of a single
node of the projected graph.

The deprojection of a semantic graph is the
task of reproducing the original graph given a pro-
jected graph. This can also be seen as a task of
finding the sets of outgoing edges that represent
all the valid, real relationships.

2.2 Grouping

The objective of the first transformation is accom-
plished with a grouping algorithm: the direct suc-
cessors of each node are grouped by their syntac-
tic and semantic roles relative to the predecessor.
The groups are represented as additional nodes
in the graph. The rationale for this grouping is
that similar arguments tend to either be mutually
exclusive (and be associated with some other ar-
guments) or together form a single relationship.
This behaviour can easily be described with two
classes: distributive and collective. For example,
in the sentence “A and B regulate C”, the entities A
and B share both the argument type (agent) and the
syntactic role (subject) relative to the relationship
regulate. They form a group and are mutually ex-
clusive (distributive) while this group forms a sin-
gle relationship (collective) together with C. As a

1given that, in the deprojected graph, a token can be re-
ferred to by multiple nodes only if they are of the same type

result, A–C and B–C pairs of regulation are gener-
ated. This approach relates to the collectivity and
distributivity of plurals which have been studied,
among others, by Scha and Stallard (1988) and
Brisson (2003).

Technically, the grouping is a series of trans-
formations in each of which a set of successors
is replaced with a single, newly-created succes-
sor and the original successors become the succes-
sors of this node. The successors are first trivially
grouped by the corresponding edge type. Finally,
they are recursively grouped by syntactic similar-
ity until they form a single group or multiple sin-
gleton groups. As a result, nested groups are gen-
erated.

The groups by syntax are determined by first
mapping both the predecessor and the successors
into the referred tokens in the syntactic graph.
Then, the tokens referred to by the predecessor
are removed if they are not also referred to by
any of the successors. This removal step is recur-
sively applied to the predecessors of the removed
tokens. As a result, the syntactic graph is decom-
posed into several connected components, each of
which representing a group. Thus, two successors
are grouped if their referred tokens belong to the
same connected component.

2.3 Deprojection

The second transformation is guided by node class
labels (Figure 3). A collective node remains un-
changed: its successors are kept together. In con-
trast, a distributive node is duplicated for each out-
going edge and the edges are distributed, one edge
per duplicate. These node classes are enough to
solve most of the cases in the analysed data sets.
However, especially in BioInfer, this is not suf-
ficient since the duplicates of a distributive node
may themselves be either collective or distributive
under their predecessor.

To adequately describe the behaviour of the du-
plicates generated by a single distributive node,
the incoming edges of each distributive node are
classified as collective or distributive (Figure 4).
The duplication of a node also duplicates its in-
coming edges which are then processed by the as-
signed class labels as follows. In the case of a col-
lective edge, the generated duplicates of the edge
share the predecessor and are thus arguments in
a single relationship. In contrast, a distributive
edge induces the duplication of the predecessor re-
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Figure 3: The effect of assigning collective or dis-
tributive class labels (marked as <?>) to a node in
the deprojection process.

Figure 4: Correct node and edge class labels for
the projected graph of the phrase “Coexpression
and subsequent DNA-binding of X and Y pro-
teins” (A) and the resulting deprojected graph (B).

lationships such that, as a result, the generated du-
plicate edges do not share any predecessors.

In Figure 4A, the node proteins is distributive
because it represents two distinct nodes: one per-
taining to X, another to Y. These two nodes are
involved in the same coexpression relationship but
in different binding relationships. Hence the in-
coming edges of the node proteins are collective
and distributive, respectively.

Since the two transformation steps do not en-
force corpus-specific constraints, a trivial algo-
rithm is utilised to decompose relationships with
invalid argument combinations into multiple valid
relationships. In an ideal situation, this step makes
no transformations. This is also used as a part of
the baseline method (see Section 3.3).

2.4 Machine-learning and features
For node and edge classifications, the C4.5 deci-
sion tree (Quinlan, 1993), and its J48 implemen-
tation in the Weka package, was utilised because
its models can easily be examined. This facili-
tates the analysis of the problem and the further
development of the solution. The default parame-

ters were used since no improvement was gained
with alternative parameters in preliminary experi-
ments. The applied feature set emphasises higher-
level features obtained from the semantic and syn-
tactic graphs. It consists of three main groups: se-
mantic, syntactic, and morphological.

Semantic features contain information gath-
ered from the semantic graph as well as from the
type hierarchies. For nodes, these features consists
of the node type as well as the presence, count and
combination of outgoing edge types. The count of
successor groups and the distance to the first non-
group predecessor are also included. For edges,
the node features are generated for both the suc-
cessor and the predecessor in addition to the type
of the edge.

Syntactic features include the minimum syn-
tactic distance2 from the predecessor to the suc-
cessors as well as between the successors. Also,
in the case of the unit distance, the corresponding
dependency type is included.

Morphological features consist of the Porter
stems (Porter, 1980) and the part-of-speech tags of
the referred tokens as well as the presence and the
Porter stems of the tokens that are shared between
the successors.

All features are also generated from the first
non-group predecessor (which may be the node it-
self) to capture the original relationship node when
processing a group node. The majority of the fea-
tures are Boolean-valued in order to allow several
values of a single property. This is utilised in fea-
tures representing hierarchical knowledge (such as
node and dependency types) as well as stem fea-
tures. For example, a node receives true for the
node type feature of its actual type as well as of its
supertypes in the hierarchy.

3 Resources and experiments

An array of experiments was performed to anal-
yse the deprojection problem and the proposed
solution. Firstly, the same experiments were
performed on two corpora, BioInfer and the
BioNLP’09 Shared Task corpus in order to eval-
uate the effect of the annotation scheme to the
properties of the problem. Secondly, the deprojec-
tion algorithm was applied to both projected gold-
standard graphs and to predicted graphs in order to
study the effect of the accuracy of the input graph.
Thirdly, the effect of the quality of the parse was

2semantic nodes mapped into the referred tokens
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examined by employing various parses including
the BioInfer gold-standard annotation.

3.1 Data

BioInfer is a corpus of 1100 sentences selected
from 836 publication abstracts available through
PubMed. For this paper, the abstracts were ran-
domly sampled in the ratio 2:1:1 into the train-
ing, development, and test sets. In contrast, the
BioNLP’09 Shared Task corpus consists of the
training, development, and test sets of 800, 150,
and 260 abstracts, respectively. Since the anno-
tation of the test set is not publicly available and
the evaluation server does not provide the required
details for the analysis, the development set was
used as the test set and a random sample of 150
abstracts was cut from the training set to form the
development set.

In this study, the task 1 annotation with the pro-
tein equivalence relations removed was used as the
BioNLP’09 Shared Task data set. In this anno-
tation, relationships are positively asserted, have
only Theme and Cause arguments and are anno-
tated only for one of the equivalent proteins. Fur-
thermore, each node refers to at least one token
in the syntactic graph. The BioInfer semantic an-
notation was transformed into a similar form by
removing negation (NOT), equivalence (EQUAL),
and reference nodes (COREFER, REL-ENT). Fur-
thermore, to create a fully text-bound subset, fam-
ily memberships relations (MEMBER) were re-
solved into single edges and suitable references to
text were added for the remaining unbound nodes
when possible. In an extreme case, an unbound
relationship was discarded. As a result, the differ-
ences to the BioNLP’09 Shared Task data set were
minimised to additional node and edge types re-
flecting the wider selection of primary arguments.

All employed parses follow the SD scheme.
BioInfer contains uncollapsed gold-standard
parses while the BioNLP’09 Shared Task corpus
includes parses, in the collapsed representation,
generated by the parser of Charniak and Johnson
(2005) using the model of McClosky and Char-
niak (2008). For both corpora, additional parses
were produced with the improved version of the
aforementioned system created by McClosky
(2009). These parses were transformed into
both the collapsed and the conjunct dependency
propagated representations with the tools pro-
vided by de Marneffe et al. (2006). All parses

were further augmented by splitting tokens at
non-alphanumeric characters that border named
entities and connecting the newly-created tokens
with dependencies denoting the character.

3.1.1 Predicted graphs
The predicted semantic graphs were obtained as
a result of an extraction task adopted from the
BioNLP’09 Shared Task. In this task, named en-
tities are given as gold-standard annotation and
their relationships are to be extracted by identify-
ing text spans, determining types, and assigning
arguments.

The predicted graphs were produced with the
system developed for the BioNLP’09 Shared Task
by Björne et al. (2010). The system has two
machine-learning steps. First, relationship nodes
are predicted, one per token, based only on the
syntax and the given named entity nodes. Next,
outgoing edges are predicted for the relationship
nodes. As a result, a projected graph is obtained.
With the graph representation, the system can
transparently be trained for both the BioNLP’09
Shared Task corpus and BioInfer regardless of the
differences in their annotation schemes.

The two prediction steps utilise the
SVMmulticlass implementation of a multi-
class support vector machine (Crammer and
Singer, 2002; Tsochantaridis et al., 2004). In this
study, the steps were independently optimised
for model parameters and, in contrast to the
original training procedure, the recall boosting
optimisation was omitted due to limited resources
available. When training the edge prediction, the
gold-standard relationship nodes were used.

In the graph prediction, the conjunct depen-
dency propagated parses produced with the parser
of McClosky (2009) were systematically applied.

3.2 Experiments
Original gold-standard graphs were used in gen-
erating decision tree models as well as subjected
to projection. Predicted graphs and the projected
gold-standard graphs were deprojected with the
models. The evaluation of the deprojected graphs
was performed against the original graphs.

During the system development, the training
and development sets were available and the data
were thoroughly analysed. The progress was esti-
mated by training the system with the former and
testing against the latter. The final results were
obtained on the test sets by applying the system
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trained on the combined training–development set.
For analysis, also the baseline method and the
method of Björne et al. (2010) were evaluated on
the test sets.

3.3 Baselines
The baselines were designed to reflect an IE sys-
tem following the one-node-per-token principle
without an advanced postprocessing but still en-
forcing the annotation scheme constraints.

With the strict specifications of the BioNLP’09
Shared Task, a sound baseline is obtained sim-
ply by enforcing the constraints through a minimal
set of changes. Nodes with outgoing Cause and
Theme edges are duplicated into all Cause–Theme
pairs. Binding nodes remain unchanged since they
can have several Theme arguments while the oth-
ers are treated as distributive nodes with distribu-
tive incoming edges.

Although BioInfer is less restricted with respect
to valid argument combinations, a feasible base-
line can be obtained by adapting the BioNLP’09
Shared Task baseline algorithm. Cause–Theme is
replaced with agent–patient while Binding is ex-
tended to symmetric relationships (i.e. participant
arguments). In addition, relationships with sub
arguments are treated as collective which reflects
multiple components in a single complex. These
changes were also applied to the method of Björne
et al. (2010) when analysing BioInfer.

3.4 Evaluation
The standard precision–recall–F1 metrics was
used in the evaluation. True/false positive/negative
instances were determined by the equality of the
nodes as relationships: pairs of equal nodes were
true positives while unique nodes in the depro-
jected and the original graph were false positives
and false negatives, respectively.

The equality of references to text was deter-
mined after removing the tokens found in a non-
exhaustive list of common stop-words including
prepositions, articles, and non-alphanumeric char-
acters. This relaxes an unnecessary requirement of
the node prediction step to find also those tokens
in the BioInfer annotation that do not contribute to
the semantics of the nodes. For example, preposi-
tions should be associated with edges rather than
nodes.

The F1-scores were further analysed with the
Wilcoxon signed-rank test (Wilcoxon, 1945), as
implemented in Scipy v. 0.7.0, by considering

BioInfer

gold predicted

method total symm. total symm.

baseline 88.26 63.62 29.38 18.64
Björne et al. 89.15 72.35 29.14 20.37

proposed 92.42 78.79 30.79 24.47

BioNLP’09

gold predicted

method total symm. total symm.

baseline 92.52 64.15 43.70 21.05
Björne et al. 94.51 83.37 45.13 35.21

proposed 95.08 84.32 45.32 36.63

Table 1: The F1-scores on the test sets. Total
is cumulative over all nodes with outgoing edges
while symm. refers to the symmetric types. Gold
and predicted refer to the experiments with gold-
standard and predicted graphs, respectively.

each document as an experiment and using the
95% confidence level.

4 Results and discussion

The following discussion focuses on the deep re-
lationship equality as the evaluation criterion be-
cause it reflects the relationships of interest by re-
quiring the identification of the pertaining named
entities. Also, the discussion only considers the
experiments performed with the conjunct depen-
dency propagated parses obtained with the parser
of McClosky (2009) because switching parses did
not produce statistically significant differences in
performance. Note that the results are not compa-
rable to those of Björne et al. (2010) because the
graph prediction was not fully optimised.

With respect to the deprojection task, BioInfer
was found to be similar to the BioNLP’09 Shared
Task corpus: it contains symmetric relationships
(c.f. Binding), asymmetric relationships (c.f. Reg-
ulation), and single-argument relationships. Only
the symmetric relationships are a challenge in the
deprojection task because they can have an arbi-
trary number of arguments. In contrast, the base-
line F1-scores for the others are above 94% on the
gold-standard graphs.

Table 1 shows the F1-scores on the test sets
of BioInfer and the BioNLP’09 Shared Task cor-
pus for the overall performance as well as for
the symmetric relationships only. The proposed
method outperforms the two other methods in all
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experiments and the ∆F1 against the proposed
method are statistically significant with the ex-
ception of the method of Björne et al. (2010) on
the BioNLP’09 Shared Task corpus. Although
not conclusively better than the earlier, specialised
method in its own task, the proposed method
successfully achieves the intended generalisation
without an adverse effect.

The observed improvement over the method of
Björne et al. (2010) is likely due to two factors.
First, using machine-learning rather than a sim-
ple rule-based system allows for more accurate
modelling of the problem. Second, the proposed
method can handle a wider variety of cases due to
the classification of edges. For example, the graph
in Figure 4A can correctly be deprojected, which
is not possible for the earlier method. However,
the latter factor is only effective on BioInfer, the
more complex of the two corpora, which is con-
sistent with the observed statistical significances.

The proposed deprojection method is currently
limited to the phenomena encountered in the two
analysed corpora since the decision to use binary
classification was based on the experimental ob-
servation that neither class is appropriate only in
rare cases. More classes will be needed to further
generalise and improve the system. One such class
could be respective which denotes a selective pair-
ing of sibling nodes. For example, the sentence
“A and B binds C and D, respectively” currently
results in false positive pairs A–D and B–C. Sim-
ilarly, adding secondary arguments (e.g. location)
and relationship modifiers (e.g. negation) into con-
sideration is likely to necessitate new, more com-
plex transformations and their respective classes.
Also, to filter out incorrectly predicted edges will
require the introduction of additional classes. The
critical question is whether a reasonably small set
of classes with extensive enough a coverage can
be found.

Another limitation is that the approach expects
an annotation scheme in which relationship argu-
ments have the tendency of following syntactic
dependencies as observed for BioInfer by Björne
et al. (2008). This expectation may deteriorate the
performance on highly refined schemes which do
not consider syntax. On the other hand, since it
relies more on the syntactic than on the biolog-
ical properties of the relationships, the proposed
approach should be applicable beyond the domain

of biomolecular events (e.g. to gene–disease rela-
tionships or static relations).

The F1-scores in Table 1 indicate that the
BioNLP’09 Shared Task corpus is easier to ex-
tract than BioInfer. This is likely due to the nar-
rower scope and the stricter constraints of the
former. In absolute terms, the proposed method
yields the largest improvement over the baseline
on the gold-standard graphs which suggests that
it is negatively affected by the presence of false
nodes/edges or that the predicted graphs contain
relatively more relationships that are trivially de-
projected. On the other hand, in relative terms, the
largest improvements are observed for symmetric
relationships in the BioNLP’09 Shared Task cor-
pus but overall in BioInfer. This is likely due to the
differences in the relationship type distributions.

The system recently developed by Miwa et al.
(2010), based on the architecture of Björne et al.
(2010), utilises a ML-based deprojection which
enumerates all possible argument combinations
and classifies them as positive or negative. While
this approach may be prohibitively expensive in
more complex schemes in which the number of
arguments and their types is higher, it should out-
perform the proposed method on the BioNLP’09
Shared Task corpus. Since Miwa et al. do not
analyse the contribution of the deprojection to the
overall performance, a direct comparison of the
two methods is impossible. In any case, the sys-
tems of Björne et al. (2010) and Miwa et al. (2010)
demonstrate the success of the architecture using
deprojection and further motivate the investigation
of deprojection methods.

4.1 Future directions

In the future, the proposed method will be stud-
ied and further improved with two other corpora,
GENIA Event Annotation (Kim et al., 2008) and
Gene Regulation Event Corpus (Thompson et al.,
2009), which are similar in their purpose com-
pared to the already-analysed corpora. The former
corpus is interesting because of the co-operativity
of event participants which relaxes the restrictions
on asymmetric relationships while the latter con-
tains an extensive annotation for non-primary ar-
guments. The method could also be examined
with the static relation extraction task recently in-
troduced by Pyysalo et al. (2009).

In addition to improving the method and ex-
tending it to non-primary arguments, embedding
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the presented approach to a joint inference system,
such as Markov Logic Network (MLN), will be
studied. Deprojection is likely to greatly benefit
methods based on Markov Logic which is “not yet
able to deal with cases where the number and iden-
tity of entities is unknown, while relations/links
between known objects can be readily modelled”
(Riedel et al., 2009). The objective is to combine
the graph prediction and the deprojection steps
as well as to simultaneously enforce task-specific
constraints and adapt to the presence of false pos-
itive nodes and edges. This should be achiev-
able by extending the methods developed for the
BioNLP’09 Shared Task corpus by Riedel et al.
(2009) or by Poon and Vanderwende (2010), both
of which determine the correct argument combi-
nations outside of the Markov Logic framework.

Semantic role labelling (SRL) is a task simi-
lar to the graph-based relationship extraction ap-
plied in this paper although the former typically
only concerns shallow predicate–argument struc-
tures (Hacioglu, 2004; Surdeanu et al., 2008). The
similarities between the tasks suggest that explor-
ing them jointly may benefit the development of
information extraction methods.

In the long term, semantic schemes should be
developed such that, ideally, all syntactic tokens
are considered for their semantics and semantic
relationships readily follow from their dependen-
cies. Such schemes, closely following the syn-
tax, could improve both the graph prediction and
the deprojection. In this research direction, graph-
based knowledge representations such as concep-
tual graphs (Sowa, 1976; Chein and Mugnier,
2008) or graphical logical forms such as the one
proposed by Allen et al. (2008) could be adopted.

Given the frequency of coordinations in the
biomedical domain, deprojection may prove to
be useful in the development of deep semantic
parsing in the biomedical domain. For example,
with improved semantic schemes, it could provide
a means to generate complete, detailed semantic
graphs directly from deep dependency analyses in
a single-step by applying joint inference to achieve
simultaneous node/edge relabelling and graph de-
projection.

5 Conclusions

This study presents a method for reconstructing
the original semantic graphs from their projections
by determining the correct combinations of rela-

tionship arguments. It generalises the postprocess-
ing step of the system described by Björne et al.
(2010) and extends the extraction capability of this
system to arbitrary graphs of nested biomolecular
relationships. The evaluation of the method on
BioInfer and the BioNLP’09 Shared Task corpus
indicates that the approach is viable for primary
relationship arguments. For BioInfer, the outcome
is, to the best of our knowledge, the first reported
result of the task of extracting the nested relation-
ships in its original version.

The presented method facilitates an IE approach
in which the identification of semantic entities is
performed on the one-entity-per-token basis and
relationship arguments are identified in a mutu-
ally independent manner disregarding the seman-
tics of the argument combinations. The method
handles the selection of the correct argument com-
binations, which is non-trivial particularly when
coordinations are involved, and generates the final
output in which a single token can refer to several
entities. This approach improves the utilisation of
deep dependency analyses by simplifying the cor-
relation between them and semantic graphs. Due
to its independent nature, the method can be cou-
pled to any system identifying relationships on the
one-per-token basis.

The implemented system will be available upon
request.
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Abstract
Adverse reactions to drugs are among the
most common causes of death in industri-
alized nations. Expensive clinical trials are
not sufficient to uncover all of the adverse
reactions a drug may cause, necessitating
systems for post-marketing surveillance,
or pharmacovigilance. These systems
have typically relied on voluntary report-
ing by health care professionals. However,
self-reported patient data has become an
increasingly important resource, with ef-
forts such as MedWatch from the FDA al-
lowing reports directly from the consumer.
In this paper, we propose mining the re-
lationships between drugs and adverse re-
actions as reported by the patients them-
selves in user comments to health-related
websites. We evaluate our system on a
manually annotated set of user comments,
with promising performance. We also re-
port encouraging correlations between the
frequency of adverse drug reactions found
by our system in unlabeled data and the
frequency of documented adverse drug re-
actions. We conclude that user comments
pose a significant natural language pro-
cessing challenge, but do contain useful
extractable information which merits fur-
ther exploration.

1 Introduction

It is estimated that approximately 2 million pa-
tients in the United States are affected each year by
severe adverse drug reactions, resulting in roughly
100,000 fatalities. This makes adverse drug re-
actions the fourth leading cause of death in the

U.S, following cancer and heart diseases (Giaco-
mini et al., 2007). It is estimated that $136 bil-
lion is spent annually on treating adverse drug re-
actions in the U.S., and other nations face simi-
lar difficulties (van Der Hooft et al., 2006; Leone
et al., 2008). Unfortunately, the frequency of ad-
verse drug reactions is often under-estimated due
to a reliance on voluntary reporting (Bates et al.,
2003; van Der Hooft et al., 2006).

While severe adverse reactions have received
significant attention, less attention has been di-
rected to the indirect costs of more common
adverse reactions such as nausea and dizziness,
which may still be severe enough to motivate the
patient to stop taking the drug. The literature
shows, however, that non-compliance is a major
cause of the apparent failure of drug treatments,
and the resulting economic costs are estimated to
be quite significant (Urquhart, 1999; Hughes et al.,
2001). Thus, detecting and characterizing adverse
drug reactions of all levels of severity is critically
important, particularly in an era where the demand
for personalized health care is high.

1.1 Definitions

An adverse drug reaction is generally defined as
an unintended, harmful reaction suspected to be
caused by a drug taken under normal conditions
(World Health Organization, 1966; Lee, 2006).
This definition is sufficiently broad to include such
conditions as allergic reactions, drug tolerance,
addiction or aggravation of the original condition.
A reaction is considered severe if it “results in
death, requires hospital admission or prolonga-
tion..., results in persistent or significant disabil-
ity/incapacity, or is life-threatening,” or if it causes
a congenital abnormality (Lee, 2006).
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1.2 Pharmacovigilance

The main sources of adverse drug reaction in-
formation are clinical trials and post-marketing
surveillance instruments made available by the
Food and Drug Administration (FDA), Centers
for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) in the
United States, and similar governmental agencies
worldwide. The purpose of a clinical trial, how-
ever, is only to determine whether a product is
effective and to detect common serious adverse
events. Clinical trials, by their nature and pur-
pose, are focused on a limited number of par-
ticipants selected by inclusion/exclusion criteria
reflecting specific subject characteristics (demo-
graphic, medical condition and diagnosis, age).
Thus, major uncertainties about the safety of the
drug remain when the drug is made available to
a wider population over longer periods of time,
in patients with co-morbidities and in conjunction
with other medications or when taken for off-label
uses not previously evaluated.

Recently, the regulatory bodies of both the U.S.
and the U.K. have begun programs for patient re-
porting of adverse drug reactions. Studies have
shown that patient reporting is of similar qual-
ity to that of health professionals, and there is
some evidence that patients are more likely to
self-report adverse drug reactions when they be-
lieve the health professionals caring for them have
not paid sufficient attention to an adverse reaction
(Blenkinsopp et al., 2007). In general, however,
the FDA advocates reporting only serious events
through MedWatch.

Self-reported patient information captures a
valuable perspective that might not be captured in
a doctor’s office, clinical trial, or even in the most
sophisticated surveillance software. For this rea-
son, the International Society of Drug Bulletins
asserted in 2005 that “patient reporting systems
should periodically sample the scattered drug ex-
periences patients reported on the internet.”

1.3 Social Networks

Social networks focusing on health related topics
have seen rapid growth in recent years. Users in
an online community often share a wide variety
of personal medical experiences. These interac-
tions can take many forms, including blogs, mi-
croblogs and question/answer discussion forums.
For many reasons, patients often share health ex-
periences with each other rather than in a clini-

cal research study or with their physician (Davi-
son et al., 2000). Such social networks bridge
the geographical gap between people, allowing
them to connect with patients who share similar
conditions–something that might not be possible
in the real world.

In this paper we propose and evaluate automat-
ically extracting relationships between drugs and
adverse reactions in user posts to health-related
social network websites. We anticipate this tech-
nique will provide valuable additional confirma-
tion of suspected associations between drugs and
adverse reactions. Moreover, it is possible this
technique may eventually provide the ability to
detect novel associations earlier than with current
methods.

2 Related Work

In the work closest in purpose to this study, two
reviewers manually analyzed 1,374 emails to the
BBC and 862 messages on a discussion forum re-
garding a link between the drug paroxetine and
several adverse reactions including withdrawal
symptoms and suicide (Medawara et al., 2002).
The authors concluded that the user reports con-
tained clear evidence of linkages that the voluntary
reporting system then in place had not detected.

Not much work has been done to automatically
extract adverse reactions from text, other than the
SIDER side effect resource, which was created by
mining drug insert literature (Kuhn et al., 2010).
There is, however, significant literature support for
mining more general concepts, such as diseases.
MetaMap is a primarily lexical system for map-
ping concepts in biomedical text to concepts in
the UMLS Metathesaurus (Aronson, 2001). The
ConText system categorizes findings in clinical
records as being negated, hypothetical, or histor-
ical (Harkema et al., 2009).

Most of the work on finding diseases concerns
either biomedical text or clinical records. A no-
table exception is the BioCaster system, which de-
tects infectious disease outbreaks by mining news
reports posted to the web (Collier et al., 2008).

Health social networks have become a popular
way for patients to share their health related expe-
riences. A considerable amount of research has
been devoted to this area (Moturu et al., 2008),
but most of this work has focused on the study of
social interactions and quality evaluation instead
of text mining. Automated information extrac-
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tion from health social network websites remains
largely unexplored.

3 Data Preparation

We used the DailyStrength1 health-related social
network as the source of user comments in this
study. DailyStrength allows users to create pro-
files, maintain friends and join various disease-
related support groups. It serves as a resource for
patients to connect with others who have similar
conditions, many of whom are friends solely on-
line. As of 2007, DailyStrength had an average
of 14,000 daily visitors, each spending 82 minutes
on the site and viewing approximately 145 pages
(comScore Media Metrix Canada, 2007).

3.1 Data Acquisition

To efficiently gather user comments about spe-
cific drugs from the DailyStrength site, we im-
plemented a highly parallelized automatic web
crawler. All data was scraped from the raw
HTML using regular expressions since the site has
no open API. Users indicate a specific treatment
when posting comments to DailyStrength, how-
ever we filter treatments which are not drugs. For
each user comment we extracted the user ID, dis-
ease name, drug name, and comment text. While
more information about each user is available at
the site (gender, age, self-declared location, and
length of membership at the site), we limited our
data usage to just the comment data. The Dai-
lyStrength Privacy Policy states that comments
made by users will be publicly available. All
data was gathered in accordance with the Dai-
lyStrength Terms of Service, and to respect fair
use the data will not be made publicly available
without permission from the site.

3.2 Preparing the Lexicon

To enable finding adverse reactions in the user
comments, we created a lexicon by combining
terms and concepts from four resources.

The UMLS Metathesaurus is a resource con-
taining many individual biomedical vocabularies
(National Library of Medicine, 2008). We utilized
a subset limited to the COSTART vocabulary cre-
ated by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration for
post-marketing surveillance of adverse drug reac-
tions, which contains 3,787 concepts.

1http://www.dailystrength.org

The SIDER side effect resource contains 888
drugs linked with 1,450 adverse reaction terms
extracted from pharmaceutical insert literature
(Kuhn et al., 2010). We used the raw term found
in the literature and the associated UMLS concept
identifier (CUI).

The Canada Drug Adverse Reaction Database,
or MedEffect2, contains associations between
10,192 drugs and 3,279 adverse reactions, which
we used to create a list of adverse reaction terms.
We found many adverse reaction terms with very
similar meanings, for example “appetite exagger-
ated,” and “appetite increased,” which we grouped
together manually.

We also included a small set of colloquial
phrases we located manually in a subset of the
DailyStrength comments and mapped to UMLS
CUIs. This list is available3, and includes the
terms “throw up,” meaning vomit, “gain pounds,”
meaning weight gain, and “zonked out,” meaning
somnolence.

We considered all terms which are associated
with the same UMLS concept identifier (CUI) as
synonymous and grouped them into a single con-
cept. We also merged all concepts containing a
term in common into a single unified concept. Our
lexicon contains 4,201 unified concepts, each con-
taining between one and about 200 terms.

4 Annotation

We annotated comments relating to the following
4 drugs: carbamazepine, olanzapine, trazodone,
and ziprasidone. These drugs were chosen be-
cause they are known to cause adverse reactions
and we could verify our results with close collabo-
rators. We retained but did not annotate comments
for the drugs aspirin and ciprofloxacin; these com-
ments are used during evaluation. Our data con-
tains a total of 6,890 comment records. User com-
ments were selected for annotation randomly and
were independently annotated by two annotators.

Annotator 1 has a BS in biology, 10 years nurs-
ing experience in the behavioral unit of a long term
care facility, and has dispensed all of the drugs an-
notated. Annotator 2 has a BS and an MS in neuro-
science, and has work experience in data manage-
ment for pharmaceutical-related clinical research
and post-marketing drug surveillance.

2http://www.hc-sc.gc.ca/dhp-mps/medeff/index-eng.php
3http://diego.asu.edu/downloads/adrs
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Concept Definition
Adverse
effect

A reaction to the drug experienced by the
patient, which the user considered nega-
tive

Beneficial
effect

A reaction to the drug experienced by the
patient, which the user considered posi-
tive

Indication The condition for which the patient is tak-
ing the drug

Other A disease or reaction related term not
characterizable as one of the above

Table 1: The concepts annotated in this study and
their definitions.

4.1 Concepts Annotated

Each comment was annotated for mentions of ad-
verse effects, beneficial effects, indications and
other terms, as defined in table 1. Each annota-
tion included the span of the mention and the name
of the concept found, using entries from the lexi-
con described in section 3.2. Each annotation also
indicates whether it refers to an adverse effect, a
beneficial effect, an indication or an other term,
which we shall call its characterization.

4.2 Annotation Practices

There are four aspects which require careful con-
sideration when characterizing mentions. First,
the stated concept may or may not be actually
experienced by the patient; mentions of concepts
not experienced by the patient were categorized as
other. Second, the user may state that the con-
cept is the reason for taking the drug. If so, the
mention was categorized as an indication. Third,
the concept may be an effect caused by the drug.
In this case, the mention is categorized as either
an adverse effect or a beneficial effect based on
whether the user considers the effect a positive
one. This requires some judgment regarding what
people normally view as positive – while sleepi-
ness is normally an adverse effect, someone suf-
fering from insomnia would consider it a benefi-
cial effect, regardless of whether insomnia is the
primary reason for taking the drug. Mentions of
concepts which were experienced by the patient
but neither an effect of the drug nor the reason for
taking it were also categorized as other. Concepts
were characterized as an adverse effect unless the
context indicated otherwise.

Comments not containing a mention or that only
indicated the presence of an adverse effect (“Gave

me weird side effects”) were discarded. If more
than one mention occurred in a comment, then
each mention was annotated separately.

Some comments clearly mentioned an adverse
reaction, but the reaction itself was ambiguous.
For example, in the comment “It did the job when
I was really low. However, I BALLOONED on
it,” the annotator could infer “BALLOONED” to
mean either weight gain or edema. A frequent ex-
ample is colloquial terms such as “zombie,” which
could be interpreted as a physiological effect (e.g.
fatigue) or a cognitive effect (e.g. mental dull-
ness). In such cases, each mention was annotated
by using both the context of the mention and an-
notator’s knowledge of the effects of the drug.

Spans were annotated by choosing the mini-
mum span of characters from the comment that
would maintain the meaning of the term. Lo-
cating the mention boundaries was straightfor-
ward in many cases, even when descriptive words
were in the middle of the term (“It works bet-
ter than the other meds ive taken but I am
gaining some weight”). However some com-
ments were not as simple (“it works but the
pounds are packing on”).

4.3 Corpus Description

A total of 3,600 comments were annotated, a sam-
ple of which can be seen in table 2. We reserved
450 comments for system development. The an-
notators found 1,260 adverse effects, 391 indica-
tions, 157 beneficial effects and 78 other, for a to-
tal of 1,886 annotations.

We measured the agreement between annotators
by calculating both kappa (κ) (Cohen, 1960) and
inter-annotator agreement (IAA). For κ, we con-
sidered agreement to mean that the concept terms
were in the same unified concept from the lexicon
and the characterization of the mentions matched,
since there is no standard method for calculating
κ which includes the span. For IAA, we added
the constraint that the annotation spans must over-
lap, since discussions of IAA typically include the
span. Using these definitions, κ was calculated to
be 85.6% and IAA to be 85.3%4.

5 Text Mining

Since the drug name is specified by the user when
the comment is submitted to DailyStrength, no ex-

4κ>IAA here due to the different definitions of agree-
ment.
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Sample Comments Annotations
hallucinations and weight gain “hallucinations” - hallucinations: adverse effect; “weight gain”

- weight gain: adverse effect

This has helped take the edge off of my constant sorrow.
It has also perked up my appetite. I had lost a lot of
weight and my doctor was concerned.

“constant sorrow” - depression: indication; “perked up my ap-
petite” - appetite increased: beneficial effect; “lost a lot of
weight” - weight loss: other

It worked well, but doctor didn’t asked for the treatment
to continue once my husband was doing well again.

none

ARGH! Got me nicely hypomanic for two weeks, then
pooped out on me and just made me gain a half pound
a day so I had to stop.

“hypomanic” - hypomania: beneficial effect; “pooped out” -
tolerance: adverse effect; “gain a half a pound a day” - weight
gain: adverse effect

Works to calm mania or depression but zonks me and
scares me about the diabetes issues reported.

“mania” - mania: indication; “depression” - depression: indi-
cation; “zonks me” - somnolence: adverse effect; “diabetes” -
diabetes: other

Works for my trigeminal neuralgia. Increasing to see if
it helps stabalize mood. Fatigue!

“trigeminal neuralgia” - trigeminal neuralgia: indication; “sta-
balize mood” - emotional instability: indication; “Fatigue” -
fatigue: adverse effect

Take for seizures and bipolar works well “seizures” - seizures: indication; “bipolar” - bipolar disorder:
indication

fatty patti! “fatty” - weight gain: adverse effect

Table 2: An illustrative selection of uncorrected comments submitted to the DailyStrength health-related
social networking website, and their associated annotations.

traction was necessary for drug names. To ex-
tract the adverse drug reactions from the user
comments, we implemented a primarily lexical
method, utilizing the lexicon discussed in section
3.2.

5.1 Methods Used
Each user comment was split into sentences using
the Java sentence breaker, tokenized by splitting at
whitespace and punctuation, and tagged for part-
of-speech using the Hepple tagger (Hepple, 2000).
Stop-words were removed from both user com-
ments and lexical terms5. Tokens were stemmed
using the Snowball implementation of the Porter2
stemmer6.

Terms from the lexicon were found in the user
comments by comparing a sliding window of to-
kens from the comment to each token in the lexical
term. The size of the window is configurable and
set to 5 for this study since that is the number of
tokens in the longest term found by the annotators.
Using a sliding window allows the tokens to be in
different orders and for there to be irrelevant to-
kens between the relevant ones, as in weight gain
and “gained a lot of weight.”

Since user comments contain many spelling er-
rors, we used the Jaro-Winkler measurement of
string similarity to compare the individual tokens

5http://ir.dcs.gla.ac.uk/resources/linguistic utils/stop words
6http://snowball.tartarus.org

(Winkler, 1999). We scored the similarity between
the window of tokens in the user comment and the
tokens in the lexical term by pairing them as an
assignment problem (Burkard et al., 2009). We
then summed the similarities of the individual to-
kens and normalized the result by the number of
tokens in the lexical term. This score is calculated
for both the original tokens and the stemmed to-
kens in the window, and the final score is taken to
be the higher of the two scores. The lexical term is
considered to be present in a user comment if the
final score is greater than a configurable threshold.

We noted that most mentions could be cate-
gorized by using the closest verb to the left of
the mention, as in “taking for seizures.” As this
study focuses on adverse effects, we implemented
a filtering method to remove indications, benefi-
cial effects, and other mentions on a short list of
verbs we found to indicate them. Verbs on this
list include “helps,” “works,” and “prescribe” all
of which generally denote indications. The com-
plete list is available7.

5.2 Text Mining Results

We first evaluated the system against the 3,150 an-
notated comments not reserved for system devel-
opment. Because our purpose is to find adverse
drug reactions, we limited our evaluation to ad-

7http://diego.asu.edu/downloads/adrs
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verse effects. We used a strict definition of true
positive, requiring the system to label the mention
with a term from the same unified concept as the
annotators. The results of this study are 78.3%
precision and 69.9% recall, for an f-measure of
73.9%.

Since the purpose of this study is to determine
if mining user comments is a valid way to find ad-
verse reactions, we ran our system on all avail-
able comments and compared the frequencies of
adverse reactions found against their documented
incidence. We calculated the frequency that each
adverse effect was found in the user comments
for each of the drugs studied in this experiment.
We then determined the most commonly found ad-
verse reactions for each drug and compared them
against the most common documented adverse re-
actions for the drug. Since the four drugs we chose
for annotation all act primarily on the central ner-
vous system, we added aspirin and ciprofloxacin
for this study. The results of this evaluation con-
tain encouraging correlations that are summarized
in table 3.

6 Discussion

6.1 Error Analysis

We performed an analysis to determine the pri-
mary sources of error for our extraction system.
We randomly selected 100 comments and deter-
mined the reason for the 24 false positives (FPs)
and 29 false negatives (FNs) found.

The largest source of error (17% of FPs and
55% of FNs) was the use of novel adverse re-
action phrases (“liver problem”) and descriptions
(“burn like a lobster”). This problem is due in part
to idiomatic expressions, which may be handled
by creating and using a specialist lexicon. This
problem might also be partially relieved by the ap-
propriate use of semantic analysis. However, this
source of error is also caused by the users delib-
erately employing a high degree of linguistic cre-
ativity (“TURNED ME INTO THE SPAWN OF
SATAN!!!”) which may require deep background
knowledge to correctly recognize.

The next largest source of error was poor ap-
proximate string matching (46% of FPs and 17%
of FNs). While users frequently misspelled words,
making lexical analysis difficult, the approximate
string matching technique used also introduced
many FPs. We note that spelling unfamiliar med-
ical terminology is particularly difficult for users.

Correcting this important source of error will re-
quire improved modeling of the spelling errors
made by users.

Ambiguous terms accounted for 8% of the FPs
and 7% of the FNs. While this is frequently
a problem with colloquial phrases (“brain fog”
could refer to mental dullness or somnolence),
there are some terms which are ambiguous on their
own (“numb” may refer to loss of sensation or
emotional indifference). These errors can be cor-
rected by improving the analysis of the context
surrounding each mention.

Surprisingly, miscategorizations only ac-
counted for 4% of the FPs. This small percentage
seems to indicate that the simple filtering tech-
nique employed is reasonably effective. However
this source of error can be seen more prominently
in the frequency analysis, as seen in table 3. For
example, one of the most frequent effects found in
comments about trazodone was insomnia, which
is one of its most common off-label uses. Other
examples included depression with olanzapine,
mania with ziprasidone, and stroke with aspirin.
We note that since conditions not being experi-
enced by the patient are always categorized as
other, our techniques should profit somewhat
from an extension to handle negation.

6.2 Analysis of Documented vs. Found
Adverse Reactions

The experiment comparing the documented inci-
dence of adverse reactions to the frequency they
are found contained some interesting correlations
and differences. We begin by noting that the ad-
verse reaction found most frequently for all 6 of
the drugs corresponded to a documented adverse
reaction. There were also similarities in the less
common reactions, such as diabetes with olanzap-
ine and bleeding with aspirin. In addition, many of
the adverse reactions found corresponded to docu-
mented, but less common, reactions to the drug.
Examples of this included edema with olanzap-
ine, nightmares with trazodone, weight gain with
ziprasidone, tinnitus with aspirin, and yeast infec-
tion with ciprofloxacin.

One interesting difference is the relative fre-
quency of “hangover” in the comments for ziprasi-
done. Since the users were not likely referring to
a literal hangover, they were probably referring
to the fatigue, headache, dry mouth and nausea
that accompany a hangover, all of which are doc-
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Drug name
(Brand name)

Primary Indi-
cations

Documented Adverse Effects
(Frequency)

Adverse Effects Found in User Comments (Fre-
quency)

carbamazepine
(Tegretol)

epilepsy,
trigeminal
neuralgia

dizziness, somnolence or fa-
tigue, unsteadiness, nausea,
vomiting

somnolence or fatigue (12.3%), allergy (5.2%),
weight gain (4.1%), rash (3.5%), depression (3.2%),
dizziness (2.4%), tremor/spasm (1.7%), headache
(1.7%), appetite increased (1.5%), nausea (1.5%)

olanzapine
(Zyprexa)

schizophrenia,
bipolar
disorder

weight gain (65%), alteration
in lipids (40%), somnolence
or fatigue (26%), increased
cholesterol (22%), diabetes
(2%)

weight gain (30.0%), somnolence or fatigue
(15.9%), appetite increased (4.9%), depression
(3.1%), tremor (2.7%), diabetes (2.6%), mania
(2.3%), anxiety (1.4%), hallucination (0.7%), edema
(0.6%)

trazodone
(Oleptro)

depression somnolence or fatigue (46%),
headache (33%), dry mouth
(25%), dizziness (25%), nausea
(21%)

somnolence or fatigue (48.2%), nightmares (4.6%),
insomnia (2.7%), addiction (1.7%), headache
(1.6%), depression (1.3%), hangover (1.2%), anxi-
ety attack (1.2%), panic reaction (1.1%), dizziness
(0.9%)

ziprasidone
(Geodon)

schizophrenia somnolence or fatigue (14%),
dyskinesia (14%), nausea
(10%), constipation (9%),
dizziness (8%)

somnolence or fatigue (20.3%), dyskinesia (6.0%),
mania (3.7%), anxiety attack (3.5%), weight gain
(3.2%), depression (2.4%), allergic reaction (1.9%),
dizziness (1.2%), panic reaction (1.2%)

aspirin pain, fever,
reduce blood
clotting

nausea, vomiting, ulcers,
bleeding, stomach pain or
upset

ulcers (4.5%), sensitivity (3.8%), stroke (3.1%),
bleeding time increased (2.8%), somnolence or fa-
tigue (2.7%), malaise (2.1%), weakness (1.4%),
numbness (1.4%), bleeding (1.0%), tinnitus (0.7%)

ciprofloxacin
(Cipro)

bacterial infec-
tion

diarrhea (2.3%), vomiting
(2.0%), abdominal pain
(1.7%), headache (1.2%),
restlessness (1.1%)

abdominal pain (8.8%), malaise (4.4%), nau-
sea (3.8%), allergy (3.1%), somnolence or fatigue
(2.5%), dizziness (1.9%), weakness (1.6%), tolerance
(1.5%), rash (1.3%), yeast infection (1.1%)

Table 3: List of drugs included in the subset for analysis, with their indications and 5 most common
adverse effects together with their frequency of incidence in adults taking the drug over the course of
one year, as listed in the FDA online drug library, http://www.accessdata.fda.gov/scripts/cder/drugsatfda
(some frequency data is not available). Also the 10 most frequent adverse effects found in the the
DailyStrength data using our automated system. Correlations are highlighted in bold.

umented adverse reactions to the drug.
Users frequently commented on weight gain

and fatigue while ignoring other reactions such as
increased cholesterol. While this may be because
users are more conscious of issues they can di-
rectly observe, this hypothesis would not explain
why other directly observable reactions such as
nausea and constipation are not always reported.
Determining the general trends in the differences
between clinical and user reports is an important
area for future work.

6.3 Limitations

The present study has some limitations. We
did not analyze the demographics of the users
whose comments we mined, though it is likely
that they are predominantly from North America
and English-speaking. In future work we intend
to expand the range of users and compare their
demographics against clinical studies of adverse
reactions. Also, the drugs we annotated oper-

ate primarily on the central nervous system and
therefore have different adverse reaction profiles
than would other drugs with substantially different
mechanisms. While the inclusion of aspirin and
ciprofloxacin does provide some evidence these
techniques are more generally applicable, we also
intend to expand the range of drugs studied in fu-
ture work.

6.4 Opportunities for Further Study

In addition to our current classification for ad-
verse reactions, there are additional dimensions
along which each user comment could be studied.
For example, many comments describe the degree
of the adverse reaction, which can be straight-
forward (“extremely”) or more creative (“like a
pig”). Also, many users explicitly state whether
they are still taking the drug, typically indicating
whether their physician took them off or whether
they took themselves off (non-compliance), and
whether adverse reactions were the reason. User
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comments can also be categorized as medically
non-descriptive (“I took one tablet and could’nt
get out of bed for days and felt like I got hit
by a truck”), somewhat medically descriptive
(“My kidneys were not functioning properly”),
or medically sound (“I ended up with severe leg
swelling”). Comments also typically indicate
whether the user is the patient or a caretaker by be-
ing phrased in either the first person or third person
narrative. Finally, users also frequently describe
whether they thought the benefits of the drug out-
weighed the adverse effects. We believe these ad-
ditional dimensions represent a fertile area for fur-
ther research.

7 Conclusion

In summary, we have shown that user comments
to health related social networks do contain ex-
tractable information relevant to pharmacovigi-
lance. We believe this approach should be eval-
uated for the ability to detect novel relationships
between drugs and adverse reactions.

In addition to the improvements discussed in
section 6, we plan in future work to increase the
scale of the study (additional drugs, additional
data sources, more user comments), improve the
characterization of reactions using rule-based pat-
terns, and evaluate the improved system with re-
spect to all characterizations.
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Abstract

This abstract describes work in progress
on semantic role labeling of gene regula-
tion events. We present preliminary results
of a supervised semantic role labeler that
has been trained and tested on the GREC
corpus.

1 Introduction

Semantic role labeling (SRL) is a natural language
processing task that consists of identifying the ar-
guments of predicates within a sentence and as-
signing a semantic role to them. This task can
support the extraction of relations from biomedi-
cal texts. Recent research has produced a rich va-
riety of SRL systems to process general domain
corpora. However, only a few systems have been
developed to process biomedical corpora (Tzong-
Han Tsai et al, 2007; Bethard et al., 2008). In
this abstract, we present preliminary results of
a new system that is trained on the GREC cor-
pus (Thompson et al., 2009).

The GREC corpus consists of 240 MEDLINE
abstracts, in which gene regulation events have
been annotated with different types of informa-
tion, like the span of the event and of its argu-
ments, and the semantic role of the arguments.
Events can be verbs (58%) and nominalised verbs
(42%). The corpus is divided into two species-
specific subcorpora: E. coli (167 abstracts, 2394
events) and human (73 abstracts, 673 events).

2 System description

We perform two preprocessing steps. First, we
extract the text and parse it with the GDep
parser (Sagae and Tsujii, 2007) and then we con-
vert the corpus from xml into CoNLL format. Ta-
ble 1 shows a preprocessed sentence. The sys-
tem performs argument identification and seman-
tic role assignment in a single step, assuming gold

standard event identification. It consists of one
classifier that classifies an instance into one of the
semantic role classes or the NONE class. An in-
stance represents a combination of an event and a
potential argument (PA). In order to generate the
PAs, the system relies on information from the
dependency syntax tree, which means that errors
in the syntactic tree influence directly the perfor-
mance of the system. We consider that the fol-
lowing tokens or combinations of tokens can be
PAs: main verbs, nouns, adjectives, pronouns and
adverbs; main verbs, nouns, adjectives, pronouns
and adverbs with their modifiers to the left in the
string of words; main verbs, nouns, adjectives,
pronouns, adverbs, prepositions and relative pro-
nouns with their modifiers to the left and to the
right in the string of words.

The features extracted to perform the classifica-
tion task are the following:

• About the event and the PA: chain of words, lemmas,
POS, and dependency labels of all the tokens; lemma, POS
and dependency label of head token, first token and last token;
lemma and POS of syntactic father of head; lemma, POS,
and dependency label of previous and next three tokens in
the string of words; even type.

• About the dependency tree: feature indicating who is the
ancestor (event, PA, other); lemma, POS, and dependency la-
bel of the first common ancestor of event and PA, if there
is one; chain of dependency labels and chain of POS from
event to common ancestor, and from PA to common ances-
tor, if there is one; chain of dependency labels and chain of
POS from PA to event, if event is ancestor of PA; chain of de-
pendency labels and chain of POS from event to PA, if PA is
ancestor of event; chain of dependency labels and POS from
event to ROOT and from PA to ROOT.

• Normalised distance in number of tokens between event
an potential argument in the string of words.

We use an IB1 memory–based algorithm as im-
plemented in TiMBL (version 6.1.2) 1(Daelemans
et al., 2009), a memory-based classifier based on
the k-nearest neighbor rule. The IB1 algorithm
was parameterised by using Jeffrey divergence as
the similarity metric, gain ratio for feature weight-
ing, using 5 k-nearest neighbors, and weighting

1TiMBL: http://ilk.uvt.nl/timbl
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# WORD LEMMA CHUNK POS DEP LABEL #E TYPE ROLES
1 Lrp Lrp B-NP NN 2 SUB B-Agent B-Agent B-Agent
2 binds bind B-VP VBZ 0 ROOT E1 GRE
3 to to B-PP TO 2 VMOD
4 two two B-NP CD 5 NMOD
5 regions region I-NP NNS 3 PMOD
6 in in B-PP IN 5 NMOD
7 the the B-NP DT 10 NMOD B-Destination
8 dadAX dadAX I-NP NN 10 NMOD I-Destination
9 promoter promoter I-NP NN 10 NMOD I-Destination

10 region region I-NP NN 6 PMOD I-Destination
11 of of B-PP IN 10 NMOD
12 Escherichia Escherichia B-NP FW 13 NMOD
13 coli coli I-NP FW 11 PMOD
14 to to B-VP TO 15 VMOD
15 repress repress I-VP VB 13 NMOD E2 Gene Repression
16 and and I-VP CC 15 VMOD
17 activate activate I-VP VB 15 VMOD E3 Gene Activation
18 transcription transcription B-NP NN 17 OBJ B-Theme B-Theme
19 directly directly B-ADVP RB 17 VMOD B-Manner B-Manner
20 . . O . 2 P

Table 1: Sentence 1 from abstract 10216857 in E. coli corpus. Column # contains the token number;
WORD, the word; LEMMA to LABEL contain information provided by the GDEP parser; #E, the event
number; TYPE, the type of event, and ROLES contains columns with argument labels for each event
following textual order, i.e., the first column corresponds to the first event in #E, the second column to
the second event, etc.

the class vote of neighbors as a function of their
inverse distance.

3 Preliminary results

We provide 5 fold cross-validation (CV) and
cross-domain (CD) results in Table 2. The CV re-
sults are obtained by training and testing on dif-
ferent partitions of the same corpus. The CD re-
sults are obtained by training on one corpus and
testing on the other. Although we cannot directly
compare this results with results of other systems
on exactly the same corpus, Sasaki et al. (2008)
report CV results on a corpus of 677 MEDLINE
abstracts on E. Coli gene regulation events. The
precision achieved by their system is 49.00 and
the recall 18.60. We consider that the results of
our system are encouraging to proceed with fur-
ther research.

Corpus Precision Recall F1
E coli CV 59.72 32.29 41.92
E coli CD 49.87 18.07 26.53
Human CV 47.98 22.43 30.57
Human CD 56.57 25.90 35.53

Table 2: F1, precision and recall for argument
identification and labeling.

4 Future work

Future work will deal with incorporating domain
specific knowledge and with improving the ma-
chine learning techniques. We will experiment

with other algorithms, like Conditional Random
Fields, which are well known sequence labelers.
Additionally, we will implement also a constraint
satisfaction algorithm.
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1 Introduction

NLP methods for extracting mutation information
from the bibliome have become an important new
research area within bio-NLP, as manually curated
databases, like the Protein Mutant Database (PMD)
(Kawabata et al., 1999), cannot keep up with the
rapid pace of mutation research. However, while
significant progress has been made with respect
to mutation detection, the automated extraction of
the impacts of these mutations has so far not been
targeted. In this paper, we describe the first work
to automatically summarize impact information
from protein mutations. Our approach is based
on populating an OWL-DL ontology with impact
information, which can then be queried to provide
structured information, including a summary.

2 Background

Mutations are alterations, rearrangements, or
duplications of genetic material, impacting protein
properties like stability or activity. For example:

H86A/E/F/K/Q/W decreased the enzyme stability at 60◦C by
up to 95% and the transition temperature by 2.5◦C to 5.8◦C.

Impacts are described through other concepts,
since mutational events may cause changes to phys-
ical quantities such as pH and temperature. As
presented in the above example, the named mu-
tations (H86A/E/F/K/Q/W) made changes to the
thermostability by 2.5–2.8 degrees Celsius. Hence,
we extract (i) units of measurement, e.g., %, degree
Celsius, min; (ii) protein properties: stability, ac-
tivity and others; and (iii) impact words, including
increase, stabilize, and reduce.

Measurable impacts can thus be classified based
on the type of effect (increase, decrease or destabi-
lize) on the protein property.

3 Related work

Little previous work exists on automatically detect-
ing and extracting mutation impacts. An excep-

tion is EnzyMiner (Yeniterzi and Sezerman, 2009),
which performs document classification for disease-
related mutations. This work differs significantly
from ours, as we are concerned with sentence-level
impact detection and summarization.

4 Mutation Impact Detection

Our main contribution for impact detection and
summarization consists of two major parts: an on-
tology describing impacts on a semantic level, and
an NLP pipeline for detecting impacts in docu-
ments in order to populate the ontology. Further
analysis, including summarization, can then be per-
formed on this NLP-populated ontology through
ontology queries and reasoning.
Ontology Design. Our Mutation Impact Ontol-
ogy conceptualizes impacts and the mutations asso-
ciated with them. The main concepts are: Mutation:
An alteration or a change to a gene and developing
a different offspring. UnitOfMeasurement: A class
for measurement units. MutImpact: Mutation effect
on protein properties. ProteinProperty: A class for
properties of “Protein” and subclassed by different
properties like “Activity” and “Stability.” To design
the Mutation Impact Ontology, information about
several other elements is needed: Text elements,
biological entities and entity relations. The rela-
tions between these entities are expressed as OWL
object properties.
Mutation Impact Extraction. Impacts are de-
tected through a combination of an OntoGazetteer
annotating impact words, measurement units, etc.,
and JAPE grammar transducers, e.g.:
Rule: MutationImpact
({Lookup.majorType == ”onto impact”}):impact −−> {
try {

// get Impact annotations
gate.AnnotationSet impactSet = (gate.AnnotationSet)bindings.get(”impact”);
...

}

Here, the impact word that is marked as “Lookup”
with a feature of “majorType,” “onto impact” is
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annotated as “MutImpact.” Accordingly, “Protein-
Property” and “UnitOfMeasurement” are annotated
through similar JAPE grammars. Finally, each sen-
tence is annotated as containing impact information
or not. All the units of measurement and protein
properties (ProteinProperty) existing in that sen-
tence (impact) are recorded for subsequent ontol-
ogy export.
Mutation-Impact Relation Extraction. When
the entities such as mutations and impacts are iden-
tified and annotated, the sentence containing the
impact word expressions (MutImpact) is associated
with the nearest “Mutation,” making the simple
assumption that the nearest mutation invokes the
impacts mentioned. The complete sentence is then
considered as an impact sentence.

For each mutation-impact relation, we record the
connection together with a number of properties,
including units of measurement and effects.
Ontology Population. After preprocessing the
documents and extracting the entities, the ontol-
ogy is populated with the extracted entities such
as mutations, mutation impact and their relations
mutation impact relations.

5 Impact Summarization

The exported, populated OWL impact ontology can
be queried using the SPARQL query language. To
summarize impacts for a certain mutation, we can
simply query the ontology for all detected impacts
and extract the corresponding impact sentences:
PREFIX onto: <http://www.owl−ontologies.com/unnamed.owl#>
SELECT ?sentence
FROM <http://www.owl−ontologies.com/unnamed.owl#>
WHERE { ?document onto:containsSentence ?sentence.

?sentence onto:contains ?MutImpact.
?Mutation onto:mutationMutImpactRel ?MutImpact}

ORDER BY DESC (?document) DESC (?Mutation)

These are then collected into a textual summary
providing the mutations with their impacts for the
user, as shown in Fig. 1.

6 Evaluation

The performance of the system was evaluated on
the abstracts of four different mutation corpora,
each on a specific protein family: Xylanase
(19 documents), Haloalkane Dehalogenase
(23 documents), Subtilisin (5 documents), and
Dioxygenase (11 documents). Altogether, 58
documents were manually annotated with their
impacts. For each annotation “Sentence,” a binary
feature “impact” is considered. As long as an
impact exists in the sentence, the feature “impact”

PMID 10860737
Mutation Impacts
N35D As predicted from sequence comparisons, substitution of this

asparagine residue with an aspartic acid residue (N35D BCX)
shifts its pH optimum from 5.7 to 4.6, with an 20 % increase in
activity.. . .

PMID 8855954
Mutation Impacts
E123A Mutation of a third conserved active site carboxylic acid (E123A)

resulted in rate reductions of up to 1500-fold on poorer sub-
strates,...

E127A Elimination of the acid/base catalyst (E127A) yields a mutant for
which the deglycosylation step is slowed some 200-300-fold as
a consequence of removal of general base catalysis, but with lit-
tle effect on the transition state structure at the anomeric center.
Effects on the glycosylation step due to removal of the acid cat-
alyst depend on the aglycon leaving group ability, with minimal
effects on substrates requiring no general acid catalysis but large
(>105-fold) effects on substrates with poor leaving groups...

. . . . . .

Figure 1: Impact Summaries (Excerpts)

is set to “Yes;” otherwise to “No.” The results are
shown in the Table below; here, #C, #P, #M, and #S
correspond to the correct, partially correct, miss-
ing, and spurious impact sentences, respectively;
and P, R, F are the precision, recall, and F-measure:

Impact detection evaluation results on four corpora
Corpus #C #P #M #S P R F
Haloalkane D. 171 2 24 22 0.882 0.873 0.877
Xylanase 140 2 19 17 0.886 0.875 0.881
Dioxygenase 77 0 13 14 0.846 0.855 0.850
Subtilisin 32 2 9 10 0.750 0.767 0.758

The evaluation of associating the mutations with
their impacts has so far been performed on the
“Xylanase” corpus:

Precision Recall F-Measure
Lenient (Partial matches included) 88% 80% 91%
Average (of Lenient and Strict) 86% 76% 80%
Strict (Partial matches not counted) 51.8% 46.6% 49.06%

7 Discussion
Our Mutation Impact Ontology models mutation
impacts in the biomedical domain, linking them
to the texts where they are found. Although the
detection of mutation impacts has shown to be suc-
cessful by this simple proximity heuristic to some
extent, in some cases the impacts are missing or
detected partially. Also, in cases where the impacts
caused by a set of mutations, just one mutation
(the nearest one) is considered, and the remaining
mutations are ignored. Impacts are not always the
result of the nearest mutation; However, automati-
cally analysing the text and specifying the correct
mutation associated with the impacts needs more
complex analysis.
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Abstract 

Early recognition of distinguishing pat-

terns of a novel pandemic disease is im-

portant. We introduce a methodological 

approach based on popular data mining 

techniques to extract key features and 

temporal patterns of swine (h1n1) flu that 

is discriminated from swine flu like 

symptoms. 

1 Introduction 

Early recognition of a novel pandemic is desira-

ble to minimize its dissemination. However, it 

usually spends some time in developing a diag-

nostic test and people tend to omit the test for 

various reasons including cost, which leads to 

late recognition. Under these circumstances, 

symptoms and signs in clinical documents might 

be valuable indicators to have a population pers-

pective on pandemic severity.  

In this paper, we propose a methodological 

approach to extract features of swine(h1n1) flu 

distinctive to swine flu like patients’ one.  

2  Method 

2.1 Data 

 We randomly selected twenty clinical docu-

ments from first visit records of patients who had 

visited emergency room in Seoul National Uni-

versity Hospital (SNUH) with suspected case of 

swine flu. Ten of the documents are RT-PCR test 

positive cases, which mean that the patient is 

swine flu infected patient, while the ten remain-

ing documents are RT-PCR negative cases. Each 

document contains a patient’s symptoms, obser-

vations, recent clinical histories, clinical plans, 

and diagnoses in natural language. The symp-

toms are mostly about upper respiratory infection 

related ones but some of the sample documents 

describe about ones related to other diseases.   

2.2 Hypotheses 

We hypothesized two things as follows. 1) We 

will be able to extract distinctive symptom set 

between swine flu and swine-flu like patients by 

adopting apriori association rule mining method. 

2) Although the two target groups accompany 

similar symptoms, we will be able to make se-

lected symptoms more discriminative by devel-

oping impact score and considering temporal 

aspects, development rate. 

2.3  Distinguishing Symptoms Extraction 

We modeled each clinical document as one (tag, 

 item1, …, itemn) transaction of which tag and 

items indicate RT-PCR result and candidate fea-

tures, respectively. We set symptoms, signs, tra-

vel, and contact information as candidate fea-

tures. We divided target data into three groups 

(Table 1) and ran apriori association rule algo-

rithm to produce rules associated with RT-

PCR(+) or RT-PCR(-) cases. Then the items ap-

peared in association rules are collected. The 

items are grouped into four sets according to 

their original rules and training data (Table 2). 

The union of Ipos and Ipos_co was regarded as a 

distinguishing feature set, If. To enhance discrim-

ination ability, we used some weights to score 

them as shown in Table 2 and 3. 

Input data set Description  

Data 1 10 h1n1 positive transactions 

Data 2 10 h1n1 negative transactions 

Data 3 10 h1n1 positive transactions 

+ 10 h1n1 negative transactions 

 

Table 1. Input data 
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2.4 Disease Development Pattern Analysis 

 We extracted temporal information of selected 

features in sample documents and modeled as 

interval constraints. We ran Floyd-Warshall’s 

all-pairs-shortest path algorithm to get hidden 

temporal relationships between two features. We 

traced start time gaps of the features to compare 

temporal patterns of the development rate of ex-

ternal indicators between two data sets, Data1 

and Data2. 

3 Result  

For input data, we produced transactions and ini-

tial temporal constraint network manually. We 

extracted distinctive feature set, applied our scor-

ing method, and compared temporal aspects. 

We limited support value threshold as 30% for 

Ipos and Ineg and 0% for Ipos_co and Ineg_co 

due to small data size. Eight signs and symptoms 

as well as travel information were extracted from 

47 items as distinguishing features of swine flu 

(Table 3). Besides sputum, pharynx injection, 

cvat, and travel information, five symptoms are 

the ones contained in the latest Centers for Dis-

ease Control (CDC) H1N1 influenza case report 

form. The others are strong indicators as well. 

The previous version of the CDC form contains 

sputum in the signs and symptoms section, and 

Himmerick (2009) described that pharyngeal 

injection is a clinical sign of uncomplicated 

swine-origin influenza A. Travel information is 

another important factor to diagnose an h1n1 

case in Korea and included in a special purpose 

h1n1 clinical document format in SNUH emer-

gency department. 

We compared start time of the features but 

could not find any differences. The symptoms 

had been developed so rapidly that temporal pat-

tern comparison between two groups was not 

meaningful. All the selected symptoms were de-

veloped within three days, and moreover, the 

symptoms in twelve documents were occurred in 

one day. As our data usually describes occur-

rence time in day granularity and the sample size 

is too small, we could not compare the features 

in finer granularity. 

4 Conclusion and Discussion 
In this paper, we tried to establish a methodolog-

ical approach to extract distinctive features of a 

novel pandemic on the early symptoms expe-

rienced by the patients. We applied popular data 

mining techniques to swine flu suspected cases. 

The results correspond to outputs of previous 

specialized medical domain research. We could 

get valuable information with extremely small 

amount of data. This methodological approach 

could be used usefully in novel infectious disease 

management and research to prevent spreading 

of the pandemic at the very beginning stage. 
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Features Ipos Ipos_co Ineg Ineg_co score 

Dyspnea O O     9 

Pharyngeal 

injection 

O O     9 

Sore throat O O   O 7 

Travel O O   O 7 

Cough O O O O 6 

Fever O O O O 6 

Sputum O O O O 6 

Cvat (cos-

tovertebral 

angle ten-

derness) 

  O     5 

Rhinorrhea  O     5 

 

Table 3. Distinctive feature set(If) of h1n1 

cases accompanied with impact scores 
 

Input data Association rule descendant Unique item set in association rules Weight 

Data 1 H1n1 (+)  Ipos   4 

Data 3 H1n1 (+) Ipos_co  5 

Data 2 H1n1 (-) Ineg -1 

Data 3 H1n1 (-) Ineg_co -2 
* Subscript pos means the items are selected from h1n1(+) association rules (e.g., pos <- fever cough dyspnea) and neg 

means opposite cases (e.g., neg <- myalgia chilling fever). co indicates the items are selected from rules with h1n1(+) 

and h1n1(-) cases mixed training data (Data 3). 

 

Table 2. Feature sets and weights 
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Abstract

Event extraction approaches based on ex-
pressive structured representations of ex-
tracted information have been a significant
focus of research in recent biomedical nat-
ural language processing studies. How-
ever, event extraction efforts have so far
been limited to publication abstracts, with
most studies further considering only the
specific transcription factor-related subdo-
main of molecular biology of the GENIA
corpus. To establish the broader relevance
of the event extraction approach and pro-
posed methods, it is necessary to expand
on these constraints. In this study, we pro-
pose an adaptation of the event extraction
approach to a subdomain related to infec-
tious diseases and present analysis and ini-
tial experiments on the feasibility of event
extraction from domain full text publica-
tions.

1 Introduction

For most of the previous decade, biomedical In-
formation Extraction (IE) efforts have focused pri-
marily on tasks that allow extracted information
to be represented as simple pairs of related enti-
ties. This representation is applicable to many IE
targets of interest, such as gene-disease associa-
tions (Chun et al., 2006) and protein-protein inter-
actions (Nédellec, 2005; Krallinger et al., 2007).
However, it has limited applicability to advanced
applications such as semantic search, Gene On-
tology term annotation, and pathway extraction,
tasks for which and relatively few resources or sys-
tems (e.g. (Rzhetsky et al., 2004)) have been intro-
duced. A number of recent studies have proposed

more expressive representations of extracted in-
formation, introducing resources supporting ad-
vanced IE approaches (Pyysalo et al., 2007; Kim
et al., 2008; Thompson et al., 2009; Ananiadou
et al., 2010a). A significant step in the develop-
ment of domain IE methods capable of extract-
ing this class of representations was taken in the
BioNLP’09 shared task on event extraction, where
24 teams participated in an IE task setting requir-
ing the extraction of structured representations of
multi-participant biological events of several types
(Kim et al., 2009).

While the introduction of structured event ex-
traction resources and methods has notably ad-
vanced the state of the art in biomedical IE rep-
resentations, the focus of event extraction studies
carries other limitations frequently encountered in
domain IE efforts. Specifically, resources anno-
tated for biomedical events contain exclusively
texts from publication abstracts, typically further
drawn from small subdomains of molecular biol-
ogy. These choices constrain not only the types of
texts but also the types of events considered, re-
stricting the applicability of event extraction. This
paper presents results from one ongoing effort to
extend an event extraction approach over these
boundaries, toward event extraction from full text
documents in the domain of infectious diseases.

In this study, we consider the subdomain related
to Type IV secretion systems as a model subdo-
main of interest within the broad infectious dis-
eases domain. Type IV secretion systems (T4SS)
are mechanisms for transferring DNA and pro-
teins across cellular boundaries. T4SS are found
in a broad range of Bacteria and in some Ar-
chaea. These translocation systems enable gene
transfer across cellular membranes thus contribut-
ing to the spread of antibiotic resistance and viru-
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Figure 1: Event representation example. Inhibition of binding caused by phosphorylation is represented
using three events. The shaded text background identifies the text bindings of the events and entities.

lence genes making them an especially important
mechanism in infectious disease research (Juhas et
al., 2008). Type IV secretion systems are found in
plant pathogens, such as Agrobacterium tumefa-
ciens, the cause of crown gall disease as well as in
animal pathogens, such as Helicobacter pylori, a
cause of severe gastric disease. The study of T4SS
has been hampered by the lack of consistent termi-
nology to describe genes and proteins associated
with the translocation mechanism thus motivating
the use of natural language processing techniques
to enhance information retrieval and information
extraction from relevant literature.

2 Event Extraction for the T4SS Domain

This section presents the application of an event
extraction approach to the T4SS domain.

2.1 Event Extraction

We base our information extraction approach on
the model introduced in the BioNLP’09 shared
task on event extraction. Central to this approach
is the event representation, which can capture
the association of multiple participants in varying
roles and numbers and treats events as primary ob-
jects of annotation, thus allowing events to be par-
ticipants in other events. Further, both entities and
events are text-bound, i.e. anchored to specific ex-
pressions in text (Figure 1).

The BioNLP’09 shared task defined nine event
types and five argument types (roles): Theme spec-
ifies the core participant(s) that an event affects,
Cause the cause of the the event, Site a specific
domain or region on a participant involved in the
event, and ToLoc and AtLoc locations associated
with localization events (Table 1). Theme and
Cause arguments may refer to either events or
gene/gene product entities, and other arguments
refer to other physical entities. The Theme ar-
gument is always mandatory, while others can be
omitted when a relevant participant is not stated.

The event types were originally defined to cap-
ture statements of biologically relevant changes in

Event type Args Example
Gene expression T 5-LOX is coexpressed

Transcription T IL-4 transcription
Protein catabolism T IkB-A proteolysis

Localization T,L translocation of STAT6
Phosphorylation T,S NF90 was phosphorylated

Binding T+,S+ Nmi interacts with STAT
Regulation T,C,S IL-4 gene control

Positive regulation T,C,S IL-12 induced binding
Negative regulation T,C,S suppressed dimerization

Table 1: Event types targeted in the BioNLP’09
shared task and their arguments, with minimal
examples of each event type. Arguments ab-
breviate for (T)heme, (C)ause, (S)ite and L for
ToLoc/AtLoc, with “+” identifying arguments
than can occur multiple times. The expression
marked as triggering the event shown in italics.

the state of entities in a target subdomain involv-
ing transcription factors in human blood cells. In
adapting the approach to new domains, some ex-
tension of the event types is expected to be nec-
essary. By contrast, the argument types and the
general design of the representation are intended
to be general, and to maintain compatibility with
existing systems we aim to avoid modifying these.

2.2 T4SS Domain

A corpus of full-text publications relating to the
T4SS subdomain of the infectious diseases do-
main annotated for biological entities and terms of
interest to domain experts was recently introduced
by (Ananiadou et al., 2010b). In the present study,
we use this corpus as a reference standard defin-
ing domain information needs. In the following
we briefly describe the corpus annotation and the
view it provides of the domain.

The T4SS corpus annotation covers four classes
of tagged entities and terms: Bacteria, Cellular
components, Biological Processes, and Molecular
functions. The latter three correspond to the three
Gene Ontology (GO) (Ashburner et al., 2000) top-
level sub-ontologies, and terms of these types were
annotated with reference to both GO and relevance
to the interests of domain experts, with guidelines
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Bacterium
A. tumefaciens 32.7%
H. pylori 20.0%
L. pneumophila 16.3%
E. coli 12.3%
B. pertussis 3.0%

Cell component
T4SS 5.2%
Ti plasmid 5.1%
outer membrane 4.2%
membrane 3.5%
genome 3.4%

Biological process
virulence 14.1%
conjugation 7.9%
localization 6.1%
nuclear import 5.8%
transfer 5.1%

Molecular function
nucleotide-binding 20.3%
ATPase activity 17.3%
NTP-binding 14.7%
ATP-binding 12.2%
DNA-binding 9.1%

Table 2: Most frequently tagged terms (after normalization) and their relative frequencies of all tagged
entities of each of the four types annotated in the T4SS corpus.

Type Annotations
Bacteria 529

Cellular component 2237
Biological process 1873

Molecular function 197

Table 3: Statistics for the existing T4SS corpus
annotation.

requiring that marked terms be both found in GO
and associated with T4SS. These constraints as-
sure that the corpus is relevant to the informa-
tion needs of biologists working in the domain and
that it can be used as a reference for the study of
automatic GO annotation. In the work introduc-
ing the corpus, the task of automatic GO anno-
tation was studied as facilitating improved infor-
mation access, such as advanced search function-
ality: GO annotation can allow for search by se-
mantic classes or co-occurrences of terms of speci-
fied classes. The event approach considered in this
study further extends on these opportunities in in-
troducing a model allowing e.g. search by specific
associations of the concepts of interest.

The previously created annotation of the T4SS
corpus covers 27 full text publications totaling
15143 pseudo-sentences (text sentences plus table
rows, references, etc.) and 244942 tokens.1 A to-
tal of nearly 5000 entities and terms are annotated
in these documents; Table 2 shows the most fre-
quently tagged terms of each type after basic nor-
malization of different surface forms, and Table 3
gives the per-class statistics. Domain characteris-
tics are clearly identifiable in the first three tagged
types, showing disease-related bacteria, their ma-
jor cellular components, and processes related to
movement, reproduction and infection. The last
term type is dominated by somewhat more generic
binding-type molecular functions.

In addition to the four annotated types it was

1While the document count is modest compared to that
of abstract-based corpora, we estimate that in terms of the
amount of text (tokens) the corpus corresponds to over 1000
abstracts, comparable in size to e.g. the GENIA event corpus
(Kim et al., 2008).

recognized during the original T4SS corpus anno-
tation that genes and gene products are centrally
important for domain information needs, but their
annotation was deferred to focus on novel cate-
gories. As part of the present study, we introduce
annotation for gene/gene product (GGP) mentions
(Section 3.2), and in the following discussion of
applying an event extraction approach to the do-
main the availability of this class annotation as an
additional category is assumed.

2.3 Adaptation of the Event Model

The event model involves two primary categories
of representation: physical entities such as genes
and proteins are elementary (non-structured) and
their mentions annotated as typed spans of text,2

and events and processes (“things that happen”)
are represented using the structured event repre-
sentation described in Section 2.1. This division
applies straightforwardly to the T4SS annotations,
suggesting an approach where bacteria and cell
components retain their simple tagged-term repre-
sentation and the biological processes and molec-
ular functions are given an event representation.
In the following, we first analyze correspondences
between the latter two classes and BioNLP’09
shared task events, and then proceed to study the
event arguments and their roles as steps toward a
complete event model for the domain.

Molecular functions, the smallest class tagged
in the T4SS corpus, are highly uniform: almost
75% involve binding, immediately suggesting rep-
resentation using the Binding class of events de-
fined in the applied event extraction model. The
remaining functions are ATPase activity, together
with its exact GO synonyms (e.g. ATP hydrolase
activity) accounting for 19% of the terms, the gen-
eral type hydrolysis (4.5%), and a small number
of rare other functions. While these have no cor-
respondence with previously defined event types,

2Normalization identifying e.g. the Uniprot entry corre-
sponding to a protein mention may also be necessary, but here
excluded from consideration an independent issue.
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Class Category Freq

Location
Transfer 27.6%
Localization 15.6%
Import/export 14.5%
Virulence 14.1%

High-level Assembly 8.7%
process Conjugation 8.3%

Secretion 8.1%
(Other) 1.8%

Table 4: Categorization of T4SS corpus biologi-
cal processes and relative frequency of mentions
of each category of the total tagged.

their low overall occurrence counts make them of
secondary interest as extraction targets.

The biological processes are considerably more
diverse. To identify general categories, we per-
formed a manual analysis of the 217 unique nor-
malized terms annotated in the corpus as biologi-
cal processes (Table 4). We find that the majority
of the instances (58%) relate to location or move-
ment. As related types of statements are anno-
tated as Localization events in the applied model,
we propose to apply this event type and differen-
tiate between the specific subtypes on the basis of
the event arguments. A further 39% are of cate-
gories that can be viewed as high-level processes.
These are distinct from the events considered in
the BioNLP’09 shared task in involving coarser-
grained events and larger-scale participants than
the GGP entities considered in the task: for ex-
ample, conjugation occurs between bacteria, and
virulence may involve a human host.

To analyze the role types and arguments char-
acteristic of domain events, we annotated a small
sample of tagged mentions for the most fre-
quent types in the broad classification discussed
above: Binding for Molecular function, Transfer
for Location-related, and Virulence for High-level
process. The statistics of the annotated 65 events
are shown in Tables 5, 6 and 7. For Binding, we
find that while an estimated 90% of events in-
volve a GGP argument, the other participant of
the binding is in all cases non-GGP, most fre-
quently of Nucleotide type (e.g. NTP/ATP). While
only GGP Binding arguments were considered in
the shared task events, the argument structures are
typical of multi-participant binding and this class
of expressions are in scope of the original GE-
NIA Event corpus annotation (Kim et al., 2008).
Event annotations could thus potentially be de-
rived from existing data. Localization event
arguments show substantially greater variety and

Freq Arguments
78% Theme: GGP, Theme: Nucleotide

5.5% Theme: GGP, Theme: DNA
5.5% Theme: GGP, Theme: Sugar
5.5% Theme: Protein family, Theme: DNA
5.5% Theme: Protein, Theme: Nucleotide

Table 5: Binding event arguments.

Freq Arguments
16% Theme: DNA, From/To: Organism
16% Theme: DNA
16% Theme: Cell component
12% Theme: DNA, To: Organism

8% Theme: Protein family, From/To: Organism
4% Theme: GGP
4% Theme: GGP, To: Organism
4% Theme: GGP, From: Organism
4% Theme: Protein family, From: Organism
4% Theme: Protein family
4% Theme: Organism, To: Cell component
4% Theme: DNA From: Organism, To: Cell component
4% (no arguments)

Table 6: Localization (Transfer) event arguments.

Freq Arguments
64% Cause: GGP
16% Theme:Organism, Cause: GGP

8% Cause: Organism
8% (no arguments)
4% Cause: Protein family

Table 7: Process (Virulence) arguments.

some highly domain-specific argument combina-
tions, largely focusing on DNA and Cell compo-
nent (e.g. phagosome) transfer, frequently involv-
ing transfer between different organisms. While
the participants are almost exclusively of types
that do not appear in Localization events in exist-
ing annotations, the argument structures are stan-
dard and in our judgment reasonably capture the
analyzed statements, supporting the applicability
of the general approach. Finally, the argument
analysis shown in Table 7 supports the previous
tentative observation that the high-level biologi-
cal processes are notably different from previously
considered event types: for over 80% of these pro-
cesses no overtly stated Theme could be identified.
We take this to indicate that the themes – the core
participants that the processes concern – are ob-
vious in the discourse context and their overt ex-
pression would be redundant. (For example, in
the context virulence obviously involves a host and
conjugation involves bacteria.) By contrast, in the
corpus the entities contributing to these processes
are focused: a participant we have here analyzed
as Cause is stated in over 90% of cases. This
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Sentences Tokens
Abstracts 150 3789
Full texts 448 13375
Total 598 17164

Table 8: Statistics for the selected subcorpus.

novel pattern of event arguments suggests that the
event model should be augmented to capture this
category of high-level biological processes. Here,
we propose an event representation for these pro-
cesses that removes the requirement for a Theme
and substitutes instead a mandatory Cause as the
core argument. In the event annotation and exper-
iments, we focus on this newly proposed class.

3 Annotation

This section describes the new annotation intro-
duced for the T4SS corpus.

3.1 Text Selection

The creation of exhaustive manual annotation for
the full T4SS corpus represents a considerable an-
notation effort. Due to resource limitations, for
this study we did not attempt full-scope annota-
tion but instead selected a representative subset of
the corpus texts. We aimed to select texts that pro-
vide good coverage of the text variety in the T4SS
corpus and can be freely redistributed for use in re-
search. We first selected for annotation all corpus
documents with at least a freely available PubMed
abstract, excluding 3 documents. As the corpus
only included a single freely redistributable Open
Access paper, we extended full text selection to
manuscripts freely available as XML/HTML (i.e.
not only PDF) via PubMed Central. While these
documents cannot be redistributed in full, their
text can be reliably combined with standoff anno-
tations to recreate the annotated corpus.

In selected full-text documents, to focus anno-
tation efforts on sections most likely to contain re-
liable new information accessible to natural lan-
guage processing methods, we further selected the
publication body text, excluding figures and tables
and their captions, and removed Methods and Dis-
cussion sections. We then removed artifacts such
as page numbers and running heads and cleaned
remaining errors from PDF conversion of the orig-
inal documents. This selection produced a subcor-
pus of four full-text documents and 19 abstracts.
The statistics for this corpus are shown in Table 8.

GGP GGP/sentence
Abstracts 124 0.82
Full texts 394 0.88
Total 518 0.87

Table 9: Statistics for the GGP annotation.

3.2 Gene/Gene Product Annotation

As gene and gene product entities are central to
domain information needs and the core entities of
the applied event extraction approach, we first in-
troduced annotation for this entity class. We cre-
ated manual GGP annotation following the an-
notation guidelines of the GENIA GGP Corpus
(Ohta et al., 2009). As this corpus was the source
of the gene/protein entity annotation provided as
the basis of the BioNLP shared task on event ex-
traction, adopting its annotation criteria assures
compatibility with recently introduced event ex-
traction methods. Briefly, the guidelines spec-
ify tagging for minimal continuous spans of spe-
cific gene/gene product names, without differen-
tiating between DNA/RNA/protein. A “specific
name” is understood to be a a name that allows
a domain expert to identify the entry in a rele-
vant database (Entrez gene/Uniprot) that the name
refers to. Only GGP names are tagged, excluding
descriptive references and the names of related en-
tities such as complexes, families and domains.

The annotation was created on the basis of an
initial tagging created by augmenting the output
of the BANNER tagger (Leaman and Gonzalez,
2008) by dictionary- and regular expression-based
tagging. This initial high-recall markup was then
corrected by a human annotator. To confirm that
the annotator had correctly identified subdomain
GGPs and to check against possible error intro-
duced through the machine-assisted tagging, we
performed a further verification of the annotation
on approx. 50% of the corpus sentences: we com-
bined the machine- and human-tagged annotations
as candidates, removed identifying information,
and asked two domain experts to identify the cor-
rect GGPs. The two sets of independently pro-
duced judgments showed very high agreement:
holding one set of judgments as the reference stan-
dard, the other would achieve an f-score of 97%
under the criteria presented in Section 4.2. We
note as one contributing factor to the high agree-
ment that the domain has stable and systematically
applied GGP naming criteria. The statistics of the
full GGP annotation are shown in Table 9.
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Events Event/sentence
Abstracts 15 0.1
Full texts 5 0.01
Additional 80 2.2
Total 100 0.16

Table 10: Statistics for the event annotation.

3.3 Event Annotation

Motivated by the analysis described in Section 2.3,
we chose to focus on the novel category of asso-
ciations of GGP entities in high-level processes.
Specifically, we chose to study biological pro-
cesses related to virulence, as these are the most
frequent case in the corpus and prototypical of the
domain. We adopted the GENIA Event corpus an-
notation guidelines (Kim et al., 2008), marking as-
sociations between specific GGPs and biological
processes discussed in the text even when these
are stated speculatively or their existence explic-
itly denied. As the analysis indicated this category
of processes to typically involve a single stated
participant in a fixed role, annotations were ini-
tially recorded as (GGP, process) pairs and later
converted into an event representation.

During annotation, the number of annotated
GGP associations with the targeted class of pro-
cesses in the T4SS subcorpus was found to be too
low to provide material for both training and test-
ing a supervised learning-based event extraction
approach. To extend the source data, we searched
PubMed for cases where a known T4SS-related
protein co-occurred with an expression known to
relate to the targeted process class (e.g. virulence,
virulent, avirulent, non-virulent) and annotated a
further set of sentences from the search results for
both GGPs and their process associations. As the
properties of these additional examples could not
be assured to correspond to those of the targeted
domain texts, we used these annotations only as
development and training data, performing evalu-
ation on cases drawn from the T4SS subcorpus.

As the annotation target was novel, we per-
formed two independent sets of judgments for all
annotated cases, jointly resolving disagreements.
Although initial agreement was low, for a final set
of judgments we measured high agreement, corre-
sponding to 93% f-score when holding one set of
judgments as the gold standard. The statistics of
the annotation are shown in Table 10. Annotations
are sparse in the T4SS subcorpus and, as expected,
very dense in the targeted additional data.

4 Experiments

4.1 Methods
For GGP tagging experiments, we applied a state-
of-the-art tagger with default settings as reference
and a custom tagger for adaptation experiments.
As the reference tagger, we applied a recent re-
lease of BANNER (Leaman and Gonzalez, 2008)
trained on the GENETAG corpus (Tanabe et al.,
2005). The corpus is tagged for gene and protein-
related entities and its texts drawn from a broad
selection of PubMed abstracts. The current revi-
sion of the tagger3 achieves an f-score of 86.4%
on the corpus, competitive with the best result re-
ported in the BioCreative II evaluation (Wilbur et
al., 2007), 87.2%. The custom tagger4 follows the
design of BANNER in both the choice of Con-
ditional Random Fields (Lafferty et al., 2001) as
the applied learning method and the basic feature
design, but as a key extension can further adopt
features from external dictionaries as both positive
and negative indicators of tagged entities. Tagging
experiments were performed using a document-
level 50/50 split of the GGP-annotated subcorpus.

For event extraction, we applied an adapta-
tion of the approach of the top-ranking system in
the BioNLP’09 shared task (Björne et al., 2009):
all sentences in the input text were parsed with
the McClosky-Charniak (2008) parser and the re-
sulting phrase structure analyses then converted
into the Stanford Dependency representation us-
ing conversion included in the Stanford NLP tools
(de Marneffe et al., 2006). Trigger recognition
was performed with a simple regular expression-
based tagger covering standard surface form vari-
ation. Edge detection was performed using a su-
pervised machine learning approach, applying the
LibSVM (Chang and Lin, 2001) Support Vector
Machine implementation with a linear kernel and
the feature representation of Björne et al˙ (2009),
building largely around the shortest dependency
path connecting a detected trigger with a candi-
date participant. The SVM regularization parame-
ter was selected by a sparse search of the parame-
ter space with evaluation using cross-validation on
the training set. As the class of events targeted for
extraction in this study are of a highly restricted
type, each taking only of a single mandatory Cause
argument, the construction of events from detected

3http://banner.sourceforge.net
4http://www-tsujii.is.s.u-tokyo.ac.jp/

NERsuite/
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Precision Recall F-score
Abstracts 68.1% 89.5% 77.3%
Full texts 56.9% 80.7% 66.7%
Total 59.4% 82.8% 69.2%

Table 11: Initial GGP tagging results.

triggers and edges could be implemented as a sim-
ple deterministic rule.

4.2 Evaluation Criteria
For evaluating the performance of the taggers we
apply a relaxed matching criterion that accepts a
match between an automatically tagged and a gold
standard entity if the two overlap at least in part.
This relaxation is adopted to focus on true tagging
errors. The GENETAG entity span guidelines dif-
fer from the GENIA GGP guidelines adopted here
in allowing the inclusion of e.g. head nouns when
names appear in modifier position, while the an-
notation guidelines applied here require marking
only the minimal name.5 When applying strict
matching criteria, a substantial number of errors
may trace back to minor boundary differences
(Wang et al., 2009), which we consider of sec-
ondary interest to spurious or missing tags. Over-
all results are microaverages, that is, precision, re-
call and f-score are calculated from the sum of true
positive etc. counts over individual documents.

For event extraction, we applied the BioNLP’09
shared task event extraction criteria (Kim et al.,
2009) with one key change: to make it possible
to evaluate the extraction of the high-level pro-
cess participants, we removed the requirement that
all events must define a Theme as their core argu-
ment.

4.3 Gene/Gene Product Tagging
The initial GGP tagging results using BANNER
are shown in Table 11. We find that even for the
relaxed overlap matching criterion, the f-score is
nearly 10% points lower than reported on GENE-
TAG in the evaluation on abstracts. For full texts,
performance is lower yet by a further 10% points.
In both cases, the primary problem is the poor
precision of the tagger, indicating that many non-
GGPs are spuriously tagged.

To determine common sources of error, we per-
formed a manual analysis of 100 randomly se-
lected falsely tagged strings (Table 12). We find

5GENETAG annotations include e.g. human ets-1 protein,
whereas the guidelines applied here would require marking
only ets-1.

Category Freq Examples
GGP family or group 34% VirB, tmRNA genes
Figure/table 26% Fig. 1B, Table 1
Cell component 10% T4SS, ER vacuole
Species/strain 9% E. coli, A348deltaB4.5
Misc. 9% step D, Protocol S1
GGP domain or region 4% Pfam domain
(Other) 8% TrIP, LGT

Table 12: Common sources of false positives in
GGP tagging.

Precision Recall F-score
Abstracts 90.5% 95.7% 93.1%
Full texts 90.0% 93.2% 91.6%
Total 90.1% 93.8% 91.9%

Table 13: GGP tagging results with domain adap-
tation.

that the most frequent category consists of cases
that are arguably correct by GENETAG annota-
tion criteria, which allow named protein families
of groups to be tagged. A similar argument can
be made for domains or regions. Perhaps not sur-
prisingly, a large number of false positives relate
to features common in full texts but missing from
the abstracts on which the tagger was trained, such
as figure and table references. Finally, systematic
errors are made for entities belonging to other cat-
egories such as named cell components or species.

To address these issues, we applied a domain-
adapted custom tagger that largely replicates the
features of BANNER, further integrating infor-
mation from the UMLS Metathesaurus,6 which
provides a large dictionary containing terms cov-
ering 135 different semantic classes, and a cus-
tom dictionary of 1081 domain GGP names, com-
piled by (Ananiadou et al., 2010b). The non-GGP
UMLS Metathesaurus terms provided negative in-
dicators for reducing spurious taggings, and the
custom dictionary positive indicators. Finally, we
augmented the GENETAG training data with 10
copies7 of the training half of the T4SS GGP cor-
pus as in-domain training data.

Table 13 shows the results with the domain-
adapted tagger. We find dramatically improved
performance for both abstracts and full texts,
showing results competitive with the state of the
art performance on GENETAG (Wilbur et al.,
2007). Thus, while the performance of an un-
adapted tagger falls short of both results reported

6http://www.nlm.nih.gov/research/umls/
7As the GENETAG corpus is considerably larger than the

T4SS GGP corpus, replication was used to assure that suffi-
cient weight is given to the in-domain data in training.
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Precision Recall F-score
Co-occurrence 65% 100% 78%
Machine learning 81% 85% 83%

Table 14: Event extraction results.

on GENETAG and levels necessary for practi-
cal application, adaptation addressing common
sources of error through the adoption of general
and custom dictionaries and the use of a small
set of in-domain training data was successful in
addressing these issues. The performance of the
adapted tagger is notably high given the modest
size of the in-domain data, perhaps again reflect-
ing the consistent GGP naming conventions of the
subdomain.

4.4 Event Extraction

We performed an event extraction experiment fol-
lowing the training and test split described in Sec-
tion 3.3. Table 14 shows the results of the ap-
plied machine learning-based method contrasted
with a co-occurrence baseline replacing the edge
detection with a rule that extracts a Cause edge for
all trigger-GGP combinations co-occurring within
sentence scope. This approach achieves 100% re-
call as the test data was found to only contain
events where the arguments are stated in the same
sentence as the trigger.

The results show that the machine learning ap-
proach achieves very high performance, matching
the best results reported for any single event type
in the BioNLP’09 shared task (Kim et al., 2009).
The very high co-occurrence baseline result sug-
gests that the high performance largely reflects the
relative simplicity of the task. With respect to
the baseline result, the machine-learning approach
achieves a 21% relative reduction in error.

While this experiment is limited in both scope
and scale, it suggests that the event extraction ap-
proach can be beneficially applied to detect do-
main events represented by novel argument struc-
tures. As a demonstration of feasibility the result
is encouraging for both the applicability of event
extraction to this specific new domain and for the
adaptability of the approach to new domains in
general.

5 Discussion and Conclusions

We have presented a study of the adaptation of an
event extraction approach to the T4SS subdomain
as a step toward the introduction of event extrac-

tion to the broader infectious diseases domain. We
applied a previously introduced corpus of subdo-
main full texts annotated for mentions of bacte-
ria and terms from the three top-level Gene On-
tology subontologies as a reference defining do-
main information needs to study how these can
be met through the application of events defined
in the BioNLP’09 Shared Task on event extrac-
tion. Analysis indicated that with minor revision
of the arguments, the Binding and Localization
event types could account for the majority of both
biological processes and molecular functions of
interest. We further identified a category of “high-
level” biological processes such as the virulence
process typical of the subdomain, which necessi-
tated extension of the considered event extraction
model.

Based on argument analysis, we proposed a rep-
resentation for high-level processes in the event
model that substitutes Cause for Theme as the
core argument. We further produced annotation
allowing an experiment on the extraction of the
dominant category of virulence processes with
gene/gene product (GGP) causes, annotating 518
GGP mentions and 100 associations between these
and the processes. Experiments indicated that with
annotated in-domain resources both the GGP enti-
ties and their associations with processes could be
extracted with high reliability.

In future work we will extend the model and
annotation proposed in this paper to the broader
infectious diseases domain, introducing annotated
resources and extraction methods for advanced in-
formation access. All annotated resources intro-
duced in this study are available from the GENIA
project homepage.8
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Abstract

We present a preliminary attempt to ap-
ply the TARSQI Toolkit to the medi-
cal domain, specifically electronic health
records, for use in answering temporally
motivated questions.

1 Introduction

Electronic Health Records are often the most com-
plete records of a patient’s hospital stay, making
them invaluable for retrospective cohort studies.
However, the free text nature of these documents
makes it difficult to extract complex information
such as the relative timing of conditions or proce-
dures. While there have been recent successes in
this endeavor (Irvine et al., 2008; Mowery et al.,
2009; Zhou et al., 2007), there is still much to be
done. We present work done to adapt the TARSQI
Toolkit (TTK) to the medical domain. Though the
use of the TTK and a set of auxiliary Perl scripts,
we perform information extraction over a set of
354 discharge summaries used in the R3i REAL-
IST study to answer the following question:

Which patients can be positively identi-
fied as being on statins at the time they
were admitted to the hospital?

2 TARSQI Toolkit

The TARSQI Toolkit, developed as a part of the
AQUAINT workshops, is a “modular system for
automatic temporal and event annotation of nat-
ural language” in newswire texts (Verhagen and
Pustejovsky, 2008). The different modules prepro-
cess the data, label events and times, create links
between times and events (called “tlinks”), and
mark subordination relationships. Output from the
TTK consists documents annotated in TimeML,
an XML specification for event and time annota-
tion (Pustejovsky et al., 2005). Of particular inter-

est for this project are EVITA, the module respon-
sible for finding events in text, and Blinker, the
module used to create syntactic rule-based links
between events and timexes.

3 Structure of EHRs

The bodies of the Electronic Health Records
used were segmented, with each section having a
header indicating the topic of that section (“Med-
ical History”, “Course of Treatment”, “Discharge
Medications”, etc). Header names and sections are
not standardized across EHRs, but often give im-
portant temporal information about when events
described took place (Denny et al., 2008).

4 Statin Extraction Methodology

As the purpose of this task was to discover what
changes to the TTK would be necessary to make
the transition from newswire to medical texts, over
the course of two weeks we filled in the gaps in the
toolkit’s abilities with a few auxiliary Perl scripts.
Specifically, these scripts were used to clean up in-
put so that it conformed to TTK expectations, la-
bel the statins as events, locate section headers and
associate temporal information with the headers.

A list of statins was acquired from an MD, and
then supplemented with information from web-
sites in order to get all currently marketed versions
of the drugs. This list was then used in conjunc-
tion with a Perl script to find mentions of statins
in the discharge summaries and create TimeML
event tags for them.

In order to identify and categorize section head-
ers we developed a program to automatically col-
lect header names from a separate set of approxi-
mately 700 discharge summaries. Then we gath-
ered statistics on word frequency and created sim-
ple rules for characterizing headers based on key-
words. Headers were divided into four simple cat-
egories: Past, Present, After, and Not (for cate-
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gories that did not contain specific or relevant tem-
poral information).

The Blinker component of the TTK was then
modified to take into account temporal informa-
tion stored in the header in addition to the syntac-
tic information present in each individual sentence
for the creation of tlinks.

5 Results

Output from the modified TTK was compared
to the judgment of human annotators on the
same dataset. Two annotators, employees of
BWH/Harvard Medical involved in data manage-
ment and review for clinical trials, were asked
to label each file as yes for those patients taking
statins at the time they were admitted to the hos-
pital, and no for those that werent. Files where
statins were mentioned without clear temporal an-
chorings were categorized as “unsure”.

Inter-annotator agreement was 85% (Cohen
kappa=.75), with 75% of the disagreements being
between “no” and “unsure”. The majority of these
ambiguous cases were discharge summaries where
a statin was listed under “discharge” but admission
medications were not listed, nor were the statins
mentioned as being started at the hospital. The
annotation guidelines have been updated to reflect
how to annotate these cases in the future. Over-
all, 139 patients were identified as being on statins,
174 were not on statins, and 41 were unclear.

As the question was which patients could be
positively identified as being on statins at the time
of admission, the files labeled as “unsure” were
considered to be “no” for the purposes of evalua-
tion against the TTK, making the totals 139 yeses
to 215 noes. The comparison between human and
computer annotation are shown below:

Yes No
Human 139 215
TTK 129 225

Table 1: Distribution of statin classifications.

The TTK system had an accuracy of 84% overall,
with an accuracy of 95% on the files that the hu-
man annotators found to be unambiguous.

6 Limitations

While we were pleased by these results, a num-
ber of factors worked in the favor or the automated

system. The task itself, while requiring a mixture
of lexical and temporal knowledge, was greatly
simplified by a finite list of medications and a bi-
nary outcome variable. Obscure abbreviations or
misspellings could have prevented identification
of statin mentions for both the computer and hu-
mans, making the overall accuracy questionable.
Additionally, in the majority of documents the
statins were mentioned in lists under temporally
anchored headings rather than free text, thereby
minimizing the impact of uncertain times as de-
scribed in Hripcsak et al (2009).

7 Future work

Our work so far shows promising results for being
able to modify the TARSQI Toolkit for use in the
medical domain. In the future, we would like to in-
tegrate the functionality of the Perl scripts used in
this project into the TTK, in particular expanding
the vocabulary of the EVITA module to the medi-
cal domain, section header labeling, and the use of
the headers in tlink creation.

New annotation schemas will need to be added
to the project in order to get a more complete and
accurate view of medical records. Under consider-
ation is the Clinical E-Science Framework (CLEF)
(Roberts et al., 2007) for annotating medical enti-
ties, actions (which would overlap with TimeML
events), drugs, etc. Modifications to Blinker will
be more fully integrated with the existing rule li-
braries. At this point it is unclear whether the TTK
will remain a single program, or if it will split into
domain-specific versions.

Furthermore, the number of files labeled “un-
sure” by human annotators highlights the need for
cross-document analysis abilities. Had previous
records for these patients been available, it seems
likely that there would have been fewer uncertain-
ties.

8 Conclusion

Modifying the TARSQI Toolkit, a newswire-
trained parser, for application in the medical do-
main provided accurate results for a very specific
time-sensitive query.
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Abstract

As research on biomedical text mining is
shifting focus from simple binary relations
to more expressive event representations,
extraction performance drops due to the
increase in complexity. Recently intro-
duced data sets specifically targeting static
relations between named entities and do-
main terms have been suggested to enable
a better representation of the biological
processes underlying annotated events and
opportunities for addressing their com-
plexity. In this paper, we present the first
study of integrating these static relations
with event data with the aim of enhanc-
ing event extraction performance. While
obtaining promising results, we will argue
that an event extraction framework will
benefit most from this new data when tak-
ing intrinsic differences between various
event types into account.

1 Introduction

Recently, biomedical text mining tools have
evolved from extracting simple binary relations
between genes or proteins to a more expressive
event representation (Kim et al., 2009). Further-
more, new data sets have been developed target-
ing relations between genes and gene products
(GGPs) and a broader category of entities, cov-
ering terms that can not be annotated as named
entities (NEs) but that are still highly relevant
for biomedical information extraction (Ohta et al.,
2009b). In contrast to relations involving change
or causality, the annotation for this data covers re-
lations such as part-of, here termed “static rela-
tions” (SR) (Pyysalo et al., 2009).

Tissue-specific expression of interleukin-3
expression event GGP

is mediated via cis-acting elements located 
regulation event               term part-of GGP 

within 315 base pairs of the transcription start.
term part-of GGP

Figure 1: A sentence from PMID:8662845, show-
ing how the event data set (single line) and the SR
data set (double line) offer complementary infor-
mation, enabling a more precise model of the bio-
logical reality.

As an example, Figure 1 depicts a sentence con-
taining complementary annotations from the event
data set and the SR data. The event annotation
indicates an expression event involving the GGP
“interleukin-3”. Furthermore, regulation of this
expression event is stated by the trigger word “me-
diated”. In addition, the SR annotation marks two
terms that refer to parts of the GGP, namely “cis-
acting elements” and “transcription starts”. These
two terms provide more detailed information on
the regulation event. Thus, by combining the two
types of annotation, a text mining algorithm will
be able to provide a more detailed representation
of the extracted information. This would be in par-
ticular beneficial in practical applications such as
abstract summarization or integration of the pre-
dictions into complex regulatory pathways.

In addition to providing enhanced represen-
tation of biological processes, the SR data set
also offers interesting opportunities to improve on
event extraction. As an example, consider the sen-
tence presented in Figure 2, in which “c-Rel” and
“p50” are both annotated as being subunits of the
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We show here that c-Rel binds to
GGP_1   binding event

kappa B sites as heterodimers with p50.
GGP_1 subunit-of Term GGP_2

GGP_2 subunit-of Term

Figure 2: A sentence from PMID:1372388, show-
ing how SR data (double line) can provide strong
clues for the extraction of biomolecular events
(double line) from text.

term “heterodimers”. The SR data thus provides
strong clues for the extraction of a Binding event
involving both c-Rel and p50.

During the last few years, event extraction
has gained much interest in the field of nat-
ural language processing (NLP) of biomedical
text (Pyysalo et al., 2007; Kim et al., 2008; Kim
et al., 2009). However, owing to the more com-
plex nature of this task setting, performance rates
are lower than for the extraction of simple bi-
nary relations. The currently best performing
framework for event extraction obtains 53.29% F-
score (Miwa et al., 2010), which is considerably
lower than the performance reported for extrac-
tion of protein-protein interaction relations, rang-
ing between 65% and 87% depending on the data
set used for evaluation (Miwa et al., 2009).

In this paper, we will study how data on static
relations can be applied to improve event extrac-
tion performance. First, we describe the various
data sets (Section 2) and the text mining frame-
work that was applied (Section 3). The main con-
tributions of this paper are presented in Section 4,
in which we study how static relation information
can be integrated into an event extraction frame-
work to enhance extraction performance. Finally,
Section 5 presents the main conclusions of this
work.

2 Data

In this section, we provide an overview of the two
main data sets used in this work: event annotation
(Section 2.1) and static relation annotation (Sec-
tion 2.2).

2.1 Event Data

The BioNLP’09 Shared Task data, derived from
the GENIA Event corpus (Kim et al., 2008), de-

Event type Args Train Devel Test
Gene expression T 1738 356 722
Transcription T 576 82 137
Protein catabolism T 110 21 14
Localization T 265 53 174
Phosphorylation T 169 47 139
Binding T+ 887 249 349
Regulation T, C 961 173 292
Positive regulation T, C 2847 618 987
Negative regulation T, C 1062 196 379
TOTAL - 8615 1795 3193

Table 1: BioNLP ST events, primary argument
types and data statistics. Arguments abbreviate for
(T)heme and (C)ause, with + marking arguments
that can occur multiple times for an event. We re-
fer to the task definition for details.

fines nine types of biomolecular events and is di-
vided into three data sets: training data, develop-
ment data and final test data, covering 800, 150
and 260 PubMed abstracts respectively. The event
types and their statistics in the three data sets are
shown in Table 1.

In the shared task setting, participants were pro-
vided with the gold annotations for Gene/Gene
Product (GGP) named entities, and for all three
data sets the texts of the abstracts and the gold
GGP annotations are publicly available. However,
while full gold event annotation is available for the
training and development data sets, the shared task
organizers have chosen not to release the gold an-
notation for the test data set. Instead, access to
overall results for system predictions is provided
through an online interface. This setup, adopted in
part following a similar design by the organizers of
the LLL challenge (Nédellec, 2005), is argued to
reduce the possibility of overfitting to the test data
and assure that evaluations are performed identi-
cally, thus maintaining comparability of results.

For the current study, involving detailed analy-
sis of the interrelationships of two classes of anno-
tations, the lack of access to the gold annotations
of the test set rules this data set out as a poten-
tial target of study. Consequently, we exclude the
blind test data set from consideration and use the
development set as a test set.

To simplify the analysis, we further focus our
efforts in this study on simple events involving
only the given GGPs as participants. In the full
shared task, events of the three Regulation types
may take events as arguments, resulting in re-
cursive event structures. These event types were
found to be the most difficult to extract in the
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SR type Examples
term variant-of GGP [RFX5 fusion protein], [Tax mutants], [I kappa B gamma isoforms]

term part-of GGP [murine B29 promoter], [c-fos regulatory region], [transactivation domain] of Stat6,
the nearby [J element] of the human DPA gene,
the [consensus NF-kappa B binding site] of the E-selectin gene

GGP member-of term The [Epstein-Barr virus oncoprotein] latent infection membrane protein 1,
[Ikaros family members], PU.1 is a transcription factor belonging to the [Ets-family]

GGP subunit-of term the [NF-kappa B complex] contains both RelA and p50,
Human TAFII 105 is a cell type-specific [TFIID] subunit, [c-Rel/p65 heterodimers]

Table 2: Training examples of some of the SR types, including both noun phrase relations as well as
relations between nominals. GGPs are underlined and terms are delimited by square brackets.

shared task evaluation (Kim et al., 2009). Fur-
thermore, their inclusion introduces a number of
complications for evaluation as well as analysis,
as failure to extract a referenced event implies fail-
ure to extract events in which they appear as argu-
ments. We note that even with the limitations of
considering only the smallest of the three data sets
and excluding Regulation events from considera-
tion, the ST data still contains over 800 develop-
ment test events for use in the analysis.

2.2 Static Relation Data

The data on relations is drawn from two recently
introduced data sets. Both data sets cover specifi-
cally static relations where one of the participants
is a GGP and the other a non-GGP term. The
GGPs are drawn from the data introduced in (Ohta
et al., 2009a) and the terms from the GENIA cor-
pus term annotation (Kim et al., 2003), excluding
GGPs. The first data set, introduced in (Pyysalo et
al., 2009), covers static relations involving GENIA
corpus terms that are annotated as participants
in the events targeted in the BioNLP’09 shared
task. The second data set, introduced in (Ohta et
al., 2009b), contains annotation for relations hold-
ing between terms and GGPs embedded in those
terms. In this study, we will use the non-embedded
relations from the former data set, referring to this
data as RBN for “Relations Between Nominals”
in recognition of the similarity of the task setting
represented by this data set and the task of learn-
ing semantic relations between nominals, as stud-
ied e.g. in SemEval (Girju et al., 2007; Hendrickx
et al., 2009). We use all of the latter data set,
below referred to as NPR for “Noun Phrase Re-
lations”. The NPR data set extends on the em-
bedded part of the data introduced by (Pyysalo
et al., 2009), increasing the coverage of terms in-

cluded and the granularity of the annotated event
types. While RBN only differentiates between a
domain-specific Variant relation and four different
part-whole relations, in NPR these are refined into
more than 20 different types.

To apply these data sets together in a single
framework, it was necessary to resolve the differ-
ences in the annotated relation types. First, as the
finer-grained NPR types are organized in a hier-
archy that includes the four part-whole relations
of the RBN categorization as intermediate types
(see Fig. 1 in Ohta et al. (2009b)), we collapsed
the subtypes of each into these supertypes. While
this removes some potentially useful distinctions,
many of the finer-grained types are arguably un-
necessarily detailed for the purposes of the event
extraction task which, for example, makes no dis-
tinctions between events involving different gene
components. Furthermore, the NPR annotations
also define an Object-Variant class with multiple
subtypes, but as these were judged too diverse to
process uniformly, we did not collapse these sub-
types as was done for part-whole relations. Rather,
we divided them into “near” and “far” variants by
a rough “functional distance” to the related GGP,
as suggested by Ohta et al. (2009b). The relations
GGP-Modified Protein, GGP-Isoform and GGP-
Mutant were accepted into the “near” set, expected
to provide positive features for inclusion in events,
and the remaining subtypes into the “far” set, ex-
pected to provide negative indicators.

In addition to the primary annotation covering
static relations, the RBN annotation only recog-
nizes a mixed “other relation/out” category, used
to annotate both GGP-term pairs for which the
stated relation is not one of the targeted types (e.g.
a causal relation) and pairs for which no relation is
stated. Due to the heterogeneity of this category,
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it is difficult to make use of these annotations, and
we have chosen not to consider them in this work.

By contrast, the NPR annotation also subdi-
vides the “other relation” category into five spe-
cific types, providing an opportunity to also use
the part of the data not strictly involving static re-
lations. We judged the classes labeled Functional,
Experimental Method and Diagnosis and Ther-
apeutics to involve terms where contained GGP
names are unlikely to be participants in stated
events and thus provide features that could serve as
potentially useful negative indicators for event ex-
traction. As an example, the Functional category
consists of GGP-term pairs such as GGP inhibitor
and GGP antibody, where the term references an
entity separate from the GGP, identified through
a functional or causal relation to the GGP. As
such terms occur in contexts similar to ones stat-
ing events involving the GGP, explicit marking of
these cases could improve precision. Consider, for
example, GGP1 binds GGP2, GGP1 binds GGP2

promoter, GGP1 binds GGP2 inhibitor and GGP1

binds GGP2 antagonist: a binding event involving
GGP1 and GGP2 should be extracted for the first
two statements but not the latter two.

Table 2 lists some interesting examples of static
relation grouped by type, including both noun
phrase relations as well as relations between nom-
inals. The consolidated data combining the two
static relations - related data sets are available at
the GENIA project webpage.1

3 Methods

The text mining tool used for all analyses in this
paper is based on the event extraction frame-
work of Van Landeghem et al. (2009), which
was designed specifically for participation in the
BioNLP’09 Shared Task. In this framework, trig-
gers are discovered in text by using automati-
cally curated dictionaries. Subsequently, candi-
date events are formed by combining these triggers
with an appropriate number of GGPs co-occurring
in the same sentence. For each distinct event type,
a classifier is then built using all training examples
for that specific type. Final predictions are merged
for all types, forming a complex interaction graph
for each article in the test set.

To distinguish between positive instances and
negatives, the framework extracts rich feature vec-

1http://www-tsujii.is.s.u-tokyo.ac.jp/
GENIA
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Figure 3: Dependency graph for the sentence “We
show here that c-Rel binds to kappa B sites as het-
erodimers with p50”. Words of the sentence form
the nodes of the graph, while edges denote their
syntactic dependencies.

tors by analyzing lexical and syntactic information
from the training data. Subsequently, a support
vector machine (SVM) is built with these training
patterns. The patterns include trigrams, bag-of-
word features, vertex walks and information about
the event trigger. As part of the current study dis-
cusses the extension and generalization of these
feature patterns (Section 4.4), we will briefly dis-
cuss the various types in this section.

To derive syntactic patterns, dependency pars-
ing is applied using the Stanford parser (Klein and
Manning, 2003; De Marneffe et al., 2006). Specif-
ically, for each candidate event, the smallest sub-
graph is built including the relevant nodes for the
trigger and the GGP names. Each edge in this sub-
graph then gives rise to a pattern including the in-
formation from the connecting nodes (or vertices)
in combination with the syntactic relation speci-
fied by the edge. Trigger words and GGP names
are blinded by replacing their text with the strings
protx and trigger (respectively), resulting in highly
general features.

Figure 3 depicts an exemplary dependency
graph. For the Binding event between c-Rel and
p50, the following vertex walks would be ex-
tracted: “trigger nsubj protx”, “trigger prep-as het-
erodimer” and “heterodimer prep-with protx”.
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Events Training Dev. test
Pos. SR data 1190 32% 227 28%
Neg. SR data 841 22% 207 26%
All SR data 1635 44% 350 43%

Table 3: Number of events that can be linked to at
least one static relation, including explicitly anno-
tated “near miss” negative annotations, also show-
ing percentage of all gold-standard events.

Furthermore, lexical information is provided by
bag-of-word (BOW) features and trigrams. BOW
features incorporate all words occurring as nodes
in the dependency sub-graph. They include highly
informative words such as “promoter”. Trigrams
are formed by combining three consecutive words
in the sub-sentence delimited by the trigger and
GGP offsets in text. They are capable of captur-
ing common phrases such as “physical association
with”.

Finally, the lexical tokens of the event trigger
are highly relevant to determine the plausibility of
the event being a correct one. For example, “se-
cretion” points to a Localization event, but more
general words often lead to false candidate events,
such as “present”. The part of speech tags of the
trigger words are also included as separate fea-
tures.

During feature generation, all lexical patterns
are stemmed using the Porter stemming algo-
rithm (Porter, 1980), creating even more general
features and reducing sparseness of the feature
vectors.

4 Experiments

This section describes a thorough study on how
data on static relations can be integrated into an
event extraction framework. First, we will analyze
the amount of useful complementary annotations
across both data sets (Section 4.1). Next, we de-
scribe the generation and evaluation of new candi-
date events using terms involved in static relations,
in an effort to boost recall of the event predictions
(Section 4.2). To additionally improve on preci-
sion, we have implemented a false positive filter
exploiting SR annotations of GGPs involved in re-
lations judged to serve as negative indicators, such
as “GGP inhibitor” (Section 4.3). Finally, Section
4.4 details experiments on the creation of more ex-
tensive features for event extraction by including
static relation data.

Predicted Percentage
instances of data set

Gene expression 63 17.70%
Transcription 34 41.46%

Protein catabolism 4 19.05%
Phosphorylation 20 42.55%

Localization 4 7.55%
Binding 73 29.44%

All events 198 24.54%

Table 4: Maximal recall performance of event in-
stances involving at least one non-NE term as ar-
gument. These terms are functioning as aliases for
the GGPs they are positively associated with.

4.1 Analysis of complementary data across
the two data sets

To assess the usability of the SR data set for event
extraction, we first analyze the amount of comple-
mentary annotations across the two data sets. On
the document level, the static relations data con-
tains some annotation for 87.6% of all training set
articles and for 94.67% of the development test
set, including both positive static relations as well
as explicitly negated ones. Most articles from the
event data set thus involve terms at least poten-
tially involved in static relations.

Analyzing the overlap in more detail, we de-
termined the number of events that could benefit
from adding SR data by counting the number of
events for which at least one GGP is also involved
in a static relation (either a positive or a negative
one). Table 3 shows the results of this evalua-
tion. In the training data, 1635 events involve at
least one GGP with SR annotation, which is 44%
of all events in the gold-standard annotation. For
the development test set, the number is 350 out of
the 808 gold standard events, i.e. 43% of events.
These development set events in particular will be
the subject of this study.

4.2 Terms as aliases for related GGPs

Our first application of static relations in an event
extraction framework involves the use of non-NE
terms appearing in the SR data set as aliases for the
GGPs they are positively associated with. In the
event extraction framework, new candidate events
can thus be formed by treating the terms as GGPs,
and mapping them back to the real GGPs after
classification. This procedure is motivated by the
definition of the various SR types and the under-
lying biological processes. For example, if a com-
plex is known to activate the expression of a cer-
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Recall Precision F-score
Gene expression 11.24% 81.63% 19.75%

Transcription 20.73% 89.47% 33.66%
Protein catabolism 19.05% 100.00% 32.00%
Phosphorylation 36.17% 100.00% 53.12%

Localization 3.77% 25.00% 6.56%
Binding 12.50% 45.59% 19.62%

All events 13.75% 67.27% 22.84%

Table 5: Performance of event instances involv-
ing at least one non-NE term as argument. These
terms are functioning as aliases for the GGPs they
are positively associated with.

tain target GGP, then the various subunits of this
complex can be annotated as participants in that
event.

Obviously, this approach has some intrinsic lim-
itations as not all GGPs occurring as arguments
in events have a corresponding term that could be
used as alias. However, from Table 3 it is clear
that it should still be possible to extract 227 gold
standard cases. To test the limitation, we have
used the event extraction framework detailed in
Section 3, removing the SVM classifier from the
pipeline and simply labeling all candidate events
as positive predictions. The result indicates that
the framework is capable of retrieving 198 of the
227 gold standard cases (Table 4). The 29 missing
events are due to trigger words not appearing (fre-
quently) in the training set and thus missing from
the dictionary, preventing the event to be formed
as a candidate in the framework.

Our results thus show that nearly 25% of all
events are potentially retrievable by using non-NE
terms as aliases for GGPs. However, the analy-
sis also indicates that in this approach, some event
types are much easier to extract than others. For
example, less than 8% of Localization events can
be found with this setup, while maximal recall for
Phosphorylation events is over 40%. These re-
sults reflect the intrinsic differences between event
types and the ways in which they are typically ex-
pressed, and suggest that it should be beneficial
for event extraction to take these differences into
account when incorporating static relations.

Having established an upper bound for recall, a
subsequent experiment involves treating the newly
created instances as normal candidate events. For
classification, we use an SVM trained on regular
candidate events involving GGPs, as this ensures
sufficient training material.

Both lexical and syntactic patterns are expected

Baseline Merged
predictions predictions

Gene expression 77.01% 77.56%
Transcription 63.41% 64.24%

Protein catabolism 86.36% 86.36%
Phosphorylation 70.10% 76.47%

Localization 80.00% 76.77%
Binding 38.69% 40.52%

All events 64.71% 65.33%
All events (precision) 69.11% 67.19%

All events (recall) 60.84% 63.57%

Table 6: Performance of the event extraction
framework. First column: using only normal
events involving GGPs (“baseline”). Second col-
umn: merging the new predictions (Table 5) with
the first ones. All performance rates indicate F-
score, except for the last two rows.

to be similar for events involving either non-NE
terms or GGPs. To test this hypothesis, we have
run the event-extraction pipeline for these new in-
stances. Evaluation is performed with the stan-
dard evaluation script provided by the BioNLP’09
Shared Task organizers, which measures the per-
centage of true events amongst all predictions
(precision), the percentage of gold-standard events
recovered (recall) and the harmonic mean of these
two metrics (F-score). The results are detailed in
Table 5. While we have already established that
recall is subject to severe limitations (Table 4), we
note in particular the high precision rates of the
predictions. In particular, four out of six event
types achieve a precision rate higher than 80%.

To allow for a meaningful comparison, these re-
sults should be put into perspective by merging the
new predictions with the predictions of a baseline
extractor and comparing against this baseline (Ta-
ble 6). This analysis reveals interesting results:
while overall performance increases slightly from
64.71% to 65.33% F-score, this trend is not com-
mon to all event types. For instance, prediction of
Localization drops 3.23% points F-score. Consid-
ering the maximum recall results, this is not en-
tirely surprising and confirms the hypothesis that
the prediction of Localization events will not ben-
efit from static relation data in this approach.

However, we do observe a considerable increase
in performance for Phosphorylation (6.37% points
F-score) events and some increase for Binding
events (1.83% points F-score). This performance
boost is mainly caused by an increase in recall
(10.64% and 4.43% points, respectively). When
considering all protein events, recall is increased
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from 60.84% to 63.57% (Table 6, last row). These
results clearly indicate that the inclusion of static
relations can improve recall while retaining and
even slightly improving general performance.

4.3 Using static relations to filter false
positive events

To further improve event extraction performance,
we have designed a false-positive (FP) filter using
specific categories of relations serving as negative
indicators for event extraction. In particular, we
have used the “far variants” and Functional rela-
tion annotations, as described in Section 2.2. For
each such relation, we add the GGP involved to
the FP filter, as the GGP should not participate in
any event. Thus, for example, the GGP in “GGP
antibodies” would be filtered as the GGP is con-
sidered too far removed from the containing term
to be a participant in any event in the context.

In the development test set, this strategy has au-
tomatically identified 24 relevant GGP mentions
that should not be annotated as being involved in
any event. Even though this number is relatively
small, we aim at designing a high specificity FP
filter while relying on the SVM classifier to solve
more ambiguous cases.

Applying the FP filter to the baseline result de-
tailed in Table 6, we find that 3 events are dis-
carded from the set of predictions. All three in-
stances represented false positives; two of them
were Binding events and one a Gene expression
event. Overall precision and F-score increased by
0.30% points and 0.13% points, respectively.

4.4 Extended feature representation
incorporating information on static
relations

The last type of experiment aims to boost both
precision and recall by substantially extending the
feature generation module for event extraction us-
ing the newly introduced SR data. Table 3 shows
that such an enhanced feature representation could
influence 1190 events in the training data (1635
events including negative annotations) and 227
events in the development test data (350 including
negative), covering a significant part of the data
set.

Building further on the feature generation mod-
ule described in Section 3, we have added a range
of new features to the feature vectors while also
providing enhanced generalization of existing fea-
tures. Generalization is crucial for the text mining

framework as it enables the extraction of relations
from new contexts and forms of statements.

First, for each term involved in a static rela-
tion with a GGP, the string of the term is included
as a separate feature. This generates relation-
associated features such as “tyrosine”, which is
strongly correlated with Phosphorylation events.
For terms spanning multiple tokens, we addition-
ally include each token as a separate feature, cap-
turing commonly used words such as “promoter”
or “receptor”. Each distinct feature is linked to its
specific relation type, such as Part-of or Member-
collection (Section 2.2). To make use of annota-
tion for “near-miss” negative cases, we generate
features also for these relations, marking each fea-
ture to identify whether it was derived from a pos-
itive or negative annotation.

Additionally, we introduced a new feature type
expressing whether or not the trigger of the event
is equal to a term related to one or more GGPs in-
volved in the event. As an example, suppose the
candidate event is triggered by the word “homod-
imer”. If the GGP involved is annotated as being a
subunit of this homodimer, this provides a strong
clue for a positive event. Similarly, the explicit
negation of the existence of any static relation in-
dicates a negative event.

Apart from these new features, we have also in-
vestigated the use of static relations to create more
general lexical patterns. In particular, we have ad-
justed the lexical information in the feature vector
by blinding terms involved in relevant relations,
depending on the specific type of relation. For
each such term, the whole term string is replaced
by one word, expressing the type of the static re-
lation and whether the relation is positive or neg-
ative. This results in more general patterns such
as “inhibit prep-to partx” (vertex walk) or “activ
in nonpartx” (trigram). In Figure 3, “heterodimer”
would be blinded as “complexx” as both c-Rel and
p50 are members of this complex.

Initial experiments with the extended feature
representation showed that an increase in perfor-
mance could be obtained on the development test
set, achieving 61.34% recall, 69.58% precision
and 65.20% F-score. However, it also became
clear that not all event types benefit from the new
features. Surprisingly, Binding is one such exam-
ple. We hypothesize that this is mainly due to the
intrinsic complexity of Binding events, requiring
an even more advanced feature representation.
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Baseline New
predictions predictions

Gene expression 77.01% 78.06%
Transcription 63.41% 63.80%

Protein catabolism 86.36% 86.36%
Phosphorylation 70.10% 76.29%

Localization 80.00% 84.21%
Binding 38.69% 38.34%

All events 64.71% 65.73%
All events (precision) 69.11% 69.99%

All events (recall) 60.84% 61.96%

Table 7: Performance of the event extraction
framework. First column: using the baseline fea-
ture representation. Second column: using the
extended feature representation. All performance
rates indicate F-score, except for the last two rows.

To take the inherent differences between vari-
ous event types into account, we selected the opti-
mal set of features for each type. In a new experi-
ment, the feature generation step thus depends on
the event type under consideration. Table 7 details
the results of this optimization: an overall F-score
of 65.73% is achieved. Similar to the experiments
in Section 4.2, the F-score for the prediction of
Phosphorylation events increases by 6.19% points.
Additionally, in this experiment we obtain an in-
crease of 4.21% points in F-score for Localization
events, even though we were unable to improve
on them when using terms as aliases for additional
candidate events (Section 4.2). Additional exper-
iments suggested the reason to be that while the
Localization event type in general does not ben-
efit from positive static relations, negative static
relations seem to provide strong clues to the SVM
classifier.

5 Conclusion

We have presented the first study on the appli-
cability of static relations for event prediction
in biomedical texts. While data on static rela-
tions can offer a more detailed representation of
biomolecular events, it can also help to boost
the performance of event prediction. We have
performed three sets of experiments to investi-
gate these opportunities. First, we have designed
new candidate events by treating non-NE terms
as aliases for the GGPs they are associated with.
By augmenting the normal event predictions with
predictions for these new candidates, we have es-
tablished a considerable increase in recall. Next,
we have implemented a false positive filter to im-
prove precision, by exploiting annotation for re-

lations judged to imply only distant associations
of the GGP and the enclosing term. Finally, the
last type of experiment involves integrating com-
plementary data on static relations to obtain more
informative feature vectors for candidate events.
Results show that both recall and precision can be
increased slightly by this last, more complex con-
figuration.

During the experiments, it has become clear that
there are important differences between the data
sets of distinct event types. For example, we have
found that Phosphorylation events benefit the most
from added static relations data, while Localiza-
tion events can be enhanced using only features
of negative static relation annotations. For some
event types, such as Protein catabolism, the cur-
rent techniques for integration of static relations
do not generate a performance boost. However,
our findings pave the way for experiments involv-
ing more detailed representations, taking the in-
trinsic properties of the various event types into
account and combining the various ways of inte-
grating the new information. We regard these op-
portunities as promising future work.

Finally, having established the potential added
value offered by data on static relations in an event
extraction framework, additional future work will
focus on the automatic extraction of the static re-
lations. Similar relations have been considered in
numerous recent studies, and while challenges to
reliable prediction remain, several methods with
promising performance have been proposed (Girju
et al., 2007; Hendrickx et al., 2009). By inte-
grating predictions from both static relations and
events instead of using gold standard relation an-
notations, we will be able to study the effect of
the relation information on new data, including the
shared task test set. Such experiments are key to
establishing the practical value of static relations
for biomolecular event extraction.
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